
MEMO SAG

September 15, 19^2
Cleveland, Ohio

furnished the writer on July 17, 19^2 the following

items of literature received by informant at the Civil Rights Congress
National Board Meeting, Chicago on July 9, 19^2:

1. A one page mimeographed sheet containing information for
the delegates to the National Board Meeting,

2. A 29 page mimeographed report of the National Executive
Secretary for the meeting of the National Executive Board,
Civil Rights Congress, Chicago, July 7, 1952. This 29

page report is, of course, that o:^j^^LLIAM L. PATTERSON,
National Executive Secretary, Civil Rights Congress,

3» A l5 page mimeographed approved report of the National
Organizational Secretary for the meeting of the National
Board of the Civil Rights Congress, Chicago, ’July 7, 1952.

This approved report has attached to it, two mimeographed
pages of draft resolutions by the Civil Rights Congress on
genocide against the negro people and on Puerto Rico,

These items will be filed in the informant's file 66-35 Sub 264 Sub A.
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CRC NATIONAL BOAND IffiSTINO

1« ,
All Board sessions will Le* held at the office of the Fur Workers Union,
1405 Tfest Cortez Street, Bxaopt (a ) tlio dimim ' il l iiin un

and (b) the sessions after 6s 00 M on July 8th, which will he held at
the ASP center, 946 ITorth Clark.

vY‘

2. Ihile the agenda shows only three days of business (July 7, 8 and 9) it
is believed that very important matters may have to be taken up on July
10th- and they may occupy the entire day. Please take this into account
in making your plans.

3. All sessions, whether the first each day or after mealtimes, v/ill start
at the time set, whether many delegates are present or not , Ihis is ai
absolute necessity'7“beoause we will still have too little -Eime for the
business requiring our attention. Chicago is a big city and unfamiliar
to many of you, so allow yourself lots of time to get to the sessions,

4. .Take up all problems with a member of the Credentials and ProOedures
Committee,which is composed of Arthur MoPhaui, John Daschbach, John
Holton and Aubrpy Grossman,

5.

* The Official Secretary of the Board meeting is Jack Zucker. -See him if
you missed a session- or some action taken by the Board,

6. .Orders for literature should be given to the person manning the litera-
ture table.

7o .We have arranged for sample copies of civil rights pamphlets published
by various organizations. Take only one of each unless permission is
given by the person manning the literature table,

8, During the Board sessions, only one meeting will take place at any one
time; therefore, all back-of-the-roora discussions or hallv/ay delibera-
tions will have to be postponed till mealtime,

9. Make -it your business to get acquainted with and absorb the experiences
of as many' of the delegates as you possibly can,

10,

If you need, or can provide, transportation home, take this up vdth one
of the Credentials and Procedures Committee,

X
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REPOKl* OF NATIONAL EXECUTIVE SECRETARY for the
MEETING OF THE NATIONAL EXECUTIVE BOARD - CIVIL RIGHTS CONGRESS
Chicago July 7, 19 5 2

, ###############################
Pew people will deny tHat tliis historic moment in which we meet is one

of decisive significance in the political life of onr country and of the world. .. v .. ..

Clearly^ the nature of today’s world and that of the future is being decided. The
stress and strain of political struggle is everywhere to be seen and felt. Questions
of constitutional rights and human dignity hold a dominant political place in our

j

coimtry. Millions will meet a premature death if the war now being waged spreads
|

to global proportions. i

But in the approaches to and the analysis of these vital issues we find
conflicts and differences. Those leaders of the people who are neither seduced
nor corrupted seek a peoples’ peace. They seek a democratic relationship between
all peoples that is not determined by the color of skin, religion, nationality or
political belief. Reaction is seeking to crush the people’s will for democracy,
peace and justice. It is seeking desperately to divert the attention of the people
from their basic interest in peace and democratic procedure. The struggle waged
on every front brings terrific burdens and problems to the people. The mounting
of the people’s resistance movements throws those who profit by war into a
desperate frenzy against the people’s leaders and their organizations.

That is the general situation confronting us as we meet, as the Board of
the Civil Rights Congress, to decide the future of the Board itself, to review our •/

work and policies and, from the most exacting analysis and criticism, to map out - |

a program of action, our campaigns and the ways, means and methods of solving -
f

the problems and the tasks we face.

th:i^^ru
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We of CRC occupy a vital front of battle. Our country is entering eve:?:

more deeply into great political struggles. In its totality reaction’s program
means war abroad and fascism at home. It relentlessly pursues this course and
nothing will stop it save the mobilized and organized will of the people for
democracy and peace. The fundamental questions at issue are democracy and
peace. In both, constitutional liberties, civil and human rights are basic facto rs.,,.

If the people can be driven through fear or by tidckery to desert their herita^i^; ‘

of free sjoeech, press and assembly, they must and will lose. ^

In support of this conclusion, let me quote from the address of Bishop .

iPaul B, Kern recently made to the Quadrennial General Conference of the
Methodist Church held in San ITrancisco. Bishop Kern warned all Americans
who have ears with which to hear or eyes with which to see that ' ’vicious -'effot’ts

to regiment thought and curb freedom of speech” are being made in the United,,
States. He held further that L*'This pressure denies liberty to men who by a

independence of thought claim the right to criticize the status quo and seek to, ?

improve it within the framework of the democratic process.” His conclusion^
is of inestimable value to all who love liberty and are ready to defend it. He *

said, ’’This demagoguery smears the names of honest meii by unfounded charges;^
of traitorous connections. Rumor peddlers, enjoying Congressional and legisla-
tive immunity or hiding behind innuendoes or hearsay evidence, break down
confidence in our society and throttle the free voice of free men. ”

1
ij

Either the American people will maintain inviolate and extend those ideas
and principles of constitutional government aind respect for human rights left us'
by Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, Frederick Douglass, Franklin D.
Roosevelt and the long line of champions of the people’s cause who stood beside
them, or we face fascism, the concentration camps now being prepared in
California and Arizona for those who will not be throttled, and the immeasurable
horrors of an atomic world war.
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Either the people s^iccessfially wage fierce democratic straggles to save
their Declaration of Independence, their Bill of Bights and their Emancipation
Proclamation, or worse than that which happened in IvTazi Germany will happen
he re-

Reaction is playing upon and loosing the darkest passions of the most
backward elements. Slander, character assassination, and the smearing of men
before their neighbors and abroad are an incitement to greater violence. These
things bear no relation to freedom of speech. They are permitted because they
arouse in the most backward elements hatred and lust. Thus, iii the press, the
school, on the radio, wherever evil men in power control the avenues of propaganda,
frantic efforts are being made to confuse and deceive the people and to lure them
into actions destructive of their own best interests and of democatic procedure.

atT

It is clear, then, that our place is with the people. The strength of the
people, of the laboring masses, the ISTegro people, the broad elements int-he
communities who belong of right among the defenders of peace and democracy,
must be mobilized. The struggle is for the people. The realities of life are
slowly opening the people’s eyes. We must knock on every door. We must be
devoid of fear in contacting the people and their organizations. Above all else, we
must show the people their specific interest in any issue we present to them and
not escpect them to act fi'om some moralistic and lofty principles.

Prom every quarter of the world, people watch the unfolding American
political scene. Tens of millions, regardless of their politics, economic status,
religion, nationality or color, escpress the belief that their immediate interests
and political future will be decisively affected by the course of the struggles in
the USA.

Thousands of American workers, the Negro people, leaders and laymeniin.
the church -- such as Bishop Kern — and coinmunity leaders are beginning to
•indicate in many and various ways a growing apprehension of the emnace to their
interests of the Smith and McCarran laws, Taft-Hartley, the projected concentra-
tion camps, the inhuman attitude of the courts and of racist-poisoned policemen
and mobs toward Negroes, the drive to spread jim crow, segregation and the
ghetto, anti-Semitism and the persecution of the progressives among the
foreign-born. We have their protest resolutions. Against the evils of the Smith
Act we have the condemnation of Supreme Court Justices Hugo Black and
William O. Douglas*

Who among us has not been heartened by the many trade union statements
condemning the Smith Act and the subversive activities of the un-Ameiican
Activities Committee? Who has not rejoiced at the resolutions condemning the
violation of consHtutional liberties and human rights coming from the Methodist
Bishops in San Prancisco, the Presyterian and Unitarian church conferences and
innumerable Negro church gatherings ? Who has not taken new courage from the
spreading and widening condemnation of the character assassins, the reputation-
smearers like McCarthy and his ilk? Daily, new voices for freedom ring out.
These are welcome sounds to a people’s defense group that thinks clearly of
organization and of struggle in the interest of the people. These are the vocal
part of those forces that can and must be mobilized for the struggle.

Otm^PI^CE ^^I^RESPO^
Here is our stage. Amidst these leaders and their followers the tasks and

». > -,*ponsibilities of the Civil Rights Congress are to be foxand. Here its role and
^*olicies must be determined. Here is a school in which we can learn things of
V.r-e.vtimable value. V/e have had far-reaching experiences. We must draw upon

now. This meeting must outline the tactics and strategic outlook of CRC. It

nxiint bring greater clarity to its xnembers and others, for effectiveness in the
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people's struggle to maintairL peace aud strengthen our constitutional liberties

demands clarity gained through struggle and contact with the people otherwise.

From many sides, progressive men and women have highly commended
CRC for the manner in which it conducted the campaigns and struggles we have
recently waged. CB.C has undoubtedly added to the sum total of our democratic
traditions. We have won notable victories and in the most dramatic manner brougl
the world's attention to the horrors of American genocidal- policy toward the

Negro people. We moved hundreds of thousands. But the past is not sufficient

unto the future.

Let us not forget that through it all we remained a small organi 2sation, that

although we moved the Negro leaders of the Baptist church and a score of Bishops
among the Methodist clergy^- we did not grow numerically. We must remember
that our organizational strength has never matched our prestige. We failed

utterly to follow up when love and honor were bestowed x?pon us and to build this

organization into one of great strength. Doors were opened and we did not know
how to enter. Let us remember that in fact we even lost membership and chap-
ters during this same period or immediately after. There are tremendous
lessons to be learned from these facts about our methods of work and particu-
larly our lack of organizational ability. 'We must recall that 1;wice we have
mounted a national offensive struggle only to lose the offensive. How and why
do these disasters happen? The answers have to be found and the remedies
applies. That is our responsibility.

The gravest danger looms when an offensive once gained in the struggle

for liberty is lost. Then it is that the enemy attacks most fiercely, striking in

many spots at once, hoping thus to create pessimism and defeatism in the people's

ranks. Then it is that differences in policy grow most intense and new forms
of organization are demanded. Then it is that constructive criticism must be
sharpened, that the road back to the democratic offensive may be regained.

There is no set formula or blueprint for this. Courage, understanding
and the will to win are needed. Learning from the past, we must not be slavish

to it. V/e live in a changing world. Both victories and defeats must be sobering.

They should lead neither to giddiness nor to defeatism. The major characteristic

of the moment remains the will of the people to fight back.

Clarifying the people's will, harnessing it, directing it into channels
of struggle, consolidating it organizationally after and particularly during
demonstrative and dynamic democratic actions is out task and responsibility,

Y C RjC_!

CRC is no accident. Events occurring toward the end of the last war
indicated an approaching reactionary wave to those thinking deeply. The merger
of the National Federation for Constitutional Liberties, the International Labor
Defense, and a number of statewide defense organizations was a vitally signifi-

cant political and organizational step. That step was taken by foresighted,
liberty-loving and patriotic Americans. They correctly interpreted the meaning
of the rise of the American Liberty League, the America First Committee, the

Sentinels of the Republic, the Black Legion, the reactivation of the Klan and the

formation of other gangster groups that were assigned the job to incite racism,
anti-Semitism, virulent nationalism and to restrict or abolish the rights of the

people and destroy their organizations. It was then that the drive began to fill

the people's organizations with spies.

Those who created CRC realized that only an organization of the broadest
character could guarantee victories for the people, A people's defense organiza-
tion that was broader than an International Labor Defense was needed. Yet the

loo^ foundation of the new organization must be labor. In the new organization

the unity of labor and the Negro peo;ple had to be realized. That was and remains
of supreme importance.



History has testified to the correctness of that merger. Had CRC not been
created, it would now have to be brought into being. There is proof. The anti-

people^ s drive of the Smith and McCarran Act mahers, the anti-labor drive of

those who fashioned the Taft-Hartley law, the revival of the Ku Klux Klan and
other terrorist groups who exist only by sufferance of Government, the un--Anaeri-

can drive of the fascist-minded in Congress, in the courts and in the Executive
branch of government against the attempts of the people to use the democratic
process in protection of their interests - - all testify to the need for a people*

s

defense organization.

Yet to prove that a CRC is needed is not to prove that the one which exists

is adeq[uate to the needs and demands of the moment* Even if it were, its leader-

ship and the course it charts must constantly be exhaustively examined by the

people through the Board. We should be the first among the examiners, the

sharpest of the critics.

We have dealt with the favorable surrounding conditions for struggle. They
show, despite the terror and fears that have been generated that the weaknesses
and inadequacies must in the main be sought for on the inside

-

However, before we come to an examination of our mistakes and weak-
nesses, let us present some vitally significant factors concerning the structure

and policies of CRC. Acquaintance with these characteristics will not only help

us to show the nature and meaning of a people* s defense organization; it will

help us in the drafting of its policy and-plans.

We call the Civil Rights Congress a people* s defense organization. Why?

A/ CRC is the only defender of constitutional liberties and of civil and
human rights that will work together with all individuals and organizations that

want to defend the people's interests on this front without inquiring into the

political philosophy or beliefs of those who enter its ranks. In simple words, CRC
will work together with Oemocrats, Republicans, Socialists, and Communists.
Ho other defense organization will do this. We believe that to inquire into one's

political belief is in violation of the Bill of Rights. Other organizations will not

work together with Communists, although some will generally defend the rights

of Communists. This distinction, this discrimination, this looking down on
people with whom one may differ on political issues, is a splitting tactic. This

is especially true when those looked down on are people who have been maligned
and smeared by the violators of civil rights. The lessons of Germany and Italy

prove this statement, a' That * 'exclusiveness" will prove no less dangerous here.

CRC is a fiercely partisan organization - - a peoplds organization - -

but it is not the tool or property of any political party. It fights for the unity of

all the people in the struggle to safeguard peace and our democratic heritage. It

seeks a people's front of democratic struggle. It believes that the best defense

is the people's democratic offensive.

B/ In all campaigns, cases and action programs, CRC places major
importance upon the mass activities of the people. This is a Jeffersonian concept

of struggle. It flows directly from the political tactics employed by Thomas
Jefferson and his followers in the struggle against the Alien and Sedition Eaws
of the Alexander Hamilton clique. It is a Lincolnian concept. It was adopted and

followed by Franklin D. Roosevelt in the battles against the "Economic Royalists. •

It is, therefore, essentially American and non-party. At the same time, CRC
appeals to every legal agency, utilizing every statutory and tactical legal device

to defend the people's interests. We employ this combination of the people's

strength and legal agencies. But the courts are secondary. Complete dependence

can never be placed in the courts. They are not the people's weapons. They can
be depended upon only to the extent that the movement of the people indicates in

an unmistakably clear fashion the direction and the power of public opinion. To



this the courts are very sensitive* The manner in which the courts have tiine and
again betrayed the interests of labor and of Negroes, as slaves auid as a people,
and those of truly oppositional political parties, is notorious. Again and again
the people have been forced to note this animosity and act accordingly. Even some
presidents have been forced to change tlie composition of reactionary courts.

CRC places major dependence upon the people and their activity. The
others oppose mass activities. The dependence of the others is completely in
the courts. ;

t

C/ CR.C bases itself upon labor as the major social force defending con-
stitutional liberties. This is in heeping:with Abraham Lincoln's concept that

**labor comes first” and that ”what helps labor helps America, ” That is an
American outlooh. Dependence upon the courts is dependence in the opposite
direction.

D/ CRC holds that the unity of labor and the Negro people in the struggle
for the maintenance and extension of constitutional liberties and civil rights is

the guarantee of successful struggle.

This position flows from the indisputable fact that labor and the Negro
people are at this historic moment, in relation to the defense of constitutional
rights, the most responsible and vital social groups in American life. They are
the two groups reaction seeks most desperately to keep apart. They are also
the most persecuted, and that by identically the same reactionary forces.

No other defense organization attaches any such importance to the unity
of labor and the Negro people. Some tacitly oppose it.

E/ CRC declares that the denial of constituti^onal liberties, civil rights

and the dignity of human beings to Negroes is a policy of government enforced
through many and various forms of intimidation and terx*or; that jim crow and
segregation and the black ghetto are endorsed by government and could not other-
wise exist; that the combined terror and persecution of Negroes constitutes
genocide - - a crime of government against the Negro people.

This characterization flows from a study of life itself, from the report
of President Truman's Committee to Investigate Segregation in Washington,
from the decision of courts condemning obviously innocent Negroes, from the
openly hostile statements of officials high in government. CRC*s documentation
of this position in ”We Charge Genocide -- the Crime of Government Against the
the Negro People” has not been successfully refuted although many denials have
been attempted.

All other defense organizations hold that the persecution and attempted
terrorization of the Negro people is incidental and has ,no relation to policy or
conscious design. They ignore the lack of any serious governmental interference
over three-quarters of a century.

E/ CRC holds that the advocacy of lynch law and lynch justice and of

anti-Semitism, racism and religious prejudices and the slander and vilification

of a people or group because of color or creed is not consistent with the right of

free speech but is politically and ethically immoral and a violation of the consti-
tutional right of free speech and freedom of the press.

There are organizations in the field of defense of constitutional liberties,

civil and human rights that call for defense of the "rights” of the White Circle
League, the KKK, Gerald L. K. Smith, the anti-Semite and Negro-baiter and all

others who seek to spew their vile slander of minorities in order to incite and
provoke force and violence. They associate this filth and disease bearing bacteria^

with the Bill of Rights. To that degree, however they must disociate the Bill of

Rights from the Preamble of the Constitution which holds that the Constitution was
written in order to form a more perfect Union, to "establish justice” and here we
hit the very heart of the matter "to insure domestic tranquility. ” How can the

immoral ravings of a racist, an anti-Semite, a labor -baiter establish justice.
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insure domestic tranquility, provide for tb.e common defense or promote the

general welfare? How can it ^^secure these blessings of liberty to ourselves or

our posterity?'* We completely divorce ourselves from the argument that

Constitutional liberties, civl and human rights and the defense of human dignxty

lies in this direction. This is destruction of the Constitution. We categorically

reject it. Many church and some organized labor groups are now coming around

to the position of CRC.

G/ CRC has associated the pursuit of aggressive war with the denial of

Constitutional liberties, civil and human rights. This position has grown out of

the fact that such a war brings with it, as at present, far-reaching restrictxons

of liberties and the growth of virulent nationalism with its accompanying racxal

and religious hatred and the active propagation of racism.

All other defense organizations avoid this issue as they would a plague.

H/ CRC holds that the Attorney General's ^subversive" list and the stig-

matization of people's leaders and organizations by the Un-Amerxcan Actxvxtxes

Committee are conscious acts of intimidation and terror instxtuted, as Bishop

Kern said, to "throttle the free voice of free men. " This is an abuse of the legis

lative power of Congress and the powers of the Administrative branch of govern-

ment. We are the only defense organization that says, as did Henry Steele

Commager in Harper's Magazine, in commenting on the Un-American Actxvxtxes

Committee:
"What do men know of loyalty who make a mockery of the Beclaratxon

of Independence and the Bill of Rights, whose energies are dedicated to

stirring up race and class hatreds, who would straitjacket the American
spirit? What, indeed, do they know of America - - the Amenca of Sam
Adams and Tom Paine, of Jackson's defiance of the Court and Lincoln's

celebration of labor, of Thoreau's essay on civil disobedience and

Emerson's championship of John Brown . • . ?

"Who, among American heroes would meet their tests, who would

be cleared by their committee?"

He answered his own question with these words:

"Not Washington, who was a rebel. Not Jefferson, who wrote that

all men are created equal and whose motto was 'rebellion to tyrants

is obedience to God. *"

No other defense organization exposes this role of the branches of govern

ment and their agencies. Yet this exposure bears no relation to a political

philosophy.

1/ Lastly, but of the most decisive importance, CRC holds that the

defense of the constitutional rights of Commxmists is the first line of defense of

the rights of the people.

In these characteristics, CRC is imique. In this respect the people's

character of CRC reveals itself with greatest clarity. Thus, we can say that

there is no other defense organization like CRC. The more nearly we adhere to

these distinctive features, the more forcibly do we influence the course of other

defense organizations. Thus we inspire their supporters to a greater militancy

in defense of justice, constitutional liberties and civil rights.

While we enumerate these special features of CRC it must be said that

membership is not conditioned upon acceptance of them as a credo. We are a

mass membership organization. These principles have great educational value.

They lead to a clarification of the true nature of the struggle to maintain and

extend the people's liberties and rights. But for membership, one has only to

support the given campaign or case that brought him or her into CRC or to give
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support to its program, even without active participation in any campaign or

action.

To demand adherence to and acceptance of these characteristics in- their

entirety as a condition for membership would be to tahe a position that would
make mass development impossible. To treat of any campaign or case of CRC
in such a manner as to create the impression that participation in it demanded
or demands the acceptance of the whole of these features is to defeat the aim
and purpose of CRC to involve the greatest possible number of people in every
defense action.

We have been guilty of both mistakes. We must learn to bring forth these

characteristics, to apply each where its application creates no deep disturbance

to reasoning power but rather inspires a wider range of though and the acceptance

of more if.ar-reaching political action. Mistakes that separate us from the people

endager the success of the campaign which may well involve a human life or the

legal life of a political party,, as well as the Constitutional liberties and civil

rights of the people. Our responsibilities in this respect are great indeed. The
relation of the forces in the struggle to each other are always fluctuating. The
struggle is for the people. A fresh impetus is always given to a struggle and new
forces drawn in when the educational phase of the struggle is correctly handled.

Then it is that wide sections of the masses see their interests reflected in :he

campaign. Thus the threat of victimization because of guilt-by-association loses

its power to create fear.

We have held repeatedly that the decisive key to successful struggle to

defend and extend constitutional liberties, ci\aL and human rights is the unity in the

struggle of labor and the Negro people. This is a correct and basic principle of

strategy. This is the road to permanent victories for the people. That indispen-

sable alliance has never been cemented. Today it mvtst be cemented. History
demands it*

On one or another occasion, we achieved unity to some small degree for

a moment or two in some specific campaign, case or issue. But unity in struggle

of the masses of white and Negro is nowhere a chax*acteristic feature of the

American political scene. If it were, the scene would be entirely different.

There has been no alliance between the masses of white Americans and
the Negro people since the Reconstruction unity program of the poor whites and
former slaves in the Southern states was smashed by a bi-partisan coalition of

the major political parties. The Klan operated then. There was open and notor-

ious violation by the courts and other branches of governm.ent of the Thirteenth,

F'ourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments to the Constitution.

The same violations are seen today. This fact testifies to the depth to

which the ideas of the white supremacists have penetrated.

This unity constitutes the basic strategy of the people. We of CRC must
learn how to achieve it on our front of struggle. This is our greatest responsibility

An alliance of labor and the Negro people is logical and natural. They have a

common foe. The cooperation of either with that foe will prevent a people’s victory

of any lasting character.

wh:^e sui^^iOR^jy

The ruling circles* myth of white superiority is deeply rooted in the whole
social fabric of our country. It has created illusions among white Americans
generally and even among white workers that they can win constitutional liberties,

civil and human rights of an enduring character for themselves without the aid

and support of the Negro people. Monopoly exclusion of the Negro workers from
many industries was calculated to deepen this impression and did deepen it.



White labor has never felt that the political demands of the Negro people for eqnal

rights and opportunities are of concern to labor. It has been led to believe in

divisibility of democracy. It has been ^aught that some may enjoy democracy
while others are denied its benefits. Sbme even intthe rantcs of labor have been

led, by reactionary tools in education and by other hatemongers, to believe that

they gain advantages to the degree that other minorities are deprived of constitu-

tional and civil rights and denied respect as human beings. Jim crow, segregatior.

and the ghetto deepen this impression.

Such are the lengths to which the system of jim crow and segregation,

terror and violence, and the denial by the ruling cliques of the most elementary

human dignity to Negroes has corrupted the thixiking and shattered the moral

strength of millions of white Americans. They have been led to accept the racist

philosophy of the creators of labor injunctions, the Smith Act and Taft-Hartley

law?, the jim crow church as their own and as in^^their interests.

CRC'-has persistently fought these views - but not always correctly.

The organized labor body of men, women and youth is the largest group

victimized by '^repressive legislation, cynically -vicious court decisions and execu-

tive decrees that restrict labor’s area of democratic struggle.

The attitude of the legislature, the courts and the executive branch of

Government toward the Negro people is most inhuman. In terms of resistance

to oppression, of demands for ^ndamental chages and of struggle, the Negro

people constitute at this moment the spearhead of the progressive forces. Justice

William O. Douglas has described the position of the peoples of Asia in language

that could in a certain measure be applied to the Negro people in the U.S. A.

Douglas said:

’^Powerful forces are boiling up from the bottom. People are resolved to

escape from the misery of their poverty and disease. No power on earth can

stop them. Then he added that there isL developing "a burning concept.nf..

equality for the colored races, a resolve to restore the colored people to a place

of dignity and respect. He charged the rulers of the USA with responsibility.

Most of this could be applied to this country with the same rulers responsible.

Thus, it is clear that the struggles of the Negro people is merging with the

struggles^waged by the colored peoples for an end to racism and equality of rights.

Although it will take some time, we should review the efforts that have

been made to gain results of value to the whole people around this fundamental

issue of labor-Negro unity. The question cannot be by-passed. It is not a stage

of development that we can jump over. It has to be faced. It has to be mastere .

We must make g=^oat corxtoribution in this field, growing of experiences -on the

dafenp.®- A short survey of history is necessary.

In days gone by we learned through splendid defense struggles how to

create a degree of working class solidarity. People were mobilized in the fight

to save the Mollie Maguires, who were murdered intthe 1870‘s by the mine owners

and their government in the anthracite region of Pennsylvania. When the ^^^e

Haymarket heroes, leaders of the fight for an eight-hour day for American labor,

were legally lunched in Chicago in the 1880«s, thousands were aronsed. When Bill

Haywood and other leaders of the Western Federation of Miners were tried in

Idaho in 1907 for murder, people were mobilized to save them. In 1916 we mobi-

lized tens of thousands to defend the lives of Tom Mooney and his union brothers.

During World War I, when Socialists, IWW«s, and some conscientious objectors

to the war were imprisoned, thousands were aroused and an amnesty movement
was successfully developed- Millions were moved to fight for the lives of the

iimoceii.t Sacco and. Vanzetti in the 20’ s.

Those struggles had great positive values, magnificent lessons flow from



them concerning the attitude o£ government. They combined militancy, initiative,

loyalty and devotion to the cause of the worhing class. Hut l>Jegroes were not
involved in these struggles; their struggles, after the smashing of the Reconstruc-
tion, were separate. There were victories and defeats in this period, but the

struggle has recurred again and again, around the same issues of constitutional

liberties, civil and human rights. The people can alone prevent periodical
recurrence

,

There emerges from these battles a lesson. It is esctremely difficult to

learn, being more profound and more far-reaching than others. It is the lesson
that: thei’e wall be no permanent victories in the struggle for the constitutional

rights of labox’, the Communist or Progr’essive Parties, of the Negro people, of

the foreign-born, of persecuted religious minorities in this country until we have
linked together in unbreakable bonds of unity in these struggles the masses of

labor and the Negro people; I<To more profound analysis of the American scene
has ever been made than this: that labor in a white skin cannot be free while labor
in a black skin is branded. This truism is as enduring as time itself. It grows
daily more decisive.

An intellectual acceptance of this truth has time and again been expressed
by labor. In every basic resolution that has come forth from an American church
or religious conference in recent years, lip service is paid to this doctrine. Hut
in its practical application we have encountered and still continue to encounter
the gravest political, organisational and educational weaknesses. They have been
expressed in the work of CRC, although we have tried to ovex^come them.

All of these weaknesses testify to the depth to which ideas of white super-
iority have sunk, the degree to which they have penetrated institutions of learning,

of the church, and of politics, the extent to which these poisonous ideas have
brought deterioration to the moral sensibilities of the masses of white America
and a consequent distrust to the minds of the Negro people.

Ideas of white supremacy have not been accidentally implanted. 'They have
been cultivated. Racism and religious hatred are not inherent. If they persist in

every phase of American social relations, it is because the economic rulers of

America, who alone own and control the propaganda machinery, have understood
the mighty truth that the people's freedom lies in the unity of struggle of white and
Negro better than have the leaders of labor and the people's organizations.

In the early defense struggles I have mentioned, the question of Negro -white
unity was almost completely missing. It was not considered. The objective condi-

tions presented definite reasons for the omission. The Negro was not then a
factor in the labor movement.

Many white people were lulled by the Emancipation Proclamation into the

false belief that the Negro Question, as it was called, was solved or they thought

that it would be solved by the decisions of the courts in which: the Negro people
could, seek and find redress. These people became legalists. Today it is a
hangover. There was no clear concept of the role the courts would play.

The great lessons of the magnificent achievements from Negro -white unity
during Reconstruction were denied, distorted, warped and twisted out of all true
shape. That was a conscious distortion of American history. The Southern land-
lords sought a way to retrieve their Civil War losses. * They fought for and won an
ideological victory based upon the theory of the inherent inferiority of the Negro.
This theory was in the interests of Northern industry, which really controlled
Southern affairs. The theory of Negro inferiority was accepted as the basic means
of holding back labor-Negro unity.

White farmers and labor were weary of the ideological and moral issues
around which the Civil War had been fought. They wanted to end the war, *: They
were desperately anxious to get into the industrial apparatus, the development of

which loomed as limitless and offered, so they were told, complete economic
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security for all.

Tlxese were axnQng th.e Txtost pronauEuced. jcea.son*s wixy tb.e «iytb.s of wiiite

superiority c^augiit.liold, were successfully propagated.^„,axid.flourised.

THE PERIODS OF THE ILP A3STD THE CK.C .

The era ajid-^he-steu^gles of the' period of .the lED-differ froiati those of the

Ci’dl Rights Congress, The classical attempt to

affect the unity of “white aiui-Ne!:^o Jn..struggle. But it remained generally a fight

for **Negro rights, ” It was> in truths-n-fight for democracy^ against white supremac
which menaces all progre-ssivea, ISEo aacaJ33ination of the earlier^ era.brings us
lessons entirely adequate to the defense-needa of today* The specific weight in

American life, the political.. significance of the struggle against racism and white
supremacy, has now grown .infinitely greater than it was yesterday.

'Pascisrfv-haa risen in*Europe^and Asia* Everywhere it is accompanied
by racism and vicious nationalism. It varied only as the conditions of growth
and devclcypment in each coxmtry differed^ In our own country, we heard Huey
Lt?ng, a racist from Louisiana^ predict, that fascism would come in the garb of

anti«fascism. We have -seen the--Smith .Act used as -a terrible and effective weapon
against tbe democratic^jxrocess, In-the^appeal-to -the Supreme Court from the

decision of the first Eoley.Square trials- dixstice..Hi^^go Blach said in his opinion:

''O^The--4ndictix^nadt.ds-ibat-they-nim-spired't^ organise the Communist .

Party' and -to use speech or newspapers and other publications in the -future

to teach-and advocate the. forcible -ovcfTthrow of the government. No matter
how it is worded, this is a virxdeut form of prior censorship of speech and .

press -which I,beHeve--the..Eirst^Ai33jendxnent forbids, I would hold Section 3

ot the Smith Af^.t -r -i 7ijng this -prior restrairrt 'Xmconstitutionad on its face

and , as-applied* ”
,

Justice’' W'illiaxn O-r Ilouglas^said-of ' the Snaith- Act^

^'The--£irst.Ameiidment provides-4:ha± HJongress shall make no law , . .

abriding the freedom of speech. * The Constitution provides no exception. . .

Seditious.,conduct can always be punished^. But the command of the Eirst

Amendment is so clear that we should not -allow Congress to call a halt to

flee, speech* * .

" ” ^Once we -start down that road we enter territory dangerous to the

llbertiea..of. every citizen. '*

^
'*We-^have started down that road.. The ruling clique proceeds as Huey Long,

the racist“foresaw, allegedly in defense of our democracy. The Smith Act paves

the way for of all constitutional liberties. It is the major weapon
of reaction.,~a-master key to monopoly's plan. against labor, the Negro people, and

all men who, as Rlahop fC^-rn s^id, **by independence of thought-claim the right

to criticiate- tho'^tatus quo-and seek to-improye -it within the framework of the

democratic process. '* With.this weapon, the attack has been launched, first

against the-Cornmunists r to create the illusion that only they are to be the victims

This conspiracy against-democracy worke^in Cermany and Italy; it could work e

No voice has spoken out to this point with greater clarity than that of

Hubert T, Delany, a Justice of the X>omestic Relations Court of Manhattan, an

active-^piscopsd-Jay3nan^..^'«on.^f -thedate Rt. Rev, Henry Beard Delany,. Suffrage-

Bishop of North Carolina*

Usteit"'to'these—words: **Xo preserve the Constitution we have^.a!! got to

take a^^calcnlated^jpersonal-risk and speak up against this usurpation by govemetaoen

We still -have -thje-powe 2r~-of free speech and free assembly. Det us say, *We are

on to you3r~gaxn.e^—We know that you know the way to make a democracywork is

to let everyc-if-iT-.^ri the same rights as his fellows.’ If we make .America
^

-^rntr^il-nf*-r^ld.e^-wi±hou^

**Yest ;^*While there is still time I Det usl speak- nut i -
. T



tliou-ght control! ISfo more
leaders in public office, »No more gag lav7s ! No more
Smith Act trials of ideas and books.

Listen for a moment to William Rl Hood. President of the National Negro

Labor Council and Recording Secretary of Ford Local 600 - UAW-CIO- He said:

"As one who feels strongly about the way Negroes are treated in this '^^erican

way of life, ' I am calling upon my people everywhere no matter what their po i ica

beliefs, to join in the struggle for the defense of the Smith Act victirms, t is is

our first line of defense. **

The defense of the constitutional liberties and civil rights of the Communistf

has become the first line of defense of the constitutional liberties, civil and human

rights of the people. For the successful defense of the rights of the Communists,

the unity of labor and the Negro people is essential. It can and must be realized

in struggle. The major campaign is the fight to repeal the Smith Act. The method

of procedure is of decisive importance. CRC has made some political errors in

this phase of the work, and the responsibility in the main is mxne.

SIGNIFICAKCE^C^ ^ ^

Our entrance into and conduct of the struggle for the freedom of the

Trenton Six was correct. It was an extremely timely battle. All other defense

organizations had shunned this fight. They did not see its far-flung implications

as a defense of democracy and struggle against fascism. In the end after the

victory over death was won, we surrendered the retrial to the NAACP. We wanted

unity. Now two of the victims still face the threat of death and no-one makes men-

tion of the case - save CRC.

We were not only correct in entering the fight to save the life of the inno-

cent 'Willie McGee, but for the first time since the Civil War, white men and

women went into the South to fight for the life of a Negro being victimized by the

white supremacists. This was a step of extreme importance. Thus, through

struggle carried directly into the lair of the white supremacists, we were laying

the basis for Negro -white unity. We were challenging white superiority in ^he

very citadel of the white supremacists. We were bringing leadership and a new
understanding of the nature of the struggle to the Negro people. We were proving

the difference between CRC and other defense organizations. We were creating

lasting impressions as to who are the friends of the Negro people.

One of the most decisive features of that struggle was the delegation of

white women led by CRC which appealed before the Governor of Mississippi and

exposed both the crime of the legal lynch verdict and the criminal conspiracy

behind which the rape charge was drawn and the verdict was concocted. We
revealed the brutalization of the masses of the white South by their ruling gangs.

We showed the magnificent courage of the Negro people. Where has America

seen the likes of Rosalie McGee in years. We proved that the Negro people had

white allies in the deep South! This fight had tremendous lessons. But they were

lost to many leaders and organizations.

Our fight for the lives of the innocent Martinsville Seven was a classical

example of militant struggle. Again, we went into the South. Our course forced

others to respond. In that fight our efforts to secure a united front of struggle witl|

the leadership of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored Feople .

was eminently correct, although unsuccessful. Had we succeeded, the Martins-

ville Seven might today be alive. We surrendered the defense to the NAACF. It

would not work with us. The failure was not ours.

The fight to prevent my victimization by a Congressional Committee was

splendidly organized and conducted both in its legal and mass aspects. Church

leaders whose organizations contained millions were drawn into the struggle.

Negro Methodist. Bishops and the top leaders of the Negro Baptist clergy played a

conspicuous/fi|ht ISider the splendid leadership of Angie Dickerson. But we did

not consolidate our victory organizationally. This was a colossal weakness. It

remains a colossal weakness. In this phase of the struggle, our greatest achieve-

ment was the production of "We Charge Genocide - - The Crime of Government
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Against tHe Negrci, People . THis was a terrific blow that K^.s not been followed, up
by us or by any other progressive organisation. It must be followed up.

For the first time, the role of Goifernment as an instrument of the ”economv‘
royalists" in their exploitation and oppression of the Negro people was clearly
unfolded. The world was shown that the persecution of Negroes in America was
not to be separated from the foreign polic^y of the Government. Repeated violations

by the rulers of the USA of its international obligations under the Charter of the

United Nations, its violations of the provisions of the Universal Declaration of

Human Rights and particularly the utter flouting of the Convention on the Preven-
tion and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide were of one pattern. The progres?-

sive world was profoundly moved. Our petition to the General Assembly of the

United Nations was acclaimed wherever progressive human beings gather. Our
worh was a splendid contribution, both nationally and internationally.

We focussed attention upon the fact that these struggles did not constitute

just a fight for "Negro rights. " We showed that the fight was against the terrible

curse of the white supremacists, against the myth of white superiority, against
ruling clique nationalism which is a menace to America and the world. Thus we
helped break the taint of charity, of labor philanthropy which is injected by^'the

labor leaders who have no time for this kind of struggle, being overburdened by
"greater things. "

One does not stop to speculate to what extent the work of CRC on this front

has contributed to the resolutions emerging from clerical and labor bodies. There
can be no doubt * however, that our efforts to raise the struggle against the menace
of white supremacy to a high political level has affected many sections of the
population. It has sharpened the conflicts within the ranks of the people's enemies,
who are by no means in accord on all points. For example, we know that 56
Senators have sought to exempt this Government from the responsibility of en-
forcing the privisions of international treaties at home* They particularly want
to escape from the commitments of the Genocide Convention. They have not
ratified it. This, too, helps to expose the hypocrisy of the racists and witch-
hunters. It is around these issues that the conscience of many church and labor
leaders has been aroused. A number of books have recently been written on
this question, and The Nation magazine has devoted its entire issue of June 28
to the question, "How Free is Free?" Fverywhere we must bring these writings
to the people. The hypocrisy stinks to heaven.

But again the great weight of the white supremacists' ideas in our own
ranks made itself felt in our work. Neither we nor any other progressive organi-
zation hammered away systematically, persistently and consistently to bring the

political significance of this hypocrisy home to the people. We did not attach it to

the Korean policy of the Government where it could have been used to advantage
to expose the terrible cynicism of sending black and white Americans to fight

for democracy in Korea while black boys were being lynched "legally" and with
mob violence at home. This weakness has not yet been overcome, although we
have and are moving wide sections of the Negro press. This is an inseparable
part of the fight for constitutional liberties and civil rights,

DIBER:^

In working on this particular sector, we have -not sought to become an
organization of Negro liberation struggles. Some called us that, because we have
fought so many attacks on the Negro people. We saw the vitality of the struggle
against the white supremacists. We saw its limitless potential. Around it all

other activities of a democratic character can be enriched. The magnificent pos-
sibilities for involving ever greater masses of the Negro people proceed from
this course. The Negro people's struggle generally and that for civil liberties

and human rights spearhead the struggle in the USA today. Those who declare us
a Negro liberation organization do not realize the inseparable relationship of

all civil rights struggles. These struggles can and must merge with the broader
battles labor is entering, with the fight to save inviolate the rights of all
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oppositional political parties and especially the Communist Party, They do not

see this struggle as merging with the struggles of the Asian peoples for the

equality of the coloredpeople , struggles which Justice Douglas says ”no power
on earth can stop, ” They are among thoWe who saw the fight for the lives of

the Trenton Six, Willie McGee, the Martinsville. Seven, Rosa Dee Ingram, the

fight to keep me out of jail, as a fight for **Negro rights, " Such a narrow outlook
does great harm to the struggle to achieve the unity of white and Negro.

Of course, our own weaknesses contributed to these errneous views. The"
intensity of our drive obscured its breadth. We did not see how to link up the

Christoffel case on the labor front and the anti-Semitic frame-up of Ethel and
Julius Rosenberg with the sharpening attacks upon the Negro people, Florida gave
us the clearest picture of how Euiti-Semitism v/as being and would increasingly
be used as a splitting tactic by the people's enemies. Just before the murder of

Harry T, Moore and his wife in Mims, Florida, Jewish temples were bombed and
cemeteries desecrated. This same Hitler -like procedure was to be noted in
Illinois, New York and California. That the directives stemmed from a central
source seemed clear, V^Te were very slow on^the up-take. Our lagging lay mostly
in failure to mobilize the people for demonstrative action. Street meetings,
mass meetings, pikcet lines were needed.

There are those who raise the question of why CRC takes cases of violence
against Negroes, why it does not fight, for exanaple, for the right of Negro youth
to attend any and all schools, CRC does not make the distinction, Dife does.
The cases of violence, either "legal** or by mobs, reveal most clearly that
terror is the weapon of the ruling clique in its attempt to force the acceptance
of jim crow, segregation, ghetto life, job discrimination and the poll tax system
upon the Negro people. The school struggles must be made. They are now
handled by the NAACP, But they are treated in a legalistic manner. There is

no attempt to involve the people in mass demonstrative actions in ‘.such cases.
There are no school holidays proposed, no mobilization of the school children to

fight for their own future, no mobilization of trade unions in this fight.

Through such murders as that of Harry T. Moore, the State seeks to

discourage registration and voting; that is clear. So, through the Cicero, Illinois

bombing of Harvey E. Clark's home, the real estate boards, using government
officials, seek to keep the Negro in the ghetto, where high profits from rents
and food are possible. Through the murder of Willie McGee and the Martins-
ville Seven the landlords hope to maintain the plantation system, share -cropping,
peonage. Police brutality is used to smash the anger of the city masses. Mob
violence against Mexican-Americans and against the personal property of Jewish
people is a splitting device against labor. It is used to create hatred and to

separate the^ sympathy of the community from the cause of labor.

Violence is the midwife and haindmaiden of the entire program of racism
and the white supremacists. But each attack serves only to arouse the people.
In the fight around these cases, the conscience of white America can be awakened.
Through the development of struggle around these issues, the role of the
Government is best illustrated. In these struggles we Ccin clearly kshow that

in the attempt of the white supremacists to dehumanize black men and women and
youth, the ruling clique of this country has brutalized and is brutalizing millions
of white men, women and youth. Both fronts must be maintained, but we cannot no\

maintain both.

This violence incited against Negroes as a means of smashing the drive

toward Negro -white unity will increase in scope and intensity. We are in for a
wave of it following the elections. It will not stop even during the election
campaign. The acquittal and release of DaBenskey, the murderer of two Negroes
in Yonkers, New York: the release with nominal fines of the city officials who
conspired to allow a mob to drive Negroes from Cicero; the threat of the States

of Georgia and South Carolina to withdraw state support of school funds if the

courts declare Negroes eligible to attend; all these are signs of the times. Acts
of violence against the Negro people will increase tremendously. CRC's role in



exposing this trend has been highly commendable, Even the 3NTAACP and the
American Jewish Congress have been forced to admit that this terror is increas-
ing. CRC must be prepared to handle more, not less, of these cases. CRC
alone will seek to reach down and influence the people,

JTOWARJ^

In the development of these activities CRC has placed the question of the
unity of labor and the Negro people in struggle on a new high plane. CRC brought
before the National Convention of Fur and Leather /Workers the proposal that its
leader, Ben Gold, be empowered to form a trade union committee of one thousand
to fight genocide. The potentialities of such a committee are limitless. Working
correctly it could change the whole outlook of labor toward the struggle against
white supremacy. Broader sections of labor than ever would be involved. The
labor concept of this struggle could be changed and its charitable features rooted
out. A new type of leadership for white labor in these struggles would emerge.
Its influence upon the community and church would be far-reaching. In turn the
attitude of the Negro community toward labor would surely be deeply affected. We
must go ahead, full steam ahead, on this work. It is a must.

GRAV:^WEAIG5ESSES

Despite the advanced character of our work against white supremacy, CRC
made grave mistakes in its development. We will not speak now of the failure of
organizational consolidation. Upon my return from the General Assembly of the
United Nations, tremendous strides could have been made in that direction. We
missed the boat. When we won the splendid victory in my case, -we again missed
the boat to organizational consolidation, though we had carried Negro Bishops
and high churchmen along with us. However let me now deal with some political
weaknesses

.

We did not counterpose this splendid work against the white supremacists
to the fight for the rights of the Communists or the repeal of the Smith Act or
amnesty for the victims of the Smith Act. We always saw the indivisible relation
between the two. But we failed to recognize that it was historically necessary to
link the fight against the Smith Act at the earliest possible moment with the great
struggles we were waging. We were extremely slow to make this orientation.
This was evidence of a distrust of the people. We did not see them as ready for
this form of political struggle. We did not show the people that the Smith Act
enforcement nullifies the Bill of Rights. Our slowness became a sorely distressing
factor to Smith Act victims and to others who also saw that the defense of the
rights of the Communists was the first line of defense of the people* s rights. This
weakness was not reflected in the CRC as a whole.

That the Smith Act comes first must not only be clear to us, it must be
made clear to the people. The arrest and imprisonment of Benjamin J. Davis,
a former member of the New York City Council, the attack upon Dr. W. E, B.
Du Bois, which attempted persecution comes within the broad circumference of
the Smith Act; the persecution of Haul Robeson; all of the attacks of governinent
upon the fearless and courageous spokesmen of the Negro people are strengthened
by the existence of the Smith Act. It is now a major weapon in the arsenal of the
genocists* It is a weapon against labor, the Jewish people and all progressive
minority groups. As coordinated struggles, the fight against genocide and the
Smith Act would have had a tremendously clarifying effect upon people and
generated great resistance.

Let me recall for the benefit of this most vital point of our discussion the
words of Richard E. Westbrooks, a Negro, one of our country’s ablest lawyers
and Earl B. Dickerson, President of the National Lawyers Guild, one time a
member of the late President Franklin D, Roosevelt’s Fair Employment Practices
Commission. These gentlemen in a petition in support of efforts to secure a
rehearing in the cause of the first Foley Square Communist victims of the Smith
Act said among other things:

**Negro citizens are vitally concerned over the Court’s decision, both
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because they regard tbe right of political expression as a basic democratic
right and because history has taught them that liberty is indivisible* The
constitutional rights of Negroes under the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments
cannot be divorced from free enjoyment by all our people of the protection
of the Hill of Rights* The decision in weakening a basic liberty places in
jeopardy the special rights written into the Constitution to assure democratic
protection of Negroes.

"Moreover,
^
Negro citizens have a special and vital interest in the

right of free expression* The most precious right which a minority can
enjoy under any form of ^government is the right to protest; the right to
voice its complaints and to request, urge, demand and advocate govern-
mental redress. The democratic principle can only work if every minority
group is assured and, indeed, guaranteed access to all of the means of
protecting itself against discrimination and unfair treatment* **

In the national office and the New York area, which bore the major weight
of the struggles against genocide and the white supremacists, this failure to link
these struggles was revealed in its most grievous forms. On the West Coast,
the CRC apparatus was a bulwark of support in the fight to prevent the violation
of the rights of the Communist Party. The struggle of the Pittsburgh Six was
borne to a considerable degree by CRC. In other sections of the apparatus the
orientation was made*

That there was insufficient struggle generally for the rights of the Commu-
nist Party is no answer* That is admitted by all. That CRC could not carry the
entire burden of this struggle is also not a defendable reply* The CRC had the
historical obligation to moxant a program of action around the Smith Act and to
fight through for the forces with which to carry it out. There should have been
forums, rallies, meetings organized. City Coxincils and State Legislatures
should have been pressured to memorialize the President to end this persecution
that even Supreme Court Justices could not stomach* CRC should have fought
for a wider distribution of the educational materials it produced for this sector
of the struggle - - Voices for Freedom; Deadly Parallel, a splendid pamphlet; the
Crisis Papers, and Censored News*

CRC should have fought to see that the forces which were found for the
many ad hoc committees which have been established functioned through CRC
channels.

Life now presents this Board meeting with a question of the magnitude of
these weaknesses. Have the weaknesses of CRC been of such a nature as to
invite liquidation? Or, to put the question in another form, should we advocate a
process of decentralization? Should the various district ox'ganizations of CRC
function independently of a center? To some degree, this is already the situation
and has been to the regret of many.

Our answer to both questions is "No," an-, emphatic "No*" The existence
of a multiplicity of committees in the Smith Act fight does not negate the indepen-
dent responsibilities or the tasks of CRC in:i this field. The fight against the
Smith Act must not become something separate and apart from the fight against
white supremacy. Neither must be separated from the fight to defend the rights
of labor. If ad hoc committees are necessary for the moment, a central core of
defense struggle dedicated to those characteristics which reveal our truly people’s
character should be maintained. A central clearing house on the defense front
offers the greatest possibilities for realizing the unity of labor, the Negro people,
and the community in these struggles. This unity remains the guarantee for
victory. We must avoid the defeatism of liquidationism.

PRKON^S
»
JE^

The Prisoners* Relief work of CRC, a main Red -Cross feature of CRC,
becomes more important daily. It involves the families of all political prisoners



and not of those victimized by the Smith Act alone. Every chapter of CRC should

have its Prisoners* Relief Committee. The moral support a political prisoner

gets through this contact is very sustaining. ISTumerous innocent Negro prisoners,

in jail only because of the color of their skins, are political prisoners who have
found in CRC»s relief their only solace. The work of Prisoners* Relief has a

far-reaching appeal. It can bring a person to his or her first introduction to the

struggle for democracy. There are those who fail to see the innocent Negro
prisoner as a political prisoner. These people do not understand **We Charge
Genocide** nor do they charge the government with culpability when they note

that in every single state of the union Negro youth is arrested, harassed by
police and persecuted far out of proportion to the number of Negroes in the com-
munity generally. The government seeks to put a brand of criminality on Negro
youth. Prisoners* Relief has a tremendous responsibility. It demands central

direction.

IT^ERI;T^

Another phase of this struggle that should be centrally directed is the

international solidarity activities which are also becoming ever more important.

We have seriously neglected our responsibilities to our Puerto Rican brothers
and sisters. Thousands of them are languishing in jails, placed there by the tools

of the American billionaire trusts who dominate every phase of that unhappy
Island *s political, economic and social life. Ours is the great responsibility to

protest the murderous attitude of Franco Spain and the fascist monarch of Greece
toward political prisoners in those countries. The degree to which the American
people express their opposition to such oppression is the degree to which the

people in those countries understand that there is a wide gap here between decent
people and the government.

Undoubtedly the French and Italian governments will soon begin most
violent attempts to curb the democratic rights of those people. That violence will

also be at the behest of the US Government. France has started the procession.
This course is being followed in Cuba and in some South American cotintries. The
scope of our solidarity action will have to be enlarged. We must never forget that

the case of the Trenton Six and the Martinsville Seven first broke in Fngland and
France. These cases were being concealed by the American press. In a similar

, rnanner, the Furopean Rig -Business press seeks to conceal the attacks upon
civil liberties occurring in the Furopean sphere. The South American press oper-
ates in the same way. The international solidarity of all the progressive peoples

of the world in the fight for Willie McGee* s life and the lives of the Martinsville

Seven was a magnificent thing to behold and a challenge as well as an inspiration

to us. We have a great responsibility for international solidarity - - activities on

a wide range. Our educational*work in this field must be enlarged. Some spec-
ialization is also necessary. Colorado and the Fos Angeles area should give more
attention to the persecution of Mexican-Americans. We should inspire activities

in behalf of the Indian people even if we cannot lead them ourselves.

It is necessary that CRC fight against the inhuman effects of an a^ressive
war program in the field of constitutional liberties. The menacing effect that an
aggressive war program has upon the human rights of the masses is incalculable.

We shall not deal exhaustively here with the issue of bacteriological warfare. I

must, in passing however, say that never before in the history of mankind has so

base a crime been perpetrated against the individual. Here is the classical

example of the effects of aggressive war upon human dignity; here we see how it

brutalizes. It is not a far-fetched idea to believe that those who gouged out the

eyes of Isaac Woodward, the veteran, or the Monroe, Georgia murders of

innocent Negroes, the »*legal** lynchers of the Martinsville Seven and V/illie McGee
would resort to bacteriological warfare. It is hard to believe that the Koreans
would do this to themselves.

The Smith and McCarran Faws and the newly-enacted MeCarran-Walters
Faw are war measures. They are steps in the direction of a police state. One is



ixiconceivable without the other. ..-.Wliat a terribly inhum^ S^ocS^yr
people to ask for their sons for a war in Korea, supposedly fought f

police
while the brothers who remain behind are lynched or brutally murdered by police

or jailed for the "crime” of having been born black. We oppose
.

This is a field of operations in which the National Office must give ea

FOR PROGRESS]^E _CI1^3^RIGHTS_JC^GKt.^^

Of course the CRC should everywhere prepare legislative programs. It

is not enough to fight against oppressive laws. We have ^ J stite
approach toward legislation. CRC should appear before city

iJSislative bodies advocating such laws as would outlaw ®^
and religious hatred. What other organization is there on the defense

has a greater responsibility than CRC to appear before poKtica par y

in support of civifrights legislation? None. It is our task

go to those church leaders whose resolutions against terror ^ this
civil rights front are so splendid and say, "We will help

together "

thing. Here is where we can implement your arguments. Let s 8®

Leaflets should be carried to and distributed at such churches on

Our failure to prepare such material is to be sharply criticize
.

the’ USA
genocide in modified forms is practiced in almost every

The difference between New Yorh and Jachson, Missippi, i
^T>r*

Therefore a local genocide report should be formulated wherever CRC «an

mobilize the research workers. We should have a legislative program g

with these questions on a state-wide basis. We should try to g^t every •

Sopt the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Let us. work for.a real Civil

Rights program in state and F^e.deral Governments* , . . ,

WE FIGHT^^GEN \ ...
The fight against genocide has-;just begun. .

This is one of the

civil rights and human liberties struggles-. -That is the essence of it.

supremacists, all who are imbued with an iota of white

te?ribly>larmed at the appearance of "We Chargeterribly alarmea ai; me -w —-—

-

.v Kni-

down its sales and distribution, they are head to. say, "Of course it is

you Imow it is not popular;"’ or "It won't sell; people can’t ;^®a4 it, ®° •

L forth until one is sick. We have sold ,37, 000 when we should have sold 200, 0 .

We will return to the UN with forces strengthened and infinitely clearer.

This calpaTi must be prepared with great thoroughness. Faced by the condem-

nS>nT?rorre“sive mankfnd in all countries, the men who speak f
of America are defending themselves by arguing that

mL^lly
people do not constitute, genocide. What a splendid

Bufti^Srmel
sic^ defense • Truly worthy of the men and women who make it. But .the crime

:Sat;TvToiation Jf the cLrter of the united Nat^^^^^

Declaration of Human Rights, even if you.remove them from the category o

genocide. ^
^

The fight against the jim-crow aspects of genqcide must become^m^s

Tn the fight against brutal lynching, mob violence such as at Cicero legal

no doubt tbat legalistic struggles against these evils are no
^ character

Yet how did we use this material? The campaign oratory of the ma^r p

Xm orT^ent the people With irrefutable proof of all we charge as crimes of

Government and more.. The Kefauver Cpmxmttee report on ^e
f
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in crimes against minorities. THe defense of constitutional liberties, civil and
human rights has this wide a range. None of this exposure is inconsistent with
the fight against the Smith Act or Genocide. It is consistent.

^ISGR^ NATION

It should be clear to all that Washington, D. C, , must be a concentration
point for mass struggles for the realization of Constitutional liberties, civil and
human rights. The fight against such legislation as the McCarran-Walters Act
has to be raised to mass proportions in the nation’s capital as well as in the
several states. The white supremacists are most vulnerable in the capital.
Their guilt is most glaring there, not only to the nation, but as well, to the
world. As good a job can be done there, in presenting to those who will see the
crimes of government, as was done in Paris. Let us not forget that a national
woman’s magazine had an article on segregation in Washington called ** V/'ashington
Disgrace to the Nation. ” We cannot longer ignore the obligations that are ours
to go to work, in Washington, D. C. The Board must direct the National Office to
act.

The Rosenberg case contains many features that indicate that terror
against the American people is being stepped up, is becoming a little more spec-
ialized and more diversified., a little more Hitlerian in form and content. Pirst
of all, these two innocent people were persecuted in order that others would be

. too terrorized to oppose an unpopular war. That Jews were selected for the
sacrifice is not accidental. The opposition of the Negro people to a **war for
democracy'* thousands of miles away while the Government makes no move to
protect their rights and dignity as human beings at home is clear. The opposition
of other minorities seems to have less reason. To select Jews and to call their
desire for peace "treason" was to feed anti-Semitism behind which the war itself
was pushed. Although the USA is not Hitler Germany, anti-Semitism has long
been practiced here. Always in critical moments efforts have been made to
paint the Jews as traitorous people. To hide the crime on this occasion a Jewish
judge and prosecutor were carefully chosen - - no Jew, however, was permitted
on the jury. As had happened during the Alien and Sedition trials of the Jeffer-
sonian era, when the oppositional party of Jefferson was labelled the agent of a
foreign government, this man and woman were arbitrarily called Communes.
The Rosenberg case was intended to lay a basis for intensifying the attacks upon
the rights of the Communists. That legal political party had already been arbi-
trarily labelled the agency of a foreign goveriament. Thus the Rosenbergs were
smeared in advance of trial. Due process was now out of the question. The press
tried the case before the evidence was in, and reached a guilty verdict. The
hysterical atmosphere pervaded the courtroom.

There will be other Rosenberg cases. They must be fought with all of
CRC’s resources. But the two innocent people in the death house at Sing Sing
must not die.

If we say that there will be more Rosenberg cases, we simply indicate
that we have studied and learned something from the history of fascist reaction’s
course in Germany and Italy, The lessons are before America. We should use
them. There will also be more Willie McGee cases, more Ciceros, Grovelands,
and Monroe, Georgias, These are the terroristic measures that those who want
war and the concentration camps believe will break the people’s resistance and
split their ranks. We are not drifting anywhere in America. 'There is a drive.
toward 'syar and fascism that has been consciously and with desperate persistence
mounted by a small, powerful clique of men who believe the time is ripe for them
to rule the world. Against this movement, all too slowly and amidst differences
that perplex and confuse, progressives are developing a counter movement. The
American people are against war and fascism, but are not organized for struggle.
No man can say now which will win. Reaction has not won the people. It may not
win them, but there is danger of a terrible apathy, an inertia that could be fatal
for the moment. The fight for the people will and can only be strengthened by the
proper presentation of the basic features of the Rosenberg case to the people.
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SEI^CTiyiTY

We cannot talce every case. We now laclc tiie resources needed for so

gigantic a job. Reaction, with all governmental Agencies functioning, strikes

first here, then there, and keeps even the consistent progressives off balance.

That is a special tactic of reaction, first many attacks, second in many sections

of the country. To a very great deg?^e.e, -however^ there is central direction.

As we watch the anti-Negro, anti-Semitib bommngs, this grows clearer. The

situation demands selectivity in -the acCept^ce of oases. All attacks cannot be

handled. Only by the courage and zeal a|>piied to the cases we take up can we

do something effective in preventing the victimization of millions. But having

selected a case that can arouse the people^s anger, we must push ahead despite

hell and high water. The fight around each case must reach the proportions of

an offensive if a victory is to be won and its fruits safeguarded. We must learn

to master the tactic of the democratic political offensive. Were we to build as

we should, many more cases could be handled.

There must be the most relentless and persistent defense of Constitutional

liberties, civil and human rights, once a case is taken or a campaign begun. The

fight against the loyalty tests has not been broadened and deepened. On the edu-

cational front, all of the statements of those today sincerely protesting the growing

encroachment upon rights must be broadcast far and wide. As we take up a case,

we must show how these statexhents ^pply to the case at hand, and thus draw in

the followers of those who have spolcen outi

The MarSns^iiW Seven' a^d”^he‘-W^^ cases sfiow how correct

selection, ia made.. Under. .CJIlG, ieaderehip.ithay. reached,t:he highpst^pplitipal

levels yet rVached‘in/Am ;
^'urpp.e,.wa^^ inflpeijped Tis.

THe people were‘ presented '^ith the facts.,
Tbe.cpunter-actton./^a.^ o,utlin.e,d ,

.

cleariy on a practical 'ba?xs:‘
,

^ctiep.prograpi. ^ajS. carefuUy . ;
-

. .

formulated' ^d ievetaiied with ‘the long r^ge perspective p. If provided, for the

best .possible. legaj 4e|en^.e:.an4«th;e. of .th^.pepple.^m tjie.,ftrepts.. It Was,,

truly a defense, of. i^erican’ demo.cracyr.as^^^s^^

reabtipn. Tit gave propf of the' e,:^s,tence' oi^^^ i^eric.a.s,,. It forced, the.taktng

Pf, sidtes':, This.was extrempfy helpful, to prpgressiyes p^^

!r The plans' to penetrate the l’ynch^mbiigfers\'te^^itpj?,y,v^ere.mapped o^^ ,

Delegations' went into the, S^uth/ ';.They tbo|c .tfi^ offensive e

izationaliy, pplit3.caliy/ /They, peat enerny back pn bis haunches, m his .lair..

They revealed the tie.-up of state an'd federal agencies and briches of government

to defeat the efforts of the defenders of the Constitution to gain its protection

for Negroes.. The E^BI, were against the .peoplefs .efforts, and even fingered
. ^

those who w.ent South. Everywhere. liotipe .was .iakeu Pf the.taptic and stra,tegy Pf^,

the struggle.' The.'de.atii of,'W i\k.cGee was'.n^ an.exarnple,,pf the jgre,at, strength

pX’reactipn.. It wa,s an expression .of reaction's weakness - -.and.our oym. We :

mpbiU.zed tpp’fe'w., we naobilized tpp^s.lpw^
.

...

' /'we did hot ie'ip liitfog the political level of 'stiuggie.' #e did not move

state legislatures,' city councils: Ydt'thhhe can be moved. The demands for

stoppages moved too .few,unions of, organised labpr. .Fur & Le athe r we re the

leaders in this ‘forceful kind hf, action, ^No school stoppages .were achieved., The

victims were' rnurdered. The cases petered put.,, ,But t^e ."Ipgal'? ending cap

never be the end of ' such a,matter,: Even after death these cases could^haye

Continued. ' being haerge‘d .with 'pthb^ are dealing here with wantop ipurder.

The j.ails are filledywi^h’,innocent Negroes cohvicte4 fo the pprpose pf giving .

proof that the hatemohgers are justified'in their attitude toward the Negro ppop e,

who arh ''criminai-ni'ihd'ed..'y.; ^ do'e.s.pbt’.end such be ,

Let nije seemingly .digress for .p;
mornent to deal, with ,a phase of pur. work

not fuUy appreciated and ybt p.htent. in’ many' respect and especially potent in

these cases -
.

phr.‘public r.efotipns nhd phb enpmy seepis to

have mast’erfed'the technique .of
,

public ..reiatiops and of publicity. , This appearp o
.

be ’true bolel'y hecausb' op.thb' bne hapd.they phn'.bpy high-ppwere4 Rublic relations

peopie and on the' other hand they own. the, rpachinery of propaganda. But ‘

really mastered the art, they would have won the, people. Mastery is more ^an
form. It is content. ' No other people's organization has surpassed CRC in this

field, yet we have only scratched the surface. Our public relations and our
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publicity readied truly splendid levels in tbe V/illie McGee, the Martinsville

Seven and the Trenton Six cases. We lifted both still higher with our charge
of genocide. It is incumbent upon us that we master form in this sphere, for

we have the content that can win the people. The form must be dramatic, the

pace dynamic, the content flows from the fundamental interests of the people*

W^CH^ _AG^N

Our greatest political offensive was the petition ”We Charge Genocide - -

The Caime of Government Against the Negro People. ” V/hat a terrible exposure

of the race-hate breeders! The two Americas, as it were, placed on the exam-
ination table. Progressives never before had presented to them the lihe of this

documentation of terror proven to be a gove r-nmental policy* Terror cannot

persist for centuries without consent of government. This must be made obvious

The relation of government to the rights of citizens and their dignity as human
beings was painted in every sphere of human contact- Those who benefit hy the

exploitation and oppression of Negroes get one treatment; the victims get the

persecution. A quarter of a million copies of this petition should have been sold.

All manner of meetings, forums, debates and actions should have been predicate

upon it. Thirty-seven thousand copies were sold. The crime of government was
helped by our criminal failure to reach ten times the number we did. ”We Charg
Genocide'* is the evidence decent humanity seeks* This document truly offers

hope to progressive Americans, for it depicts that America which will destroy

all that Jefferson, Lincoln, Douglass and other stalwarts created.

The slump following the failure to consolidate the people organizationally

after these offensive struggles is of great significance. Our prestige could not

be other than impaired. V/e seemed lopsided, and the enemy took far-reaching

advantage. We can recover the lost ground, but the task will be no easy one.

Those organizations which rely on legal action alone can never go over

to the offensive in the fight to preserve the people *s interests. Their is always

a defensive action, always an acceptance of gradualism. They can never truly

expose the enemy. They can win concessions -- all people must help them in

the battle for concessions -- but no permanent victories are possible. There wil

come cabinet officers, diplomatic spokesmen, judges and prosecutors from the

Negro people, But no permanent gains. The most damaging weakness in the

purely legal approach is that it cannot win the people. The organizations which

apply this method can use the people but never win them. The f^ht at present is

to win the people, to mobilize and enlighten the people, to help guide the people.

When the enemy has a program of war and fascism, failure to win the people can

be fatal. The people will decide everything. Their passivity can be decisxve

against them. There are many who do not recognize these facts. Such peop e

as seek the weakening of CRC do not recognize these facts. Tl^ democratic

offensive is the offensive of an awakening people firmly of the belief tnat its

Constitutional liberties are threatened but can be safeguarded. Such a people

cannot be defeated. It is beginning to realize how the liberties were won by the

people, to understand the need for and the character of "eternal vigilance, and

to project militant democratic struggle as the guarantee of liberty. The demo-

cratic offensive, applied to genocideal struggles, has a tremendous i^pact on

the fight for the right to vote and to present Negro candidates before the people.

For the people’s offensive, the youth are needed as well as other segmen s o

progressive people.

CRC has not given the attention to the mobilization and activation of the

youth that the present situation demands. That youth, suffering grievously from

the attacks upon constitutional liberties, civil and human rights, represents a

mighty reserve of forces for this front of struggle. Such a mobilization -wou

not adversely affect the development of youth struggles on other progressive

fronts. As a matter of fact, such organization would stimulate the progressive

Every dlstrlot o£ CRC h..

to the activation of youth. Youth will take up the resolutions on Constitutio
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liberties, civil and buman rights -wbich so many clmrclx and labor organizations

have formulated on paper and carry them to the people. Yonth wxll help to

implement these fine words with courageous democratic action.

Youth work should not proceed as though CR.C were a religious institutior

where thought is given to ritual forms. For the youth, CRC should be a great

social clearinghouse. The truly brutalizing nature of -_^acism and anti-Semitism
should be revealed. Hitlerism shows what was done to dehumanize the non- Jewi
Germain youth. The use of such terms as ”Chinh" and **Goo2c, **Nigger,”

*'Kilce,*' **Wop,'* which are household terms in America and the unprotested
dropping of burning gasoline bombs upon civilian populations in order to contain

a political philosophy — — all prove beyond a doubt that what happened in German*
is the pattern of things where racism and anti-religious sentiment is perrnitted

as "freedom of speech. " Youth can see all this in terms of defense of civil and
human rights.

CR.C youth will learn how to discuss the controversial issues in which
defense work is rooted. They can be taught confhience inkhe people, devotion

to the constitutional liberties of the people, and, above all else, respect for

human dignity. CRC needs more youth of every color and creed, young men
and young women.

WOMEN AND CRC

If we of CRC have not learned life*s lesson that women are a most power
ful reserve for progressive action, we should have learned the lesson in the

Willie McGee and Martinsville Seven struggles. What a ^glorious example
Rosalee McGee, Josephine ;Grayson, Bessie Mitchell and Arry ,Mallard gave of

unity and struggle. .-They showed what course could be followed by progressive
womanhood. V/hat a tremendous force the women were in Richmond, facing the

Governor of Virginia and challenging white supremacy! What a mgnificent
scene tooh place in' ’Jachson, M.ississippi, when for the first time in the history

of ALmerica white women unqualifiedly condemned the bestial lynch system and
exposed the lie that lynching was necessary to protect white womanhood. They
had taken up the challenge of their Negro sisters* W^hite women behind vhose
skirts and bodies thousands of black men have been brutally murdered by the

x*iilers of America strike a fierce blow against the bastion of ruling clique

racism. Women, Negro and white are f\or us a mighty reservoir.

We should feverishly organize the women. We should emphasize the

need to organize large numbers of white women. Why? Because the creation
of the Sojourners for Truth and Justice has opened up a broad avenue through
which Negro women can pass on to democratic struggles. The challenge of

their activities must find a parallel course opened up to white women. The CRC
offers a unique opportunity to white women to appeal to the moral conscience
of America. It is inkhe realm of Constitutional liberties and human rights

that reaction has carried into life its race hatred activities, its lynching and
cruel persecution. Negro women have through the years fought fiercely here
to protect themselves, their families and our heritage of democracy. White
women must accept this challenge. CRC offers them the program. I am. not
saying that CRC is to have only white women in its ranks. That would be a
gross error. I am not saying that CRC is the only organization in which white
women function.- That would be jealousy of organizations, and destructive in

character. I am saying, that CRC should have a special appeal to white women.
Through its channels the moral conscience of white AmLerica can be awakened.
That conscience has been partly destroyed by the myth of lynching as a protec-
tion to white womanhood. Woxnen of labor auxiliaries, church bodies, middle
class groups should find the work of CRC extremely attractive. We did not kno'

how to employ the women who went to Jackson, Mississippi. Their good work
and initiative was never popularized or extended as it should have been. Throu.
such a popularization, thousands of white women could have been shown how
reaction seeks to destroy every vestige of human decency. For CRC the

activation of women is a constant challenge. Women should be everywhere
playing a leading role in the affairs of this organization. It is no expression
of male superiority to say that in the humanism inherent, in our appeal for

Frisoners* Relief work the call of the women could move all whose moral
corruption has not passed beyond redemption's skill.
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We must claange our rn.eth.ods in handling this matter. We must look

toward the mohilization o£ Southern women as one looks toward a cherished goal*

Already, in l^ew Orleans, Louisville, IVIiami, V/inston—Salem, and a host o£ other

places in the South, we have seen brave white women in heroic action. When we
speak of Rosalee McGee, Josephine Grayson, Bessie Mitchell, Amy Mallard,
Rosalie Ingram and some of their white sisters who stood on the ramparts at

Jackson, we get the concept of the immeasurable worth of the women forces CRC
can move.

^^N^CES

A, word or two about our financial difficulties. They threaten now to

totally disrupt all activities. We have grave weaknesses in the financial field.

First of all we do not know how to gear a financial campaign to all other cases,
campaigns and activities. None can be exempt. The price of successful struggle

is also financial. No campaign is to be undertaken without a struggle for funds.

Secondly we return always to the donor who gave yeste4day. That of course we
should but if we conducted the cainpaign correctly new doors Would have opeiied.

Thirdly we do not attach the needed importance to collecting small sums through
parties, shop-gate collections and other methods which bring us to the people. Here
is where our constant support is to be found. We rhust learn that financial suppoirt

is won. It has to be won through struggle heroically conducted. The secret for

winning enough financial support lies inkhe convincing of enough people that our
cause is just and that it is theirs no less than ours; The people hold all keys to

victory.

SOME COMMENT ON ORGANIZATIONAL WeIaKNESSES
BUILDING CRG , ,— — -i** —

I should like now to, deal with some bf the vital qud^tions of organization*

x4oilfe Of our weaknesses demanti d more eidiaustive examindtidn than those WO have
displayed in the realm Of oa^gahi^atidii* It quO stiohable Avhetheir we , call ball our
lapses on the organizational front “weaknesses. “ We HavO the Kind of attii

tude toward organizational problems and ts^s that is almost incomprehensible. Thei

roots are political, that we understand. There, for example, are those who say
“the crimes against the Negro people** which Federal and State government have

allowed to go without effective challenge since 1876 **do violence to the principles of

civilized mankind — BUT — why not leave this field to those organizations which do
not condemn the appalling role of government?** Why build CRC? Build the organ-
izations whose leaders call for dependence on the courts alone i deplore mass
action and support the aggressive war program. Well, the argument has some merh

Both types of organization are necessary. CRC is especially necessary"
to inspire the masses in the other defense ‘organizations. The relation of these caset

to each other would be lost and people made to believe that these crimes are the

acts of irre sponsible s who cannot be curbed by government if CRC did not show,
througli its methods of militant people^ s struggle, the contrary. The people will not

see that if jim crow in violation of the Constitution can be made legal (Alabama,
Mississippi, etc. ) the Constitution can be made legal and enforced and jim crow
legally outlawed in the same states by the Federal Government’s action. W^e need
CRC to expose the immorality of the mythical theory of gradualism. The* myth of

States* Rights when applied to denial of constitutional liberties and human rights has

also to be exploded. CRC has to be built simultaneously with thoSe defense organiza-j

tions which condemn CRC principles. That is necessary in order that the struggle

for Constitutional liberties cah become a principled struggle*

There are those who say; *'0£ course, the job CRC did to expose Ameri-
can genocide was magnificent - - but the Smith Act was not linked together with it;

therefore let us now liquidate CRC. ** This is as though CRC had finished its job

when **Genocide** was published, that it had exhausted its potential for action or

growth, that it could not remedy its weaknesses. The liquidation process is, in

words, condemned by all. However, it takes many and varied forms, all deplored,

all denied, and all effective.

There are some who say that CRC is too militant, it scares the people.

But the language of church and labor condemning the drive of reaction against “the

Constitution is often stronger than that used by CRC. Both have supported CRC,
top and bottom. Their supporting resolutions, however, are not carried to the
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people. There is no organization save CRO that will carry these resolutions down
to comm-unity and shop. There are some who say that CRC has been labelled

subversive. If a retreat is to be called fot from all organizations arbitrarily

called subversive, all organizations that vdll struggle will be called subversive.

The retreat will become a rout. The lable is not the main reason why CRC has not

been built. The unlabelled group should tioday look to its program. Failure to

build is failure to see. *

CRC has not only not exhausted its potentialities to give invaluable aid

to the civil and human rights struggle; rather, as we said in opening this report,

if there were no CRC, one would have to be organized.

We did not approach that line of thinking without building a program in

mind. We have said that we will concentrate on building CRC. We chose strategic

industrial towns but failed to concentrate. Where we did organize we did not place

the strongest elements CRC could command on the job. ViTho in his or her right

mind can think of Washington, D. C. , without a great Constitutional liberties, civil

rights defense body? We have none there. Some have used the insulting argument

that you can't find Americans in Washington, D. C. who have guts and the will to

fight back. Who seeks to ignore Baltimore, Boston, St. Louis, the State of

Indiana, and above all else the South? No one, openly. Yet we have no real CRC
in these places.

Undoubtedly all the arguments which are used anywhere against the ^
building of CRC are advanced as the road away from isolation and to the people.

All are in support of breadth. But what other defense organization has moved the

numbers moved by CRC ? What organization has worked in a manner as to develop

so much talk on Constitutional liberties, so much healthy controversy? It is heresy

to believe that had CRC gained organizational strength as it moved ahead politically

and educationally the entire level of democratic struggle in the USA would not have

been much further advanced. Out of a deep desire to aid with constructive criticisi^

has come destructive confusion as to the role and character of CRC. No one wantec

to attempt to build what couldn't or, at worst shouldn't be built.

The defense of Constitutional liberties, civil and human rights is today

so inseparably related to stopping fascism at home and preserving peace that no

organizational fetishes or jealousies can be long entertained. CRC is not a

monopoly concern. It is the responsibility of CRC to struggle as only a people's

defense organization should be able to fight to secure coordinated activity in this

sphere of democratic struggle. It stands unalterably for a people's front of struggh

to safeguard the democratic process as against a ruling clique front of terror so

destructive of the democratic process. It may oftimes be excluded, at this stage of

confusion, from the movement towards a people's front. Those who cry, "We will

not work with Communists," maybe able momentarily to shunt aside CRC, the

organization which welcomes and accepts people without asking their political party

and which holds that to save the democratic process all must work together against

its destroyers. Sven if CRC is excluded from these early str:ivings to create a

people's front, it remains the only defense organization moving on a principled

basis and therefore is a powerful coordinating agency.

The organization of defense activities and organization of defense in

the South is an imperative step. This does not preclude the building of defense

organizations that fear to carry the fight to the people. There is always the danger

that an organization that is afraid to carry its activities to the street will not dare

antagonize a court or administration by the vehemence of its -opposition to lega

lynch decisions in legal and legislative halls.

We in CRC argue that the struggles of the Negro people against white

supremacy merge with the struggle of all progressives to maintain and extend

constitutional liberties, civil and human rights, but the merger is not an automatic

or mechanically contrived affair. It has to be fought for. Building an organization

demands infinite patience and more careful planning. The plan must be more than

a routine mapping out of concentration points- Building campaigns must be mappe



out as political campaigns proceed. The growth must be geared to expan ding
understanding. A political campaign in the South for the freedom of an innocent
Willie McGee calls for a program for building in the South as well as in the NOrth.

JSTever has a political campaign .such as was the concentrated effort to

place before the American people the genocideal policies of government against
the Negro people, been so pregnant with such limitless organizational possibilities.

Thousands would have responded to a building campaign to stop genocide. The
crimes disclosed in **We Charge Genocide'* caused a wave of revulsion* The impor-
tant thing was not whether the crimes should be called "genocide" - - call them wha
you will, but stop them. That demands organization of forces, which in turn makes
possible a heightening of the political struggle.

Organization has its inner organization as well as its outerworld side.

To build a defense organization, the chapter must be prepared for hard work. This
demands the greatest possible utilization of membership through the development
of committees. The labor advisory committee, the youth committee, the church
committee, finance committee and others. Such committees offer all manner of

opportunities to loose the creative imagination of the membership. The concept of

a people's organization becomes clearer. The CK,C cannot be successfully re-

developed by the functionaries alone. It must train forces, and that too precisely
inkhe heat of struggle. The defense of Constitutional liberties, civil and human
rights is the responsibility of the people. The defense organization is their
property. All offensive campaigns will inevitably come to a standstill and stop if

new forces are not added to those who originate the struggle,

^

I would like to conclude my report by dealing with what I regard as the
most important demands ofthis histo-J^ic moment.

SOME MERITORIOUS EXAMPLES

However, a few words on a matter of grave importance are nsressary.
The gains that have been made redound to the credit of the progressive movement
as a whole. They would have been impossible however if it had not been for the
splendid work of our districts. Some should have special mention.

It is impossible to pass by the splendid digest of "We Charge Genocide”
made by our Los Angeles Chapter under the leadership of Margie Robinson and
Emil Freed. I am satisfied that it helped in the sale of the book, there and must say
that it has more than local value. The great support which that chapter has given
to the Los Angeles Smith Act trial victims is an example for all other CRC groups.
Some organizational growth was also recorded there.

The fact; of the matter is that the Pacific Coast apparatus as such must
be complimented for various phases of good work, San Francisco's handling of

the "Wesley Robert Wells case, under Ida Rothstein, and Oakland under the able
leadership of Decca Treuhaft in the Jerry Newson case have inspired us here in

the National office. It is my feeling that CRC in Washington, led by John Easchbach
offers good examples of educational work in terms of material produced and it

gives evidence that much more can be done elsewhere.

The manner in which Detroit CRC, under the splendid leadership of

Art McPhaul and Ann Shore turned the tables on the terrolst Un-American Activities

Committee cannot be commended too highly. It is a guide to all other CRC groups
that come into contact with this unholy gang. The Chicago area under Lester Davis
did some fine things in the housing struggle but it was particularly in the struggle

against the Droyles State police Sills that it set a national example,

A word of praise must be handed John HClton and Jack Zucker of the

Eastern Pennsylvania District for their work in the Fletcher Mills case. In the

Willie McGee, the Martinsville Seven and Trenson Six cases. New York under
Nat Ross gave valiant aid. It was there, also, that our first Labor Advisory
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Committee was set up under tlie direct worlc of Abe Weisburd, SucK committees
should appear all over the country. Xbey will be of immeasurable value in

building the National Trade Union Committee of 1, 000.

In the Willie McGee and Martinsville Seven cases, a good word must
be said for the work of almost every chapter. What is particularly noteworthy was
the manner in which the significance of the all-white women* s delegation to the

South was appreciated. We have not, hoy^ever, followed this with comparable
action in the districts. The work of both] Elaine Hoss of New York and Aubrey
Grossman, our National Organizational Secretary, who handled the Jackson
crusade is to be praised. The Hrooklyn Chapter, with Elaine Ross, gave us a

stirring example of united front work in its **Repeal the Smith Act** meeting.

In the Patterson case, almost every chapter responded. Heregain
Angie Dickerson was in Uie forefront. She showed how to break through barriers '

in the fight for the United Front how to dare to face those who speaking words of

freedom have not implemented them with deeds. Angie Dickerson showed us how to

work for the United front. Dut we learned too little.

Our good work was spotty and uneven. That characterization testifies

to the unevenness . in the maturity of CRC and the vital need for educational acti-

vities for leaders. Nowhere is there the consistency that we desire and that the

nature of our responsibilities demands.

In many places lawyers came forward to work in CRC whose courage an
devotion must be recognized. This is particularly true of the Willie McGee case.

Ralph Pbwe as the head of our legal staff brought many new faces upon the scene.

We did not, however, consolidate a lawyers* defense committee nationally. It
i

cannot be said that the terror against the lawyers accounts for this weakness.
j

There are many other workers worthy of special mention, and espec-
ially among the devoted friends who as volunteers work for CRC, among whom we
must speak of Paul Robeson, Howard Fast and John Howard Dawson. V\7’e have to

approach the question of volunteers much more seriously and thoroughly. Better

times will permit mention of many times the names recalled here. What rich

potentialities and good people are our si Det us pass on.

I do not believe that there can be any disagreement with my opening
conclusion that the present situation is marked by the feverish activity of the most
reactionary elements here in our country to Jail those who refuse to accept the

status quo or to subscribe to an intensified armament race that has been geared
to war. On the other hand there is the growing search for a peoples* unity that is

daily more loudly voiced. In this groping, some will work with everyone who
conscientiously struggles for constitutional liberties and peace, and others will

work only with a select few. Those who seek an elite corps of pure defenders of

democracy hurt the cause they espouse. JThere can be no doubt that the cause of

peace demands the unity of progressive labor, the Negro people and the best,
^

clearest, and most honest forces in the community. From such a united group,

victory could not escape.

Undoubtedly the fascist-minded Americans are everywhsxe trying to

find common ground. North and South, regardless of Party, they seek unity.

The agreement to select concentration camps cuts across party lines; so too, will

the agreement to use them* The Smith and McCarran Acts are the product of

bi-partisan unity. The McCarran— V/alters Act’, which President Harry S. Truman
vetoed because it shocked all democratic Americans, was passed over his veto by
members of both major parties. Despite some minor differences, these gentlemen
and ladies get together on what are, for them, essentials. Both are vitally

interested in weakening the people's resistance. Both, ^ with negligible exceptions,

support or at least tolerate McCarthyism. Both, with still fewer exceptions, are
j

agreed on the use of the most hideous of stool-pigeons i ex-Communists and i

informers as witnesses in the witch-hunts both instigate.

J



These points are being made by churchmen, professional and labor
leaders. The Nation , a liberal magazine, carries an entire issue entitled "How
^'ree is Free?" devoted to painting a picture of this scene, the nature and signifi-

cance of the attacks upon constitutional liberties and civil rights. They should be
written to and complimented. The question of unity is, however, not placed there
and seldom is put forcibly or positively by liberal forces.

The last five years, which have seen many resolutions against the
Smith and McCarran laws, bitter denunciation of the Taft-Hartley law and the perse
cution of Negroes, have brought to all who can learn lessons of unity. Those who
map the course of reaction know what they want and where they are going. The
Dixiecrats know what they want. Those who have prepared concentration camps knc
what they want. There are many contradictions among them, but their contradic-
tions will not stop them. They can be stopped by democratic action, but they will
not voluntarily end their terror. They are not to be persuaded of the error of
their ways by arguments alone. Those who would save democracy must mobilize
and Unite and formulate a militant democratic program of action if they would
really win the battle for freedom. It can be a minimum program, but there must
be unity. From victories won, it follows that others can be won. The best testi-
mony to this truism is a little pamphlet CRC has just issued called ?!The Reign of
V/itches, " Jefferson won with the people, against those who wrote the Alien and
Sedition Laws.

This battle must be won in the USA, for here history has placed great
responsibilities to all fellowmen in our hands. We fight not only to help ourselves,
we fight to help the cause of a world seeking a peoples*democracy.

The number one task then is the establishment of unity of action of

progressive Americans regardless of color, creed, national origin or political

belief. This action must be directed against the common enemy. A reading of the
writngs on this question of the Zechariah Chaffees, the Commagers, the Bishops
Paul B. Kern, the Carey McWilliams*, the William O. Douglasses, leads us
directly to the big manufacturers, those whom the late FDR called the 'economic
royalists, as the common foe. Even these gentlemen cannot kid the hideous faces
of the people's implacable enemies.

This fight for unity is a very severe struggle. We of the CRC must
work at it as we have never worked at any other problem. We must have exceeding-
ly great patience. Wg must knock on every door; see and talk with all who speak
fearlessly against Ithe terror in pulpit and forum. V/e must have the people's
interest at heart. We must be ready to make sacrifices, appearing at city councils,
state legislatures and Congressional hearings. We must fully understand that one

can't be consistently for the Constitution if he or she is not clear as to those
who daily violate it. »

We should have pa*tience with the views of others, but we do not abjectly
surrender our principles because others disagree with them. The United front is

accomplished in struggle, not through surrender. I believe that the open letter

we sent to Mr. Walter White of the NAACP points the approach from the top to

United Front action. It can be followed on a local scale. But if we do not get
down to the people, a top approach no matter how favorable will not bring the result
we want and must have to win.

The development of political campaigns and cases and the organization
of these demands today continuous educational growth. If the people are to win
real successes we must deal a death blow to a few old concepts that cling to us like

an albatross around our necks.

It is said and now with great boldness that we cannot mount more than
one campaign or handle more than one case at a time. This is a slander. It is a
many-sided slander. Firstly, it slanders American ingenuity which is not confined
to the realm of industry. Secondly, it expresses a lack of faith in the people. V/e

have only the people, but they are millions and they are invincible. Often the
first paint is accompanied by a very "wise" and slyly-put question; "But where are
the forces?" The answer is clear: in the community, the shops, on the streets.



evearywlieire that you. find people. 'If we would mount moare than one campaign we
must trust the new forces. They will at least be free of the old canards. Among
the ranks of labor, the layment and women in the church, the youth, are thousands
who have heard of the resolutions their leaders have formulated and who want to im
plement these. That leadership does not have time or the machinery with which to

go below with their splendid statements. We must carry these to the people. At
this point, another concept goes out ' the window, that is: that we cannot build
working permanent committees within the apparatus. We can if we WILL to.

Distrust of the people has narrowed and restricted our work and is

partly at least responsible for lic^uidationist arguments. When we start a campaign
our first move is generally toward the Negro people. When we seek funds, our firs

look is generally toward a Jewish friend. Both acts are tributes to those toward
wiiom'we orientate. They are, however i an insult to those we by-pass. The Negrc
community^ is,’ of course, unique' iii that only in"the Negro ghettoes can we find

hallslin which to meet in many cities today. But to broaden the democratic con-
cept and struggle, we must fight for halls and meeting places outside of as well
as inkhe ghetto, even in the South.

Destroying the old defeatist concepts, we will mount more than one
campaign at a time and handle many cases, for we will win and hold thousands of

new people* More emphasis in certain districts for certain types of action and
linking cases together is needed. "We see that one common foe stands behind all

persecution. The linking up, can be ddne.^ V/here you find an anti-Semite, you ^
find an enerriy of the Negro people, labor and the foreign-born, and usually an
aggressive warmonger - - and vice versa.

The repeal of the Smith Act heads the list of campaigns. Logically

and inseparably associated with this is the fight to prevent more victim.s being
tortured under its provisions. W^e must secure the freedom of those who have
already been victimized. The struggle for amnesty is a phase of the battle

against the Smith Act. The prison doors can be forced open. Tens of thousands
of Americans desire this. A committee has been established to realize this

objective, CR.C must not see this as competition. It is a challenge. It is a demo-
cratic form of competition. It does not preclude the development of our independer
campaign, yet its existence calls for our cooperation. Competition and cooperation

together! There is no contradiction here.

The struggle for the repeal of the Smith Act demands no weakening of

the struggle against the white supremacists. It demands an intensification both

of the fight against white chauvinism and the genocidal attacks upon the Negro
people. It demands this course of procedure primarily because it demands the

unity of Negro and white for a victory and secondly because both white and Negro
must be shown how the Smith Act strengthens genocide and vice versa. The
Harry T. MLoore murder case is not finished; the Willie ivicGee murder case is

not over. The Groveland case is being processed now. These cases will be
finished when genocidal crimes are ended in our country. These "unsolved” crime
lead the way back to the General Assembly of the United Nations. They support

the demand that the ruling clique in our country should live up to the Universal
Delcaration of Human Rights of the United Nations or be ousted from the United
Nations and isolated. Think of the vitality and power to mobilize people that lie

wrapped in the fact that the rulers of our country will spout democratic phrases
everywhere and will not ratify a Convention to end genocide or a Declaration to

respect human dignity, or pass an REDC or even a Federal anti'—lynch law.

The major cases at present are the freedom of Ben Davis - - this case
fits into the category of amnesty cases and anti-genocide action; the cases of

Rosalee Ingram and the saving of the life of Haul Washington: will either of these

campaigns conflict with or harm in any way . :the magnificent struggle to get reg-
istration of Negroes and a vote in the South, or to elect Negro candidates? No.
Nonsense! These cases reflect the tenor that rea-otion hopes will prevent
registration. These truly splendid steps toward greater registration and the vote

are enhanced by and strengthen the campaigns projected here. They are politically

organizationally and ediacationally related.

Do these other campaigns harm the fight to free Benjamin J. Davis?
Again, nonsense I Benjamin J, Davis* whole life is a symbol of this kind of

freedom- struggle. This approach links the Smith Act and genocide like two fingerr



of a glove*

We must bring an end to tbe^Harold CHristoffel case witb the freedom
of that courageous trade union leader. We must invoke the aid of labor for this;

we must develop the unity of labor and the ISTegro people in struggle*" I have not

related two antagonistic or conflicting problems.

The Christoffel case is nearing completiondn a manner favorable to

labor and the people. s T»et us here prepare the steps needed to push it over. A
victory in this will favorably affect all of our relations with the labor movement.
Let us distribute the **Free Christoffel** leaflet and speak to labor about it.

We have proposed, in connection with the unity of labor and the hlegro

people, a magnificent plan of organization* .that has limitless political activities

and educational values. It is the establishment of a ISTational Labor Committee of

One Thousand to IB'ight Genocide, Ben Gold, [President of the International Pur Sc

Leather Workers Union heads it. We will perhaps outline that plan and program
in detail in the labor panel. I simply want to anticipate one adverse argument.
Will this plan operate against the fight to repeal the Smith Act and to free the

political prisoners? Again the answer is no. Thinking more clearly on labor--

Negro unity will work miracles for us in every sphere of our work.

Prisoners* R’elief has, in the not far distant past, done good work, but

its pos sibilitie S;.are limitless. It is not now functioning as it should, and yet its

moral vitality is unexcelled. We must determine the trouble and remedy it. The
figlxt for a recognized status for political prisoners is one that has to be examined.

The case of Ethel and Julius Rosenberg is one of the great civil rights

cases of the era. CRC must find the ways and means of contributing to the fight to

saye these innocent people.

Lastly, but by no means last in terms of importance, is the contemplat

action of the Subversive Activities Control Board, It has concluded its hearings.

Twenty-two government witnesses filled 15, 000 pages. There were stool-pigeons

galore. Now there will be findings, not, against the KICIC or the murderers of

Harry- T. Moore, or the fascist-minded ICainps, Gerald L. K, Smiths and that cre's

however. The findings will be against leaders of the people and their organizations

We more than all others must help to bring these organizations together to prepare

the defense struggle. The Subversive Activities Control Board carries the key

to the concentration camps* It will help compile the lists and it will fight desper-

ately to fill the camps and now.

These are national questions, problems and tasks with which I have

dealt. [They are not, however, the property of the few who command the National

office. They are the problems of CRC. If we cannot solve them, the present

leadership must surrender their posts. If we are to solve them we must have a

national organization with a national leadership that can hold the Districts respon-

sible for their work. To argue that CRC is an historically necessary organization

is to say positively * that its tasks are possible of solution. No historically

necessary organization exists which cannot resolve the problems and tasks with

which it is confrontedi Let us proceed to discuss our solutions and the national

unity of CRC.

Today it is more thaii ever imperative that we follow the arguments

of those who speak for the enemies of the Constitution, the Negro people, labor,

and the foreign-born. The best of these, among periodicals, or maybe the worst,

is U. S. News and World Report . . This periodical should be closely followed.

It often outlines in detail the pl^ns of those who demaand war and who, to assure it,

would crush the constitutional institutions and aspirations of the people for justice

and democracy. In one recent number it openly said that the people would have

nothing to say as to the next President. That is true, but they can have something

to say as to the next civil rights program.

Lastly, may I say -that the progressive American people never had as

many allies nor did our allies more correctly ever demand real actions on our

part to help save world democracy and peace.
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We must build CRC. In the buUding o£ this vehicle of the

people into a ^ghty organization through the further development of struggles

against the racists of this country*, throu’gh the linking of this fight with,the one

wHch is pajcamount the struggle for the repeal of the Smith Act and for amnesty,

through tiie involvement of the trade union movement in the.fight against

t’aft-I?artiey and the acceptance by it of many of the struggles of the Nepo people

we guarantee great victories on the front of constitutional liberties, civil and

human rights. Such victories would not determine all issues but such victories

win profoundly influence the entire progressive battle front in America and even

beyond our shores.

The ad hoc committees fighting for the repeal of the Smith Act, for

amnesty must be strengthened. They are now vital auxUiaries. To build CRC

as here.projected is to take their moral arguments from all supporters of

aggressive war. Thus the moral phase of the struggle here in America against

white supremacy stands out with startling clarity. A war program which makes

of despised, jim-crowed and disfranchised Negro lads a weapon of opprpsion

against a colonial ppej>le has no moral foundation.^ B\iild .CRC and the fight

against repressive state andK-ederal legislation will advance with tremendous

strides; so too will the fight against white chauv^sm. We can build CRC.

Iiet us here,,prepare for work.
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-Abraham Lincoln, in a debate r;ith Douglas, -declared: "Public sentiment
is everything. .<ith public sentiment nothing can fail; vfithout it nothing can suc-
ceed. Consequently he- v/ho moulds public sentiment goes deeper than he who enacts
statutes and pronounces decisions. He makes statutes and decisions possible or im-
possible to be executed."

'./ith Lino.coln’s statement we concur, and ^7e see this as the job of CRC or-
ganieation--to mould public sentiment. But we go further. .After moulding the sen-
timent of the people, vre must or”anizo it and move it into forms of effective ex-
pression, so that those v/ho are responsible for the violation of our oonstituional
and human rights i/ill be made to retreat, ^ at least pause.

..e have in the past '..'^orked out, and t^ay we have, a correct program. It is
the ovgaiiizatipn of CRC that will determine the effectiveness of this program,
i/hether it will remian on paper, or move millions of people depends upon organiza-
tion. Ho matter ho:f correct our program, if we fail to take the correct organiza-
tional st3ps, or if we lack the organizational strength required to carry out the

' pj^ogram, no program on earth can succeed. The program is the blueprintj the organ-
ization is the factory and the workers ,v.'hich .-turn the blueprint into the finished
automobile.

During the two-jrear period since our last National Soard meeting, our main
vreakness has been organizational. Therefore it is imperative that this coming
Board meeting dig deeply into and solve our most important organizational problems--
els,-? its deliberations may well prove futile.

IThat, is the Organizational Streng*^h of CRC?

Since the effectiveness of the campaigns we produce is one v/ay to judge the
effectiveness of our organization, one might think that there is no basis for the
statement^ that our main vreakness is organizational. Did we not rook the v/orld ip
our campaign to save the life of Uillie McGee, moving tens of millions of people
and key organizations in the United States and throughout the v/orld? Did v/e not
raise the struggle against vrhite supremacy to nev/ heights in the struggle to save
the lives of the Martinsville Seven? Did we not throvr the hot hands of the lynch-
ers off the shoulder of our 'Jilliam Patterson, ‘after moving millions of communi-
cants of the Negro churches and their leaders into action? Did vre not, according
to Lt, Gilbert himself, make a significant contribution to the saving of' his, life?
Did we not achieve a momentous victory in. the Supreme Court decision of the benver

J
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Three, establishing the constitutional right against self-incrimination?

Despite these great offensives, and these mass movements and these vic-
tories, it is still correct to say that our organization, even judged by our cam-
paign effectiveness, leaves a great deal to be desired*

For after all, Willie McGee vms executed* Sver-widening circles of the
people could have been reached and moved, and thereby^we could have saved his life.
The same is true for the Martinsville Seven* ibid Lt. Gilbert is still in a military
prison., Moreover, the movement i';e created on these cases was created at the ex-
pense of neglect of almost all other CRC issues and cases during a substantial part
of the time since the last Board meeting# A stronger organization would have made
this neglect unnecessary. And did not our v/eakness in organization cause a relapse
after the execution of hxllie McGee similar to that v/hich is suffered by the indiv-
idual who strains his body beyond its normal strength? Had we grown substantially
in membership and chapters in the course of these great campaigns, they \vould have
been mucli stronger ^ They could have been combined v;ith activity on many of the
other major issues th?“.t required our attention; and we v/ould not have suffered the
relapse v/hich made it difficult for us to get our organization into motion for
months after Hay 8, 1951# Our achievements in these cases attest to the super-
human efforts put forward by our organization and our v/ondorfui people but our or-
ganizational v/eakness cannot be d5nied. Later, we will discuss the organizational
strength that these campaigns did disclose, as ^vell as the v;ealcnesses.*

Vfe are facing a period of trial compared to which the attacks of the
past v/ill seem Lilliputian# Long steps tovfard fascism are being taken; genooidal
attacks are increasing in number and intensity; for the first time the Government
is seeking to outlaw ideas; the labor movement is in a fight for its life; and
McCarthyism and guilt by association have become the ^*law of the land,” If pres-
tige or correct program were enough, CEO could easily measure up to the needs of
the moment. But they aren’t. So let us consider what is the organizational
strength of CEC* Reasons of time and technical difficulties require that the trea*
ment of this question be brief, but at the Board meeting we v/ill put meat, on the
bones*

In terms of their ability to mobilize key sections of their commun-
ities, we have strong chapters today in the follov;ing cities: Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Oakland, Seattle, Chicago, Milwaukee, Detroit, Philadelphia and IJev;

York. v7e have up and coming chapters T^hich give promise within the immediate
future of reaching the same st'^rtus, in Denver, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Honolulu*
Ignoring remnants of former chapters and small committees, there are a number of
key cities where we have at present no chapters, such as 'Tfashington, D.C#, Hevr
Orleans, Birmingham, Memphis, Atlanta, Richmond, Buffalo, Youngstown, Cincinnati,
Kansas City, Indianapolis*

^
Je have beginnings of chapters in Baltimore and Boston*

In total, we have chapters in 33 cities* Our total membership (v;hich must be es-
timated, because of the failure of many chapters to file reports with the national
office)' is seven thousand. State organizations exist in Washington, Wisconsin and
Hev; Jersey. Partially functioning state organizations exist in Illinois. Pennsyl-
vania, and Connecticut.
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At the last Board ineotinf;, ve adopted a program for a membership cam-
paij;n to reach a total of 40,000 members v/ithin a fevnnonths. Despite that drive
and the tvro years of great struggles that have passed, our total membership is

little more than it was then. The best estimate that can be made is that we are
about one thousand members larger than we were at that time. The only key city in
which v;e then had a chapter and do not no7/ is Hev; 0 r leans. Our present chapters
in Pittsburgh, Cleveland and Honolulu were not then in existence.

~fhy Have '.'fe Hot Grown?

'Ae have grown a little numerically; and in some small degree by crea-
tion of chapters in key industrial areas; and by strengthening of our strong chap-
ters* But the basic fact is that we have failed to grow . This Board meeting must
provide the answer to 77hy we failed to grow, so that we will now begin to grow into
a mass organization, and so that there v/ill be no key city in the country where we
do not have a thriving chapter.

It is obvious that our lack of groivth cannot be blamed on the "red
scafe" or any other objective conditions. Let me give a simple little illustration
to show that it is impossible to blame objective conditions for our failure.

During this period the Los Angeles district recruited more than two
hundred people per month , for several different months, bliat v;ould have happened
if Los Angeles had simply continued to recruit 200 members every month of the yearc
Assuming that Los Jlngeles started vj-ith a thousand members two years ago, if they

recruited 2400 nevf members each year (even if half of the new members were lost by
the time the next year rolled around) their total m embership at the end of the tv/o

years vrould be 4100, which is more than half of the membership we show nationally*
And the same goes for every chapter. If every chapter simply continued its best
month of recruiting constantly through the year, even ivith a loss of half of the
new members each year, we iTould have a total of 25,000 members at the time of this
Board meeting.

As our national Executive Secretary has repeatedly demonstrated, and as
is confirmed by the experience of every chapter, vre can recruit tens of thousands
of new members. It goes vrithout saying that most of them can be retained.

.
What

are the. reasons, then, why we have not grown?

I v/ould say, in the first place, that we failed to appreciate the mass
appeal of our CRC program. Je underestimated the people, for vrhile vre recognized
that they would join fight against white supremacy or in the fight for the rights
of labor or against the suppression of minority political parties, we thought that
they understood the issues too' little' to be v^rilling to become membeis of CRC. In
particular, v;e failed to appreciate the political and moral vitality of the struggle
against genocide, and especially the willingness of the Hegro people to join with
us in this fight. Moreover, we. underestimated the understanding of white vrorkers
that in their own interest they must fight against vrhite supremacy. We even have
failed to recruit into CRC many v/hite people who participated in the most militant
kind of activities on behalf of Willie McGeee.

M



In the second place, we did not see clearly the absolute necessity for
a mass menibership CRC« .ie failed to_ give this the attention it needed because we
felt that somehow vre could get along without the mass membership, seeing something
apparently, (Iknow not v/hat) that would take its place.

In the third place, some sections of our organization, their vision
obscured by the tear-gas qf red-baiting, were unable to see the practical possib-
ilities of recruiting tens of thousands into CRC.

In the fourth place, we showed both on the national and local levels
many organizational weaknesses in the planning and carrying through of a membership
campaign and ordinary day-to-day recruiting, lie forgot that no organization can
grov; spontaneously} that it requires carefully organized planning and check-up.

In the fifth place, we did not have the organizational set-up nationally
by which to create nevr chapters vfhere they did not exist or give personal attention
to weak chapters. This v;ould have required probably tiro people v/orking in the
field full time to give the kind of. attention needed to create nevf chapters and to
help solve the recruiting problems of nev; or v/eak chapters. Our national staff is
not large enough to spare such forces, ITor did we have a system of state organ-
izations of CRC v/hich could and Virould take over this responsibility.

If the chapters Yrtll ask themselves the question 'MlYy did we not grov/"}
and then if we gather together and combine and analyze these conclusions of the
chapters at^our Board meeting, we v/ill have the answer. To help the chapters make
this analysis, I would like to ask some concrete questions*

1,

How extensively did we use ITilliam Patterson to recruit new members
and build new chapters? 'Jas there any meeting at v;hich he spoke where he could not
have produced tens or hundreds of nev; members, or any city in which he spoke, or
could have spoken, where a chapter could not have resulted from his speech?

2,

TJhat responsibility did the leading officials of the chapter take
in the building of membership? In how many of their major speeches did membership
get prominent attention?

3,

In how many of, the chapter's Sxecutive CoiTimittee meetings was mem-
bership on the agenda?

.fe can achieve a mass membership follovj-ing this %tional Board meeting
if^we (IJ carry through a thorough-going analysis of reasons for our failure up
unoil nov/j (2) decide that the primary task of our v/hole organization during the
coming period is to make CRC into a mass organization; (s) adopt the proper organ-
izational steps (suggestions for Y/hich appear at the end of this report^.

It was necessary, I believe, to present very sharply the problem of our
failure to grow and incScate that as the primary problem for our National Board meet-
ing, At the same time, it vrould be v/rong to create any impression that our organiza-
tion IS not much stronger now than it v/as tv/o years ago. The elements that give
that added strength are the following* (l) the building of chapters in key indus-
trial cities iThere they did not exist before, and their strengthening in other such
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cities; (2) a larger network of chapters; (s) much greater prestige attaching to

the national and the local organizations which, though intangible, is a real

element of strength; (4) much closer ties to the labor movement, with consequent

ability to move the labor movement more fully on key issues, and more often;

( 5 ) closer ties with broad forces, especially in the churches, on both national

and local levels; (6) more experienced CRC leadership on national, local and

community levels; ( 7 ) education of the pepple whom we have moved, the kind of

education that can come only through struggle and which makes it easier to move

the people in the future; and (8) the growing acceptance by the more progressive

forces of CRC as the coordinating organization in the field of civil rights.

The past two years have proved the correctness and the importance of an

organizational form which, up until now, we have only permitted but have not

planned for. This is the creation of state organizations of Crc, State orga-

nizations are correct not just for the negative reason that the national office

cannot provide the field organizers, therefore the local areas must. They

should be seen rather as something ^Thioh will strengthen our organization by

bringing our chapters closer to the national organization, since they permit

consultation in person rather than typewriter contacts. This form also permits

the development of statev/ide and local issues in a more thoroughgoing fashion

and permits the flexibility which must govern us in terms of program and

organization, if we are to be a mass organization. Finally, it gives full

freedom for the development of the abilities of the local leadership of CRC, and

provides that kind of experience which v;ill make possible '.their full participation

as part of a collective national leadership of the organization.

CRO as a Coordinating Organization

A total CRC campaign breaks dovm into three aspects: (l) v;ork done

directly bj'- the CRC organization; (2) coordination, stimulation and assistance

by the CRC of the more progressive forces and organizations; and (s) stimu-

lation and assistance by CRC to the movement of the conservative organizations.

To judge properly the strength and effectiveness of CRC, we must include all

three aspects. But what is not sufficiently understood, both within CRC and

without, is that the first is primary to the others. vTithout a substantial

amount of campaigning done directly bjr the CRC organization, there is not going

to be any coordination of progressive forces worth noting, and the more con-

servative organizations cannot be moved. Sometimes there is a tendency on the

part of Crc people to condemn progressive organizations or people because they

do not react so quickly to the CRC o^paigns as v;e v/ould wish, or because they

do .pot permit us to coordinate them and their activities. Yfithout attempting

to evaluate this criticism, the facts of life are that only to the extent that

the CRC develops a substantial campaign independently through its own organi-

zation will it be able to move other progressive forces into action, and be

accepted as the coordinator of the campaign. In the same way, only such a

substantial independent campaign of CRC ^7ill be able to guarantee movement of

the more conservative organizations. Often these organizations (concededly) act

simply so that the field will not be left to us, but always they act more

readily if our v.rork is such as to spur on their rank and file membership.

As of now, it is roughly accurate to say that the progressive organi-

zations accept Crc as the coordinator in the civil rights field. This is a

virtue, but sometimes it develops into a vice. A fev; of our chapters, limited

X
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by their lack of a mass base, conceive it to be their function simply to take
over the mass base of other progressive organizations to carry out a campaign.
I*fa is perhaps this ability to use the membership of another organization that
prevented some Crc leaders from appreciating the importance of CRC’s having a
mass memcership. A CRC organization which is not big enough and strong enough
to carry on campaigns independently cannot long exist. And a CRC without inde-
pendent strength will not long be accepted as a coordinating organization.

«his coordinating function of CRC is capable of much greater effective-
ness if it is properly organized. There is no formula which determines the
organizational form that such coordination should take. It might be, first,
that which was developed by our San Rrancisco organization, to which are
affiliated a number of unions and other progressive organizations, who send

^

delegates as members of the CRC Board, representing their organizations,

1‘ifhereyer possple, CRC committees should be developed in these organi-
zations, Their function will be to carry some CRC oampdigns into the organi-
zation to which they belong, and to recruit members therefrom for CRC, Vfhere
affiliation is not practical, the CRC should examine the possibility of regular
meetings with the organizations that otherwise v/ould be called upon only to ioin
in an emergency campaign.

The 'CRC Chapter

^All active CRC people have long since learned that membership without a
chapter is well-nigh useless. Such membership cannot be acHvated or retained.

ill bhore ax*G a numbor of sinallor cfbies where we have some degree of organ!-
zation but do not have chapters functioning; and v/ithin larger cities there are
many communities within which live substantial numbers of CRC members, but v;here
no cnapters have been buijt. Until our membership is much larger, one chapter
will suffice for smaller cities, but in all cities of, let us say, over 100,000,

is needed. How many chapters are appropriate depends on
the territorial spread of the city, its national groupings and other local
considerations. The advantages of building chapters in the local communities

V
(1) Meetings of the chapter, and its various committees,

v/ill be close, convenient, easy to attend; (2) Fellow members will be local
people who are Imovm, or more knowable and seeable; (s) l^eyi members

of ofic will feel more able and willing to accept chapter positions on a neigh-
borhood rather than a city-wide scale; (d) Community issues will be taken up;
these are the sources of strength, prestige, and recruiting; (s) Building of
local chapters permits concentration on a limited section of the city; the
forces \ve have at present are limited so that unless we concentrate v/e do not
build at all; this concentration is an additional source of strength because
areas can be selected which are most productive, either because of their com-
position or previous work done in them.

.

^^6 bwo wrong theories with reference to chapters that are to befound in CRC, sometimes expressed in words, but often only in action. One isthe theory that many chapters should be kept on a stand-by basis, not meetingnot involving their membership in activity, but waiting until an emergencycampaign Will bring them out of hibernation. The fact is that when a stand-bvChapter is_ created, the chapter does not stand by; it isn’t there when needed,
® or do not exist, as many local organizations have foundc their dismay. Once a chapter has been permitted to lapse, neither aong record of useful activity or great prestige in the community, or any other



factor, will make it easy to revive* It is sometimes easier to create a new
chapter than to revive a chapter that has been very effective in the past#

The second erroneous theory is that somehow a committee or a loose gsroup
of a small number of individuals can carry on CRC activities almost as v/ell as
a chapter* In fact, CRC leaders often make the mistake of describing such
committees or individuals as chapters* *‘%ether the purpose is to present the
situation as better than it actually is, or whether it represents organizational
naivete, it reflects a fundamental lack of understanding of the chapter as the
basic form of organization of CIRC#

In the main, our CRC leadership does not build chapters because they
do not sufficiently understand their importance* If they regarded this as the
key Ymich would make possible the development of a mass campaign, then they
would find nothing more important to do than building chapters* This is not to
give the impression that building chapters is easy* Always it is possible, 'but
never is it easy* It is unnecessary to probe more deeply into this question
of how to build chapters, because it will be covered by the sub-reports on ”How
to Build a Mass Membership 5*’

”Hov/ to Function on the Full Program of CRC5** and
^'Eoiv to Move the More Conservative Organisations#**

One point, however, it is important to make: The greatest cause of
fatalities among our chapters is the siolcness which might be described as the
**one-man** or one-v/oman** leadership. Hov/ common it is for us in the national
office to watch v/ith pride the activities of a grov/ing chapter--only to find
one day that this thriving group has passed out of existencel Upon' inquiry,
we find the explanation that "So-and-so v/ent avmy,** — or got a job, or went
to another organization. And there must be again as many such stories to
explain the high mortality rate among neighborhood chapters#

This situation is impermissible, (l) because we cannot let that type
of organization v/hich is key to the functioning of CRC depend upon the presence
of one individual; (2) nor can we approve a method of operation which. does not
involve a large share of the membership in the leadership of the chapter* As
a matter of fact, in every chapter, from among the new members there can be
brought foward the most splendid kind of leadership, capable in the first
instance of developing an active chapter, to go on later to local or national
leadership. The test of real leadership is in the bringing forward of new
leadership*

From every part of our organization we hear the cry, "We need forces!
Give us people,’* they say, "and we can do all the jobs we have to do*** But
the chapters have people --hundreds of them* To deny this is not to see what
it means when a man or woman joins CRC* People join because they understand
the need to fight and are willing to work and to sacrifice* As a matter of
fact, it sometimes seems incredible how much effective work one new member of
CRC can do* Every chapter has had the experience of discovering the nev/
member who, with the slightest encouragement, is able to develop a campaign
almost by his own efforts* There is no contradiction between a statement on
the importance of collective work in the chapter and an understanding of how
much a single individual can do* It would be v/orth while to study the totality
of the campaign which, for example, Harold Christoffel was able to wage,
practically by himself, visiting hundreds of unions, on his own case. Or it
would be good to hear and learn from the experience of Los Angeles, v/hich saw
the cousin of Wesley Robert 'Jells, a new member, practically build a tremendous
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oampaign by his ovm efforts around his cousin’s case. Or there is

from iw of a single rank and filer who raised several thousand dollars

for Orc in a few months.

The Tfomen Stand Out

One of the most encouraging aspects within CRC organizations

development of a core of outstanding \7omen leaders at every ^

phase of the struggle. ' Vfe must naturally begin with those who ^

Lhieved not only leadership but also a measure of greatness, Rosalee UcGee,

Bessie Mitchell, Josephine Grayson, Jane Rogers, My ttollard.

As we know, the key to ihe proper functioning of CRC is the

our chapters. Despite the road blocks that are always oeing placed in the way

of women, nevertheless we find women in the leadership of many of our *^®y

chapters? Marguerite Robinson in Los nngeles, ^^da Rothstein in San Francisco,

Decca Treuhaft in Oakland, Josephine llordstrand in Milwaukee,
.

Detroit, Frieda Katz in Cleveland, Evelyn Abelson m Pittsburgh, Yetta Land in

Phoenix, Blaine Ross in Brooklyn, and Jean Taylor in Hew York.

Women are also prominent in the leadership of such chapters as

Diego, St. Louis, Connecticut, Gary Minneapolis, femrk, imac&rtes,

Sedro-^Toolley and Olympia. California, where the executive o^

of the four chapters is a woman, constitutes a challenge

of the country. And the story would not be complete if we did not mention the

rrcat contributions of ulnne Braden and *‘^xnifred Feise in the South, ngie

Dickerson of the Patterson Defense Committee, Stella Shepard of the Prisoners

Relief Committee, and Doris Mallard of the Ifew York CRC Youth Chapter.

There is no chapter which has not had the experience of seeing how

their active women members were able to open doors that were neyer^before opened

to us, and when we realize the tremendous potential of leadership CRC stil-

virtually untapped because of male supremacist ideas, it is

seek out and destroy any barriers to the rise of women to leadership positions.

In fact a very pointed question v/hich might be asked is: How does it happen

that women who have been the backbone of chapter leadership in many key

chapters from the beginning have not been represented in the top nation 1

leadership of CRC since its formation?

The Unions and

\!hat CRC needs i,s a trade union backbone, and vre don’t have

do we need it? Because this, and this alone, vd 11 guarantee the stre^th, e

stabilitjr and the militancy of our organization. It would help us get into the

fio-ht for labor's rights, \vhich is now shaping up as the fight for the very

existence of unions. Such a backbone would enable us to explain to labor its

self-interest in the fight against white supremacy and the fight against the

Smith Act©

Unless we are able to convince the majority of the working class of

this country^ white supremacy and the Smith Act cannot be defeate^ s ou

be clear to us that on the agenda is the fight against fascism. Thelesson of

Germany, which we must learn, is that fascism, can be defeated only with the

organized opposition of the overwhelming majority of the labor movement.
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% vrhat organizational steps shall CRC acquire a trade union backbone?

First ai\d foremost by making. sure that a large proportion of our membership is

made up of union members • And the best guarantee of this is to recruit them

right out of the unions. Herein lies a good deal of the importance of CRC

committees inside the unions. Another method is to concentrate on building

neighborhood chapters in those areas in which union members predominate.

Attached to the national office is a Labor Advisory Committee to CRCj

though in actual fact, except on rare occasions, it operates as if it were part

of the ITevf York district, rather than the national office. This Committee is

made up of representatives from unions located in the Hew ^ork area. Its

activities will be detailed in a separate report that v/e will have in time for

the Board meeting.

In cooperation with the Labor Advisory Committee there is now in the

process of formation a Committee of a Thousand to Fight Genocide, Though the

plans have not been finally worked out, this Committee will be made up of

union officials and leading union memberq^ and will v/ork v;i‘th, but \?ill have

no organizational ties v/ith, CRC,

The San Francisco chapter solidifies its relations with a number of

unions by having them affiliate directly to CRC, and providing for their rep-

resentation on the local executive board. The Chicago chapter not only has

trade unionists on its board, but its chairman is a prominent trade unionist.

That We do not yet know the answer to the problem of giving organiza-

tional form to the closer relationship which is growing up between CRC and a

number of unions is clear. Perhaps the answer is a combination of the forms

mentioned above. Organizational proposals xirill undoubtedly result from the

discussions on this question at the National Board meeting.

The Negro People and Crq

Literally millions of the ^^egro people have been moved into action by

the CRC against the different agencies of government, through our campaigns

around the Trenton Six, the Martinsville Seven, ^'ifillie McGee, Lieutenant Gilbert,

Mrs, Ingram and “Vfe Charge Genocide," Thousands' of Negroes have become
members of CRC, and certainly tens of thousands more would join if given an
invitation. Prom the ranks of the Negro people who already have joined CRC,

and will join CRC, we can find -the leadership, and the potential leadership,

that is capable of filling ten times over, perhaps a hundred times over, all
the demands that are coming from our chapters for "forces," "people," "actives,"

and "leaders," ’/ilhat's wrong? I^at are some of the factors that keep many of
the Negro people out of our ranks, or, if they are members, out of active
participation in our organization?

One factor, which seems to be a contradiction though it is not, is our
failure to give sufficient attention to moving white people in the struggle
against vfhite supremacy. The Negro people, by and large, will have confidence
in CRC’s sincerity and ability to do the job, to the extent that it^oes a
job" among white people. In other words,. the recruiting of white people to
CRC will produce, as a corollary, the recruiting of ^'^egroes, and their greater
p«>-rticipatioD. in the affairs of the organization.



Another factor is the tendency to take the Nggro people for granted--
to assume that they must come to usj that we deserve their support} that they
should join our ranks hecause of the fight xto carried on in the past, rather
than the fight v/e are carrying on today.

Another factor is that some of our v;hite leadership, having unconsciously
absorbed some of the same v/hite supremacy ideas against which CRC fights, are
reluctant to (or aannot) recognize the abilities of the Hegro people in the
organization.

If we can overcome these obstacles the ®egro people offer a tremendous
reser^rbir of strength in their militancy, their working-class closeness to the
people, their relative freedom f^om illusions, and their great loyalty and
Tfarrath for CEC,

However, the very ease v/ith v/hich ITegro people can be dra%vn into
membership and participation in CEC sometimes leads us into a far .from correct
orientation in our organizational vrork. Oftentimes there is a tendency to
concentrate all our chapter building and our membership building in Hegro
neighborhoods and among Ifegro people. This 'is the organizational corollary
to tho same tendency to neglect the white \Torkers in planning our campaigns
against white supremacy, A simple litmus paper test, which any chapter can
®PpIy» S’S to whether it is committing this error, is to ask this question;
Where have we sold "We Charge Genocide"? In our plan that we have worked out
for the balance of this 3'’ear, is it contemplated that the majority of the
copies will be sold to I'legroes or white people?

Despite these errors, committed at some times and some places, we are
beginning to maintain a correct balance in our political and organizational work
in mobilizing and recruiting Hegro and white people. Out of this is growing
that which distinguishes CEC from other organizations and is a source of great
strength to us — a legro-white leadership. To continue the development of this
kind of leadership requires constant attention and struggle — both in the
search for leadership potential from among our growing group of, CEC actives,
and the fight against white-supremacist hangovers v^hioh retard the development
of ITegro leadership. Of what v/e have we can be proud,but let there be no
complacency} vte still have a long way to go.

Moving the Broader Organizations

Though this question will be covered at the Board meeting by a special
report, its importance merits a few remarks here.

It vrould be very strange if, in the face of our experiences of the last
•two years, any active worker in the CEC could deny the possibility of moving
the broadest kind of organizations, of a bype decisi've in our country’s
political life, on campaigns pushed by CRC. For the doubting Thomases, it
should be sufficient to refer to one of the most influential leaders in the
country of the white Baptist Church,who listened to Mrs, McGee’s story and then
set out to move certain of his key contacts in the South, One of these -contacts
lined up a number of white Baptist clergymen in Mississippi to con'taot Governor
Fielding Vfright and himself telephoned Governor Wright, around midnight, a few
minutes before the execution of ‘Tirillie McGee. Or one might refer to the action
of the CIO, not only advocating the repeal of the Smith Act, and condemning the
Supreme Court decision in the case of the Communist leaders, but also agreeing
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to its own independent campaign for Smith Act .repeal. Or vre might mention the
involvement, in one way or another, of an overv;helming proportion of the Negro
church in the defense of our ovm William Patterson.

u TJL*
^®®ptte such examples, and they can ~ and at the Board meeting will

oe multiplied a hundredfold, large sections of the CRC act as if they have no
confidence in our ability to move anything beyond the **lefti'^ In my opinion,
chis attitude stems not from failure to understand the possibilities but from

sectarian methods of v/ork grovm so fixed that, almost v/ith-
out thought, a program is laid out, and action taken oh it which aims almost
entirely at the !*left.’* Or even when it purports to aim at the "right,** 'it is
so little thought out that the methods of approach, the actions proposed, and
the sequence of development of the campaign, virtually exclude anything but
the left. Tvro, a lack of understanding of how to move; in fact even how to
approach the more conservative organizations j in some extreme cases a lack of
nov/ledge of who they are. Three , a lack of boldness, a timidity, in approach^mg the more conservative organizations. Four , a feeling that you must either

act through the CRC or the broader organizations, and you cannot do both. The
contrary is true, for the greater the activity of CRC the more the possibility
of moving the other kinds of organizations. Five, a failure to realize that
these days, under the conditions in v;hich we v/ork, the united front with the
more conservative organizations v/orks along parallel lines. It is like
railroad tracks. Both rails go to the same place. Both are equally important
o the urairi; in fact, if the Civil Rights Express is to go anywhere^ these

are the only conditions under which it can move.

At the Board meeting it isrould be well to discuss the question of red-
baiting, and whether it operates as a drag on CRC activity and organization.
It should suffice to say here that red-baiting has not interfered with CRC
moving the broadest kind of organizations, on every type of issue,

Arg\iments We Must Answer

There is a saying that goes something like this; "Please God, protect
me from my friends; I can take care of my enemies." All of us knovir that many
of our friends, even some of our active CRC people, hold a number of ideas
which are harmful to the growth and strengthening of CRC. It is our respon-

'

sibility as leaders of CRC to be crystal clear as to how to answer these
ideas, and then to challenge them and overcome them v/herever and xvhenever they
show themselves. Hotioe should be taken of the fact that these ideas rarely
exhibit themselves as nakedly a,s they are set out here, but nevertheless it
should not be too difficult to recognize them in the forms they do take.

These are the main ideas:

1. CRC is too **red**.

2. Conservative organizations are more important to build and
work in.

3. It is more .important to coordinate the "left" than to try
to build membership and chapters,

4. There are so many other issues more important at the moment; thsr
fore CRC should be built as a stand-by organization to be
used in emergencies.

X
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5. Since it is important to achieve breadth, whenever issues
arise, independent committees should be set up to deal
with them.

Other sections of this report lay the basis for providing the answer to
a number of these arguments. Discussion in the chapters and in the National
Board meeting should provide the further clarity which is needed to make effec-
tive answers to them.

C!RC Literature

'iVe may be quite proud, with justification we think, of our record of
publications since the last National Board meeting, This is especially true
because of the struggle and sacrifice which (in the light of our constant
financial crisis) was required for the publication of each item* Excluding
leaflets, and short brochures, this is the list:

Voices for Freedom I

Voices for Freedom II
Censored News
Crisis I

Crisis II

Crisis III
Civil Rights News
Lawyers Under Fire
The' Reign of Witches
The Pittsburgh Story
The Heat is On
We Charge Genocide

We want also to praise the initiative and the organizational know-how
shown by four of our chapters, in publishing the following pamphlets:

i

Los Angeles: Civil Rights Congress Tells the Story
Oakland : The Jerry i^lewson Story
San Francisco: My Name is Wesley Robert Yfells

Philadelphia: The Right to Speak for Peace (on Steve Nelson)

A rough total of the number of copies of these publications which have
been distributed is close to a million.

Though the list is imposing, so, too, is the total number of copies,
yet as an organization, our use of literature leaves a great deal to be desired.
Examining our records since last October 15 (prior to Virhich they are incomplete)
and '"eluding 'We Charge Genocide" and "Peekskill", we find the following
situ ion: Of the 13 items of literature then current, only the stats of Wash-
ington district ordered as many as eight items. Thereafter, in order, 'Detroit
and Milwaukee 7, Boston and San' Francisco 6, Chicago 5, Philadelphia 4, and our,
otherwise fine chapter, Oakland, only one. The only chapters that ordered a sat-
isfactory quantity, in terms of number of items and number of copies, were:
Seattle, Detroit, Milwaukee, New York, Boston, San Francisco and Chicago, Only
eighteen chapters ordered any literature all all since October 15,

Space in this report is too limited to justify a discussion of the
great loss to the civil rights struggle in.general, and to the chapters in

Peekskill, U.S.A,
The People’s Champion
We Demand Freedom
Open Letter to ilalter '"I'hite

Pact Sheets:
Willie McGee
William Patterson
Rosa Lee Ingram
Trenton Six
Paul Vfeshington

Foley Square
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particular, which is represented by the failure to make a mas:s distribution of

our literature

•

V/e believe that every chapter should have a thorough, self-critical
discussion, of the literature question, out of which discussion (we are sure)
will flow substantial orders and a plan of work by which the use of this
literature will be coordinated with our mass campaigns and the building of our
organization*

ORC Organization in the South-

Everyone agrees, and has for some time, that v/e must have a strong
CRC in the South* Yet good resolutions, and the setting up of committees, and
the best of intentions have thus far not sufficed to overcome the difficulty
which stands in the way*

Today, and increasingly every day, the need for and the possibility of
a CRC in the South increases. Genocide is on the increase, in quantity and in
intensity, throughout the country and especially in the South* The cause is

to be found partially in the racial in Korea* Mainly, perhaps, it is to
be found in the steady increase of "irall Street’s penetration into the South,
the billions of dollars being invested in new giant industrial plants* "i^ile

not denying the great responsibility of the people in the rest of the country
to fight against genocide in the South, still it cannot be denied that blovj-s

against genocide which derive from the white and Negro working class of the
South v/ill be the most telling* There is a basis for movement, instigated
and led by CRC, v/hich Will involve important sections of the people in a number
of key Southern cities, such as New Oj-ieans, Louisville, Atlanta, Riclmiond,

‘’^inston-Salem, Memphis and Miami* The form of organization it v/ill take in the
South, it is not possible or necessary to spell out at this time*

There is on© basic difficulty, and only one, which stands betiveen us
and CRC organization of the South, and that is financial* If that is solved*
we can solve all other difficulties and problems. At the end of this report
a proposal is made that must be thoroughly thrashed out at ‘the National Board,
and a determination made as to whether we are prepared to assume this long-
delayed task*

Proposals

State CRC organizatj.?n

1. Adopt the principle of building state organizations of CRC.

2* State organizations to be. continued or immediately built in the
following states: California, Oregon, Washington, Arizona, Colorado,
Missouri, Illinois -Indiana (joint), Michigan, Ohio, Pemsylvania,
New Jersey, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Nevf York#

S*
,
State organizations to be led by one of the present chapter or
district leaders*

4e The state organizations to accept responsibility fbr building CRC
chapters in areaa v/here they do not now exist*
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5. Vifhere feasible, hold state conferences as soon as possible ivith

emphasis on representation from areas vfhere no organization exists
at present,

National I’^embership campaign

1, Decide upon a national membership campaign,

2, Goal - 7500 new members*

3, Period - September, October, November

4, Every area in country to be reached by a tour of V/illiam Patterson
or Rosalee McGee, devoted mainly to chapter and membership building.
Every meeting on the tour to be devoted to creating a new chapter
or obtaining a large number of nevr members,

5, Issuance of a definitive and dramatic piece of literature, ’'What

is CRC?", to be sold to the chapters for one cent a copy.

Organizing the South

1., Accept the goal of organizing CRC in the South as necessary and
realizable,

2, Decide on the immediate goal of building in six key cities in the
South,

3. Agree upon a realistic financial program that will guarantee the
first year of operation, and secure hard' and fast commitments.

Conclusion

CRC is an organization of great strength v/hich has demonstrated its
ability to move millions of the American people into action. But it does not
have the strength required to meet its responsibilities to the people during this
period. Nor has it the strength to guarantee ijhe carrying out of the program
that inevitably must come out of this meeting of the National Board, There is
no other answer but that CRC must become a mass membership organization, with
effective chapters in every key city in the country,

CRC has the program j the Board meeting will work out the means j we have
the people to do the job ; we cannot fail.
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GENOCIDE

This past year the •world has heard the challenge "We Charge Genocide, the
Crime of Government -Against the Negro People"*

The Civil Rights Congress takes great pride in its for-thright position as
the organization which "brought this dramatic indictmen'b of the Government
of the United States before the court of wohld opinion.

The Civil Eights Congress pays enthusiastic tribute to its National Executive
Secretaiy, William L, Patterson, for his heroic efforts to place this accusa-
tion before the United Nations, for his untiring ca^aign to demand, justice,
redress and equality for the Negro people of the United States, and for his
ceaseless efforts to forge unity of Negro and white.

But genocide- insidiously advances as a policy, of government. The lynch sys-
tem extends its frontier and moves north. In New York a Negro student is
daot a.own in cold.biood. Two Negro men are assassinated by a racist, illegally
armed, ex-policeman. The murderer is acquitted by an all-white jury. Homes
are bombed, not alone in Florida, but in California and Illinois, Official
conqolicity is clear, but vinpunished.

The charge -of genocide remains, in the words of Walter White, "a most damning
indictment". Those. responsible must be made to answer for their crimes against
the Negro people, against the moral integrity of all Americans, against the
decency of humanity.

The Civil Eights Congress calls all white Americans, to struggle against
the demoralizing and dehumanizing effect of jim crow, the lynch

system, and for Negro equality. The conscience of America will be restored
in no other way. We call on Negro Americans to .close ranks and form a solid
phalanx against jim crow, lynching,- police terror and the ghetto. We- call
On labor, in its own interests, to ^eak out with firm voice against- discri-
mination and for PEPC, We call upon the American people, led by heroic vhite
men, women and youth, to offer mass vi'^lation to jim crow laws in public
places. The possibilities for passive resistance to jim crow in all its
forms must be seriously but fully explored in the United States,

We call on all Americans, Negro, white, labor to join unbreakable forces and
deliver decisive blows against the germ warfare of white supremacy. We re-
quest that all such attacks be carried to the United Nations and that
vigorous mass protests be registered with the Commission for Himan Rights,

. X
1



Even as the United States, ^thron^ its Washington Government, seeks

to appear before the world as the creator, protector and exporter of

ultimate democracy, this nation perpetuates and extends inhuman

crimes against millions of its citizens living under colonial rule

on the island of Puerto Hico.

Ihe conditions of exploitation in which these heroic people are

forced to live in Puerto ®ico are likewise visited upon them when

they seek haven within the United States. Second class citizenship,

the brutality of police, miserable living conditions, menial enploy-

ment are alike their lot on the island and on the mainland.

The civil and human rights of the Puerto ^^ican people are daily and

callously violated. The Puerto ^^ican version of the Staith Act keeps

over 300 of its citizens presently in the island prisons. Police

brutality committed upon Puerto Hicans in Uew York and elsewhere

is a regular and unpunished occurrence.

The Civil Sights Congress summons all Americans concerned with the

protection of their own constitutional liberties and civil and

human rights to speak out for an end to the exploitation of, and

the criminal attacks upon the Puerto Sican people, and calls for

immediate and conplete independence for Puerto Eico,
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Cleveland, Ohio
September 15, 1952

imo SAC

I
furnished the writer on July 17, 1952 a one page

mimeographed leaflet which informant received on July 16, 1952 captioned
"Hoodlum Attacks Must Stop*’’ which concerns the fight organized by the
Civil Rights Congress in Cleveland to defend^THANIEL WOODEN, a negro
steel worker, who was beaten by a mob in the Mayfield area of Cleveland

,

This leaflet announces a meeting to be held July 12th at the Grace Church
2631 East 55th Street to plan a course of action on the defense of WOODEN^

This leaflet will be filed in 66-35 Sub 264 Sub A»

PMB;EAF-^ “

66-35 Sub 264 Sub A
SEAF.CI^^n KT
SERIAU7'-

D

Li-' i;- r j

CG: 100-17087
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DEFEMD NATHANIEL lOODEN-

Nathaniel Vfooden., a Negro steelworker
was hnitally beaten by a hoodlum mob
last Sunday* Wooden is the 6th person
attacked by this gang of white supremic~
ist hoodlums in the Masrfield area* All
were assaulted because they were Negroes.

Wooden Tras with Miss Butler and was
picking up a friend of Miss Butler who
was an employee of a cafe in that area.

These attacks must be stopped* No indi-
vidual \Yhether he be Negro or White will
be safe from these KKK-like hod^um
attacks if we permit this attack to go
\mehallanged,

¥e must ralily to the defense of
Mr* Wooden—

ATTEND AN ACTION MEETING

GRACE A M E CHURCH
2631 East 55th St.

(Rev, J.V, Moore, Pastor)

SATURDAY, JULY 12th, 8:30 P.M.

labor donated
Isaued by: Committee to Defend

NathanieldWooden
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Cleveland, Ohio
September l5, 19^2

MEMO SAC

|furnished the witer on July 17, 1952 the following
items of literature:

1. A 24 page printed booklet captioned '*ljawyers Under Fire“.
This booklet was printed by the Civil Rights Congress,
23 West 26th Street, New York, New York and concerns the
sentencing for contempt by Judge HAROLD MEDINA, of the 5
laiwyers defending the 11 Communist leaders in the Spring
of 1949.

2. A 16 page printed leaflet captioned "The Right to Speak for
Peace"' which is a leaflet concerning the sedition trial of
members of the Communist Party in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Tliis booklet was printed by the Pennsylvania Civil Rights
Congress, 205 Hardt Building, Philadelphia, PennsjKLvania.

3. A 31 page printed booklet captioned "We Demand Freedom"
which contains 2 addresses by WILLIAM L. PATTERSON, National
Executive Secretary of the Civil Rights Congress. This
booklet was likewise issued by the Civil Rights Congress,
New York City.

These items will be filed in 66-35 Sub 264 Sub A,

be:

bo
b7C
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At exactly 10 o'clock in the morning of April 24, 1952, five men
walked into the United States District Cow^room of Judge Clancy
to begin serving jail sentences for contempt of court.

This is their story.

It is a story about lawyers—^but not the ones who defend labor
spies, stool pigeons, tax-dodgers and mink-coaters.

It is a story of -the people’s lawyers—a patriotic story whose
principal characters regard our right to speak, to assemble with
our neighbors, to think and write as we please, as sacred as the
Constitution itself.

It is a story about

—Harry Sacher (of New York),
—^Abraham J. Isserman (of New Jersey),
—Richard Gladstein (of California),
—George W. Crockett, Jr. (of Michigan), and
—Louis McCabe ( of Pennsylvania )

.

Why is it important to VS
what happens to lawyers?

Chances are that you and I work for our living. We may be
Catholic, Jewish or Protestant, or we may have om: own belief.

Negro or white, native-born or foreign-born—^whatever we are,

we have certain rights and privileges that are always being tested
^in the courts.

Are we trade unionists? Our union sends its lawyers to court
to argue against the Taft-Hartley Act, injunctions, fines and the
use of force against strikers.

Are we professionals—teachers or writers, maybe? Our lawyers
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must fight witch hunts and blacklists, and uphold our right to
think and act as we please.

Are we Negroes, or Jews, or members of a national minority
group? Then we know idiat we need a lawyer to fight for equal
rights and against discrimination.

Yes, everyone needs lawyers to help enforce the Constitution.

Maybe you and I know all this, but do we secretly believe that

were "safe” because the Smith and McCarran Acts, Ciceroism,
McCarthyism or the Florida bombings haven't gotten to*" us

.

personally? But actually, they already have. Living in a democ-
racy means that,when there is an attack against the civil liberties

of any one group or any one person, the civil liberties of all the
people are endangered. That's why the outcome of the court

batdes affects all the people and not only the individuals involved.

That's why what happens to those individuals defines the area
of freedom for everybody.
Because of this, whenever a lawyer is called in to protect the

rights of those who speak out for peace and civil liberties, he is

in effect called upon to protect our rights. In this way, the fate

of lawyers becomes of major concern to ws. To the extent that

they are not permitted to function freely, our liberty and the

liberty of all die people everywhere is undermined'.

Why hire a lawyer?

Would we go into court onrselves if we are unjustly accused
and merely deny the charge, tell our story to the judge and jury

and stand on our Constitutional rights? Not if we could help
it. We wouldn't choose to do that because our system of ad-
ministering justice—our system of courts and juries—is much
too complicated. Therefore, we need a lawyer.

When our lawyer goes to court to protect our interests, we
expect him or her

—to make sure the right law is applied and that the judge
explains it properly to the jury,

—to oppose legally any law or practice which threatens

or actually deprives us of our rights,

—to see to it that all the necessary facts are brought out
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•' and that the other side doesn’t introduce any prejudicial

evidence,

—in short, to tell the whole story, not less and not more.

A good lawyer is one who not only is competent to do all these
things for us, but is courageous and determined to do them—
who will stand up and fight for our right to speak and think as
we please, for our right to strike and bargain collectively, and
for our right to full citizenship. A good lawyer is a fearless

lawyer.

The eleven Communist Party leaders indicted under the Smith
Act in 1948 got themselves a battery of such fearless, able law-
yers—all seasoned veterans of the trade union and civil rights

struggles: Harry Sacher, Abraham J. Isserman, Richard Glad-
stein, ‘George W. Crockett, Jr. and Louis McCabe.*

The scene is set, »

For the first time in the United States, words, books and ideas

were on trial. U.S. Supreme Court Justice Black framed the issue

in the case this, way, in his dissenting opinion:

"These petitioners were not charged with an attempt to

overthrow the Government. They were not charged with
non-verbal acts of any kind designed to overthrow the

Government. They were not even charged with saying any-

thing or writing anything designed to overthrow the Gov-
ernment. The charge was that they agreed to assemble and
to talk and publish certain ideas at a later date. The indict-

ment is that they conspired to organize the Communist
Party and to use speech or newspapers and other publica-

tions in the future to teach and advocate the forcible over-

throw of the Government. No matter how it is worded, this

is a virulent form of prior censorship of speech and press,

which I believe the First Amendment forbids.”

‘Such a trial—a political trial—naturally involved basic Consti-

tutional questions; it hit at the very heart of the Bill of Rights.

*riEugene Dennis, one if tlie defendants, acted as his own lawyer.
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The trial was heralded far in advance by such Truman-in-
spired activities as the Loyalty Order, tactics of guilt by associa-

tion, the smearing of persons who were prominent in the Roose-
velt administrations, and House Un-American Activities Com-
mittee "investigations” conducted in an effort to stifle progres-

sive programs. It began in an atmosphere of hysteria which was
further whipped up by press and radio and intensified by the

presence of armed guards and policemen in the corridors and
on the steps of the courthouse.

More Odds Against a Fair Trial

A basic ingredient of a just trial is a fair jury, selected im-
partially from among all the people. That was absent here. The
system used to select jurors was so lopsided against the Negro
people and working men and women that the defense lawyers

had to begin their job by challenging the jury system. Before
they had a chance to lay the legal groundwork for this jury

challenge, however. Judge Harold R. Medina showed his hand.
On the second day of testimony, the Judge accused the lawyers

of using the challenge as a device to delay the trial. And a little

while later, as they were presenting proof which showed over-

whelmingly how biased die present method of jury selection is,

the Judge stopped them abrupdy and ordered that a jury be
chosen from the list which was restricted and undemocratic.

Throughout the trial proper, this interference with the de-

fendants’ side of the case became more and more severe. When
the defense lawyers made a legal objection, they were accused

of trying to impair the Judge’s healdi. When they tried to in-

troduce a whole document into evidence after the government
had introduced a few paragraphs out of context, the Judge said

they were trying to delay the trial. When they attempted to ex-

pose the deals through which the FBI bought the false testimony

of stool pigeons by promising not to prosecute them for crimes to

which they had already confessed, they were cut off from further

examining those witnesses. And so on.
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Jail for Defending their Clients

The trial ended on October 14, 1949, with the “blue-ribbon”
jury bringing in its verdict against freedom. Judge Medina then
declared the defense lawyers in contempt of court and sentenced
them to prison terms ranging from one to six months. He charged
that their challenge to the jury system and the zeal with which
they had defended their clients were part of a “conspiracy” to

undermine the administration of justice.

In other words. Judge Medina said that the defense lawyers
had gotten together secretly and assigned different roles to each
of them; that at those secret meetings they schemed to drag out
the trial, to cause the Judge to become sick, and generally to

obstruct and delay the jproceedings. In effect, Medina charged
the lawyers with plotting (for example):

—that they would challenge the stacked method of select-

ing juries not because it deprived their clients of their right

to a fair trial, but because such a challenge would give the
' court system a bad name;

—that they would show Ben Davis’ record as a militant

fighter for full and immediate equality for the Negro peo-

ple not because such evidence destroyed the charges of

un-Americanism against him, but merely as a way of delay-

ing the trial;

—that they would have defense witnesses explain the

meaning of Marxism-Leninism not because the Judge had
let the government’s paid stool pigeons testify that it meant
something different from what it said, but for the purpose

of impairing the Judge’s health.

. That’s what Judge Medina’s “conspiracy” charge meant.

Even the Com't of Appeals had to see how absurd this was. It

pointed out that there was not a shred of evidence that the de-

fense lawyers, had gotten together and engaged secretly in such

an absm*d plot. Indeed, Medina himself didn’t pretend that he

ha(J any proof that such a plot was ever hatched.
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In another connection,* Federal Judge Hincks was called upon
to examine this charge pf "conspiracy.” He concluded;

“Careful analysis of all the reported incidents cited to this

charge, as indeed of all petitioners’ citations, fails to satisfy

me. ... I cannot find that the charge of conspiracy has been
proved. ... I am satisfied that the proofs now before me
do not warrant a finding of conspiracy.”

Hence the whole “conspiracy” charge was clearly an outrageous
product of Medina’s- imagination, cooked up because there was
no legal basis on which to criticize these lawyers’ brilliant de-

fense of their clients and the Constitution.

The frameup grows.

When he charged the defense lawyers with contempt. Judge
Medina listed thirty-nine instances of conduct through which he
claimed the “conspiracy” had been carried out. But the Judge
said that if it had not been for the “conspiracy”, the conduct of

the lawyers would not have deserved any punishment.
As we have seen, the U.S. Court of Appeals threw out the

“conspiracy” charge. How is it, then, that the defense lawyers

still had to go to jail? The answer is that the government is out

to “make an example” of these lawyers as a warning to other

lawyers, to discourage future representation of defendants in

political trials.

It was no coincidence that in the middle of the trial of the

eleven Communist leaders, Tom Clark, while still U.S. Attorney
General, published an article in Look Magazine in which he said

that lawyers “who act like Communists and carry out Communist
missions” by vigorously defending Communists or other progres-

sives “should be scrutinized by grievance committees of the bar

and the courts.” Furthermore, when the defense lawyers appealed*

their contempt conviction, the Department of Justice demanded,
through Prosecuting Attorney John F. X. McGohey, that the

punishment ordered by Judge Medina be carried out to the letter.

* See The Disbarment Story, on page 9.



(incidentally, McGohey was rewarded by President Truman for
his performance at the trial with a federal judgeship.)

It -is not surprising that federal judges, whose appointment and
promotions derive from the government, are subject to such pres-
sures. Hence it becomes clear why it was possible for McGohey
to get the Court of Appeals to uphold the contempt sentences
even though it had to overrule the “conspiracy” charge. And it is

also clear that these valiant lawyers are serving prison terms for
the sole reason that tliey fearlessly carried out their duty to
defend traditional American freedoms against the mounting tide
of repression.

The Disbarjnent Story

While all this was going on, the Association of the Bar of the
City of New York and the New York County Lawyers Association
were also busy ganging up on the defense lawyers. Now you or I
would normally expect an organization of lawyers to protect their

colleagues when they re treated unfairly. But the lawyers who
run these bar groups ( and most other groups like them through-
out the coimtry ) are retained by the top firms in finance and in-

dustry. Most lawyers representing Morgan, Mellon or Rockefeller
(for example) wouldn't identify themselves with the people's
lawyers. Far from protecting and defending them, they were
eager to play a major role in their frameup.
Not content with the possibility of jail sentences, those bar

group leaders wanted to destroy the defense lawyers completely,
in the hope that this would prevent other lawyers from coming
forward to represent people who are courageous enough to speak
out in the interests of peace and freedom. The tactic the bar
groups selected was to deprive the two local lawyers, Harry
Sacher and Abraham J. Isserman, of their right to practice law in
the Federal com't—to deprive them of their right to work.

The, lawyers involved and the general public first learned of
the disbarment petition on April 12, 1950, just one week after

the Court of Appeals decided the contempt case. But if we look
a Tittle closer at the time-table, the persecution and hounding
of these lawyers become even clearer. Medina sentenced the
lawyers for contempt on October 14, 1949. An appeal was filed
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which came up for argument on February 6, 1950. The decisign

was handed down on April 5th. Yet the bar groups first got up
their petition to disbar Sacher and Isserman on January 17th!

Of course, to keep up an appearance of fairness, the court in

which the disbarment petition was filed delayed action on it

until after the Court of Appeals, in deference to the Justice De-
partment’s mandate, upheld the contempt sentences. But the
bar groups had refused to wait for the appeal to be processed;
instead, they stood poised to strike a second telling blow—before
the lawyers had time to defend themselves against the first attack.

Truly, this was "the chronology of an ambush.”*
The court in which the disbarment petition was filed proved

no more concerned with the rights of Sacher and Isserman than
did the two bar groups. Not waiting for the Supreme Court to

decide the contempt case appeal. Federal Judge Hincks an-
nounced his decision on January 4, 1952: disbarment of Harry
Sacher from practice in the Federal District Court for life, and
of Abraham Isserman for two years.

Let us consider the injustice of this disbarment: Here we have
two lawyers whose honorable records in over twenty-five years
of practice before the bar have been unstained. They have tried

scores of important cases involving many thousands of trade

unionists and others, and never has any charge or attack been
made against their professional reputations. Yet Judge Hincks,
disregarding their long and distinguished careers, has pronounced
them unfit.

Mr. Sacher s penalty was, of course, far more severe than Mr.
Isserman’s. Yet Judge Hincks, in the disbarment opinion, him-
self said even of Mr. Sacher:

“I think I should make it plain that I find in the entire

record no intimation that his conduct was tainted by venal-

ity or lack of fidelity to the interests of his clients, offenses

which demonstrate a moral turpitude wholly absent there.

His fault, rather, seems to have stemmed from a tempera-i

ment which led to such excess of zeal in representing his

clients that it obscured his recognition of responsibility 95

an officer of the court.”

® I. F. Stone, Daily Compass^ May 18, 1950.
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Syrely the Judge was aware that the very conduct he denounced
is ail but expressly required by the Canons of Professional Ethics
for the legal profession. Moreover, the Canons make it manda-
tory for lawyers to defend their clients’ rights in utter disregard
of ‘‘judicial disfavor or public unpopularity.”

Despite the heavy penalty he imposed. Judge Hincks admitted
that “moral turpitude (was) wholly absent” in Mr. Sacher. And
the law as handed down by a superior court is that where there
is* no moral turpitude there must not be disbarment.

The Infamy of State

Court Disbarments

A lawyer’s license to practice law is issued by the court of
the state in which he lives. Then, if he - chooses, he may seek
admission to practice in a federal court by complying with its

requirements. If he should be disbarred in die federal court, that
would not automatically affect his status elsewhere. (However,
disbarment in the federal court is often used as a basis for dis-

barment in the state.) But disbarment in the state means auto-
matic disbarment everywhere.

.

Shortly after Judge Medina sentenced the lawyers, the New
Jersey State Bar Association set about trying to put an end to the
legal career of Abraham Isserman. First he was called before the
Ediics Committee, where he pointed out that the contempt case
was still up on appeal. Then the Bar Association got the New
Jersey court to suspend him from practice there. Following the
decision of the Supreme Court upholding the contempt convic-
tion—and using his conduct at the trial of the Communist leaders

as its sole basis—the Bar Association moved to disbar him.
Despite his many requests at all proper stages throughout the
proceedings, Mr. Isserrnan was denied any opportunity to be
heard in his own defense. Unlawfully silenced, he was disbarred
bn March 24, 1952.

Steps have also been taken by the State Bar of Michigan
against George Crockett. In this instance, we are faced not
“merely” with the prospect of further trampling on a lawyer’s

Constitutional rights and denying him his right to work; here,
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the frameup threatens to deprive the people of one of the coun-
try’s most able Negro attorneys. With jimcrow schools, universi-

ties, bar associations and employment practices, and all the other
jimcrow aspects of our life at this time, it takes much more than
the average qualifications and perseverance for a Negro to be-
come a lawyer. And Mr. Crockett succeeded in doing much more
than just that. His ability and devotion to justice have won for

him the esteem of many of his colleagues at the bar, both Negro
and white, as well as the respect and warm friendship of trade
unionists and the people generally.

As a measure of the intense interest surrounding Mr. Crockett’s

case, the Wolverine Bar Association, which is an organization
of Negro lawyers in Detroit, together with the Detroit Chapter
of the National Lawyers Guild, carefully analyzed the entire

record of the nine-months trial. They concluded that Mr. Crockett
was innocent of any contempt. In the course of the analysis, the
full significance of the special treatment Judge Medina accorded
Mr. Crockett, the only Negro attorney in the case, became obvi-

ous. This treatment ran along these lines: ‘^that is the most ridicu-

lous thing 1 have heat'd, Mr. Crockett . . . there is just no sense
in that at aZZ,”—or ‘yVell, that sounds crazy. You always seem to

do that,” —or “Oh, my, Mr. Crockett. You have something )to,

add,”—ox “you seem so consistently to misunderstand me,”—ox
“I wonder if it is 'possible for me to impress upon you. . . . Now,
I beg of you to try to absorb that thought.”

After the Michigan action was started, the church of which
Mr. Crockett is a member, with 1,200 of the congregation present,

unanimously resolved to call upon the State Bar of Michigan to

drop the proceedings. A similar move was made by the local

Baptist ministerial association, representing 300 churches and
hundreds of thousands of members.

The Shameful Tally

The shameful tally now is: for Harry Sacher, Federal District

Court disbarment for life; for Abraham Isserman, complete dis-

barment.* Up to now, only New Jersey has disbarred its local

® Both appeals are now pending.
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Ifiwyer, but proceedings have been started in Michigan against
George Crockett, and the threat of disbarment in their states
hangs heavy over the heads of the other courageous lawyers, too.
What disbarment means to the lawyers is obvious; these men

have spent their entire lives in the practice of law and disbarment
^ould take* away from them the means of earning their living.
But such a measure would also be -disastrous to out rights, for
these lawyers have waged their court battles on the side of the
people. They are our lawyers, and disbarment would deprive us
of our right to lawyers of our choice.

Three Supreme Court Justices
refuse to join in the frameup.

The highest court in the land agreed to review the contempt
convictions, but only on a narrow question of law involving
whether or not the lawyers were entitled to a trial before an-
other judge. On March 10, 1952, by a five-to-three vote,* the
Supreme Court capitulated completely to this part of the govern-
ment’s blueprint for repression and upheld the contempt sen-
tences.

Justices Black, Donglas and Frankfurter differed strongly with
the majority of the court. Following in the libertarian tradition of
such “great dissenters” as Oliver Wendell Holmes and Louis D.
Brandeis (many of whose dissents were in a few years to be-
come daw), they agreed that the majority decision constituted a
miscarriage of justice and a denial of fundamental Constitutional
rights.

Mr, Justice Douglas sccid:

“I agree with Mr. Justice Frankfurter that one who
reads this record will have difficulty in determining
whether members of the bar conspired to drive a judge
from the bench or whether the judge used the author-
ity of the bench to whipsaw the lawyers, to taunt and

* Justice Tom Clark did not participate.
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tempt them, and to create for himself the role of the
persecuted. ... I therefore agree with Mr. Justice Black
and Mr. Justice Frankfui’ter that this is the classic case
where the trial for contempt should be held before
another judge. I also agree with Mr. Justice Black that >

petitioners were entitled by the Constitution to a trial

by jury.”

Mr. Justice Frankfurter said:

‘*The judge acted as the prosecuting witness; he
thought of himself as such. His self-concern pervades
the record; it could not humanly' have been excluded
from his judgment of contempt. , . .

“Too often counsel were encouraged to vie with the
court in dialectic, in repartee and banter, in talk so
copious as inevitably to arrest the momentum of the
trial and to weaken the restraints of respect that a
judge should engender in lawyers. . . . Throughout the
proceedings . . . [the judge] failed to exercise the
moral authority of a court possessed of a great tradi-

tion.”

Mr. Justice Black said:

Various episodes quoted from the record of the trial

by Mr. Justice Franlcfurter “bespeak an attitude of
distruct of the lawyers and, I regret to add, of hostility
to them, generally deemed inconsistent with the com-
plete impartiality the process of judging demands. . .

“The judge’s distrust of and disrespect for the law-
yers clearly appears from his frequent charges that
their statements were false and unreliable. These re-

peated accusations . . . impress me as showing such
bitter hostility to the lawyers that the accuser should
be held disqualified to try them. [Here follows a quota-
tion from the record in which Judge Medina calls Mr.
Sacher a liar.]
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,
“Liar ordinarily is a fighting word spoken in anger

to express bitter personal hostility against another. I
can think of no other reason for its use here, particu-
larly since the Judge’s charge was baseless. . . . [After
the la^vyers were sentenced] Sacher asked and was
granted the privilege of making a brief statement. This
statement was relevant and dignified. Nevertheless the
Judge interrupted him and used this language to a law-
yer he had just abruptly and summarily sentenced to
prison: ‘You continue in the same hrassert manner that
you used throughout the whole trial . . . despite all

kinds of warnings, throughout the case, you continue
with the same old m-ealy-mouth way of putting it which
I have been listening to throughout this case.’ [Em-
phasis by Justice Black.] Candor compels'me to say
that in this episode the decorum and dignity of the law-
yer who had just been sent to prison loses nothing by
comparison with others. ...

“Before sentence and conviction these petitioners
were accorded no chance at all to defend themselves.
They were not even afforded an opportunity to chal-
lenge the sufficiency or the accuracy of the charges.
Their sentences were read to them but the full charges
were not. I cannot reconcile this summary blasting of
legal careers with a fair system of justice. Such a pro-
cedure constitutes an overhanging menace to the secu-
rity of every courtroom advocate in America.”

It is, of course, of utmost concern to all of us that the Consti-
tutional requirements of a full and fair trial by jury be cornplied
with. In this respect, die defense lawyers have been deprived of

an essential right.

But in fighting to uphold procedural guarantees under the
Constitution, we must not lose sight of the facts of the case.

' When all the facts are considered, the inevitable conclusion is

that the only “offenses” these lawyers have committed are strict

adherence to the highest standards of their profession and un-
swerving devotion to the Bill of Rights. Indeed, when all the
facts are considered, they establish the simple trudi that these
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lawyers are innocent. Their innocence must be 'proclaimed by
all the people!

History teaches a lesson.

There have been times in our countiy’s history when liberty
was all but crushed and the Constitution seemed a lifeless instru-
ment. Our country survived those periods because there were
always fearless people who cried out for freedom and againSt
tyranny. These people naturally became the prime target of those
who would benefit if democracy were turned into fascism.
But just as there were always people who spoke out cour-

ageously, there were always valiant lawyers who, when the need
arose, came forward to defend them. In an effort to stifle- this

defense, the tyrants trained their blows against the people's
lawyers. The pattern of repression was uniform, but within it,

there have been various avenues of attack. For example, in earlier

times:

—Newspaper publisher Peter Zenger was prosecuted in
1735 for writing a criticism of Britain's King-appointed
governor of New York. His lawyers, William Smith and
James Alexander, challenged the terms of the judge's ap-
pointment which had also been made by the King and
could have been revoked at will by the King. For this, the
judge disbarred them.
—Lord Erskine, the great English trial lawyer, was pun-

ished for contempt and lost the ofiice of attorney general
to the Prince of Wales for daring to defend Tom Paine, the
heroic American Revolutionary and author of “The Rights
of Man."

History teaches that a principal weapon of tyrants is the im-
pairment of fair defense procedures, and Tom Clark put this

lesson to work when he was Attorney General—before President
Truman elevated him to the Supreme Court. In 1947 he called
publicly for punishment of 'left-wing" lawyers, and urged that’

they be “taken to the legal woodshed." That policy has been dia-^

bolically carried out to revive the pattern of repression against*
the people's defenders. It started with Judge Medina's contempt
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charge and sentences, and has been applied and reapplied
throughout the country.

—The big shipping interests, with the cooperation of the
government, tried three times to deport union president

* Harry Bridges, hoping thereby to weaken his militant or-
ganization. But that didn’t work. Then another action was
commenced and the false testimony of stool pigeons and

^ racketeers was bought for the purpose of framing him.
When labor lawyer Vincent Hallinan tried to tell the jury
that the deportation cases had been decided in Bridges’
favor, he was declared in contempt and sentenced to six

months in jail.

—The qualifications of Senator T. C. Hennings of Missouri
to sit on a Senate sub-committee were challenged by Sen-
ator Joseph McCarthy because Henning’s law partner, John
Raeburn Green, had appeared in the U.S. Supreme Court
as counsel for John Gates, one of the Communist leaders
convicted under the Smith Act.

—Hyman Schlesinger came to court one day to try an
accident case. Judge Musmanno, admirer of Mussolini, im-
mediately disbarred him because he refused to answer a
series of trick questions about his political beliefs which of
course had nothing to do with the case. The upper court
overruled Musmanno. Then Schlesinger was arrested under
a Pennsylvania sedition law, but the authorities were forced
to drop the charge on a technicality.

—Maurice Braverman has been an active civil rights

lawyer who has represented the Communist Party. In
August 1951, when the leaders of the Maryland Communist
Party were arrested, he came to act as counsel for them,
only to be indicted together with his clients on the same
charge—under the Smith Act. Thus to guilt-by-association
has been added the technique of guilt-by-representation.
—In January 1952, the House Un-American Activities

Committee began a witch-hunt-smear of labor and civil

rights lawyers practicing in Los Angeles. The Committee’s
aim was a blacklist which would help smash the lawyers’
effective activity on behalf of progressive causes.



What other blows will be dealt to these brave defenders of
freedom before the people act to stop the attack!

The Negro Victim

Lynch-law rarely affords the time or opportunity for Negroes
falsely accused of crimes to find lawyers courageous enough to
speak out against jimcrow court procedures, prosecutors, judges
and juries and tp fight for a fair trial. And when such lawyers
are obtained and succeed in exposing the rotten core of jimcrow
"justice”, the courts often find ways to force them off the case.
The problem of getting militant counsel has always been acute
for Negroes, especially in the South. But today, when it has be-
come difficult for other minority groups, as well, to have the full
benefit of counsel of their choice, the Negro defendant, as the
Negro everywhere in a jimcrow society, suffers most severely.
For example:

—By laying bare New Jersey officials’ conspiracy to rail-

road the now-famous Trenton Six on a murder charge.
Civil Rights Congress lawyers got the higher court to re-
verse the conviction and order a new trial. But the trial

court barred them from further representing their clients,

giving as its reasons that they had referred to the trumped-
up charges in public as a “travesty on justice” and because
they had not expressly disassociated themselves from the
mass campaign waged by the Civil Rights Congress to
educate and mobilize the people around the struggle to free
these innocent Negro men.
—When the frameup of Willie McGee on a Mississippi

rape charge came to the attention of the Civil Rights Con-
gress and local counsel was needed, it retained a young
white lawyer, John Poole, in his defense. First, Mr. Poole
received telephone threats. Then he was assaulted—once at ^
the courthouse and again at the airport when he was en
route to Washington, D.C., to fight for Willie McGee’s life.

When these methods failed to force his resignation from,
the case, a group of prosecuting attorneys who had been
or still were involved in the- case filed a petition to disRar
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, him, on the grounds ( 1 ) that he had helped prepare papers
charging that the complaining party had- testified falsely

with the knowledge of state officials and (2) that he had
been originally retained by the Civil Rights Congress.
—In Groveland Park, Florida, there was an attempt to

cut off a struggle of Negro labor for higher wages and
better working conditions by accusing three Negroes of
rape. ( One of the defendants had to be released because of

^ his extreme youth.) The National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People sent its general counsel,
Thurgood Marshall, to assist in the defense. The case
reached the Supreme Court, where the conviction was
thrown out and a new trial ordered. When it was about to

begin, the trial court at that time barred Mr. Marshall from
further participating. No excuse was given; the court merely
said, in effect, 'We don t want any NAACP lavyer here.”
—Harry Sacher was counsel to Ben Davis, one of the

Communist leaders serving a jail term under the Smith Act,
and it was his job also to protect his client’s rights while in
prison. Currently in Terre Haute Federal Penitentiary, Mr.
Davis protested through his lawyer about its jimcrow prac-
tices. When there was no improvement, Mr. Davis asked
Mr. Sacher to institute a suit on the discriminatory situation.

Naturally, such a suit would die-aborning with the order
disbarring Mr. Sacher. Hence, one of the objectives of the
disbarment was notice to white lawyers not to fight vigor-

ously for the Negro if they would like to remain safe.

What has happened to

the Sixth Amendment?

Today, we are living ihrough what is probably the most viru-

lent period of repression in our country’s history. As a result of

the present drive toward a police state, political defendants have
been denied the rights guaranteed them by the Sixth Amendment
—the rights to a full and fair trial with counsel of iheir choice.

Their inability to find such counsel was a direct outgrowth of

the intimidation of the bar, of witch hunts and guilt by associa-
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tion, and of labeling as “subversive” any defense of the Consti-
tution.

—The. Seventeen Communist Party leaders arrested in
New York in the so-called “second-string” Smith Act cases
were unable to get trial counsel for several months. Other
Smith Act victims throughout the country had the samfe
experience.

—Steve Nelson, Pittsburgh Communist leader, was framed
under a Pennsylvania sedition law. After a fruitless search,
which included a personal appeal to some 700 lawyers in
Pennsylvania, he finally had to try his own case.

U.S. Court of Appeals Judge Charles Clark saw this coming.
Indeed, he gave as one of his reasons for disagreeing with the
majority of his Court and voting to throw out Judge Medina’s
entire contempt conviction of the lawyers who represented the
eleven Communist leaders, that a conviction would inevitably
make it extremely difiicult in the future for such groups to get
counsel.

We have seen that in the past, courageous lawyers always came
forward in defense of the people. Why, then, don’t enough
lawyers cqme forward now? First of all, the measures being
taken now to suppress the people’s rights are bolder and stronger
than in the past and there are more people to defend. But not
enough lawyers have come forward also because we, the people,
haven’t yet spoken out—haven’t yet supported and encouraged
them—haven’t yet given them our mandate to fight. Trade union-
ists, the foreign born and fighters for Negro rights must come to
the defense of these lawyers, not only because of their many
years of struggle to protect our Constitutional rights in the past
but because of our own self interest in the present. The fight to
repeal the Smith, Taft-Hartley and McCarran Acts and to assure
first-class citizenship for the Negro people will be fought better
and won sooner with the aid of lawyers who have always been
part of the trade union and civil rights struggles.

The People Speak
Throughout the land voices have begun to be raised in protest’

against this abominable persecution and intimidation of lawyers.
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—When the defense lawyers appealed the contempt con-
viction, 650 courageous lawyers throughout the country
lent their names to a supporting brief. This was a milestone
in legal history, for never before had so many lawyers put
themselves on record in a case involving fundamental Con-
stitutional liberties.

—Albert Einstein, Bishop Cameron C. AJleyne, Rabbi Al-
vin I. Fine, Judge Norval K. Harris, Thomas Mann and
Earl Dickerson said, among others, in a statement published
in The 'Nation on February 11, 1950:

“These individual cases appear to be part of an emerg-
ing national pattern; a pattern of political repression
already clearly defined in the case of the teacher, the
government employee, the writer, the scientist, the
trade unionist, the Negro; a pattern of political repres-

sion which can destroy the lawyer’s traditional free-

dom of advocacy and at the same time silence millions

who need the lawyer to speak for them; a pattern
which is the product of the public policy of certain

Congressional Committees and individuals in our Gov-
ernment."

—The St, Louis American, prominent Negro newspaper,
said, on August 20, 1951:

“Today (despite keyed news stories to the contrary)
any American lawyer, every American lawyer is under
this nationwide bludgeon, this powerful dare against
representing a red or a fifth cousin of a red. . . .

“The next step will he to dare and cow all lawyers
who would prosecute to its end American jimcrow,
who would defend Americans from segregation insults

and from white supremacist injustice,^" ^

—Professor Royal Wilbm: France of Rollins College, Flor-

ida, wrote to Harry Sacher:

“It was with deep regret that I read of your disbar-

ment in the U.S. Southern District of New York. Al-
though I abandoned the active practice of law a
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number of years ago , . . the trend in American life

represented by your disbarment is leading me to con-
sider an early return to the active practice of law.
More and more, I fear, younger members of the bar
will be intimidated by contempt and disbarment pro-
ceedings against lawyers. ...” ^

—United States Supreme Court Justice William O. Doug-
las said, in “The Black Silence of Fear,” a New York Tinies
Magazine article, on January 13, 1952:

“Fear even strikes at lawyers and the bar. Those ac-

cused of illegal Communist activity—all presumed in-

nocent, of course, until found guilty—have difficulty

getting reputable lawyers to defend them. Lawyers
have talked with me about it. Many are worried. Some
could not volunteer their services, for if they did they
would lose their clients and their firms would suffer.

Others could not volunteer because if they did they
would be dubbed subversive’ by their community and
put in the same category as those they would defend.
This is a dark tragedy.”

Ifs up to US

If lawyers are free to defend us, we will have a better chance
of getting a fair trial. If lawyers are hounded, imprisoned or
disbarred, we will not get a fair trial—we will not be able to

organize freely to protect our civil liberties or our wages or our
children’s right to a peaceful world.

]

Past periods of repression brought with them court decisions
designed to stifle the people’s programs for peace, freedom and
security. But the people spoke out, and their strength helped
stem the tide of reaction; their determination prevented the use
of those repressive court decisions against the people.

‘

Once again it is up to us to raise our voices on behalf of liberty.

As an integral part of our over-all program, we are called up6n
to help protect the rights of our lawyers to exercise their function
freely as lawyers, without fear of frameup contempt charges and
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jail sentences—and, even more important, without fear of disbar-
ment.
We need Sacher, Isserman, Gladstein, Crockett and McCabe

—

and other valiant lawyers like them—to help in the trade union
and civil rights struggles to come. And so we must speak out
against being deprived of our lawyers. We must work to free
them. W^e must help overturn the Federal and the New Jersey
disbarment orders and make it possible for Sacher and Isserman
to ^o on representing the people in their court struggles to
give full meaning to the Bill of Rights. W^e must help prevent
further attempts to disbar the lawyers.

What WE can do

If we belong to an organization—a union, a church or
temple, a fraternal or social organization—we can help this
way;

(1) Pass a resolution demanding that the lawyers
he freed and condemning the disbarment decisions.
Copies of such resolutions should be sent to the press,
to the state bar associations, and to the organization’s
parent body. We should do the same thing commend-
ing the dissenting opinions' of Justices Black, Douglas
and Frankfurter in- the contempt case,

(2) Let the organization’s lawyer know we are op-
posed to the contempt sentences and disbarment.

We can help by writing letters, either through our organ-
ization or individually:

(1) to President Truman, urging that he free the
lawyers and call a halt to the current drive to impair

* the people’s right to lawyers of their choice.

(2) to the editors of our local papers, condemning
' the federal and state disbarments, the threat of future

state disbarments and the majority decision of the
^Supreme Court in the contempt case.
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(3) to Justice Black, Douglas and Frankfurter, com*-

mending their defense of Constitutional rights.

Any of us who has a personal lawyer can help by tellin

him how we feel. And if we haven’t had occasion to hire

lawyer, we may know some; they will be interested to knoV^

that we will light to uphold their right to practice law freely'.

If we help stem the repressive actions against these law-

yers and that fight is won, the Sixth Amendment will in

large measure be restored to the people.



Fight for the

Right to a Lawyer!
X

\

(teab off and

i

...CIVIL RIGHTS CONGRESS
23 West 26th Street

New York lb, N. Y.

O I am joining the fight to free the five^ lawyers and to keep
the people’s lawyers free.

r~l I am enclosing $ as my contribution to the fight

for enforcement of the 6th Amendment.

, I would like to order copies of this pamphlet at

5c per copy, for which I encl6se>$

I want to join the Civil Rights Congress, the organization at
the forefront of the struggle to defend our Constitutional
liberties and human rights. Here is $1 for my 1952 member-
ship.

>

r

(name)
.

( address )
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

,
* WILLIAM L. PATTERSON, National Executive Secretary
of the Civil Rights Congress, is well known to millions of
Negro and white Americans for his militant leadership in the

1 ,
to save constitutional liberties for all Americans and

i to win full civil and human rights for the people—for the
Negro people, in particular.

^
As the National Secretary of the International Labor De-

fense in the 1930’s, Patterson led the world-wide campaign
which saved and eventually freed the nine innocent Scottsboro
Negro lads.

More recently, he helped save the innocent Trenton Six
from the terrible death , their official framers had prepared
for them. The Civil Rights Congress won them a second trial

which saw four of these innocent young Negro men freed.

^ Patterson also led the historic ^people’s movement for the
Martinsville Seven in Virginia, and headed the glorious de-
fense of Willie McGee in Mississippi—eight Negroes, innocent
of rape, whose lives were taken;on a charge for which no white
man in either state had ever been given the death penalty.
After a Negro-white jury in April, 1951 , refused to convict

him on a so-called contempt of Congress charge, a second trial
of Mr. Patterson was ordered by the Justice Department and
set for June 18, but the intervention of 17 Bishops of the

. AME Zion Church compelled the government to grant an
extension of time until January, 1952 . The “contempt”
charge grew out of a House Lobbying Committee meeting at
which Georgia Congressman Henderson Lovelace Lanham
called Patterson “a black s.o.b.,” when the Negro leader
charged Georgia had. a lynch government.

' The first is from an address delivered at the 60th Birthday
^

Rally for Mr. Patterson. in August, 1951 . Over 2,000 people
gathered to pay him tribute for his life of struggle for peace

1 and freedom. The second was delivered at a dinner in May,
^

1951, at which over 700 Negro and white citizens, among them
trade-union leaders, ministers and prominent figures in the
arts and professions, honored him for his twenty-five years of
activity in the civil rights field.
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We Must Unite
for Victory!

TT IS very, very good to Jbe here, even though it has taken me
sixty years. I can recjDunt vividly many of the historical

events which in that period have changed both the face and
the body of the world, c

I was bom in the City^of San Francisco just before the turn
of the century which hasjseen the fall of Czarism and Hitlerism
and the creation through blood and travail of a number of
people's republics, with^ governments of the people, by the
people, and for the people.
In the year 1891 nothing foretold with prophetic certainty

that these people's democracies would be the dominant char-
acteristic of government this century. Yet they do dominate
the world scene.

|
.

When I was born, djespite the already wide-spread nature
of racist propaganda anjd attitudes, this country led the world
in its institutions of democracy. The American people had
exhibited a passionate love of freedom and a will to fight for
it that none could den^. That is why I am so hopeful of the
not-so-far-distant future.

FLEACTION'S MORAL DECAY

I have lived during.jthe period when those Southern bour-
bons, the former slave landlord, and the Northern industrial-
ists who returned them to political power in the South, have
led this country, which I have learned to love so passionately,
into the swamp of moral decay. They are turning it into a land
stalked by klan and mob terror, political and Capone-like
gangsterism, national? hysteria artificially incited and im-
perialist aggrandizement motivated by a lust for profit and
power. )

How have they accomplished these evil ends? In various
‘ 5



ways. Have the people been entirely guiltless? No. They have

become passive and inert in the face of a mirage of eternal

security.
. x

’

To create this situation, the evil men had first to ruthlessly

smash the monumental democracy of the reconstruction .era,

so painfully and laboriously carved out of the ruins of the

Civil War by the freed men and women and their poor white

allies—hill billies, so called. How did they do that? By pitting

white men against black. These black and tan governments

that were destroyed by the klan and the white camillias

terrorist gangs of the landlords—were the only governments of

the people, by the people, and for the people, this country

has ever known. The then unconscious acceptance by millions

of whites of the racist theories demanded by the monied men

and propagated by their prostituted historians laid the basis

for those crimes against the people.

The first war of aggression and conquest by the men whom
Franklin T>. Roosevelt was later to label “economic royalists

was fought while I was a child. It was heralded as a war of

liberation. But it was promoted by the sons of those men who

destroyed Reconstruction here at home. Their lust for power

and profit was already being harnessed to a war chariot.

I never learned until later why the Filipinos fought so des-

perately and heroically against the very forces that some

Americans shouted had freed them from the bloody clutches

of Spain’s pre-Franco butchers. But I saw that to subdue the

patriots of the Philippines, American soldiers were inspired

to use the water cure and castor oil, to burn and pillage in-

discriminately.

When the first World War was fought—the second imperial-

ist war for the rulers of America—I was old enough to go. But

instead I went to jail for a short time because I indiscreetly

called it a “white man’s war” and said that Negroes should

have no part of, or in it. I was wrong in one vitally important

point. That was not a white man’s war. There has never been

a white man’s war or a white man’s peace—and there never

will be.

Some few white men were to profit mightily, but millions

of white men and women were to suffer grievously. It was not

a war to free exploited and oppressed peoples. Millions of

men and women in Africa and the colonial lands got new
masters. Wall Street became a world force. It was another war
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of conquest. It was during the interlude called peace that
followed that I learned much more about life and the forces
•that mold it and seek to direct its course against the people’s
interest.

RACISM FOR EXPORT
If

Millions of my own people, pouring out of the South, flee-
ing cotton plantation-exploitation and the landlord’s rope
and faggot, were caught in the ghettos where Northern real
estate wolves literally .devoured them. They found from their
experiences that democracy had not only been betrayed by
the smashing of the Reconstruction, but that, as well, the virus
of white supremacy had been loosed, as poison gas is. That
poison had been spread by church, schools, press and theatre
and was consciously being carried North, East and West.
Racism had become an interstate export commodity, later to
be shipped abroad.
Unemployment, disease, malnutrition and vice were super-

imposed upon the ghetto by the real estate boards so greatly
responsible for their being. These men began to take their toll
even then. The American ruling class system of pogroms—
the counter-part of Czarist Russia’s murder of the Jewish
people was already beginning to take shape. The murderous
East St. Louis drive against Negroes and their massacre at
Elaine, Arkansas, were incited in order to quell the freedom
demands of these Americans. Landlord and industrialist, both,
were guilty.

I saw the first moves toward the wide-spread unionization of
labor. These feeble efforts were later to gain momentum with
the rise of the CIO and through the intense work of a man
named MT^illiam Z. Foster. I did not then realize its g^eat sig-
nificance for my people. But I saw the rage of business against
this progress of labor mount in proportion to its growing size
and its increasing hold upon government. That heroic work-
ing class figure, Tom Mooney, loomed up in the city of my
birth. He was framed and imprisoned by Big Business. I failed
then to recognize his splendid proportions or the relation of
the struggle for his life to mine. I was chained to a narrow
concept of white men as the eternal enemies of black at that
moment. The rulers of America had created this hoax.

I saw the rise and fall of the IWW (International Workers
7



of the World) and understood little of what was going on.

Thus I missed meeting Elizabeth Gurley Flynn,* a great

leader even then. Now I can see how in those early days her

,

fiery words might have opened my blinded eyes.

I finished school and fled America. In England I met George

Lansbury, the renowned Labor Party leader, and other public

figures. I found*out that the fight for my own freedom and the

democracy I sought could best be fought for at home. I re-

turned from Europe to become involved in the most tragic

phase of the lives of two innocent Italian-American workers

entrapped by those Americans who already were plotting the

death of our constitutional liberties. I helped in the attempt

to save the lives of the innocent Nicola Sacco and Bartolomeo

Vanzetti.

Their names are etched upon my mind. The impact of their

death awakened me to a clearer understanding of the chal-

lenge of life. I was also now to learn that that challenge could

only be successfully met by those standing firmly in the ranks

of the people and labor. My meeting there in Boston with

the immortal Mother Reeves Bloor, whom we so recently laid

to rest, inspired that development. I was on the road to my
rebirth. This time a white woman was to be my mother.

THE TWO AMERICAS

In that fight for the lives of two Italian-Americans, I learned

that there were 'Two Americas—one of wealth acquired through

exploitation and the power of a corrupted government; the

other seeking security, yet not knowing that security lies in a

people’s government.
I had experienced the miracle of life—the awakening of

social consciousness. The shock of rebirth wrought other

changes. It brought an inkling of my colossal ignorance. I had

been miseducated. Now I know that such miseducation is not

an accidental affair. My training was the training of those

whom the economic royalists hope will be the misleaders of

the people. Above all else it is imperative that a person learn

the demands of society in the period in which he lives. These

needs are, today, peace and freedom.

* Miss Flynn, veteran American civil liberties fighter and now Nauonal Conmittee

member of the TJ.S. Communist Party, is^ facing; trial on a Smith Act indictment, charged

solely with "teaching and advocating” ideas.
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Then I was drawn into a great school. It was known inter-

nationally as “The Scottsboro Case.” Together with many of
you who are here tonight, and my dear friend Ben Davis*
who perforce is absent, the Scottsboro battle was fought
through to a glorious victory. I learned then the meaning
of the term “international solidarity.” Progressive Americans
could not have saved those black lads from the electric chair
but for the aid of French, British, German, Russian and Latin
American workers.

Again my path crossed the fight for the life of Tom Mooney.
Now I was prepared to play some small part in that successful
struggle. I remember taking the venerable and patient 75-

year-old mother of Tom to see Franklin D. Roosevelt, then
President-elect, and demanding that he intercede in behalf
of her innocent son. He did.

It was during those early days that I met a young Negro
law student who is one of the greatest living Americans, and'
a friendship developed with Paul Robeson which has greatly
enriched my life.

WHAT I HAVE LEARNED

I have reviewed this period since 1926 several times as
I pondered what I would say here tonight and each time I have
had to admit that I would follow the same road if I had to live
it over again. The lessons have been of inestimable value to
me. I have learned, for example, that there is a vast difference
between love of country and blind loyalty to those who rule
it. I have learned my relation to the people of whom I am a
part. True love of country demands struggle for the heritage
of the people—freedom.
A study of Thomas Jefferson's fight against the Alien and

Sedition Laws, the fight against the Fugitive Slave Law and
the fight of our forefathers against England’s George III, has
taught me this. The consciousness I had acquired taught me
to read aright this history which is so distorted by the re-
spected historians.

I have learned that no rights are guaranteed except to those
in power. No constitutional liberties are fully enjoyed by a

• Benjamin J. Davis, Jr., former. “N. Y. City Councilman, and son of the femousGeorgia Republican leader, is a Negro Communist, National Committee member, now
in jail, solely for "teaching and advocating" ideas.



people except where those from whom these liberties have
been wrested no longer control the government.

Constitutional rights will be enjoyed by all, regardless of

.

color, creed or nationality when and where there exists a gov-

ernment of the people, by the people and for the people. Until

such time the people will know only such rights as their unity

in daily struggle can win for them. That is why Abraham
Lincoln urged us to secure for ourselves here in America a

government of the people, by the people and for the people.

The measure of the people’s unity determines the extent of

their rights. Nor will rights won today be secure for tomorrow,
except wliere the pressure of the people’s will is sustained.

Where the people do not have the government, the Constitu-

tion will be enforced in the interests of those who do. They
may be Economic Royalists, Dixiecrats, lynchers of democracy
and of people.
Once I thought these truths concerned only black men. I

have learned out of my experience—sometimes bitter, some-
times sweet, but always profitable—that they apply to men
and women regardless of their color, their creed or nationality.

Now I know that force and violence as a policy of govern-
ment for the purpose of destroying constitutional liberties and
human rights is doomed to failure. Labor will no longer sub-

mit. The Negro people no longer can endure this dehumaniz-
ing process. Progressive people fear the wars inherent in it.

The knowledge that all of these have the same enemy is trmend-
ously revealing.

SMITH ACT-AMERICA’S CRISIS,

We face what must become the greatest American crisis in

the fight to defend our constitutional liberties and human
rights-

Six men amended the Constitution when the Supreme
Court upheld the conviction of the 1 1 Communist Party lead-

ers under the provisions of the Smith Act. We had believed
that only the people could alter or abolish .that document.
But these six men wiped from the Bill of Rights the- First

Amendment," which we thought guaranteed to all Americans
their freedom of speech, press and religion.

Men have been forced to be witnesses against themselves
—the crime is called “guilt by association’’—or they are found
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to be in contempt of court and arbitrarily ^ent to jaib Thus
the Fifth Amendment is being destroyed. Excessive bail is

* fixed as men and women are charged with harboring guilty

thoughts.
The monies of the Bail Fund of the Civil Rights Congress

are declared tainted and • unacceptable. And those who are

denied the resources of a people’s bail fund are also denied
the right to have as bailors members of organizations the

Attorney General—acting for the President—has arbitrarily

declared to be un-American and subversive. The trustees of

the fund are imprisoned because their honor would not permit
them to disclose the names of its supporters.

Every organization directed by those who fight for the in-

terest of the people, every people’s organization is placed in

the un-American category. Peace organizations have become
un-American, and that magnificent figure of a man. Dr. W. E.

B. Du Bois, is declared to be the agent of a foreign govern-

ment because of his fight to block the road of American
economic royalists to an atomic war.

Labor’s legal safeguards have been smashed. The Taft-

Hartley Law has opened wide the road to the legal destruction

of all that is vital and protective of labor’s interests in trade

unionism. Loyalty oaths, are -demanded of government em-
ployees, with emphasis upon the elimination of Negroes
and Jews who refuse to accept jimcrow and segregation as a

policy of government, or anti-Semitism as a way of life. . ,

Legal lynchings are staged regularly. The framed victims

go to electric chairs, doomed by the state courts whose mur-
derous decisions are endorsed by the United States Supreme
Court on the basis of states' rights. States’ rights has become
the bastion of the lynch-mad racists, and, before this distorted

theory the inalienable rights of the Negro American have
disappeared. The murdered Martinsville Seven and the heroic
Willie McGee call upon us from the grave to awaken to ’save

our America.
This is a bird's-eye view of the American scene. The drive

of reaction proceeds under the slogans of “contain the Com-
munists” and “Keep the Negro in his place.” When reaction
speaks of constitutional liberty, democracy and human rights,

one has to ask “For whom? It is not here for exploited minor-
ities.” Thus speaks the voice of reality.
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THE GREAT DECEPTION

In a formal sense, constitutional and human rights embrace *

us all. But therein lies the deception. The substance has even
taken from the Constitution. Only the hollow words remain.
The lists of those slated for arrest, who speak the language of

the people and voice their demands, run into the thousands.
The President speak about safe-guarding constitutional

liberties but his Department of Justice has itself loosed the

terror.

There are men and women who believed that these illegal

raids would affect only the Communists. They have been
duped by the wild hysteria that has been artificially inspired.

They are as gullible as those who believed that racism would
only affect the Negro people—those who blithely ignored the
repeated violation of the 14th and 15th Amendments to the
Constitution, not being able to understand that democracy is

indivisible.

The lessons of Hitler’s Germany are lost upon such people.
Our every effort must be to awaken them, for their sleep im-
perils our very lives.

We are not confronted here with the matter of an attitude
toward a political philosophy. The issue is what to do to
defend the constitutional guarantees and human rights of the
American people. Upon our answer rests not alone the fate
of our country. Upon our understanding, our willingness to
fight to save our heritage of democracy, rests the fate of the
world.

Mr. Justice Black, as he dissented from the opinion of Chief
Justice Vinson in the decision upholding the thought-control
Sinith Act in the case of the Communist leaders, said:

‘‘These petitioners were not' charged with an attempt to
overthrow the government. They were not charged with non-
verbal acts of any kind, designed to overthrow the government.
The charge was that they agreed to assemble and to talk and
publish certain ideas at a later date. . .

.”

To agree ... to assemble . \ . and to talk and publish cer-
tain ideas. For this, these Americans are being punished! This
is a crime in the U.S.A. under the Smith Act. Not for the
Ku Klux Klan, nor the Dixiecrats, nor Senator McCarthy,
but for you! f
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THE SMITH ACT MUST GO I

* .The continued existence of the Smith Act as an organic part

of the law of the land spells the death knell of the democratic
principles for which we have fought and bled. It must go in

the. name of democracy. The Smith Act is not only a fetter

upon democratic thought and expression. It is destructive

of both. It is the door to the realm of Thought Control. This
is a matter that concerns the non-Communist, anti-Commu-
nist. Communist, the Republican, the Democrat and the Social-

ist. It concerns black as well as white, and men and women
irrespective of their religious beliefs or their national origin.

It concerns us all. Its repeal is possible if we have courage.

I must express some alarm at the last note in Justice Hugo
Black’s dissent.

^‘Public opinion” he said, “being what it iS;> few will pro-

test the conviction of these Communist petitioners. There is

hope, however, that in calmer times when present pressures,

pensions and fears subside, this or some later court will restore

the First Amendment liberties to the high preferred place
where they belong in a free society.”

Mr. Justice Black is wrong. Victories have already been won
and greater victories will be won.
In the middle west in the fight to maintain inviolate the

right of bail, we have won partial victories. In the city of

Philadelphia, the right to bail by the Bail Fund of the Civil

Rights Congress was won in the case of Steve Nelson a short

time ago. In the City of Richmond, Virginia, where the Mar-
tinsville Seven were murdered, we recently secured the release

of five Negroes falsely charged with the crime of rape.

The presence on the streets of Trenton, New Jersey, of four

of the Trenton Six is a testimonial to the power of the people.

This is only a partial victory. It can be completed. Collis

English can go home to his mother and his amazing sister,

Bessie Mitchell.

President Truman’s oft-repeated words that he will fight

for democracy is proof of his feeling that the American people
are not passively willing to see their constitutional liberties

destroyed. Neither his home nor his foreign policy has been
sold to the people. We must show them how the fight is to be
waged,’ for Truman gives no lead.

The people will fight back now. The St. Louis Post Dispatch
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editorial against the Smith Act verdict strikes an inspiring-

note. Many labor press editorials eindicate an awareness. The
Smith Act has set those wheels in motion that are destructive

of all the rights of the organized and unorganized workers'^of

the United States. I feel the anger of labor mounting every-

where. *

We must move the people to protest the conviction of the

Communist petitioners now, if we would save ourselves.

UNITY GUARANTEES VICTORY

The fight to restore the Bill of Rights can and must be

mounted. The American people are not indifferent to the

needs of the moment. Unity in struggle is the guarantee of

victory. White men, women and youth must understand that

the key to the unity of progressive America lies in the unity

of black and white. We of the Civil Rights Congress have
shown that this is achievable and that smashing blows can

be dealt the terrible myths of white superiority that would
destroy the moral fiber of millions of white Americans.

Yes, we can win. There will be casualties. There are already

far too many. But the assurance that these thought-control

arrests will stop is to be measured by the size of the movement
which we mount.
The Bill of Rights must be restored to the people. The 14th

and 15th amendments to the Constitution must be enforced,

not alone in the interest of the Negro people but in the in-

terest of American democracy.
The Smith Act and its vicious class brothers, the McCarran

and Taft-Hartley laws, must be repealed.

The rights of minority parties, especially the Communist
Party which those who violate the Constitution seek now, to

destroy, must be restored, with full guarantees of free speech,
free assembly and freedom of the press.

The right of bail must be restored and the bail fund of the
Civil Rights Congress exempted from attack by reactionaries

in State and Federal government. The four trustees must be
freed.

Excessive bail must not be applied.

The Ku Klux Klan must be outlawed. “Death to Lynchers”
‘

must become a policy of government. Jim-crow and -segrega-

tion and the ghetto must be wiped from the face of the earth.



I

"Pat," as he is affectionately known to thousands of friends and co-workers all

over the country, is shown with his wife, Louise, and their 10-year old daughter,
Mary Lou. Mrs. Patterson is a leader in the Council on African Affairs and
a Vice-President of the International Workers Order, the only interracial
fraternal order in the United States.

The curse of legal lynching must be driven from the land.

Anti-Semites must be summarily punished and anti-Semi-

tism made a crime against the people.
Fair Employment Practices must be ordered and enforced.

Free speech against the crime of war must be protected in
every section of Our country. Peace must be made an American
way of life.

Let us go forward to reaffirm our faith in our heritage of

freedom by the struggle for our constitutional liberties and
human rights. Victory lies ahead.
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(ABOVE) Workers chained to the columns of the

Lincoln Memorial in Washington demand Willie Mc-

Gee's freedom—but the war-makers did not listen.

(UPPER RIGHT) Mrs. Bessie Mitchell, Mrs. Rosalie

McGee and Lewis Moroze (N.J. CRC leader) dis-

cuss the fight to free the remaining Trenton Two.

(RIGHT) Picket marches in the cold in White House

Vigil to save the Martinsville Martyrs. (BELOW)

White women's delegation to Mississippi highlighted

CRC's stirring struggle to save Willie McGee. ,
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Win Democracy
at Home!

I; SHALL confine myself to the state of constitutional liber-

ties and human rights of Negro America today, for I think

this is a matter of vital importance, both to America and the

world.
We Americans have grave responsibilities before history.

In order to retain the respect of progressive mankind, it is

imperative that we clean our own house before we set our-

t
selves up as the arbiters of world democracy. To the degree

' that we here successfully defend our heritage of freedom and

I

democracy, and advance it until it embraces all Americans

regardless of creed, color, nationality, sex or political belief, to

an even greater degree do we make possible the extension of

human freedom to* the very ends of the earth. Once that is done

I

it will not be necessary to send our troops abroad.

I

We are in a most strategic position. We, in America, con-

front here in our own country the main body of fascist-racist

thought in the world. The safety and the lives of untold mil-

I
lions depend* upon what we do about that fact here and now.

I If we guarantee constitutional liberties and human rights in

Mississippi and Georgia, we can be certain- the people of

Korea will achieve democracy. First things come first. Our job

is here.

WOMEN — A GREAT FORCE

‘ I entertain great faith in the ability of progressive-minded
. Americans to discharge their .responsibilities. I believe that

the women of the United States, white and black alike, con-

stitute a great reserve for democracy. They must be drawn
into militant action in its behalf. I do not believe that they

will allow the hysterical cries about the danger of a foreign

foe to turn their attention from the reality of legal and extra-

legal lynchings here at home.

J
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Yes, it is here at home that progressive Americans are

menaced. Legal and violent lynchings constantly take place

in our land. The Smith and McCarran laws undermine our '

Bill of Rights. The Taft-Hartley Act still stands as a club

against labor. American citizens are arrested for their ideas

alone. Anti-Semitism is growing. Leaders of the minority Copfi-‘

munist Party are illegally jailed. There is wholesale corruption

among the bi-partisan politicians. The Ku Klux Klan is in the

ascendancy under the protective cloak of the Dixiecrats. Police

brutality is rampant in every city in the land. Through terror,

and through the action or passivity of the administrative, legis-

lative and judicial branches of our federal, state and city

governments, the myth of white superiority is transformed into

a jimcrow policy which is a clear and present danger to all

Americans, and especially Negroes.

Millions of American women recognize these facts, but do
not know what to do. They can be shown.

I am brought to my conclusion by those historic crusades

in the interest of justice and democracy which white women
took into Mississippi, the most fascist-like section of this

country, in the campaign to save Willie McGee. I come to

this conclusion by reason of the stand a Negro woman juror

took in Washington, D.G., in that case in which, despite loyalty

oaths and intimidation, this magnificently heroic woman led

her fellow Negro jurors in their refusal to convict me.
The women of America have the power to move the moun-

tains of reaction. They are, and have always' been, history

makers.
Seven magnificent women invited us here. They had, I

firmly believe, definite aims and desires when they agreed to

sponsor this affair. Our beloved chairman. Dr. Harry Ward
(a founder of the American Civil Liberties Union and pro-

fessor emeritus of Union Theological* Seminary), has already
paid tribute to their heroism and their undying faith in the
people.

For me, their recent activities constitute not only the most
logical point of departure for all that I shall say, but in their

pursuit of the justice and democracy they love so dearly, they
have set a splendid example for us all.



WOMEN TO THE FORE

,
*

^ Who are these seven dauntless Americans the daily tragedy

I of American life has brought to the fore?

They are logical spokesmen and representatives of all the

/ ,
viqtims of the Taft-Hartley Law/ the Administration’s so-

called loyalty tests, the Un-American Activities Committee’s

un-American activities, the McCarran Law and the Smith Act,

[t the illegal raids and wiretapping of the American Gestapo, the

I and the vicious rulings of coiTupt judges and hand-

picked juries.

I In their courage and their devotion to democratic pro-

cedure, these women, symbols of the deathless will of the

people for freedom, implore us to learn from their experiences.

There is no need for all to go through fascism in order to

• realize the weight of its horrors. In fighting to save others,

let us learn through their experiences.

WIVES OF NEGRO MARTYRS
i,

|l

i
Four of these women are black Americans. Three of these

j

four have been prematurely widowed. Their husbands were

I
murdered on the altar of white supremacy. That is the altar

! fashioned by the rulers of the United States of America and

i
the owners of its wealth and its resources—the altar upon

I

which every vestige of honor, nobility, justice, democracy,

j

freedom and respect for human dignity has been ruthlessly

sacrificed for gold.

We must learn from these women that American reaction

can be turned back. We also learn that it will not voluntarily

abandon terror as a policy of government. We must learn that

' loyalty to country demands the repudiation of a jim-crow

^
government.

*

^ Robert Mallard, of Georgia, husband of Amy Mallard and
i father of two children, was murdered by white gangsters in

the white-sheeted garb of the Ku-Klux-Klan, that semi-official

government agency of murder and violence. His crime was
that he wanted black Americans to be able to vote.

Scores of other Negroes have been killed for the same
reasons. The Dixiecrats openly declare that blood will run

‘ before rs* will vote. The federal government accepts the

edict of the Dixiecrats and its Supreme Court makes jim-crow
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and segregation the law of this Republic, which is dedicated

to the proposition that “all men are created equal.”

Amy Mallard, wife of Robert Mallard, was not terrorized .

by his murder. That terrible crime awakened all of her dor-

mant love for liberty and democracy. It sparked the fires of

revolt within her. She linked her husband's murder with all

of the people's struggles. She has emerged a fighting American
seeking organization and a program. She has joined CRC.
Amy Mallard^ I salute you.

Francis DeSales Grayson and Willie McGee were murdered
by the states of Virginia and Mississippi respectively, with the

open and direct participation of the administrative and judi-

cial branches of the federal government.
The courts were the major instruments of terror here. The

black-robed gentlemen took the lead. Klan or court, the final

result was the same. These innocent men are dead. That is the
,

old story. Josephine Grayson and five children and Rosalee
McGee and four children were left behind, destitute and
fatherless. But the impact of these murders has made of those

women freedom-fighters, seeking organization, a program and
unity in struggle with their white sisters and brothers. Josephine
Grayson and Rosalee McGee^ I salute you. I pledge to you
that these deaths shall not be unavenged!

Bessie Mitchell is the half-sister of Collis English, one of
the innocent Negroes now known as the Trenton Two. The
State of New Jersey has imprisoned him for life as an act

calculated to terrorize Negro citizens. Jim-crow terror is a
national institution. But there was in the heart and mind of
Bessie Mitchell something of the love of freedom that relent-

lessly drove -Harriet Tubman and Sojourner Truth forward
to the construction of the Underground Railroad, that im-
mortal struggle for the freedom of the slaves and an end to
slavery on this continent. The name of Bessie 'Mitchell will
never die!

The reign of murderous terror which has victimized these
women is in varying degrees the daily lot of more than 15
millions of Americans—Negro Americans. No one tries to deny
this. Some apologize and seek to explain, but there can be no
denial of historical facts.

Let us face reality. There is nothing that is contradictory
to the white supremacists’ “American Way of Life” in this

terribly alarming situation. But it cannot be the American



Way of Life for progressive men and women. Thousands of

Negroes have been done to death. The ghetto, with its dope-
rjLngs, superimposed vice and indiscriminate police murder,
must always be the normal way of life for those oppressed by
men who reach the top by way of the Frank Costellos, A1
Capones, Tammany Halls, Pendergast political gangs and
Ku-Klux-Klan violence.

Terror is the very essence of their “Americanism” when
they deal with the fundamental rights of the American people.

There will be no exceptions. The denial of those rights must
be enforced through terror. There will be murderous attacks

on white as well as black, as Hitler attacked non-Jew as well
as Jew. There will be only differences in the degree of terror.

The great weight of their hellish crimes falls, and will, for the

moment, continue to fall on the heads and shoulders of the

Negro people. But white America is not exempted, as the

facts of trade union history and that of minority oppositional

political parties already reveal.

The profits derived through the oppression of the Negro
people are greatest. The roads toward these profits have been
blazed by the myth of white superiority. In the American
sport of lynching and maiming Negroes, poor whites filled

with racist poison can be incired and provoked by venal white
preachers, the kept press, teachers and radio, to take an active

part. *Thus, the ranks of the people, the only true defenders
of democracy, can be split along the color line and the reign
of the oppressor prolonged.
White America will itself be subjected to these forms of

terror in the nearest future unless it learns that the inter-

ests of black and white Americans en masse are mutual inter-

ests, and the enemy a common foe. The hour grows late.

Even now many forms of what yesterday was punishment only
for the Negro reach down to embrace whites who speak for

peace or for equality of rights for all citizens.

GROWING NEGRO-WHITE UNITY

Jeanne Cole, wife of Lester Cole, one of the Hollywood Ten,
has joined with her Negro sisters in this tribute to CRC. Her
gallant husband has done his stint in an American prison. His
contempt for the activities of the Un-American Activities

Committee is shared by all decent thinking people.
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The presence here of Jeanne Cole is a testimonial to the

growing moral and political unity of white and black America.

It is proof that the color bar, founded on filthy lies and unholy '

terror, can be overcome by the international solidarity of the

people.

Edith Marzani, wife of the heroic Carl Marzani, is a womail

molded in the crucible of a people’s struggle. Carl Marzani

has been criminally victimized by the government he served

so gallantly at home and abroad.

Representative Sabath said of this man’s conviction: “Xhe
latest sordid episode in the decline of human freedom in our

beloved country is the conviction of Carl Marzani.” His wife,

Edith Marzani, is no newcomer to the struggle for human
liberty. We pledge to her our support^ too.

And lastly, there is Charlotte Stern of the Board of Directors

of the Joint Anti-Fascist Refugee Committee, one of those

heroic women imprisoned by this government of traitors to

the Bill of Rights and the peace of the world. Her crime was
that she refused to throw to the witch-hunters the names of

those supporters of the anti-fascist fighters whom reaction in

America sought to persecute.

These are the women who have sponsored this affair. Thus
every pain and sorrow has its lesson. If we learn them well,

we will destroy fascism before the ovens and the concentration

camps are built in the U.S.A. The ruling cliques of our^coun-

try are preparing for all who say “no” the hell of Hitlerism.

These heroic women have said "‘No—Never!** to fascist laws

and edicts.

WOMEN WHO WENT TO MISSISSIPPI

But there is yet another group of American women who by
their significant courage and unparalleled action are also

sponsors of this Civil Rights Congress gathering, as well as

guides to future action.

They are the white women who went into Mississippi to

express their hatred of lynch justice and those who have
spread it across our land; who went to cement the progressive
North and the militant South. Nothing that I can say can
adequately describe the lessons they have taught us,

'‘If you would fight American fascism,” they have said in

effect, “then go into the heart of the lynchers’ states, where
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the evils ol racism daily reflect themselves in the most vicious

form. Go South; see the degraded and dehumanized white

Americans and the Negro people they have been taught to

‘ degrade and dehumanize. There you can confront the monster

for whom lynching is the accepted American way of life. There

you can refute their bestial racist propaganda. There you

can strike a vital "blow at those who, controlling the industrial

life of our country, have in racism an avenue to ever greater

profits and who demand that their money tree be watered with

the blood of lynched Negroes and the ground fertilized with

their flesh. There, also, will you find wliite and black Amer-

icans of matchless moral strength, political courage and under-

standing, who want only to know that they have allies in the

North and West that are ready, willing and able to fight to-

gether with them.”
Those women who went South made history. They carried

the spirit of the Abolitionists along with them. They are

crusaders who make the continued failure of the American

church to organize a moral crusade against the system of jim.-

crow and its accompanying terror stand forth in all its naked

bankruptcy.
Those heroic women have challenged every progressive

thinker in America. But their activities above all else call for

the formulation of an advanced and intensified program of

struggle.

UNITY IN STRUGGLE
r

History does not demand that in defense of our constitu-

tional liberties and human rights the terror of government

and the unspeakable crimes of its courts be countered by a

people’s terror.

The lynchers, their K.lans, the white supremacists, those

for whom gangsterism is also a policy of government, those for

whom the loot of the spoil system is a way of life, can be

beaten by the moral and political unity of the people, by the

unity in democratic struggle of white and black America. But

to assure these victories, the struggle we waged in behalf of

the Martinsville Seven and Willie McGee can only mark a

beginning.

We organized too little, too late. Millions more must see

these struggles as vital to their daily needs. If this task is not
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achieved by us, then our country can be bathed in blood.
The Negro people cannot longer endure this nation-wide

persecution and oppression.

Everywhere they cry, as their great leader, W. E. B. Du Bois
said in his “Litany at Atlanta“~‘Doth not this justice of hell,
stink in Thy nostrils, oh God? How long shall the mounting^
flood of innocent blood roar in Thine ears and pound in our
hearts for vengeance? Pile the pale frenzy of blood-crazed
brutes who do such’ deeds high on Thine altar, Jehovah Jirah,
and burn it in hell forever and forever!’

Little doubt remains in the minds of the Negro people but
that they are the unhappy victims of the crimes of a bi-partisan
terror that had its beginning in the betrayal in 1876 of the
victories won in the bloody fraticidal battles of the Civil War,
What little doubt remains is being rapidly dispelled.

NEGRO MISLEADERS CONDEMNED
t

Those Negro ‘leaders’ bedecked with Nobel prizes, United
Nations Commissions and seated on federal court benches can
no longer conceal the crimes of the government they serve
against the Negro people.
They may proclaim the justice of the war their masters wage

abroad, but they can no longer bring the Negro people to
believe that the spilling of the blood of a colored people five
thousand miles away will bring democracy to black men in
America.

It is becoming clear that he who seit/es these un-Americans
in government serves the lynchers of the Negro people.
The lynching of Willie McGee is destroying those legalistic

illusions which linger longest. What a dastardly crime the
governments of Mississippi and the nation perpetrated as they
murdered this innocent man! They sneered in the face of a
world-wide protest movement sponsored by decent men and
women.

His dying words must ring forever in our ears:
‘Taking my life/ he said, ‘doesn’t- end such things as have

been existing, will be existing till the end of the world. There
is a lot more things that causes me not to get a fair decision
about this, solely because I am a Negro; this is a white woman.
Being born in the South, know the laws, and then when a
Negro, myself, being caught in this, having connection with a
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white woman, that I was certain to a death penalty. So it is

not the crime when a person give you consent and you by

all means try to get away. It is a case of something that you
chn't and you won^t and I did not have the chance to state to

the courts my case for the simple reason my attorneys were

afraid to bring these things out, having witnesses and prdof

thdt the statements I gave you are true and cori'ect.*

Willie McGee, innocent of all crimes save that of being

born black in America, is dead. Xhe enemies of the people

have won. The state adds his blood to that which has run from
the bodies of ten thousand murdered Negroes. But he calls

upon us to bring an end to that world of horror and torment.

Again, to borrow from the words of Dr. DuBois: ‘In the

pale, still morning, we looked upon the deed. We stopped our

ears and held our leaping hands, but they—did they not wag
their hands and leer and cry with bloody jaws.’

LYNCHING TIED TO GHETTO

Who, I ask you, can find an apology abject enough to fit

this crime? Who can separate it from the murder of the

innocent Martinsville Seven, from the ghettos where the

enemies of decency pour vice, dope and corruption into our
youth? Who says this is not linked to the ghetto trial of the

innocent Trenton Six and and the Peekskill pogrom. The
blinded Isaac Woodward was not accused of rape; Maceo
Snipes was murdered because he dared to vote.

This ruling clique has made of our America a land of force

and violence and corruption against the people. Yet there are

those who say that the lynchers, the pogromists, the anti-

Semites have a constitutional right to spew their racism and
their hatred for the people and to incite to lynchings and to

murder. It’s a lie. There is no constitutional right to do these

monstrous things. It is a special license they would give to

those who murder because of color and religious differences.

Those who rule prepare their concentration camps for those

who protest this hell. Those who rule America prepare war in

the face of the peace-cries of the people of the world. But
they can be stopped. History does not lie.

The innocent, from the ranks of the people, black and white
alike, must be freed. The guilty from the Trumans, Dulles,

Deweys, Tafts, td the gangsters whose word is law in every
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city in our beloved country, must be punished. The policy
'

of jim-crow and segregation must end. The Stuyvesant Towns
must be opened to all alike. The walls of the ghetto must fall!

^

The admonition of the immortal Lincoln must be under-
stood as of decisive importance today. That deathless leader,

called for a government of the people, by the people and fo^

the people. Who can say that such a demand is un-American, r

subversive and in the interests of a foreign government? Only
such a government will protect the constitutional rights of

the people and make of them real guarantees.

GUILTY OF GENOCIDE

The present rulers of America are guilty of the crimes

Justice Robert M. Jackson charged against the Nazis at the

Nuremburg trials. They are guilty of genocide against the
Negro people, guilty of carrying on a campaign leading to the

death and destruction of millions.

As a result of the Nuremburg trials, the General Assembly
of the United Nations on December 11, 1946, formulated the
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime
of Genocide. That has become a part of the basic law of our
country. To save ourselves and mankind we should use that
law against our own oppressors.
We can submit before any court in the world, and must

submit to the United Nations, proof of killings by police,

killings by press and radio-incited gangs, killings at night by
masked men, killings by the Ku-Klux-Klan, killings always on
the basis of race.

We must submit proof of official violence which led to

death on chain gangs, in the back rooms of sheriffs' offices, in
the cells of county jails, in precinct police stations and on
city streets; proof that hundreds have been framed and mur-
dered by sham legal forms, by a legal bureaucracy; hundreds
killed for failure to say ‘sir' or to tip their hats or move aside
cjuickiy enough, or on trumped up charges of rape when in
reality they were trying to vote, or for demanding the rights "

and privileges constitutionally guaranteed to all Americans,
We must offer proof of the terrors pf the city ghettos and

their rural equivalent where segregation exists by law and
force and violence; where men, women and youth are crowded

,

into filthy, disease-bearing houses; deprived of adequate medi-
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cal care and education; with jim-crow buses, trains, hospitals,

schools, churches, restaurants, theaters, hotels and, finally,

jim-crow cemeteries and those even for dogs owned by Negroes,

i Washington, our capitol, the disgrace to the nation, affords

the proof.

\
’We must submit proof of the efforts made to destroy every

political party which defends the rights of the Neg^o people,

and especially the Communist Party—all in violation, of the

Constitution and the Convention on Genocide.

When we have presented this proof to the opinion of the

civilized world and the United Nations, we will not have ended
our fight—for those who oppress us now control the activities

of the United Nations.

MONUMENTAL ROLE FOR NEGROES

History has placed the Negro people in an enviable position.

We who are black Americans can play a monumental role in

safeguarding the democracy of our country and the peace of

the world. If we are to play well our part in this greatest of

all great dramas, we must be guided by the words of that

magnificent black man, Frederick Douglass, who said:

‘If there is no struggle, there is no progress. Those
who profess to favor freedom, and yet deprecate agi-

tation, are men who want crops without plowing up
the ground. They want rain without thunder and
lightning. They want the ocean without the awful

roar of its many waters. This struggle may be a moral
one; or it may be moral and physical; but it must be
a struggle. Power conceded nothing without a de-

mand. It never did and it never will.’

There will be struggles, desperate struggles, and the Civil

Rights Congress will play, we hope, a not inglorious part

in these, for they will be struggles to preserve democracy.



Birthday Greetings
Messages and telegrams o£ greetings to William L. Patter-^

son on his 60th Birthday poured in to the great Negro civil

rights leader on August 23 , 1951 , from all parts of the United f

States.

The children of Willie McGee, innocent Negro legally

lynched on the frame-up charge of rape, wrote him: "We love

our Daddjj hut thanks to Godj we still have you to fight for

peace and for the rights of all people. We love you/*
From Velma Washington, wife of Paul Washington, another

innocent Negro whose legal lynching the Civil Rights Con-
gress and William L. Patterson are now fighting to prevent,

came the wire: "I won*t stop till the whole world has heard
me and we have won the hattle for our people. I wish Pat [a

happy, happy birthday, and hope he lives to see many, many
more/*
Negro and white union leaders all over the country sent

their congratulations. Among the messages were wires from
William Hood, Negro leader of UAW Ford Local 600 ; Harry
Bridges, President of the International Longshore Workers
Union; Hina Evans, Presidie.nt of Local 149 of the Domestic
Workers Union; Hugh Bryson, President of the Marine Cooks
and Stewards; Hyman Gordon, President of Local 107 of the
AFL Paper Bag Workers; and many others.

George Crawford, Negro, imprisoned for 18 years in the
Virginia State Penitentiary on a manufactured murder charge,
was one of many prisoners to send their greetings to the civil

rights fighter. "Pat deserves the best in the world for what he is

doing for people like me,** wrote Crawford.
Among others who sent greetings were Josephine Grayson,

widow of the martyred Francis DeSales Grayson, one of the
murdered Martinsville Seven; Frank Borich, Pony Cattonar
and Peter Harisiades, imprisoned at the time on Ellis Island;
William Harrison, Larkin Marshall and W. P. Dabney, editors
of Negro newspapers; John M. Coe, Southern white attorney;
John Howard Lawson, playwright; Howard Fast, novelist;

leaders of the Labor Youth League, the Jewish Peoples Order,
the American Labor Party, the Progi'essive Party; indicted
Communist leaders, CRC chapters in many states, including
Hawaii; the American Slav Congress, and countless others.
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CHARGE

I^^A^PEtlTlON^JO THE UNTTEamATIONS

The historic petition to the United Nations—now available

—a documented expose of how Jimcrow and segregation en-

forced through terror have become an official policy of gov-

ernment.
""WE CHARGE GENOCIDE!" was prepared by a group of

leading American writers, research workers and attorneys,

under the editorial supervision of William L. Patterson. It is

a new and powerful weapon in the fight against Jimcrow and
the peril to democracy and peace!

Order ""WE CHARGE GENOCIDE!" now from your local

Civil Rights Congress chapter, or from the National Office of

the Civil Rights Congress, 23 W. 26th Street, New York.

Paper bound ^1.50.

Cloth bound $2.50.
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what Is the

Civil Rights Congress?
Xhe Civil Rights Congress, the fighting organization which

is led by William L. Patterson, unites Negro and white citizens

in mutual defense of their constitutional rights.

It has chapters or committees in every major city in the

country.
The Civil Rights Congress fights against jim-crow in all its

forms and in every field—for labors rights—for freedom of

thought—freedom of political organization.

Inspired by the leadership of William L. Patterson,

CRC’s members organize committees, distribute leaflets, make
speeches, and organize people’s delegations like those which
went into Virginia for the Martinsville Seven, into the Dixie-

crat stronghold of Jackson, Mississippi, in the fight to save

Willie McGee.
CRC members organized the national and world-wide mass

campaigns which saved the Trenton Six from death.

Because it realizes that the rights of all Americans are en-

dangered when the rights of a minority political party are
destroyed, CRC vigorously defends the rights of the Commu-
nist Party.

Join and build the Civil Rights Congress—militant defender
of the Bill of Rights!

Civil Rights Congress
23 West 26th Street •

New York 10 , N. Y.

Please send me more information about the Civil Rights
Congress.

I would like to join the Civil Rights Congress. Enclosed is

1 1.00 for my 1952 membership.
I am enclosing a contribution of $ to help the

Civil Rights Congress in this crucial hour in ' our nation’s
history as the CRC fights to maintain the people’s democratic
rights.

Name

Address . City
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THE RIGHT
TO SPEAR
FOR PEACE

aA '

Prom the official record of the Pittsburgh “sedition*'
trial*

^
(The prosecutor has submitted a peace pamphlet

as evidence of an attempt *'to overthrow the govern-
ment * . /* Steve Nelson, one of the Pittsburgh Six,
is defending himself.)

NEIjSON: “yowr Tionor^I would Wee'to Tenow what the
prosecution intends to show with this document..**

COURT; ’*T7iey are reacLing papers in your possession/*
NELiSON'; "Well, is it wrong . to "be ojtposed to the

war policies of the Administration?**
PROSUCUTOR: "I object to these speeches/*
NEIiSON; "In, 1847 when this country fought a war

against Mexico . .
/* .

COURT: ishouting') "Wait a minute/*
NELiSOlN: (.continuing") "Lincoln got up and opposed

it. He was Congressman at that time and said
that we had no business going into that war/*

COURT: (still shouting) "Mr. Nelson../*
NEUSON: (continuing) "I am doing the same thing.

Your Honor/*
\

^

>-

COURT: ^^Restrairv^this defeizdaut hy force../*

IF NELSON AND OTHERS ARE JAILED FOR THIS,

WHAT HAPPENS TO OUR OONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS?

PRICE 1 0 CENTS
By HAROLD SPENCER

|

Preface by HOWARD FAST



V

Pre face
rrMHE story told in the following pages provides a back-

ground to one of the mighty dramas of our time. ,We
are all too likely to think of heroes and superb acts of

heroism as belonging to the past and we are all too slow
to recognize them as part of our present struggle.

Yet the struggle of Steve Nelson and the drama of

Steve Nelson's battle for justice^ for America and for

human decency in the courts of Pittsburgh, is an act of

heroism worthy to rank with any of our time.

It is a criminal misnomer to term this case "The people
against Steve Nelson,'* as it is officially noted in the court

record. In all truth it can be named in only one fashion,

"Steve Nelson for the people of the United States against

fascism, war, indecency and injustice."

In this prosecution in Pittsburgh, other men stood with

Steve Nelson. His central role does not and cannot detract

from their own stature and heroism. 'Whdt follows is the

story of .all these men. Read it carefully and with a deep
sense of history, for it contains not only a significant part

of your own destiny, but the destiny of unborn genera-

tions of '^Americans as Well.
HOWARD FAST

It is March, 1952.*

Tn the pcrst year, three men in Pittsburgh, Peiinsylyania—^members
of the Communis^ Party—^have been convicted under the Pennsylvania
State Sedition Act, charged with attempting to overthrow by force and
violence the government of Pennsylvania and the government of ' the

United States. The main evidence against themwas that they possessed

and circulated literature. If they are actually guilty of planning any
force rrnd violence against anyone, then we in Pennsylvania—and in

other states, too—should feel insecure as long as they are in our midst.

Well, they ore among us (free until their appeal is decided). They
live in homes. They hove ]Q.eighbors and associate with many different

kinds of’^people. Yet no one really feels, alarmed, even though "there

is no question but what they believe and act in the some manner
as before.

^
Here is their record — past and present. f

Progres$iye— Yes . . . But where is the crime?
James H. Dolsen, age 66, a journalist, is one of those convicted.

Descended from one of the first settlers on Neue Amsterdam, now
- 2 -



New -York Qity, and counting
American Revolution, Dolsen

JAMES. H. DOLSEN

among his forefathers a fighter in the
became associated with progressive
labor newspapers as soon as he left

college. In the late 1920's, when the
anti-imperialist struggles were de-
veloping in China, he visited that
country ctnd wrote a book about that
movement. For the past. 10 yecnrs he
has been a correspondent for„ the
Daily Worker — a newspaper that
stands for Socialism and that sup-
ports the .Communist Party's efforts
to achieve it.

He is still on this job. And as
before, so now, he writes mainly of

• the struggles of the common people—for better living conditions, for the
rights of Negroes' and other minori-
ties, for peace.

Then there is Andy Onda, a son of Slovak immigrants. At eighteen,
he was already working in the Jones and Laughlin steel mills in Pitts-
burgh's So^thside. Hours were 12 or more a day, and the pay was
low. There was no union then. Later, when he learned that William Z.

Foster was a Communist, he remem-
bered that i^t was this same man who
stood up against the steel trusts in

* an attempt to organize the workers
in the A. F. of L. It was as a Com-^
munist that Onda participated in the
CIO steel organizing campaign in
^e 1930's.

Today Onda has a serious heart
condition, and is unwillingly inac-
tive. But in his -closing address to

. the jury^ in his own behalf, he boldly
defended his activities as a Commu-
nist, and declared that "the rest of his

’

life would be .devoted to following
' ANDY ONDA principles.

Steve Nelson is the third, defendant. Since the newspapers and
radio constantly refer, to him mysteriously as the "top Red," you may
wont a more detailed description,of him..

Like millions of other people frora working class families, Steve
Nelson had to go to work before he finished grammar school. He
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learned carpentry; and joined the union as soon as he was eligible.^

Since employment in the building trades is seasonal, he also worked
^

'

j

in the stockyards and the steel mills—at Jones & Laughlin in Aliquippa.

While still in his 20's (he is now 49) he became interested in books and
I

ideas on how to improve living conditions of the working people.
|

But you want to know what led up to his being charged with at-

tempting to overthrow the government by force and violence. Let him
tell you in^he words he used in the courtroom. He is speaking a few.

months after the cas^ in which he was originally a defendant with
Onda and Dolsen. Nelson had been injured in an automobile accident

in the middle of that trial, and ^separated from the^ case. He was tried

alone, and without on attorney to help him. He anfi his wife Margaret
had written to 700 lawyers in the county asking them to represent him,
but the red-baiting hysteria had penetrated their ranks, too, and they

i

were afraid that they would be branded as Communist sympathizers
]

if they accepted a Communist client. Only two lawyers agreed to

serve, but they asked for two weeks to acquaint themselves with the
^

record and to study the literature that the prosecutors were ixsing as
evidence of sedition. The judge refused Jo grant a delay. So we hear
Nelson as he conducts his own defense, giving this description of his

activities:

"During the depression, ladies and gehtlemen, I was arrested and I was tried before
a iury of twelve people. The charge against me was 'force and violence/ for .organizing
the unemployed and insisting that our government ought to pass ' oh Unemployment
Insurance Bill, that taxes should be put on the rich so that when a man loses a job
through no fault of his own he gets unemployment insurance. Well, at that time, the
people were abl^ to see through that conspiracy* The jury found me 'not guilty/ And
£ will tell you something, we were the first ones to draft an unemployment insurance
bill in this country, and I had something to do with that tts a ypung man in 1930."

"And in this very State, scores of times I led delegations to the State Legislature.
• For what did we go down there? To overthrow the Government? We went down there

^ and we said to the Statb Legislature: 'Pass an emergency bill to feed the unemployed/
I was ' one of those delegates/'

^

"I was then an organizer in the Anthracite coal area. The prosecution said they
were going to bring^out my activities in the/ Anthracite,' But they didn't, and Rad good
reason not to. It's dn open book. Thousands of people know what I have done, even
though it was over twenty years ago, and 1 am proud of every inch of that work." . j

"Then on foreign issues. We stated in the early 1930's when Hitlfer came to power,
that he was planning war on gll the democratic nations, including the United States. At -

that time big politicians used to make trips to Europe and have pictures token with the

Nazi generals. William Randolph Jlearst, publisher of the Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph, had i

his picture taken with Hess—^you recall? the name. When he came back he said, 'You
have got to support Hitler,' and many backers gave arms to Hiller and Mussolini and we

^ said that was wrong, and because we said that, we were called foreigii agents."

"Ladies and gentlemen, Hiller and Tojo used those American loans we made to

shoot our own people down. You know that. I was active then in an org^anization knoym >

as' the League Against War and Fascism. , I was its membership secretary."

"J will show yoir what we did then. We fought against^^ these Joans to Tojo and
Mussolini and Hitler and wo said that the democratic countries oughf to gel, together and
prevent Hitler from attacking other nations and we opposed the terrible things Hitler did
against the Jews in Germany."

]

"There was another story brougljt out here. I fought in Spain. 1 was one of the
'

3,000 American volunteers. We felt that if democracy in Spain was overthrown by^ force
||

and ,violence of Mussolini and Hitler; that the next step was going to war against our ij

own country. And three years after that war did occur against our nation/'
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Still For Peace— Is It*o Crime? ^

Steve Nelson brought his recojj4 of activity up to dote when the
prosecutor introduced a pamphlet which colls upon people to protest
the war in Korea. As the prosecutor started to argue that this call for
'peace was "seditious/' Nelson interrupted. We quote from the record:

NELSONT: "Your Honor, I would like^to know what the prosecution intends to show
with this. document. It appears that he wants to justify the continuation of the war in

• Korea when the majority of the country doesn't want it." '

COURT: "They are readmg. ..."
NELSON: (interrupting) "instead of stopping it."

COURT: "They are reading papers in your possession. ..."
NELSON: "Well, it is wrong that citizens of the United States be opposed to the

policies of the Administration?"
COURT: "You can argue that later."
NELSON: "They can't say I went out and told the soldiers to refuse to go. We said:

'Write to Congress. Tell Congress to stop the war'." , ^

COURT: "If you want to enter an objeclidn to it, or another reason for*you5f objec-
tion, we will note it." ^

^

NELSON: "I will state another reason. Your Honor."
PROSECUTOR: "I object to these speeches.".
NELSON: "In 1847 when this country fought a war against Mexico. . .

."

COURT: (shouting) ""NAfait a minute."
NELSON: (continuing) "Lincoln got 'up and opposed it. H^ was Congressman at

that time and sgid that we had no business going into that war."
COURT: (still shouting)* "Mr. Nelson. . .

."

NELSON: (continuing) "L am doing the same thing, your Honor."
_ COURT: "Restrain this defendant by force, or will you calm down and be seated?"

The next page of the court record shows tliot even after the Judge's

Steve Nelson with his wife, Margo ret,'and their children, Bobby, age 9,
Josephine, age 11.
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threat. Nelson continued to speak, telling the jury and the audience,

in the court-room that because he calls for an end to the war in Korea,

he is facing 20 yearsan jail. But no matter how courageously he stands

up for his right of free speech, there is a danger that he .will be silenced.

For with the Pennsylvania Sedition A‘ct in operation, the courts can"

jbdl anyone who expresses ideas that Big Business doesn't like. If we
look back to 1919, when the taw was passed, we will see that this was
its purpose.

' *•

The Sedition Act Was First Designed to Give
Union-Smashing a "New Look"

It was after World War I. President Woodrow Wilson had popu-

larized the phrase "New Freedom," and there was enthusiasm among
workers for. organizing unions. The Pennsylvania Manufacturers
Association naturally was opposed. Earlier, the manufacturers could

get the courts to rule, without making any bones about it, that if was
a criminal conspiracy for labor to organize. But that was in the last

century. Labor had become strong enough by 1919 to make public

opinion reject -such shameless ' injustice, and now it was no longer

illegal to organize. The manufacturers needed a new law fhat would
give them the power' to smash unions as before, and at the same time

would sit well with the public. That's why* they came up with their

Sedition Act. Here is an example of how it was used:

In 1926 some -workers from Jones* & Laughlin Steel Corporation,

which- is controlled by the Mellon interests, were meeting in a private

home in Aliquippd, near Pittsburgh. Police, whose salary came from
the same steel company's treasury, invaded the home, arrested the

workers and grabbed literature that was there, including some Marx-
ist books. With this literature as evidence, the steel workers were
tried tmder the Sedition Act. The old charge of "criminal conspiracy

to organize a union" was now changed to "overthrowing the gov-

ernment."
When this Sedition Act was first proposed by the manufacturers,

it was opposed by all organized labor, from Sam Gompers, national

president of the A. F. of L.—^to James Maurer, then President of the

Pennsylvania Federation of Labor— to the rank and file workers.

Tom Kennedy, a leader of the United Minp Workers, went with a
thousand miners to Harrisburg to campaign against this frame-up law.

As a result of this wide protest, there were no nibre of these prosecu-

tions- after the Aliquppa trial for 20 years, and many Pennsylvania
workers thought that the Sedition Act was dead.

Now the Sedition Act Has a New Purpose—Silencing Peace
Then came the Korean war in 1950, and the manufacturers with

interests in Western Peimsylvania had good reason to revive the

Sedition Act. Many of their plants turned to producing war goods. ^
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Here was, besides Jones & Laughlin, the Crucible Steel Co., the West-
inghouse Electric Corp., Aluminum Co. of America, U. S. Steel Corp.
The IViellon interests, together with the Morgans on(^ Hoclcefellers,
control all of them. This war would be good business for them.

But here also were the Communist Party leaders, and they were
Calling for a stop to the war in Korea. That is why they were prose-
cuted. They could not, of course, be charged openly with speaking
*for peace. So>the Sedition'Act was used again—to charge ''overthrow
of the government." At the beginning of the Sedition Act trial in 1951,
Judge Michael Musmonno, who engineered the whole frame-up,
declared (it's in the official Tecord) that he initiated the prosecution,
because Nelson, Onda and Dolsen spoke in favor of bringing the
American boys back from Korept.

^

Musmanno—a Natural for Frame-Up Job
It should not be surpising that when, laws are used to serve the

political and economic interests of a small group of millionaires,
instead of to protect the public, that we will find that trials under such
conditions are conducted by people who hove no respect for Consti-
tutional and human rights.

What kind of person is it who had the job of engineering this
Sedition trial? Musman]^o ran for office on a "Mellon ticket" in 1928,
which placed him on the side of forces frankly anti-labor. But at
airothler time, he associated himself with the defense movement for
Sacco and Vanzetii—^two men framed up on a murder charge because
they had a dream for abolishing labor exploitation.

It. was a big asset for a politician to get d Mellon blessing. And as
for Musinanno's interest in Sacco and Vanzetti—well, the case lasted
87 months, and he didn't get into it until the 85th month. By then,
millions of people sow through the fromeup and were supporting the
defense. It was good politics then for,Musmaimo to risk being called a
"red" or "Communist" for his connection with the Sacco-Vonzetti case.

Consider another example of Musmanno's double-dealing^ In 1937,
he was making orations for the CIO, which at that, time was conducting
sijt-down strikes in plants to make owners recognize labor's right to
organize. And yet, when Mussolini suppressed the some kind of mili-

tancy in Italy through inflicting murderous beatings and doses of

castor oil on the Italian workers, Musmaimo praised the bloody dictator

for his "pturificotion of the Italian soil." (In a letter to the Pittsburgh
Press on February 20, 1926.) Wh'ot Musmanno did at any particular
time was always determined by how many votes he thought it would
bring him. ^

In Spirif* of Sedifion Act, Violotinrg Constitution,
Musmonno Forges Ahead

In 1950, Musmanno was a Common Pleas Court Judge, and entered
a political campaign for Lieutenant-Governor. With McCarthy getting
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big headlines for calling Truman a Communist/* it looked as if red-

baiting would moke the best political hoy. Musmanno plimged into

his red-baiting campaign with no holds barred. He demanded that

the Pittsburgh Commrmist Party leaders be arrested. District Attorney
William A. Hohauser answered that he could not moke the arrestS/

since there was no proof that the intended victims^'had violated a low.
But Judge Musmannb was gperoting in the spirit of the Sedition Act.

He would take an act that is legal, and 'use it os evidence for a
frame-up. He went to the Commmiist Party headquarters, and asked
Dolsen for some literature that was on sale there. Dolsen sold to him,
os to anybody else. This literature department had been operating
publicly for many years, and was open to anybody who wanted to buy.

Perhaps since” his rebuff from District Attorney Raharuser, Mus-
manno felt he couldn't get anyone to agree with him that this literature

transaction was evidence of an attempt to overthrow the govermneirt.
At 'any rote, operating again in the spirit ’ of the Sedition Act, ho
disregarded the regular legal^ channels, and took the job of policeman
and raided the literature office to obtain his evideiice and arrest his
victims, — 'all to the accompaniment of newspapermen and photog-
raphers to assure him publicity for his campaign. ^

But that was not all. When Nelson; Onda and Dolsen were ar-

rcdnged for a hearing, the Magistrate proposed to set boil at $10,000

—

already gn unreasonably high amount. Musmanno demanded that

boil be set at $100,000, which was of course the same as denying the
right of boil completely—^in defiance of the Constitution. Who would
take die dirty job of arguing for this illegal procediure? Musmanno
the judge,' who had become ‘Musmanno the policeman, now turned
himself into Musmanno the prosecutor, and brazenly made the
demand. (Which, by the way, was 'rejected.)

To show how low this hungry politician will stoop to gain office,

we skip a year from the time he engineered his first election campaign
strmt imder the Sedition Act. Now he, had behind him the conviction

of Dolsen and Onda., But the publicity didn't pay off. Mu&manno was
defeated for' Lieutenant-Governor. However,^ he was already engaged
in anodier politiccd campaign— for justice of the State*Supreme Court.

His red-baiting anti-commimist crusade must become more sensational.

So he took on the role pf a detective. He would puf on an act of

tracking down Steve Nelson. /*
.

Actually, of corurse, Musmanno knew that Steve Nelson was help-

lessly bedridden with injuries from an auto* accident, and _that since
leaving the hospital he was recuperating in the home of a friend in

Philadelphia. The newspapers had many times published this iiifor-

mation, including his 'exact address. But Judge Musmanno- travelled

to Philadelphig, and accompanied by two detectives, stormed into

Nelson's sick-room, stared at him a few moments as he lay out-



stretched bn the bed with his crutches, beside him, and taimtingly
asked: "When ore you coming back to Pittsburgh, Steve?" Nelson told

him to get out, and he left. Musmonno had accomplished his xxiission.

He reported to the newspapers that he found and spoke to Steve
’Nelson. It should be recorded, though, that one of the deputies
lingered behind to whisper to Nelson: "I*m sorry. I didn't know I

was being dragged into anything this low." ‘
,

Musmanno could not
.
act- os the trial judge in this Pittsburgh

sedition case, but he DID hove the power “to-select the judge to preside

over Steve Nelson's second tdal which begem last December. At this

time, Musmoxmo had already won the election for justice of the State

Supreme Court (with less than 10% of the voters participating in the

primaries). His political ambition, however, Wes far from satisfied.

He had written a book oncei in which he imagined himself to be
President of the United States. As this pamphlet is.being written, he is

encouraging a boom for himself as the.next Governor of Pennsylvania.
In order to guarantee a successful conclusion to his stunt for perse-

cuting Steve Nelson, Musmanno picked as the judge, for this trial a
Honry M.. Montgomery,^ vice-president of Americans Battling Com-
munism. The nature of this organization is illustrated by the following

incident. .

Who DOES Stand for Force and Violence?
, Just before his second trial. Nelson was ordered by Jrtdge Mont-
gomery to -go to the Pittsburgh West Penn Hospital for some medical
tests in connection with his automobile accident injuries, to see if he
was fit to undergo a trial. This hospital is used by the Camegie-
lllinois Steel Corporation, d subsidiary of the U. S. Steel. Dr. J. Huber
Wagner, head surgeon for the U. S. Steel Corp., was appointed by
the coxurt to perform the tests.

At the hospital. Nelson was giveh an anasthetic. Just a few minutes
after he regained ^consciousness from it, a man about 40-years old,

flashing a revolver, stormed into the ward shouting . that he was d
member of Americans Battling Communism, and approached Nelson^

with a threat to^kill him. Fortunately, a coal-miner in on adjoining bed
came to the rescue and helped Nelson throw the gimman out. The
gangster, however, felt free to remain in the corridor for

minutes to make threats and utter -vile curses to Nelson's wife and
two children who ' were visiting him that day. In the meantime,
hospital attendants come on the scene. But this gunman who bpasted
membership ‘in Americans Battling Commxmism was allowed to walk
out of the hospital. No arrest was made. '

Guilty of Reason—Con You Outlaw 'Ideas?
We have seen that because this Sedition trial was based on a ‘lie,

each step in the prosecution had to be carried out by someone who
cared nothing for constitutional or human rights—and that Miosmanno
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'took &e role of policeman/ .detective/ prosecutor and judge-picker.
To complete this case/ another assault on our American way of life

was needed. A person must come into the courtroom' to interpret the
hooks heing used as evidence. He will he an ^^expert^^ witness
He will claim that his interpretation is the only one that people hove V
a legal right to hold-—that anyone with a different interpretation must
go to jail—^perhaps- for 20 years.

Now there are scholars/ writers/ professors/ who might speak with *

authority on these hooks. But they would want their views to he
presented to the public—^tp he studied/ discussed/ and then acted upon—^perhaps at the hallot-hox*. Only a pompous faker with on axe"
to grind would ' claim that anyone who holds a different idea has
thereby broken the latv. In our country/ if we abide by the First
Amendment guaranteeing free speech/ what a person believes or reads
or speaks can't be illegal (unless he slanders someone); only his acts
that lead to public disorder can be illegal.

And so this policy of taking ideas out of the public arena and into
the courtroom is contrary to every democratic principle known to mam
This is putting books on trial. Such matters could not be decided by
jurors even if all 12 pf them were Finsteins. Each man wants the right
to use his own reason. Any other way puts us in a mental straight-
jacket and leads directly to concentration camps for all who oppose
the views of those in power. Who. will dishonor himself by stepping
forward as on "expert" witness in these fascist-like thought-control
trials?

That/ toO/ is g job that fits Musmanno.
At the very outset/ he demonstrated that he was not faihiliar with

the material he imdertook to explain. He admitted that of the 180
bookS/ in evidence/ he had read only four. When ‘he was asked about
his understanding of CAPITAL, by Karl Marx, which is the main
Marxist theoretical study, he answered that he Jhad read it only
slightly, because it was "too dull and heavy" for him to study.

Besides lacking scholarship, Musmanno was committed- to fascist
beliefs that disqualified him. He had chosen Italy as a place to study
law while Mussolini was imposing his bloody dictatorship there, and'
praised the use of violence that was directed against the workers by
the fascist storm-troopers. Musmanno is therefore such a blind uncom-
promising opponent of Marxism as -to make him totally unfit to render
the objective judgment required in trials by law. Even Judge Mont-

^ O
*Because Musmanno was allowed, even after he demonstrated his ignorance, to

claim that the Communists advocate "force and violence," it was necessary for Steve
Nelson to call Dr. Herbert Apthelcer, a real historian and Marxist scholar, to expbse
Musmanno's distortions. Dr. Aplheker cited history to show that Communists advocate
Socialism as their ultimate aim, and that the monopolies which fear Socialism and
oppose labor Yesort to force and violence to keep themselves in power. This case, how-
ever, was to be decided not on historical facts, but on "dangerous thoughts" that Mus-
manno claimed he could see in Steve Nelson's mind*
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gomery, vice-president of Americans Battling Communism, felt imcom-
fortable as Steve Nelson in his second trial exposed i:he fakery of

Musmanno's pretentions. We quote from the record:
NELSON: "Your Honor, I object to Musmanno being brought here as an expert,"

COURT: "I don't know whether he (the prosecutor) can qualify him."

NELSON: "I don't think he can. It's like asking Hitler to express an opinion on
democracy/' *

COUSlT: "... I would certainly afford him the opportunity of showing^ that he has
more knowledge than you or I or any other member of the jury &as. . •

NELSON: "Your Honor, you can't be an employer operating on open-shop and
qualify on the rights and duties of trade imions/'

COURT: "Well, I don't know."
.NELSON: "Consequently, you couldn't have*- him qualified as an expert on issues

that he deliberately tries to distort."
^

At this point there was a hurried exchange of glances between Musmanno^ and
Montgomery, and then: •

^
i t

COURT: "I think we are going to recess. We are"supposed to recess at one o clock.

'However, we are going to recess at this time, onyhowl"

But .even if Musmanno was an expert on what Communists
advocate instead of a faker, who is going to crawl into Steve Nelson’s

mind to determine what his interpretation was while he was reading

these books? > ^

The court does not attempt to answer this question. This is a witch-

hunt, so the. prosecutors do not hove to observe logic or reason. Let us

recreate a scene from this tragic comedy of errors.

^ Placed on a big hand truck alongside the prosecution table' was a
pile of severed hxmdred books and pamphlets—studies in economics,

political science, peace movements, * history, philosophy, etc. Some
ctre by Marxists and some by other recognized scholars. The prosecutor

picked up a handful of them and said to the court:

"Your Honor, we’ have some books here' merely for identification

and we offer them in evidence without reading."
^

Nelson shot back:
'""Why doesn't the prosecution put it on a scale? That would be

the way to do it: by the pound. What is the difference what is in them?"

But remember, dear reader, these are not lines from a ploy. The
' prosecutors rest their case on this literature. People 'ore to be locked

in jail for many years on the charge that they hove dangerous thoughts.

This Poison Spreads
Some who are reading this pamphlet may deplore this«abuse by

.our courts and yet -feel that it is only because the defendants are

Communists that Steve Nelson and the others are being persecuted.

Supreme Coiut Justice William Douglas, warned against this ostrich-

like attitude in these .words: "Suspicion grows until today only the

orthodox idea is the safe one. Suspicion grows until only the person

who loudly proclaims the orthodox view, who once having. been a
Communist, ..has bedn converted, is trustworthy. Fear runs rampant.

The Philadelphia Tribime, a leading Negro weekly, warns that by
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such, reasoning/ If a white person enters a Negro home/ that Negro
is ipso facto a Communist." . ^

Steve Nelson said to the jury; "This is a thought-bontrol trial where
judgment is based on what books ore to be read and what books are
not to be read. Now what is thought-control? What does it mean? ^
It means you can't read what you wont. You can't listen to what you
wont. You can't say whdt you want. And if you object/ you will be
called a 'seditionist'." »»

Stoolpigeons Thrive on Musmonnoism
Having opened the halls of justice to unprincipled politicians and

unreasonable rules of evidence, it is only natural that stool-pigeons
OQ3.d Icddor spies should also be allowed "to enter the door. It is novtr
our sad duty to introduce Mott Cvetic, who was used as "expert"
witness to interpret Steve Nelson’s intentions/ just as it was Mus-^
maimo's business to interpret the literature.

.
CvetiC/ according to his story, became gri informer for the FBI

shortly after he was ordered by a court to pay his sister-in-la-w $300
damages in a cose growing out of a midnight assault on the woman '

while she was a'guest in his home. He also broke her wrist.
Concealing this, court record, he joined the Communist Party in

Pittsburgh. For several years he actively participated in a program i>

supported by the Commimists, to imite Slav-Americans behind Roose-
velt's win-the-war policies., Secretly, however, Cvetic was sending re-

^ '

'

ports to employers and. his FBI superiors on conversations of militant
tmionisls and Pro-Roosevelt members of other organizations, all of
whom he indiscriminately called Communists (probcdDly because ’the
more reports he sent, the more pay he got.) , -

In 1950, when^the Commimist Party was helping organize strike
relief, for miners, 'he revealed himself as a stool-pigeon and made
himself oavailable, at $34 a day, as an expert witness on Commimist
Party intentions.^ Since none of the activities he observed or engaged
in were illegal, he confined his testinrony to conversations he claimed
he had heard. Now let us go to Steve Nelson's trial' record to see
how Cvetic fits into this frame-up.

Cvetic had just stated that he received many thousands of dollars
for magazine stories and moving picture scripts which he admitted
contained! outright lies about the Commimists. , This material was -

advertised as based on information he supplied. Nelson was* ques-
tioning him on testimony in a previous trial—^for which he was also

'

paid—^that he gave about a woman who thereafter lost her job.
NELSON: "Is it true that alter you testified in that case .her employers decided that

your accusations against that woman were unfounded, reinstated her in her position'?"PROSECUTOR: "This is "objected to/' " ’ /

COURT: "Objection sustained/'
NELSON: "I think it i^ important I want to shov/ this man will appear anywhere

and testify against anybody/' . , ^COURT; "You have already shown that" «
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NELSON: "I want to show the w,ay he fingers innocent people for money/'
COURT: "You are doing that."
NELSON: "I want to show that this man can get up and testify agounst anybody for

money and that's what he is doing here • .

/ COURT: "He's admitted that."
NELSON: (continuing) "That time and time again he has been repudiated (in other

cases where he testified for money)."
COURT; "That doesn't say he is to be repudiated here. * ^

Jurors Themselves on Trial Make Fair Verdici* ‘Impossible
Under normal conditions, ' of coiurse, a witness like Cvetic would

be repudiated. In fact, a prosecutor would not dare to go before a
jury with testimony froxp. an admitted.lior. But in this case, where books
and ideas were on trial, the evidence presented had no bearing on the'

jury's verdict.

“the jmrors felt that they themselves were on trial. If th6y returned

a verdict other than what the prosecutor demanded, they feared that

they themselves would be labeled '"Communists", subject to the some
persecutions. One of the talesman who was being considered for the

jury in the Nelson case asked: "If I should be convinced that Steve

Nelson is not guilty, then will I be called a Communist too?" It took '

courage for him to express the fear that dominated other juror's minds.

But, for his courage, he was rejected as a juror by the prosecution.

On the jury for the Steve Nelson case there were seven members
who were employed in plants controlled by the Mellon interests. And
in a city like Pittsburgh where the Mellons and other- ^big interests

control the political and. economic' life of the people, the economic
security of every member of that jury depended either directly or

indirectly on those interests.

Federal Smith Act Prosecutions Open Woy for Frame-Ups
If the perversion of justice described 'here were confined to Pitts-

burgh, we might feel thot^whot we hove here is like on. ugly little

sore on a body that is otherwise healthy, and that in the process of»

"norinal living—^with perhaps a little extra attention—the condition will

retmmtp normal. But the way for this judicial abuse was opened by
the Federal government two years earlier—^in 1948—when it prosecuted

the eleven Commimist Party* leaders in New York for advocating

Rooseyelt's -policy of friendship, with -the Soviet Union as ^gainst

Truman's ‘bi-portisan policy of preparing for war. >
.

Since then, the Federal government has instituted similar prosecu-

tions in other stales and in Hawaii, and threatens to spread them imtil

every part of our country would be infested with these frame-ups.

Onda, Dolsen and Nelson are now indicted even while they wait for

on appeal from their conviction on the Pennsylvania Sedition Act.

Three others in the ^ome district arrested by the Federal government
are Irving Weissmon, Ben Correathers and William Albertson. Now
the six are awedting trial.

The Federaf government uses the Smith Act for framing up its
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victims. Of course, the indictments do not say that they ore prosecuted
for their stand on peace. Instead, they are charged with conspiring
to teach the overthrow of the government by force and violence. And
the Federal government set the example for the State prosecutors for
bolstering this lie. The only proof that is offered to support the charge
is that the defendants had ideas and expressed them. The ideas are
made unlawful on the basis of books that freely circulate in the public
library or that you may have in'your home.

Here is what U. S. Supreme Court Justice William Douglas said in
on opinion dissenting from the conviction in the fir^t Smith Act trial:*

"The doctrine of conspiracy has served divers and oppressive pur-
poses and in its broad reach can be made to do great evil. But never
until today has anyone seriously tho.ught that the ancient law of con-
spiracy could constitutionally be used tp turn speech into seditious con-
duct. Yet that is precisely what is siiggested. I repeat that we deal
here with speech alone, not with speech plus acts of sabotage or unlaw-
fubconduct. Not a single act is charged in the indictment."

Besides showing how to trample on the Constitutional right of free
speech, the Federal government also set an example to the Pittsburgh
prosecutors on the use of witnesses that ordinarily would be thrown
out of a courtroom. Thus in the Smith Act trial in New York, the
federal prosecutor used the testimony of a stoolpigeon, who, while he
was a spy in the Commrmist Party, convinced his own brother-in-law
to, become a Communist in good faith—only to report him to the FBI!

Judge Montgomery,^ vice-president of Americans Battling Commu-
nism, who presided over the Steve Nelson case, had a good example,
too, for rushing Steve Nelson to trial without benefit of defense coim-
sel. .Judge Harold Medina, in the earlier Federal trial in New York,
nursed such hatred for the defense attorneys that he sentenced them
for conten^t of court; and on this, U. S. Supreme Court Justice Hugo
Black said in a dissenting opinion that Medina's actions "impress me
as showing such bitter hostility to the lawyers that the accuser
(Medina) should be disqualified to try them."

The conditions surrounding the jury which made it impossible for a
fair trial in the Pittsburgh cases operated even more unfairly in the
New York federal case. We quote again from Justice Black: ". .”. the
records show a discriminatory selection of the jury panel which pre-
vented a trial beforo a representative cross-section of the commxmity;
the record shows that one member of the trial jury was. violently hos-
tile to petitioners before and during the^trial."

Ugly^Shadow of Hitlerisin
When trials by Musmonnos and Cvetics replace due process of law,

Ihere is always a danger of government-sponsored lawlessness and
violence against the people. Who does not remember the riotous out-
breaks against minorities—the inhmnan torture of prisoners—that the
fascist governments led or encouraged wherever their kangaroo system
of justice was established?

The same danger hovers over our own. United States. We hove
mentioned how no attempt was made to arrest a gunman from Ameri-
cans Battling CJommunism who invaded Steve Nelson's hospital room.
On the other hand, 30 FBI men—^yes, thirty—^were aligned each day
to watch the home in Philadelphia where Nelgon w<m bedridden with



a broken leg, a fractured shoulder and cracked ribs. Since these un-
constitutional trials under the Smith Act began, similar hordes of FBI
men hove been trailing men and women who are outspoken in their
opposition to Truman's foreign policy. What a waste of taxpayers
money, and much worse, what a frightening^ resemblance to fascist,
police-state “thought control!

Warmakers Will Not Crush the Right to Speak for Pe^ace
But observers at the Pittsburgh trials report that people imderstond,

and ore fighting back. , '

,

•

For instance, in the early days of the Steve Nelson trial, only a
small handful of friends dared to attend. With FBI agents officiously
surveying all who entered the court room, and little groups of provoca-
teurs in the corridor insulting anyone whom they did not recognize as
their own, there was reason to be afraid, especially since the Pitts-

burgh newspapers ^11 publicly label you a communist on the mere
say-so of stoolpigeons like Matt Cvetic. Yet os word got aroimd that
Nelson was defying the frame-up> and was fighting the court's legal
hocus-pocus with simple workingclass logic, more and more people
come into the courtroom to show their support.

On tlie day that Ben Careothers testified for him, the court-room
was crowded. IVk. Careothers, age 60, a Negro, is a Communist leader

of long standing in" Western Penn-
sylvania. In the 1930's, the CIO rec-
ognized his popularity among the
workers, and made him an organ-
izer for the steel union. One of the
six Pittsburgh Smith Act victims
scheduled for trial later, he’was re-^

leased from jail only five months
ago, where he had been«cbnfined for
two months until ' $20,000 boil was
raised to free him.

On this day, his friends expected
to say goodby to him again. For
they knew that as soon as he got on
the witness stand, the Judge i::ould

ask him to give the names .of others
in the Communist Party; and there

, was of. comrse no question but what
Mr. Coreathers would refuse to play
a stoolpigeon role. Then he would

be cited for contempt, and returned to jail. "A little risk now to defend
Sieve's right to speak for peace might save us' from World War III,"

he explained. t

After Mr. Caredthers testified, scores of people rushed up to him
in the recess to shake his hand—^in clear sight of the FBI men*or any
Cvelics looking on.

.

It is encouraging, too, that himdreds of people donated their dollars
to pay for the publishing of this pamphlet. It shows that they want to
help in the fight for free speech. It does not necessarily mean that they
subscribe to the ideas that Steve Nelson and the other Communists
hold: It means ony that they know that if Steve Nelson, Andy Onda
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and James Dolsen ore denied, the right
to speak for peace, then others—^who
may hove a different idea of’how to
bring peace, will be denied tKe right to
express their views, too. The Musmon-
nos and Cvetics and Medinas who
serve the wormakers will surely be
stopped if all of us who cherish the U.'^S.

' Constitution will do om: port to defend
it. „

I

' WILLIAM ALBERTSoir, one of the
Pittsburgh Six indicted tmder the Smith
Act. He was a union organizer for
food workers. „

Itving "Weissmon, not pictured here,
another Pittsburgh Six victim^ is a vet-
eran of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade
that fought fascism in Spain in the
1930's.

' Puhlished bv
PENNSYLVANIA COMMITTEE TO DEPEND T^HE PITTSBURGH RTX-

^
205 Hardt Building^, Philadelphia, Pa.

• If you don't like McCorthyism 'ond> Musmannoism
• If you wont to help defend our U. S. Constitution

W'rite ZJs a Lietfer, ‘or Use the JRortn JBelow^^

PENNSYLVANIA CIVIL RIGHTS CONGRESS
205 Hardt Building
Philadelphia, Pa.

(National Office: 23 W. 26th Street, New York, n. Y.)
I, too, am contributing finances to pay for publication and distribution
of more of these pamphlets. Enclosed is -

I want to join the Civil Rights Congress, the organization at the forefront
of the struggle to defend our coni^itutional and human rights.

n I would like to order copies, of this pamphlet at 10c per copy, ^

for which 1 'enclose $ ;

I am lurging President Truman to order dismissal of indictment against
all Smith Act victims, and to amnesty those already imprisoned; andam asli^ng Governor John Pine, Harrisburg, Pa., to drop the charges of

^ sedition against Steve Nelson, Andy Onda and James Dolsen.
I am urging my Congressina,n to work for repeal of the Smith Act.
I would like to have a representative from your Committee speak to my
organization (or group) about the dangers we face from repressive
legislation.

(NAME)

(ATO^RESS)
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DATE 02-04-2011 BY 60324UCBAW/SB/C11

September 1952
Cleveland, Ohio

MEMO SAG

I
furnished the TTriter on July 17, 1952 the following

items, of literature which informant received on July 9, 1952s -

1. An 8 page printed leaflet entitled "The Rosenberg Case a
fact sheet"-' published by the National Committee to Secure
Justice in the Rosenberg Case.

2. A printed booklet captioned "The Inw and HARR! BRIDGES"
published by the/Bridges-Robertson-Schmidt Defense Committee,
150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco 2, California, This
booklet contains a discussion of the HARRY BRIDGES case

beginning with BRIDGES' early union history in the United
States and ending with numerous comments "on the handling
of BRIDGES' trial in San Francisco*

These items will be filed in 66-35 Sub 264 Sub A.

Hffiseaf

66-35 Sub 264 Sub A

GC: 100-17087
100-20243
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On April 5, 1951, Julius Rosenberg and his wife Ethel were sentenced to die

t} /,

ir^'the electric chair, having been convicted on a charge of conspiracy to spy
on^^half of the Soviet Union.

^'^hefiRosenbergs have unswervingly maintained their innocence from the day
*6|^^eir arrest. When Ethel Rosenberg was taken to the Sing Sing death
h6use, she declared:

“We said and we say again that we are victims of the grossest type of political
frame-up ever known in America.”

On February 25, 1952„ the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the verdict
and the sentences in a shocking decision that held, among other things, that
persons could be considered disposed to commit espionage by virtue of their
political or social views. The defendants’ attorneys will appeal the case to
the Supreme Court.

Thousands of people, among them many eminent public figures, do not believe
the Rosenbergs guilty or that their trial was a fair one. Thousands more, who
have grave doubts of their guilt, are horrified at the death sentence.

A number of these citizens have formed the National Committee to Secure
Justice in the Rosenberg Case, and many times their number have contributed
money and time to make new appeals possible and to bring the case, with its

far-flung implications, to the public.

THE ROSENBERGS
Ethel and Julius Rosenberg, until their arrest, led the life of every-day people,
struggling for a livelihood and education, and hoping that their two young
sons, aged nine and four, would be spared the hardships familisir to the
parents.

Julius Rosenberg, 34, was born and raised on the lower East Side of New
York City. He attended public school and Seward Park High School as well
as the Downtown Talmud Torah and Hebrew High School. He graduated
from the City College of New York in 1939 with a Bachelor’s Degree in
Engineering.

Ethel Rosenberg, 36, graduated from Seward Park High School, and took
courses in bookkeeping, stenography, typing, Hebrew, piano, guitar, and

i;
voice, and a course in child psychology at the New School for Social Research.
They lived in an apartment on the lower East Side for which they paid ap-
proximately $45 a month. Since their marriage they lived solely on Julius’ $70
a-week income as a government engineer, except for the past few years when
they managed a meager living from the profits of a small machine shop
business. Julius was an active member of his trade union. Ethel did volunteer
work in community and civilian defense organizations.

THE JMDICTMENr^

The indictment charged the Rosenbergs with initiating a conspiracy during
1944, the last year of the war against nazism, to transmit information “relating
to the national defense of the United States” to the Soviet Union.
The nrosecutor however, went far beyond the indictment, charged that th#j>
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Rosenbergs had given the Soviet Union the “secret’* of the atom bomb, and

attempted to create the impression that the Rosenbergs 'were “Communists,”

holding allegedly “subversive” views, and therefore disposed to c^mrfiit

espionage. He further attempted to impress the jury that a verdict of *|hno-

cent” would be tantamount to repudiation of our government’s foreign policy.

'THE PROSECUTION’S CASE\

Before the trial the prosecutor announced that he would call 118 'witnesses,

among them top scientists Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, Dr. Harold C. Urey;

Gen. Leslie R. Groves, head of the atom bomb project during the war; agents

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation; alleged associates of the Rosenbergs

in the “conspiracy”; and two “star” witnesses. All witnesses were supposed

to give evidence of Rosenberg’s alleged spy activities.

Of these 118, the prosecutor called only 20, among them none of the above

named scientists or FBI agents. Of the 20, 8 merely gave details of a trip

which Sobell took to Mexico, a trip which the prosecutor did not allege to be

for espionage purposes: 1 testified to security measures taken at the Los

Alamos project; 1 explained a lens mold dra'wn for the trial by Greenglass;

1 was an engineer who interpreted a sketch and a report concerning the atom

bomb submitted by Greenglass; 1 was the Rosenberg family doctor who
testified that Rosenberg had asked him questions pertaining to inoculations

necessary for a trip to Mexico ; 1 was a relative of Ruth Greenglass, who tes-

tified that David had given him $4000 to hold for him; 1 was the sister of Ruth

Greenglass who testified that she was once asked to leave the room by Julius

Rosenberg on a visit to the Greenglass home; 1 was a witness who identified

a photograph of Anatoli Yakovlev, a former Soviet consular aide named a co-

defendant in the trial, and who had returned to his country in December 1946

;

1 was Elizabeth Bentley, who in effect contended that all communists were

spies, but had never met any of the defendants; 1 was Harry Gold, who,

admitting that he had never knovra or seen or been involved in any way with

the Rosenbergs or Sobell, luridly described his o'wn espionage activities. Of

the remaining 3 witnesses, 1 said that Rosenberg had on two occasions made

espionage overtures to him, but he had declined each time. This witness. Max
Elitcher, admitted that he faced a five year prison sentence for perjury, that

he had Ijeen threatened by FBI agents with prosecution for espionage, and

that he “hoped for the best” as a result of his uncorroborated testimony. He is

free today, never having been tried. The remaining two witnesses, David and

Ruth‘ Greenglass, were both, according to the prosecutor, and their own
statements, involved in the alleged conspiracy, but as a result of their tes-

timony, of which more later, Ruth was never brought to trial, and her husband

got off with a 15 year sentence.

The government’s entire case is based on the Greenglass’s uncorroborated

testimony, a fact conceded by the Court of Appeals, which in upholding ^the

convictions declared that without the testimony of the Greenglasses, “the

con'viction could not stand,” The prosecutor produced 32 exhibits as
^

docu-

mentary evidence,” Not one of these documents, by the prosecutor s own
‘ admission, connected the Rosenbergs with a conspiracy to commit espionage.

In fact, only two of the documents had any link whatever to the Rosenbergs.
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One was a collection can issued by the Spanish Refugee Appeal, the otherwas a nominating petition, signed by Ethel, for Peter V. CaS^hi^ne, a suc-^sful Communist candidate for the City Council of New York.The prosecutor fill^ the overwhelming bulk of his case with persistent in-smuaUons that the Rosenhergs were Communists, that U. S. monopoly of thea om omb was important to world peace, and that war with the Soviet Unionwas virtually inevitable.
union

THE STAR WITNESSES.

David Greenglass, brother of Ethel Rosenberg, and his wife Ruth, were the

esSraSrr®
Rosenhergs. Both admitted that they had committed

^I delfh pen^ty.

at a time by^Ao%M^’
sohtary confinement, and visited for hours

himself later became a star govern-ment wtness against the eminent Negro scholar Dr. W. E. B. DuBois in a

case ou^o? c?urS aI?

^

agent (the judge threw thecase out of court). After extended negotiations by the Greenglasses Roeffe

arrite?T v Saypol and agents of the Department of Justice, The FBI
O'a the basis ofinformation” given by the Greenglasses.

uncorroborated testimony was the only evidence presentedthat the Rosenhergs had conspired to steal the atom-bomb secret. Their tes-

oAer nroofrr
Rosenhergs was solely oral, and no documents or

„S!
Proofs linking the Rosenhergs to espionage were introduced. No wit-

substantiate any conversations on espionage thatXg-
<rlir

the Greenglasses and the Rosenhergs. David GreeS-glass testified that relying solely on his memory of snatches of ove^eard
conversation at the atom-bomb project at Los Alamos, and his remembrance
of details of blueprints which had been shown to him as part of his work as a
machinist, he had drawn up an elaborate sketch of the atom bomb, togetherwth twelve pages of written material, which he allegedly conveyed as adescription of the bomb to Rosenberg*
The following are Greenglass’ actual qualifications for this impressive feat:

1) experience as an ordinary machinist in both army and civilian life;
2) a high school education, plus 8 technical courses at Brooklyn .Poly-technic Institute, in all 8 of which he admitted he was graded “failure”;
3) an admission that he was ignorant of the formulae governing com-ponent parts of the atom bomb, and that he had never taken courses or readbooks on such essential subjects as elementary, differential or advancedMiculus, thermodynamics, quantum mechanics, nuclear or atomic physics.Not a single atomic scientist was caUed to support David Greenglass* testi-mony concerning the atom bomb or to confirm the authenticity of the “sketch”

of the atom bomb he made for the trial. Instead, John Derry, assigned as a
* *

. Lieutenant, an aide to General Groves, whose job in the Army was
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znainfy related to personnel, was called upon to testify that the manufactured
^etch reflected to^ a “substantial degree” the principles of the atom homh.Deny s sole qualification” was a Bachelor of Engineering degree.Had Dr. Harold C. Urey been called by the prosecutor, as the latter had
announced he would .do. Dr. Urey could have demolished Greenglass’ testi-mony by repeating what he had said on March 3, 1946, during Congressional
hearings on whether the atom bomb should he controlled by civilians or the
Army. The N. Y. Times reports him as saying: *^Detailed data on the atomic
bomb^ he declared^ would require ^80 to 90 volumes of close print* which only
a scientist^ or engineer would be able to read Any spies capable of pick-
ing up this information* Dr. Urey added, "will get information more rapidly
by staying at home and working in their own laboratories^ ”
Responsible periodicals and science editors commented as follows on Green-
glass testimony:

: “Some of his testimony made little scientific sense.”

^
^-^^-A-ZINE’S Science Editor: “Greenglass* implosion bomb appears

illogical, if not downright unworkable.”
AMERICAN: “History’s most elaborately guarded secret

—

how to make an atomic bomb—was casually let out of the bag in a courtroom
last month. Or was it?”

The prosecutor set out to show that the defendants were Communists and
that Communists are spies. This had nothing to do with either the indictment
or proof that the Rosenbergs had conspired to commit espionage. The prose-
<mtor said that the Rosenbergs had allegedly committed this crime because
their loyalty was to “communism in this country and communism throughout
the world. But he did not establish that the Rosenbergs were Communists.
Instead, he showed:

1) the Rosenbergs had a Spanish Refugee appeal can in their home;
2) Ethel Rosenberg was one of 50,000 New York citizens who had signed

a nominating petition in 1941 for Peter V. Cacchione, successful Communist
Party candidate for New York ‘City Councilman;

3 ) the Rosenbergs carried sick and death benefit insurance with the Inter-
national "Vrorkers Order, a multi-national, inter-racial fraternal insurance
society with 160,000 members in 18 states;

4) the Rosenbergs were both active members of their trade unions; Ethel
in Local 65 of the Wholesale, Retail and Warehouse Workers Union; Julius
in the Federation of Architects, Engineers and Technicians;

5) the Rosenbergs occasionally read the Daily Worker;
6) the Rosenbergs believed that the Soviet Union had borne the brunt of

the war against Nazi Germany, and that it had done its share in wiping out
the murderers of 6 million Jews

;

7) the Rosenbergs had been pleased and lauded the United States and
Great Britain for opening up a second front;

8) Julius Rosenberg had once been accused of being a Communist, for
which he had been fired from the Signal Corps, although he had sworn that
he was not a Communist.



AN> ARGUMENT FOR FOREIGN POLICY’ irfSTEAD OF EVlDEt^eE

The prosecutor argued that the atom bomb was “the one weapon that might
well hold the key to the survival of this nation.” He argued that the United
States had made every efEort to keep the principles of the atom bomb a secret,

and insinuated that since the Soviet Union was by then known to have the

bomb, the Rosenbergs must be guilty of having conspired to transmit its

secret to that country.
Leaving aside the absurdity of this kind of “proof” against the Rosenbergs,

all recognized authorities deny the possibility of atom-bomb monopoly and
atom-bomb “secrets.” This is what these authorities say:

ATOMICS, a monthly scientific magazine, September 1949: “Since the

discovery of uranium fission in 1938 there has been no basic secret regarding

an atomic bomb.”

SMYTH REPORT, official report of the U. S. government on atomic energy

development, published in 1945: “. . . the principles that have been used

were well known to the international scientific world in 1940.”

INTERNATIONAL NEWS SERVICE, December, 1950, in a story date-

lined Washington, D. C. : “The Atomic Energy Commission Friday bared

secret documentary proof that Russia has known the scientific secrets of

atom bomb manufacture since 1940, the year the United States began attempts

to develop the missile.”

DR. J. ROBERT OPPENHEIMER, in a speech in January, 1951, said,

according to the N. Y. Times: “. . . that there were no ‘unpublished’ secrets

concerning atomic weapons, and no ‘secret laws of nature’ available only

to a few.”

NEW YORK TIMES, Feb. 24, 1952: “The British development of an atom
bomb confirmed what had been apparent when the Russians exploded their

bomb in 1949—that the secret of the atom bomb was not a secret, that any

nation with the resources could construct one, but only big and wealthy

nations could afford this kind of armament.”

SENTEf^E j;

In imposing the death sentence against Ethel and Julius Rosenberg, Judge
Irving Kaufman said that they had “altered the course of history to the dis-

advantage of our country . . . we have evidence of your treachery around us

every day ... I believe your conduct has already caused, in my opinion, the

Communist aggression in Korea, with resultant casualties exceeding 50,000

and who knows but that millions more of innocent people may pay the price

of your treason.”

From the Judge’s comments, it appears that he sentenced the Rosenbergs. to

death for crimes with which they were not at all charged. They were neither

accused of treason nor was any evidence brought in linking them in any way
to the instigation of any wars, past, present, or future. But the Judge’s com-

ments, and the death sentence, like the jury’s verdict, is in line with the
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prosecution s inability to bring in convincing proof that the Resenbergs con*
spired to commit espionage, substituting, instead, inflammatory and reckless
charges that had nothing to do with the case.
It is unthinkable that the same verdict and the same sentence would have
been given had these wild accusations formed the basis of a “case” during
the war years (when the USSR was our ally ) , when the alleged conspiracy
was supposed to have taken place, or even in the first years following the
end of the war.
Further, we can compare the sentences given to confessed or convicted traitors
and saboteurs such as Axis Sally and Xokyo Rose, who got ten years each,
and the famous IVXoIzahn case in which four men who gave vital secrets to
Germany in the Fall of 1941 were let off with 5 to 15 year sentences.
Finally, this is the first time in the history of our country that a civil court
has imposed the death- sentence for a charge of espionage. No person com-
mitting treason, the gravest of all crimes, has ever been executed.

THE 4TAmf^QFvANTi-SEMrTISM

Shortly after the trial was over the prosecutor, although Jewish, was severely
reprimanded by a United States Court of Appeals for practicing anti-Semi-
tism in another case. This grave charge, is bolstered by the fact that the
Rosenberg trial, in a city whose population is one-third Jewish, proceeded
without a single Jewish juror due to challenges by the prosecution.
Here are comments from the Jewish press:

THE DAY: “The death sentence imposed by Judge Kaufman left the feel-
ing that precisely because he is a Jew did he go to an extreme and deal
judgment with a heavy hand . . . that Judge Kaufman is a Jew has perhaps
unconsciously motivated him to issue a sentence which, in the opinion of
many, is considered to be unjust and brutal.”

DAILY FORWARD: “Too horrible . every Jew feels the same way.”
CHICAGO SENTINEL, an Anglo-Jewish paper, in a column on Feb. 7,

1952 by Rabbi G. George Fox, one of the most widely known Rabbis in the
mid-west, an eminent scholar and author: “I am certain that Judge Kaufman’s
decision will be found unjust, if not illegal.”

1) The Rosenbergs were convicted on imsubstantial and incredible evidence.
2) The prosecution prejudiced and inflamed the jury by bringing in ex-
traneous issues in every phase of the trial.

3) The suspicion of anti-Semitism taints the entire trial.

\vhen it is borne in mind that Ethel and Juhus Rosenberg were ordinary folk
like the vast majority of us, that they were not leaders of any political or
social or economic movements, it becomes clear that a new danger faces
vast majority, the danger that past or present or future views on social issues
may become the basis for wild accusations, imprisonment, and even death.
That is why it is in the interest of all Americans, regardless of their beliefs
and nr«»«»do. tn tnalc^ that iustice ia doni* in the Rosenberg Case.



FOR JUSTICE
WRITE to President Truman and Attorney General J. Howard McGrath,

Tell them what you think. Ask that the government consent to a reversal of
the Rosenberg conviction, thus permitting a new trial or discontinuance of
their prosecution.

URGE your Senators and Congressmen to make the foregoing request to
the White House and the Department of Justice.

WRITE the National Committee to Secure Justice in the Rosenberg Case
for more information. We will send you our new 32-page pamphlet secure
JUSTICE IN THE ROSENBERG CASE,” by William A. Reuben, which tells the
whole story. Ask for as many as you can possibly circulate. Send us a financial
contribution—big or little. We need help. Use the form below.

SPONSORS (Partial List)

Nelson Algren
Emily Alman
Dr. Herbert .Apthekcr
Ivan Von Auw
Dr. Edward K. Barsky
Prof. E. Berry Burgum
Alice HiU Byrne
John F. Clewe
Prof. Ephraim Cross
Marjorie DiSilva
Dr. Katherine Dodd
Dr. W* E. B. DuBois

Gertrude Evans
Waldo Frank
Joseph Friedman
B. Z. Goldberg
Shirley Graham
Nahum Greenberg
Rabbi Louis D, Gross
Louise Harding Horr
Rev. Spencer Kennard
Hon. Robert Morss Lovett
Dr. Bernard Lubka
Dr. John Marsalka

John T. McManus
Mrs. Bessie Mitchell
Capt. Hugh N. MuJzac
William A. Reuben
Dr. John L. Simon
Leon Straus
Lois Timmins
Elizabeth Todd
Dr. Leonard Tushnet
Dr. Gene Weltfish

Joseph Brainin, Prov. Chairman
David Alman, Exec. SecV-

NATIONAL COMMITTEE TO SECURE JUSTICE IN THE ROSENBERG CASE
246 Fifth Avenue^ New York I, N. Y. MUrray Hill 4-7140

I want to receive your material. I enclose $ to help. Please send

me copies of the pamphlet on the Rosenberg case, and

copies of the fact sheet.

0

NAME

ADDRESS.

CITY^ ZONE STATE

Pamphlets. . . . : 5^ single copies, $4.00 per 100, $15 per 500

Fact Sheet, . . 3^ single copies, $2.50 per 100, $8 per 500
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MEMO SAC

I I furnished the Yrriter on August 4, 19^2 a two page b7D
mimeographed bulletin issued by the Ohio Bill of Rights Conference received
by the informant on August 1, 1952.

This bulletin carries articles concerning the Un-American Activities
Committee in Ohio and th^NATHANIEL VfOODEN casej it beir^ noted NATHANIEL
IITOODEN, a negro, y;as beaten by a hoodlum mob in the Mayfield area of
Cleveland and the Civil Rights Congress is attempting to defend WOODEN*

This item ivill be placed in 66-35 Sub 264 sub A.

SA.

b6
b7C

fMBseaf/
66-35 Sub 264 Sub A

CC; 100-17087
100-17261
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Earjr in the morning on July 6th, Mr. Eathaniol Wooden was brutally beaten 'by

^ anti-Negro, hoodlw. mob in the vicinity of the Golden Bowl Restaurant on MayfieldRoaa in the Murray Hill seotion-of Cleveland. Mr, Yfooden had gone to this restau-
rant to pick up a worker who had just finished her job for the night as dishwasher,
he ^ynching-bent mob broke -bhe victim's jaw,, fractured- his ribs, injured him in-ternally and leit him lying in the gutter in semi-consciousness* The owner of therestaurant re:^sed to permit the womai^worker to phone the police. Later when thepoxioe were finally reached, they declined to return to the area of the beating toinvestigate on the grounds that they might be beaten also,

-,,r j
^ citizens' committee ms quickly formed at a meeting at the church of Mr.

Wooden's pastor. Neighbors and friends of Mr. Wooden, the NAA.CP, the Bill of Rights
Conference, the Progressive Party, trade unionists, ministers joined hands in set-
ting up the committee. A few days later, a delegation of 21 people went to City
Hall to demand the immediate investigation and jailing of the hoodlums from Mayor
Burke. Mss Carrie Butler graphically presented the facts of the case to Burke*
Frieda Katz of the Bill of Rights Conferences trade unionist Fred Gardner joined
others in^ demanding payment of Wooden’s medical expenses, open hearings on this case

1

oases. The Mayor agreed to look into the case at once andasked the delegation to come back and meet with him the following morning,

c- result of the delegation's work, the leader of the hoodlum gang, Dominic
Celioo, -was arrested and brought to trial. In addition, the Mayor guaranteedWooden his old job back on recovery j or a new job©

the ^Ud'p attempted to charge Celioo with a misdemeanor and sethim ^ee on |200>00 bail, (it is interesting to note that recently a man arrestedfor deportation by the Immigration Department as part of their program for the
the foreign born had bail set at #4,000,00.) Wooden's attorneyfou^t for and won the right to have the hoodlum tried for an act of felony. Trialis set for August 4th and efforts are being made to arrest the rest of the^gang.

CIVIL RIGHTS CONGRESS ANNOUNCES VICTOEy-
IN OSCAR SMILACK CASE

Oscar Smilaok, a Columbus businessman
was arraigned before the Ohio Un-American
Committee. Smilaok was faced with ten
contempt citations because he refused to
become a stoolpigeon for the committee
and name Columbus fighters for peace.

At the suggestion of the prosecutor.
Judge King ordered Smilaok sent to
State Hospital for the Criminal Insane,
He was rushed out of court over protests
of his attorneys, unable to say goodby to
his family. A mass campaign of protest
by CRC^ trade unions, legal action by
attorneys and the American Civil Liber-
ties Union, secured habeas corpus release
of Smilack and a court reversal.



MPIOI'JAL BOARD MEETING
CHICAGO, JULY 2nd

Civil Rights Congress Board will launch
a new campaign to repeal the Smith Act
end develop the fullest unity of vMte
vrorkers and the Negro people in this
fight. 50,000 leaflets will bo issued in
Ohio for Smith Act repeal with special
emphasis in appeals to labor, the Negro
people and the Jewish Community. Also,
a national petition for 50,000 signatures
for repeal of Smith Act directed to Con“
gressmen and candidates for political
office. Mass rallies and radio programs
will be organized for the repeal campaign*

A drive was opened for additional sale
of 100,000 copies of '‘VITe Charge Genocide’’
the CEC petition to the United Nations,

The new Smith Act campaign coupled with
a demand for amnesty of Smith Act victims
will 03 boldly injected into the election
campaigns in the Congressional distriots
and will culminate in a national Civil
Rights Conference to be held in January.

In other actions, the Board demanded of
Governor Fine of Pennsylvania that he
grant full amnesty immediately to Steve
Nelson, recentily sentenced to 20 years in
prison under the Sedition Act of Penn,
for speaking out for peace and civil
rights,

The Board further underscored its cam-
paigns for the freedom of Ifics, Rosa Lee
Ingram and for Julius and Ethel Rosenberg.

UN-AMERICAN COMMITTEE STOPPED IN CINCY

The witch hunt planned by the Ohio Un-
American Committee in Cincinnati fell to
pieces thanks to the exposure of the oom-
mittee and pressure by the decent-minded
citizens of Ohio. The Committee had al-
ready held illegal sessions in a few Ohio
cities and had planned to extend them in

effort to smear and jail more progres-
sives, With the exposure ’of the eCmmittee
and its illegal operation, the people
forced it to close shop in Cinoy. CRC
thanks its friends who helped in the job,

-2-
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On April loth, Stanford and Henry
Davis were on their way home from a
ohoir rehearsal. On the way, Henry Da-
vis, a World War II veteran became ill,
the result of a war incurred malady*
His brothers ware called and were es-
corting him home when they were accosted
by Cleveland police who stated that the
brothers ivere drunk and proceeded to
beat them on the street.

They were beaten again at the police
station. The two brothers were then
sentenced to 10 days and 70 days in the
workhouse plus fines on charges of as-
sault and battery and resisting arrest.

An appeal for a new trial (to exone-
rate the brothers from the kangaroo
court style sentencing) is under way
and a civil suit is being launched a-
gainat five Cleveland policemen respon-
sible for the brutality, Tmile the
civil suit for damages is under way, a
campaign is also being undertaken to
demand criminal action against the five
police by the Federal Grand Jury. One
of the police, Wayne Neal, already de-
moted from sergeant, is under investi-
gation because of alleged unsavory
activities while working on the Narcotics
Squad,

WIRE OR WRITE GOVERNOR FRANK LAUSCHE
TO ABOLISH OHIO UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES
COMMISSION

* :f: ^

JOIN THE CIVIL RIGHTS CONGRESS—WRITE
US FOR MORE INFORMATION—-SEI® US THE
NAMES OF YOUR FRIENDS FOR OUR MILINGLIST—SEND US A CONTRIBUTION TO HELP
US CONTINUE AND E}CPEHD OUR WORK IN OHIO

Ohio Bill of Rights Conforence and
American Committee for Protection of
the Foreign Born q

ricnic
SUNDAY, AUGUST I7th , 12:00 NOON ON
HANDLIR'S, 16613 Glenpark Road
near Miles and Lee Roads
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Cleveland, Ohio
September 15, 1952

100-19379
100-20116

100-200U2
100-18776
100-10263
100-19086
100-18392
100-2262
100-9265

100-850U
100-13507
100-13371
100-17902

100-2053U
65-563
100-3229
100-20393
100-56

THaiAS, GEORGIA 100-11826 KREITNER, MORRIS
BILES, SUE 100-9759 MJIGED07ITZ, ANN
DECKER, ROBERT 100-17357 BALTIC, NICK
DENffiS, MYRTLE 100-17033 KREITNER, FREEDS SMITH
DENIES, RAY , 100-19971 MCMILLAN, JAMES
DELACY, HESTER 100-18972 MITCHELL, MEL
DELACY, HUGH 100-18923 MITCHELL, HORTENSE
HABER, JOSEPH 100-20092 NIKOS, MARY
HABER, muim IOO-IIU60 OVCHAR, CAROLINE
HALAMEK, AI'ITON 100-19938 RENE, ETHEL
HiiUG, FRED 100-19797 ROBERTS, SARAH
E4UG, J'WRIB 100-l8i|.06 feOTHENBERG, DON
REINTHALSR, 100-8850 TURNER, MARY
BLUfAENFELD, ANITA 100-15197 IHERRY, MARGARET
BORTELL, PlilL. 100-20^21 YOUNG, EDDIE
BORTELL, SOPHIA ' 100-18760 PROGRESSIVE PARTI
BRENT, AL 100-17261 NEGRO
laLPAlRICK, ADMERIAL 100-11731 TAYLOR, PAUHNE

received by SA|

foxind as seria

The folloTdng is the verbatim report of [dated 8-8-5?
~l on 9-8-52, -The original memo vdll be

of 66-35 Sub 26k SA,

HIB'AES
66-35 Sub 26i|.-SA >

cc; Birmingham Enel. 2

Cincinnati '• 2

Detroit •' 2

Minneapolis '• 2

New Jork ”
• 2

Los Angeles ” 2

San Francisco 2

cc; Chicago End. 2

ni
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GleyeiAnd, Ohio,
' August*‘8th 19^2

.

" On July Uth, ^th, & 6th, in Chicago, Illinois the Progressive

Party of Cleveland held its National Convention, and to announce the

President & Vice-President canidate of the Progressives, namely Vincent

H allanan, and Charlotta Bass.

There were thirty-two people who vfent by train, among those

recognized were Ethel Renee, Joe Haber, Sarah Roberts, Hop Ort, Julia

Brovm, Margaret Wherry, Nick Baltic, James McMillan, Bob Decker, Joe

Petraus, Anathor^r Halamek, Ann Magetovitz, others from Cleveland who

went by train or bus were, Hugh & Hester DeLacy, Don Rothenberg, Lee

Morgan, Sue Biles, Bill Haber, Maury Nickor, Fred & Marie Hauge, Myrtle

& Ray Dennis, Mel & Hortense Mitchell, Freda & Morris Krietner, Eddie

'lounge, Mary Turner, A. Kilpatrick, Albernt Brent, Caroline Ovchar,

Georgia Thomas, Sophia & Phil Bartell, Eric Reinthaler, imita Blumenfield,

Pauline Taylor from Youngstovm, Ohio. From Nevf York City T/ere 'TCELIIM

Patterson, Paul Roberson, Dr, V/.E.B. DuSois, Elizabeth Girlie Flynn,

Angie Dickerson, Thelma Dale, Mrs Robeson, Vito Marcantonio, who was

chairman, Shirley Graham, from Alabama & New York vrea Henry Moss, Rev.

Charles Hill from Michigan.

From Minesota was a whit woman Irene Hall, from Kentucky a

negro vroman Ceasa Bell, from California was a Mary Childs, from Detroit

Michigan was Ex-Senator Stanley Novark, Ray Cox from California aj^john

Marshall from Latord.a, Ohio, ^

On Saturday July 5, Don Rothenberg introduced^scar Smilak,

and asked the people to here what Oscar had to say about hov/ he was rail-

roaded to prison and then to the insane asylum, Oscar told the people

that the negroes viere being treated terrible, much worse than the whites,

and that they get very little to eat, and were beaten all the time for

'little or nothing.

Vivan Hallinan spoke and said the v/omen v/ere no longer content

to say in their homes, because the homes were no longer safe. Butch

Hallinan spoke and praised his father and said if his father had not

faught hard for Harry Bridges he would not be in prison. Butch said the

younger generation would not give up the battle, and that they were more

militant and more sure of success.

Dr. DUBOIS spoke, and protested Paul Robeson being imable to

leave the United States, and if the people vranted war. Elect Eisenhower

because he was trained for v/ar, and Virar v/as all Eisenhower knew, Paul

Robeson spoke, and said the ilmerican people were ready to fight, because

he had reached close to a 100,000 people on his tour.



MMO SAC

Charlotta Bass said there was no future for the negro people
in the Republic Party^ Charlotta said Wendell Wilkie stood for one v«rorld*
Charlotta also stated that she had walked the picket lines for the right
of all men and woraen^ she also had defended Mexican-American boys
from the clubs of police^ She said in 19i|.8 the Progressive party v/as
boruj and in the first time in her life^ she savf a party that provided
a home big enough for negro and v/hite^ she said fascism had been wiped
out abroad^ but had taken root in this country,

Mary Turner spoke and asked all negro women to join hands and
fight for the deliberation of all negroes^ and their white sisters and
brothei^s.** .

Care should be used in disseminating the above information to
paraphrase it so as not to reveal the identity of the informant*

b6
b7(
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Oleveiana, unio.

August 8th 1952.

On July 4th, 5th, & 6th, in Chicago, Illinois the Progressive

Party of Cleveland held its National Convention, and to announce the

President & Vice'^Presiid.6nt canidate of the Progressives, namely

Vincent Hallanan, and Charlotta Bass .

There were thirty-two -people who went by train, among those re-

cognized were Ethel Renee, Joe Haber, Sarah Roberts, Hope Ort, Julia

Brown, Margaret Wherry, Nick Baltic, James McMillan, Bob Decker, Joe

Petraus, Anathony Halamek, Ann Magetovitz, others from Cleveland who

went by train or bus were, Hugh & Hester DeLacy, Don Rothenberg, Lee

Morgan, Sue Biles, Bill Haber, Mary Nickor, Fred & Marie Hauge, Myrtle

& Ray Dennis, Mel & Hortense Mitchell, Freda & Morris Krletner, Eddie

Younge, Mary Turner, A. Kilpattick, Albernt Brent, Caroline Ovchar,

Georgia Thfimas, Sophie & Phil Bart ell, Eric Reinthaler, Anita

field, Pauline Taypor from Youngstown, unio. From New fork City were

William Patterson, Paul Roberson, Dr. W.E.B. DuBois, Elizabeth Girlie

Flynn, Angle Dlckersto,- Thelma Dale, Mrs Robeson, Vito Marcantonio,

who was chairman, Shirley Graham, from Alabama & New Yorm wea Henry

Moss , Rev. Charles Mill from Michigan, R

From Minesota was a white vro»iA0 Irene Hall, from Kentucky a

negro wo^jftK. 0,easa Bell, from California was a Mary Childs, from Detroit

Michigan was Ex-Senator Stanley Novark, Ray Cox from California a

John Marshall from Latonla Ohio

.

On Saturday July^ Don Rothenberg introduced Ascar Smilak, and

asked the people to here what Oscar had to say about how hfl' was rail-

roaded to prison and then to the insane asylum, fiscar told the people



•^hat the negroes were being treated terrible, much worse than the

whites, and that they g^ very little to eat, and v/ere beaten all the

time for little or nothing.
iy'lAK—

.

Vivan Hallinan spoke and said the womsn were no longei^content to sfeay

in their homes, because the homes were no longer safe. Butch Hallinan

spoke and praised his father and said if his father had not faught

hard for Harry Bridges he would not be in prison. Butch said the younge^

generation would not give up the battle, and that they were more mil- .

Itant and more sure of success

.

Dr. Dubois spoke, and protested Paul Robeson being unable to

leave the United States, and if the people wanted war, ELect Eisen-

hov7er because he was trained for war, and war was all Eisenhower knew.

Paul Robeson spoke, and said the American people. were ready to fight,

because' he had reached close to a 100,000 people on his tour.

Oharlotta Bass said there was no future for the negro people

in the Republican Party, Oharlotta said Wendell Wilkie stood for one
^ .

j

'
5

world, ^harlotta also stated that she had walked the picket lines for
|

the...-ri-g^oOf all men and women ,she also had defended Mexican-Amerlcan'

boys from the clubs of police., she said in 1948 the Progressive Party '

was born, and in the first time in her life , she saw a party that

provided a ho^e big enough for negro and whijre, she said fascism had

been wiped out abroad, but had taken root in this country.

Mary Turner spoke and asked all negro women to join hands and

fight for the deliberation of all negroes, and their white sisters and

brothers

.
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Published by the Bridges-Robertson-Schmidt Defense Committee

150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco 2, California, U.S.A.

February 1952
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The LAW and Harry Bridges

ON March 18, 1952, the case of Harry Bridges will be argued before

the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in San Francisco.

The leader of the Internationa'! Longshoremen's 8C "Warehousemen’s

Union, the first vice-president J. R. Robertson and Henry Schmidt, execu-

tive board member of the union, will be appealing their convictions on

charges of conspiracy and perjury, carrying prison sentences of five, two

and two years, respectively.

For Harry Bridges this appeal involves the additional threat of depor-

tation and it marks the fourth time in eighteen years that he has been in

jeopardy of loss of liberty.

The trial that resulted in these convictions lasted four and a half

months—from November 14, 1949, to April 4, 1950. It was a direct out-

come of Bridges’ attaining American citizenship in 1945, after he had re-

ceived a clean bill of health from the United States Supreme Court.

In every instance (and there were three earlier processes) Bridges had

been charged with the same "crime”—membership in the Communist Party.

In every previous .
instance he had been cleared.

There follows a history of the law and Harry Bridges. It will con-

vince the reader that Bridges’ attorneys state no more than the truth when,*

in the current appeal, they say this prosecution is "
. . unique in the annals

of American legal history . . . (which) if permitted to succeed will make

a mockery of the proud boast that ours is a government of laws and not

of men.”

It will explain why the late Associate Justice of the Supreme Court,

Frank Murphy, felt impelled to write this now classical opinion:

"The record in this case will stand forever as a monument to man’s intoler-

ance of man. Seldom if ever in the history of this nation has there been such

a' concentrated and relentless crusade to deport an individual because he dared

to exercise the freedom that belongs to him as a human being and that is

guaranteed him by the Constitution.”

The history of this case will reveal the activities which prompted Judge

William Healy of the Ninth Circuit Court to charge in 1950 that officials

have "... prostituted themselves . . . and have become tools of military

expediency.”
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Proof will be offered in these pages that no man in American history

has suffered so many violations of his legal rights under the Constitution
as has this defendant, Harry Bridges. Proof will be offered that the eighteen

years of persecution have been visited upon this man solely because of his

militant trade union activities.

"Equal Justice Under Law” are the words carved into the facade of
the United States Supreme Court building in Washington. The history

of this case will expose to exactly what degree that slogan has been per-

verted, adulterated and nullified.

So long as the Bridges case remains a blot upon American legal tra-

dition, so long will every American freedom be in danger.

A Union Is Born

HARRY BRIDGES has been in the United States for thirty-two

years. He came from Australia as a seaman at the age of twenty, in 1920.

He worked as a sailor (he has an honorable discharge from the U. S.

Coast 6C Geodetic Survey)
,
then as a longshoreman on the docks of San

Francisco, the city he calls home.

For- the first fourteen years of his life here,* he lived in obscurity, one

of a group of longshoremen who worked hard when there was work, try-

ing to make ends meet. He was one of thousands on the waterfront who
became increasingly discontented with the hardships and danger of the

work; with the graft and kick-backs and gangsterism; with low wages and
miserable working conditions and the slave-market character of the "shape-

up”, the hiring of men from the docks, with its attendant insecurity and
lack of human dignity.

Recent events on the docks of New York, where there was a rebellion by
rank and file longshoremen, brings past history sharply into focus. It was just,

such conditions as still exist on the East Coast under Joe Ryan^s International

Longshoremen’s Association that led to the 1934- San Francisco strike, from
which Harry Bridges emerged as a leader. Even today the difference between

these two unions is dramatically clear. The shape-up still exists in New York,
with gangsters taking a slice of each man’s wages. On the West Coast men are

THE LAW AND
HARRY BRI DOES
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hired through a hiring hall, with equal distribution of work, and wages and
without favoritism or discrimination because of race, color or creed. On the

West Coast there are job security, speed and safety regulations, an excellent

health and welfare plan and one of the best worker^ pension plans in America.

On the East Coast there is no job security, the employer can fire at will, mili-

tant workers are blacklisted, advancement comes through graft or favoritism,

and there are no union participation in health and welfare, no minimum wage
guarantees. As for wages, the figures tell the story: Average yearly wage,

ILWU: $5200; ItA: $1700.

For fourteen years Harry Bridges worked on the docks and no agency

of Government tried to deport him, no money was spent spying on him,

no newspapers libeled him, no prosecutors tried to dig into every facet

of his mind and ' ferret out every political, social or economic view he

might hold.

In 1934 Bridges emerged as the leader of the historic W^est Coast mari-

time strike, which broke the back of the super-exploitation of longshoremen

and was a great incentive to the massive trade union organizing drives that

swept that coast in the middle 1930’s.

From that day in 1934 Harry Bridges has been the victim of more
violations of the Constitution, the law and the traditions of our land than

any other man in American history.

‘‘Get Bridges’*—1934 ... 1939

TJLN 1934, shortly after the big strike, the first "get Bridges” deportation

hearing was held. He was investigated by the San Francisco Police De-

partment as well as by the Federal Immigration Service—and cleared of

the charge of membership in the Communist Party.

A 1936 Labor Department memorandum said: "In short, whenever

any legal ground for the depor^jation of Bridges has been, brought to the

attention of the Department of Labor, it has been investigated, but, in-

variably it has been found that he was in the clear and that his status as

an immigrant was entirely clear.”
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The San Francisco police even got in touch with the Melbourne, Aus-

tralia, police, only to find . the Melbourne Police had no record of

Bridges.”

One would have- thought these first investigations were thorough enough
to have ended any further attempts to deport the man. But the **get

Bridges” forces apparently had the illusion that if they could deport him
somehow they could slow down the march of labor, stifle the vast changes

taking place.

Years later, the classical concurring opinion of Justice Frank Murphy
recalled the significance of this campaign:

"For more than a decade powerful ecomonic and social forces have com-
bined with public and private agencies to seek the deportation of Marry
Bridges. . . . Bridges incurred the hatred and hostility of those whose interests

coincided directly or indirectly with the vicious and inhumane prdctices toward
longshoremen that Bridges was combating." Those "interests” Murphy de-

scribed as "Industrial and farmiri^ organizations (Associated Farmers of Cali-

fornia), veterans* groups, city police departments and private undercover or-

ganizations all joined in an unremitting effort to deport him ...”

Again in 1936, the Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalisation

testified before a House Committee: "The situation with reference to

Bridges is this: He has a perfect legal right to be in this country. The
San Francisco police followed him unremittingly for years, and our men
have also. . . . The facts are that there is no shred of evidence in 'our

files ... or police files ... to indicate that he is in any way subject to

the provisions of the immigration law because of his radical views.”

In 1937 Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins, under intense pressure, put

Bridges under oath. As a result of this investigation, the Secretary decided

no action was required.

The pressure mounted. A resolution was introduced in Congress to

impeach Secretary Perkins. Reacting to this pressure, the Secretary finally

issued a warrant for Bridges’ deportation on the grounds that he was and
had been a member of the Communist Party. Hearings were held by
James Landis, distinguished Dean of Harvard Law School and former
Chairman of the Securities & Exchange Commission.

THE LAW AND
HARRY BRI DOES
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Xl:ie Landis Hearx^S* 1939

I HE Landis hearing^ held on Angel Island in San Francisco Bay.

T listed eleven weeks, ^even thousand, seven hundred and twenty-four

^
e^s of testimony were Two hundred and seventy-four documentary

^Si>its were received in evidence. {Not one exhibit was a documented

procjf of membership in Communist Party.)

Xhe "antagonistic inteiT^s’^®” took heart.
.
With so much testimony, with

tf^uch evidence, with tB^ government working so hard at it, they were

they could get Bridg^*. The president of the Waterfront Employers

A«o-^iation, Frank Foisie, '"The only thing that would do any good

• £ r Harry Bridges and crowd to be discredited. Thank God, that

"day 5^ems to be approachiii^*

Oti December 28
,
1939,

T>ean^ Landis released his ^'Findings and Con-

1 -Otis.” -One hundred fifty-two pages of careful analysis brought

^rdict: "The evidence therefore establishes neither that Harry 'Bridges

ember of nor affiliated with the Communist Party of_ America.”

Xbe Department of LaB^^ accepted Dean Landis’ findings and the

warrati^ of arrest was cancel^^^*

Xbe Landis hearing will remembered. At tremendous cost to

the ta?^P^y®>^>
life was screened. Sixty witnesses were

heard Government first time paraded the type of witness

w^ho set a pattern as years rolled on and the prosecution of

Bridges intensified.

It vs^as Landis who first scorched the Government’s witnesses with such

characterizations as: "... a problem in contumacy;” "false testimony;”

"a self-confessed liar;” "on occasion he lied . . .
;” "prejudiced, intemperate,

^.,^rb,.acins;” "falsification;” ‘‘impossible to separate truth from fiction;”

"corrupt . . . repudiated . . .
trtith matters little (to him)

;
pathological.”

In scholarly terms Landis described Bridges as a man driven by his

passionate belief in rank and trade unionism and democratic union

policies:
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There IS no doubt but that Bridges had at that time, and has since, friendsand associates who are Communists. At no time was he hesitant to admit these
associations nor to deny that on occasion he had sought the help of the Demo-
cratic and Republican parties, as allies in the industrial and political struseles
in which his unions were involved.”

Of Bridges’ testimony befote hi^ Landis wrote: "Bridges’ own statement
of ts po ttica beliefs and disbeliefs is important. It was given not only without
reserve but vigorously as dogma and faiths of which the man was proud and^
which represented in hts mind the aims of his existence. It was a fighting
apologia that refused to temper itself to the winds of caution. . . . That Bridges’
aims are energetically radical may be admitted, but the proof fails to establish
that the methods he seeks to employ to realize them are other than those that
the framework of democratic and constitutional government permits.”

With the Landis opinion, it was believed the years of hounding had
reached an end. Yet six months later a remarkable event took place.

Bill of Attainder

Justice murphy commented drily: ”A clean bill of health was
given (Bridges) . . . by Deafi Landis. This only led to demands^ that the
deportation laws be changed to make sure that Bridges was exiled.”

On June 13 , 1940
, the House of Representatives passed the Allen Bill,HR 9766. For the first time in American history the House passed a bill

whose sole purpose was the deportation of an individual, without trial or
hearing . . . notwithstanding any other provision of the law’^ to take
into custody and deport H^rry Bridges, "whose presence in this country
the Congress deems hurtful.”

Attorney General (now Justice) Robert Jackson denounced the Allen
Bill as inconsistent with American practice and one hundred fifty years of
judicial tradition of due process of law: "It would be the first time that
an Act of Congress has singled out a named individual for deportation.
This same alien has been accused, investigated and tried at great length
and has not been proven guilty of the charges made against him. By this
bill the United States would deny faith and credit to its own duly con-

T H E LAW AND
HARRY BRIDGES
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ducted legal proceedings ...”
The Allen Bill died in a Senate Committee. But the drive to deport

Bridges did not die.

“It Is My Joy”

JPIFTEEN days after the Allen Bill died Congress passed the Hobbs

Bill, not -naming Bridges but designed to deport him. The Hobbs Bill

amended the deportation law by enacting Section 23 of the Alien Regis-

tration Act of 1940. This amendment stipulated that an alien could be

deported if at the time he entered the United States, or any time there-

after, he was a member of or affiliated with an organization advocating the

forceful overthrpw. of the Government.

This was clearly an "ex post facto” law—a violation of a basic tenet

of the Constitution. Two years before the Bill of Rights was adopted, the

framers of the Constitution wrote: "... no bill or attainder or ex post

facto law shall be passed.”

The Congressional Record quotes Congressman Hobbs of Georgia:

”lt is my joy to announce that this bill will do, in a perfectly legal and

constitutional manner,what the bill specifically aimed at the deportation of

Harry Bridges seeks to accomplish. This bill changes the law so that the

Department of Justice should now have little trouble in deporting Harry

Bridges and all others of similar ilk.”

Based on this bill, a new warrant of deportation was issued and a new

trial commenced before another special examiner. Judge Charles Sears. The

new warrant was identical with the first, except for the wording. This one

said Bridges "has been” instead of "was and is” a Communist.

The Sears Hearing

MARCH 31, 1941, the hearing began. Seven thousand five

hundred and forty-six pages of testimony were taken (7,724 before Landis)

.

The Government brought thirty-three witnesses (as against thirty-two before
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Landis)

.

Regarding this hearing CIO President Philip Murray said; "On this

occasion the same' kind of wholly prejudicial evidence out of the mouths of
biased witnesses, stoolpigeons and perjurers was offered.”

Judge Sears was compelled to reject all but two of the Government's
witnesses. He accepted the testimony of Harry Lundeberg, leader of a
rival union and an avowed enemy of Bridges. Lundeberg admitted he was
"strongly biased” against Bridges ' and "felt trade union movement
would be better off without him.”

Significantly, Lundeberg had informed government agents on many
earlier occasions that he had no information against Bridges, but his story

grew and grew with successive days on the witness stand.

Judge Sears also accepted th^ ' testimony of FBI agents that a man
named O'Neil told them he saw Bridges with a Communist Party book.
O’Neil denied this on the witness stand. Despite the fact that he rejected

everything else presented by the Government and was compelled to recog-

nize evidence of illegal wiretapping, Judge Sears recommended that Bridges
be deported.

Two years later, Judge Healy of the Ninth Circuit Court wrote: "The
evidence produced before Judge Sears would be condemned and proscribed

without hesitation by any American court.”

Bridges vs. Biddle

EARS’ recommendation was reviewed as was customary, by the

Board of Immigration Appeals.

The four-man board unanimously overruled the Sears decision with
this carefully considered opinion;

"It is our unanimous opinion that the warrant must be cancelled, . . . Our
study and analysis of the record requires us to find that membership in or
affiliation with the Communist Party has not been established. . . . IVe have
rejected the evidence given by O’Neil and Lundeberg as not worthy of
belief. . . .

THE LAW AND
HARRY BRIDGES
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^'Conclusion: We find therefore that the evidence in this record does not

establish that Harry Renton Bridges^ was at any time a member of or affiliated

with any organization proscribed by statute”

On May 28, 1942, Attorney General Biddle overruled his own Immi-

gration Appeals Board. (This had never happened before in our history.)

Furthermore, Biddle did not give notice that he had taken the case over

and did not afford Bridges an opportunity to prepare argument or a

defense. A petition to be heard before Biddle was denied by him. •

The appeal was then carried to the United States District Court. Federal

Judge Martin I. Welsh denied the appeal but eliminated all prosecution

witnesses except Lundeberg.
^

Court of Appeal

On march 3, 1943, the case was carried to the Ninth Circuit

Court of Appeals. "

On June 26, 1944, the Circuit Court by a vote of 3-2 upheld the ruling

of the Attorney-General.

The majority held that it was not for the courts to decide this issue,

but for administrative agencies. One concurring judge, Stephens, wrote:

''
. . . the evidence ... has not left in my mind the pleasurable satisfaction

that, barring a very slight possibility of errdr, the truth has been revealed.

The minority opinion stated "... the crucial finding in the case was

arrived at in reliance upon incompetent evidence evidence, moreover,

received and considered in violation of a regulation of the Department

designed to insure fair hearings and safeguard the rights of aliens. ...

July 26, 1944: Appeal for rehearing.

September 27, 1944: Petition for rehearing denied.

December 27, 1944: Bridges files with Supreme Court of the United

States a petition for writ of certiorari.

June 18, 1945: Supreme Court reverses lower court. Holds warrant of

deportation against Bridges to be
,
unlawful.
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“A Monument to Man’s Intolerance of Man!”

\\7
ITH these classic words. Justice Murphy began his concurring

opinion.

Mr. Justice William O. Dougias delivered the majority opinion;

^ Freedom of speech and of press is accorded aliens residing in this country.
So far as this record shows the literature published by Harry Bridges, the
utterances made by him were entitled to that protection. They revealed a
militant advocacy of the cause of trade unionism. But they did not teach or
advocate the subversive conduct condemned by the statute.”

Xhe Supreme Court had spoken. Xhe highest judicial body in thfe land
had cleared the road. Bridges’ years of hounding were over.

Citizenship

ô JUNE 23, 1945, (five days after the Supreme Court’s decision)
Harry Bridges filed at the San Francisco office of the Immigration
Naturalization Service the forms necessary to accomplish his naturalization.
On August 1945, he appeared before a naturalization examiner with
his character witnesses.

And here a very important event took place—^something to be recalled
in later years when the word "conspiracy” was to be redefined.

Bridges had asked two veteran trade union leaders, Henry Schmidt
and Paul Schnur, to be his witnesses. At the last moment the immigration
official decided that Schnur’s proof of derivative citizenship was faulty and
told him to go home and bring more precise records.

In order not to delay this historic moment, Attorney Richard Gladstein
stuck his head out of the office:

Suddenly
, and I do not htiow what was happening inside because I was

^ot there-, suddenly Dick, Gladstein stuck his head out of the door and he
looked over the crowd and he saw me and he said, 'Come on, Robertson, you

THE LAW AND
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will be a witness for Bridgesf or words to that effect. And of course 1 was

proud of. standing up for Bridges and being a character witness for him”
]. R. Robertson testified in the last trial.

On September 17, 1945 therefore. Bridges, with witnesses Robertson

and Schmidt, appedred in Superior Court, S^n Francisco, before the Hon-
orable Thomas M. Foley. The witnesses testified. Government counsel

stated the witnesses were satisfactory.

Bridges was then examined. One of a- number of questions put to him

was this:

Q. Do you now or have you ever belonged to the Communist Party

in the United States?

A. I have not, I do not.

After a few more questions, Government counsel said there was no

objection to naturalization.

Harry Bridges became 'a citizen of the United States.

A Melancholy Record

oN MAY 25, 1949, Bridges, Robertson and Schmidt were indicted

on three counts of fraud and conspiracy.

Count 1: That they conspired to defraud the United States, impair-

ing, obstructing and defeating the proper administration of naturalization

laws by having Bridges fraudulently petition for and obtain ,naturalization.

The fraud consisted of Bridges’ swearing he -did not belong to the Com-
munist Party. The Government alleged he did belong from 1933 to

September 17, 1945.

Count 2: Bridges made a false statement when he answered the ques-

tion about Communist Party membership— a question the Government

alleged was material and the falsehood willful.

Count 3: Schmidt and Robertson assisted Bridges to receive a fraud-

ulently obtained certificate of naturalization.

When the Grand Jury returned the indictment, Bridges moved for

dismissal on grounds that:
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1. The prosecution was outlawed by the statute of limitations.

2. The indictment did not state facts sufficient to constitute an offense
against the United States.

3. There was a lack of particularity respecting certain allegations.

4. The indictment violated the Fifth Amendment and in the face of
prior adjudications, placed Bridges twice in jeopardy.

5. The prior adjudications were res judicata (things already judged).

6. In the face of prior adjudications, the prosecution would deny
Bridges due process guaranteed by the Fifth amendment: would deprive
him of life, liberty or property without due process.

7. That the prosecution was not instituted in good faith to enforce
the laws of the United States, but for different motives.

8. That the prosecution was instituted to punish Bridges for his ex-

pression of political, social and economic views, and therefore violated his

rights under the First Amendment.
9- In view of the Schneiderman decision (1943), the question on which

he was indicted was immaterial in a naturalization proceeding.

James Lawrence Fly, former Federal Communications Commission
chairman, on October 12, 1949, argued for dismissal: "There has never
been a more melancholy record in American legal history. . . . One seeks
in vain for a comparable case in all American history ...”

The indictment was not quashed—and it climaxed fifteen years of
prosecution—and persecution.

Clearly, as the opinions of Justices Douglas and Murphy indicate, the
motive behind this persecution was to remove Bridges from his place of
leadership in the labor movement.

No clearer expression of this motivation could be found than the state-

ment of the then Attorney-General (now Supreme Court Justice) Tom
Clark. In June, 1949, there was a longshore strike in Hawaii. On June
26, Clark spoke before the American Relief for Germany Committee in

Milwaukee:

"If we are successful in our prosecution of Bridges, it may be that we can
break, the Jriawaiian situation without any other intervention/*

THE LAW AND
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Statute of Limitations

TJL-HREE years, eight months and eight days after naturalization, the

indictment was brought in.

Tt The indictment should have been barred by the three-year statute of

^ limitations.
'

il

The Government sought to circumvent its own statute by contending

that the normal three-year law was suspended by the Wartime Suspension

1
statute.

This statute was designed to prosecute cases of wartime fraud

—

pecuniary fraud; to prosecute individuals and firms who cheated the gov-

ernment in selling goods or services or property.

The defense appeal regards the statute of limitations as a key point

in asking for a reversal and points to three outstanding cases in which the

facts are the same as the Bridges case. In each of these cases the higher

court said the Suspension Act did not apply to false swearing:

—In the Marzdni case, the court refused to apply the Suspension Act and
barred a number of counts on the statute of limitations.

—In the United States v. Obermeier, the Second Circuit in Detroit reversed a
conviction for perjury on the grounds that the Wartime Suspension Act did

not apply.

—Based on the Obermeier decision, the District Court in Detroit, on Novem-
ber 14, 1951, dismissed an indictment against George Charnorvola. Char-
norvola was naturalized in March, 1945. He was asked during the hearing

if he was ever a Comfnunist, to which he answered ^'noS' He was indicted

on January 5, 1951.
—The District Judge dismissed the case on the grounds that the indictment

was brought in more than three years after the offense was alleged to have
j been committed, stating that the Wartime Suspension of Limitations Act

^
did not apply to such a prosecution.

\ The defense appeal plaims further that the case should never have

been brought to trial because of the doctrine of double jeopardy and res

judicata. No person shall be ^'subjected for the same offense to be twice put
in jeopardy of life and limb.’’ (U. S. Constitution, 5th Amendment.)
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The Government claimed, and the court upheld, that Bridges had in

all previous cases been subjected only to deportation but had not been

on trial for perjury and conspiracy. Thus did the Government claim that

"deportation” did not place a person in jeopardy.

The defense quotes liberally in its appeal brief showing the significant

authorities who have reasoned otherwise:

—Justice Brandeis: ”Deportation . . . may result in the loss of both property

and life or of all that makes life worth living/*

—Justice Douglas (in the Bridges decision, 1945): . deportation . . .

may nevertheless visit as great a hardship as the deprivation of the right

to pursue a vocation or calling. , . . Mere the liberty of an individual is at

stake. That deportation is a penalty—at times a most serious one—cannot
be doubted/*

Res Judicata . . . The Case Is Closed

T TV. y NDER the Principle of res judicata parties are bound by the results

of the litigation in which they engage.

The Bridges’ defense tried in vain at every stage of the trial to raise

the issue, of previous proceedings; to bring before the court the record of

previous administrative and judicial conclusions.

James L. Fly, in arguing for dismissal, stated the case for res judicatat

"'When the Supreme Court in 1945 reversed the lower courts ruling on
Bridges* deportation, no one could deny that at this stage this ever recurring

charge had been completely litigated between the same parties, always the

Government against Bridges—fully litigated and finally adjudicated.**

The current appeal states: The Government must admit that the issue

in the deportation proceedings revolves around the precise issue that is

paramount in the last case, e.g., alleged membership in the Communist
Party.

Bridges tried unsuccessfully to introduce the results of past litigation

time and again, only to have each attempt denied by Judge George B.

Harris.

Indeed, the judge gave specific instructions to the jury to disregard

any previous legal history of the case.

THE LAW AND
HARRY BRtDGES
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Supreme Court Ignored!

TJL HOSE who had followed the Bridges case in its tortuous legal twists

and turns for a decade and a half were sure that the one argument that

' would outweigh all others would be the opinion of the U. S. Supreme
Court, handed down ih 1945.

! It was felt by those close to the Bridges cases that this decision would
'‘rj act to nullify the indictment of Bridges, Robertson and Schmidt; would

fill in the void where information about the past was needed by the jury,

and would act as a stumbling block to the new parade of witnesses spon-

I

sored and groomed by the prosecution.

And reading the opinion of Justice Murphy they would have been
better able to evaluate the character of the government's witnesses;

i "It is not surprising that the background and intensity of this effort to deport

|f one individual should result in a singular lack of due process of law. Much
of the evidence presented by the Government has been described by the

Attorney-General as ^untrustworthy, contradictory, or unreliable’ The remain-
ing Government evidence' can scarcely be described in more generous terms.”

Yet the attempt by defense attorney Vincent Hallinan to acquaint the

jury with some of these statements (plus other facts of the case history)

resulted in Mr. Hallinan’s being sentenced for contempt of court.

Evidence ?

!

' TJL HERE was no substantial evidence in the Bridges-Robertson-Schmidt

,
trial, nothing a man could see or touch or feel or read.

There was circunistantial evidence—the kind that forces a defendant

1 to try to prove his innocence rather than being presumed innocent. As in

j all previous cases there was hearsay evidence—words used by witnesses;

descriptions of events half-remembered from a dim and hazy past.

’ The Government was supposed to ' prove one point above all else

—

that Harry Bridges was a member of the Communist Party of the U.S.A.
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LJnless that one point could be proved beyond a reasonable doubt, the
evidence would not sustain a conviction.

The pending appeal states the evidence offered by the Government did
not establish the fact; that it was all circumstantial; that the circumstances

|

could just as well have been offered to prove Bridges was not a member
of the Communist Party.

W^hat was the nature of the Government’s ^'evidence”?

The primary aim was to pile on testimony that would place Bridges at
meetings or gatherings the Government repeatedly characterized as "Com- J
munist.” Practically every Government witness referred to such meetings;
some testified only about such' meetings.

An interesting common denominator develops: Every meeting men-
tioned dealt with legitimate and pressing trade union problems.

The majority of the government’s witnesses admitted that at most of
these meetings there were persons who were not members of the Com-
munist Party.

—One witness, Charles Krolek, testified that even after he left the
Communist Party, he attended such a meeting with Bridges, at which trade
union problems were discussed.

—Lewis H. Michener testified that before he joined the Communist
Party he attended meetings with known party members, where only trade
union matters were discussed.

—George Wilson testified that before he became a Communist, he
attended meetings of the same character.

Significant, too, are the places 'where these meetings were held and the
j

circumstances surrounding them.

—John Schomaker testified about a meeting at Grants Pass, Oregon, in

1936, where various maritime groups met to "discuss ways and means to i

bring these groups closer ...” i

Stanley Hancock was brought all the way from Erie, Pennsylvania,
i

to tell about a meeting at which the only discussion was about preparing ’

a slate of candidates for the State Federation of Labor, and preparing «

some resolutions dealing with important labor matters.

THE LAW AND
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—George ’Wilson and Mervyn Rathborne both told of a meeting in a
hotel room, aimed solely at settling a dispute between an officer of the

State CIO and an officer of the

What did this sort of evidence add up to? Only that Bridges met
from time to time with people who, it was claimed, were Communist Party

members—and discussed trade union affairs.

(Note: When Bridges .answered the question in 194-5: "7 have not, I do
not” he was well aware that, both government agencies and the highest courts

had decided that this kind of "evidence” was insufficient to establish affilia-

tion or membership in the Communist Party. Yet the Government alleged

that he knew he was committing perjury when he swore he was not a
Communist.)

There was another block of ”evidence^’ the government introduced to

prove Bridges was a party member—he allegedly “followed instructions”

handed down by Communists.
O

"The Governments evidence ” says the appeal brief "... is based upon
the preposterous proposition that the needs and demands of the longshoremen
on the West Coast in 1934 and 1936 were not real but were the figment of
the imagination of Communist Party officials. It is a ‘proposition too ludi-

crous to be accepted by this CourtT

W^hat were some of these “Communist instructions”? “Build the union”;

“raise the demands of the men”; “proceed up and down the coast with rank
and file committees”; “the setting of a date for the strike’^; *'the organiza-

tion of the Maritime Federation of the Pacific”; “to consider the best

strategy and tactics in the strike”; “the question of revitalizing the union”.

Some of the demands the Communist Party was supposed to have

ordered Bridges to raise were: “a dollar an hour, a six-hour day, a thirty-

hour week, and a hiring hall,”

Significantly, every issue supposedly “ordered” by the Communists was
finally adopted by President Roosevelt’s Board which settled the 1934“

strike. .

It is important to note that the Supreme Court stated that to prove

“affiliation,” the ^'acts must evidence a working alliance to bring the pro-

gram to fruition.”
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In Bridges’ case, any alliance with Communists was recognized by
Justice Douglas as part o£ Bridges’ . endeavor to improve the lot of
the working man on the waterfront/^

(Note: Judge Healy of the Ninth Circuit Court in 1944 made this cogent
comment on the nature of the evidence presented by the Government: ^^Prior

to and during the course of the second trial the Service had enlisted the power-
ful co-operation of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The country had been
scoured for witnesses^ every circumstance of Bridges^ active life had been sub-
ject to scrutinyy and presumably no stone had been left unturned which might
conceal evidence of the truth of the charges which are so flatly denied. The
most significant feature of the inquiry^ as it seems to me is the paucity of the
evidentiary product as contrasted with the magnitude of the effort expended
in producing it.^^

)

L.

Witnesses—‘‘Inherently Improbable’’
oTJl. here was no documentary evidence to prove Bridges had ever been

a member of the Communist Party.

The Government relied on two witnesses to testify they heard Bridges

say he was a member.

The Government asked the jury to believe that Bridges' appeared at a

public meeting where there were mariy people unknown to him (and also

unknown to these witnesses) and at this meeting, a casual gathering at

someone’s house, told the assembled group, "... I am a Communist.”

This incident was supposed to have happened at the very time Bridges

was under arrest on a warrant of deportation. He 'knew, as everyone else

did, that he was under constant surveillance and had been for years; that

in all probability someone had followed him to this very gathering. He
knew he had many powerful enemies; that the country had been scoured

for any kind of evidence that would connect him with the Communist Party.

The appeal says: "This evidence is inherently improbable.”

(It is an understatement.)

THE LAW AND
HARRY BRIDGES
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Application Card!

TJL HE crucial testimony in the last trial was witness John B. Schomaker’s

statement with respect to Bridges’ signing an application card for member-
ship in the Communist Party.

The appeal points to "... an interesting aspect which reveals its utter

falsity.”

Schomaker gave an elaborate build-up about the circumstances leading

up to this alleged application card- Then he testified that he was called

out of the restaurant where he. Bridges and a third person (B. B. Jones)

had been sitting, together. He remained away from the restaurant for

"fifteen or twenty minutes.” He did not see Bridges again on that occa-

sion. In short, he was not present at the time Bridges was supposed to have
signed the card!

He testified that B. B. Jones told him about the card later.

The appeal charges that this is purely hearsay and not corroborated by
another independent witness. What is more important, Jones himself

denied categorically on the witness stand that this event ever took place.

Witnesses—Paying Dues
,

CHOMAKER testified he saw Bridges pa'y Communist Party dues.

This was flatly denied by Bridges. Schomaker provided names of these

"dues collectors,” but not a witness appeared to corroborate him.

The law in perjury cases has long held that to obtain conviction there

must be at least two independent witnesses.

A very significant event was revealed in regard to at least one of those

named by Schomaker., A longshoreman, Herman Mann, was visited at

various times by immigration officials. His wife was dying of cancer. These
officials told Mann if he would testify against Bridges they would use their

influence with the Government to help save his wife’s life. Mann told them

,1

I

!
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he had nothing to say. They kept calling on Mann, hounding him, though
obviously there was nothing they could do to save his wife. When the
immigration officials called on him the last time, Mann informed them
quietly that his wife was dead.

Witnesses—Skeleton in the Closet

TJL HE appeal now pending points out that a remarkable number of
witnesses were persons who, in one way or another, had some previous
contact with the Immigration 6i Naturalization Service.

Four witnesses, Schrimpf, Krolek, Harris and Ross are naturalized
citizens.

Schrimpf, like Bridges, was Australian born. He presents significant

grounds for suspicion. He testified that he was a member of the Com-
munist Party during the same period he claimed Bridges was a member.
Yet he had no difficulty becoming naturalized in 1943—when an oath was
required stating he had not belonged to a proscribed organization. Thus,
it appears Schrimpf lied when he obtained citizenship in 1943.

Testimony against Bridges obviously confers special privileges and
immunities.

Two of the witnesses, ^X7ilson and Michener, had been government
employees. Both testified they had been Commiinists. Both had sworn
at some point that they had never been Communists—on applications for
Federal jobs. Curiously, Michener’s personnel file in the Government’s
records was incomplete—the oath was missing.

The Immigration Service found people in the most unlikely places.

Stanley Hancock in Erie, Pennsylvania; Lawrence Ross in Memphis, Ten-
nessee. Hundreds of pages of transcript are devoted to the comings and

.. goings of government agents to contact Hancock, Ross, Rathborne and
Michener. Some of these witnesses testified they told the agents they knew
nothing about Bridges’ alleged party membership, but after days and
weeks and even months of constant visits they were apparently induced to
testify.

*

f
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I

0£ the skeletons in the closets—which made some witnesses easy prey

to government pressure—two cases stand out. One is Mervyn Rathborne,

who had been voting regularly in both state and Federal elections despite

the fact that in 1928 he was convicted of a felony. Though Rathborne

was not an alien, the Immigration Service took it upon itself to arrange

with the Los Angeles Superior Court, shortly before Rathborne was due to

appear, to have the felony record ^'expunged”. .

This doesn’t change the fact that before his record was expunged

Rathborne repeatedly violated the law. Like every witness caught with

records of previous violations, Rathborne is free today. Other significant

facts about Rathborne: He admitted giving false testimony before a Con-

gressional committee. In testifying that he had lied under oath in the past,

while insisting that he was telling the truth in this trial, he finally con-

ceded it was really impossible to tell when or if he was telling the truth.

Money . . . Money . . . Money

TJJL^^ATHBORNE also testified under oath that he had received at least

^5000 in the form of a regular salary while waiting around to be a 'witness,

plus expenses and witness fees. . , , .

The professional witness was a phenomenon of this case, and he is a

phenomenon of these times. Paul Crouch and Manning Johnson appar-

ently make their livelihood -this way.

Johnson had testified in almost two dozen cases before he appeared

against Bridges; Crouch had already testified in -ten cases in seven months.

Since then, both have appeared regularly in one trial or hearing after

another, doing the same fingerwork—for a fee.

Crouch and Johnson provided a startling example of flagrant perjury.

They both ' testified they saw Bridges at a Communist Party meeting in

New York on or about June 27, 1936. A voluminous record, including

eleven witnesses, newspaper articles, leaflets and financial files, proved be-

' yond a shadow of doubt that Bridges was in ‘Stockton, California, at the'

very time Crouch and Johnson "saw” him in New York.
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The appeal points out that while these men must have known they
did not see Bridges in JSfew York, they did not hesitate to repeat this bare-
faced lie. "For their services,” says the appeal, "these men were handsomely
rewarded. It is perfectly obvious they would testify to anything in order
to maintain their positions.”

A Life of Lies

TJL HE most overt example of perjury came in the testimony of the

witness Ross. For almost a week he had repeatedly lied under oath about
his name, his origin, his education and much else. -Instead of the Southern-
born and -bred gentleman he said he was, he turned out to be Polish-born
and Bronx-bred.

The’ Government prosecutor knew he had been lying. Indeed, it is

assumed that it was because the government knew he had Ijeen living a
lie, even keeping his wife in the dark about his origin, that‘s’ the prosecu-
tmn was able to make so pliant a witness of him. On a certain Friday
afternoon the prosecutor apparently got wind of the fact that the defense
had learned the truth. The Governnient counsel tried desperately to have
Ross excused. A last minute telegram kept Ross from being excused. On
the following Monday morning he made a clean breast of his lies.

Ross was never held to account for the self-confessed perjury he com-
mitted in the U . S. District Court.

4

i

The Judge Becomes the Prosecutor
j

T
-A.. HE current appeal specifies more than a score of prejudicial errors

^

in the judge’s conduct of the trial. One outstanding example was Judge
Harris’ questioning of Father Paul IMeinecke, a defense witness. Harris •

then made statements in the presence of the jury justifying his questions.

The defense charges Judge Harris with attempting to discredit Father

THE LAW AND
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Paul’s testimony, • to destroy its value in the minds o£ the jury and to

deprive the defendants of its benefit by suggesting that Father Meinecke

was unbalanced.

There is no doubt the Government was surprised and enraged by the

testimony of a Catholic priest vouching for Bridges’ reputation for veracity.

”lt was necessary
”

says the appeal, '^^to the Government that this testi-

mony be destroyed. ... The trial court, by throwing itself into the breech

on behalf of the Government, clearly committed reversible error and de-

prived appellants of a fair trial. It made it clear to the jury . . . that the

court was insisting upon a conviction.^*

After the’ priest was examined by both sides. Judge Harris stepped in

with, "One question, Father Meinecke.” A number of questions followed

regarding witness’s memory, orientation and ability to recollect events, ending

with, "Have you been recently subjected to medical treatment. Father?”

Associate counsel James Martin Macinnis, a personal friend of Father

Meinecke, stood up at this point and indignantly told the Judge he should

be ashamed 6'f himself for asking such a question. For this, Mr. Macinhis

was held in contempt of court and faces three months’ imprisonment.

Conviction . . . Bail . . . Jail

OyN AFRIL 4, 1950, the jury found Bridges, Robertson and Schmidt

guilty. Bridges was sentenced to five, years in prison, his co-defendants

to two years each.

The convictions were immediately appealed. Bridges was released on

^25,000 bail. '

-

Then came the Korean war! . »

Bridges’ home Local (10) debated a lengthy resolution condemning

North Korea. Bridges offered a substitute resolution "
. . . ^o support the

UN order to^ cease fire and for a return to the status quo and to have that

organization settle the dispute peacefully through discussion with all parties

concerned in order to avoid a worldwide atomic war.**
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The original resolution was adopted; Bridges’ substitute motion failed.

Two other events took place about the same time. The Local was in-

formed it would have to vote by referendum whether or not Bridges should
resign his honorary presidency of the World Federation of Trade Unions,
Maritime Department. At the same time the president of Local 10 reported
on the Government s plans for "port security,” the screening of maritime
workers. Bridges, as he had before and has since, spoke strongly against
screening, arguing that this measure would discriminate primarily against
militant trade unionists.

Taking all these things together, with a fervent appeal to the hysteria
of the times, the Government demanded that Bridges’ bail be revoked,
arguing that the Korean crisis had rendered him a menace to public security.

He spent twenty-one days -in the county jail while the bail revocation
was appealed to the Ninth Circuit Court.

p
'

. When High Judges Prostitute Themselves . . .

”

ôUT of his appeal for bail came a significant opinion, written by
Judge Healy, Judge ^JC^illiam Orr concurring:

"There was a period in English history when high judges prostituted them-
selves to the role of mere instruments for carrying into effect the arbitrary will

of the Crown. ... It .was in part owing to those unhappy experiences (that

)

the judiciary was set up as an equal (and independent) branch of the govern-
ment. . . The conception of the founders was of an unfettered judiciary
standing whenever necessary, between the individual and the exercise by the
state of arbitrary power.
"But it is one thing to refrain from interference (where public safety is

involved) and quite another for the courts to become themselves the tools of
military expediency; and we say now, with all the emphasis we are able to
cfjmmand, that however hard and disagreeable may be the task, in times of
popular passion and excitement it is the duty of the courts to set their faces
like flint against this erosive subversion of the judicial process.’^

Finding that there was no truth in the Government’s claim that Bridges
had committed any crime, stating further that there was an appeal in good

£1
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faith pending, and finally indicating that there was a very substantial case

for dismissing the original indictment on grounds of the statute of limi-

tations (. . . his case involves a substantial question which should be deter-

mined by the appellate court^’) , Judge tdealy ordered the revocation order

vacated .and Bridges freed on bail.

Appeal Pending
^

X
M, HE appeal briefs are in the hands of the Ninth Circuit Court. No

longer do the issues of this eighteen-year-old case hinge on whether one

agrees or disagrees with Harry Bridges.

Too many laws have been broken, too many Constitutional guarantees

violated, too many honored traditions of law and custom subjected to the

"erosive subversion of the judicial process”.

Two statements stand out—one from Justice Frank Murphy’s 1945

opinion:

"Our concern in this case does not halt with the fate of Harry Bridges^ an

alien whose constitutional rights have been grossly violated. The significance

of this case is far reaching. The liberties of the 3^00,000 other aliens in this

nation are also at stake. Many of these aliens, like many of our forebears, were

driven from their original homelands by bigoted authorities who denied the

existence of freedom and tolerance. It would be a dismal prospect for them

to discover that their freedom in the United States is dependent upon their

conformity to the popular notions of the moment. But they need not make
that discovery. The Bill of Rights belongs to them^ as well as to all citizens. It

protects them as long as they reside within the boundaries. of our land. It pro-

tects them in the exercise of the great individual rights necessary to a sound

political and economic democracy. Neither injunction, fine, imprisonment nor

deportation can be utilized to restrict or prevent the exercise of intellectual

freedom. Only by zealously guarding the rights of the most despised among
us can freedom flourish and endure in our land.”

The other statement appears in the appeal brief now pending:

"The concentrated and relentless crusade against Bridges ... is unique in

the annals of American legal history and is one which, irrespective of the ulti-

{
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mate fate of Marry Renton Bridges, the people and the Courts of the United
States might well ponder. It is alarming and not so much because of what it

can or may ultimately do to the three individuals directly involved here, but
because it represents ft distortion of governmental process for the purpose of
achieving a preco~nceived end and, if permitted to succeed, will mak.e a mockery
of the proud boast that ours is a government of laws and not of men/*

What this "erosive subversion of the judicial process” has done to

Bridges and his family is itself a cruel story to revolt the minds of decent
men and women.

But this erosion has eaten at more than one man's life. It has chipped
away at the Constitution and the law -itself.

And—it is your Constitution—^and ultimately you who must suffer if

the persecution of Harry Bridges, his colleagues and his union is per-

mitted to^ continue* to its "preconceived end”.

il

)

l;
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The Bridges - Robertson - Schmidt Defense Committee

hopes, this factual presentation of the Bridges case will

convince you that a grave miscarriage of justice is in

danger of being committed. If you agree, you will want

to express your opinions to Mr. J. Howard McGrath, the

Attorney General of the United States. Democracy and

equal justice are not static concepts; they expand, grow,

live, or contract and die in exact proportion to the citizen's

participation in the processes of democracy. Your com-

ments or requests for further information Mfould be appre-

ciated by

The Bridges-Robertson-Schmidt
Defense Committee

150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco 2, Calif.
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CALL TO THE FOUNDING CONVENTION
OF THE

NATIONAL NEGRO LABOR COUNCIL

To all Negi‘o workers and their white
union brothers and sisters’.

All over our land, including the deep
South, the Negro people are awaken-
ing to the hard fact that they have but
one direction in which to move —
FORWARD. The cry for freedom
that rings forth throughout the world
from the throats of hundreds of mil-

lions of oppressed colonial colored
peoples, stirs the smouldering fires of

freedom that burn in the breasts of
America’s Negro people. It creates

the need for a new kind of leadership
that will move forward into a death

struggle with jim crow and will not
-compromise, with our oppressors and
murderers of mankind.

NEGRO PEOPLE ARE ON THE MARCH

Already, the determination of the

Negro people to fight back against

acts of intimidation, terror and mob
violence in legal and illegal form
which have increased with the prepa-
ration for all-out war, has been dem-
onstrated in many ways. Peekskdl,
USA, is our answer to those who at-

tempt to cow us. Though Willie
McGee and the Martinsville Seven
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died—victims of Southern jim crow
rule—the hypocrisy ofwhite America’s
claim of "freedom and justice for all”

stands exposed to all the world. Free-

dom for whom? Freedom to do what?
The Negro people are reflecting

the “save the free world,” “equality
of sacrifice,” and other false and dema-
gogic slogans publicized by greedy
war profiteers and their agents in pub-
lic office in order to better rob the
workers and oppress the Negro people.
We know that American foreign

policy cannot advance freedom for

Asians and Africans until American
domestic policy advances freedom for

American Negroes as a people. The
Negro people like the colored peoples
throughout the world are on the
march. We too, demand our freedom.
We know the common enemy. He is

the enemy of the workers, of the co-

lonial peoples, and of the Negro peo-
ple. He is the open or sly defender
here at home of white supremacy. He
can be defeated. He must be defeated.
The needs of both Negro and white
workers demand that he be defeated.
The pressure of such needs found

expression in the historic Conference
for Negro Rights held in Chicago in

June 1950. More than a thousand
Negro workers and their white allies

assembled to plan programs to deal a
death blow to jim crow. Negro trade
union leaders, with the support of
their white brothers, brought forth a
program that spells an end to second-
class citizenship for Negro people in
America.

NEGRO-WHITE UNITY

Our Chicago Conference issued a
program calling for a model anti-

discrimination clause to be included
in every trade union contract; to end
lily-white employment in all indus-

tries and job categories; for admission

of Negro workers to all apprentice

training courses; for full job oppor-

tunities in industry for Negro women;
for an end to the miserable lot of

Negro sharecroppers

.

Together, Negro and white workers,

we dedicated ourselves to the monu-
mental task of building Negro Labor
Councils in every industrial commun-
ity in our nation to cement further

the new kind of Negro-white unity
that made Peekskill a symbol of pro-

gressive America. Negro Labor Coun-
cils are needed to forge unity of Negro
and white workers in struggle against

the mounting mob violence that vic-

timizes innocent Negro men and wom-
en, and in struggle to achieve justice

and equality as we believe true Ameri-
cans define it. Only through such
struggles can we raise to new heights

a Negro-white unity which can attain

-the just economic demands of the

trade unions, and bolster their defense
against the coalition of bosses, bankers
and Ku Klux politicians who ruth-

lessly try to smash all progressive trade

unionism in America.

WE HAVE FORGED AHEAD

Within the past year, 23 such Negro
Labor Councils have been established

throughout the country. Already strug-

gles have been waged both in behalf
of and in defense of the rights of Ne-
groes, Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Ameri-
cans and members of other minority
groups. Fair employment practices leg-

islation, peace negotiations in Korea,
housing programs, union representa-

tion, protests against police- brutality

are only a few of the fields in which
struggle has been initiated.

We have made small gains and won
small victories. But new threats, new
obstacles, new laws and new tech-
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niques make our task ever increasingly
difficult. Many of those most out-

spoken on our behalf—both Negro
and white—are being persecuted, fined
and jailed. More discrimination, more
frameups, more violence and terror,

and more persecution of the Negro
men, women and youth who have
stepped out in front to give leadership
to such struggles, are tlte answer of
those who grow fat on the profits and
other economic pay-offs of the jim-
crow ghetto system.

NEGRO WORKER LEADERSHIP PARAMOUNT

Therefore the time has come to estab-

lish a permanent national organiza-
tion in order to mobilize the greatest

organized strength of Negro workers.
National unity of Negro workers can
produce the kind of leadership that
will not be content with small indi-

vidual victories—a job here; upgrad-
ing there; a life saved here; a mob
stopped there—but who will be con-

tent with nothing less than full free-
dom for the Negro people and an end
to the era of second-class citizenship.
With the support of our allies, our
white union brothers and sisters who
join with us, we can raise the level of
militant struggle for freedom to new
heights and fulfill the heritage of
Frederick Douglass, Sojourner Truth,
Denmark Vesey, Nat Turner, Harriet
Tubman, John Brown and other cru-
saders for freedom who have laid
down a historic challenge to us.

WE CAN HALT TERROR
AGAINST NEGRO PEOPLE

It is this will of Negro workers
throughout the nation to exercise
their power, to accept leadership in
this struggle that can win now our
full freedom and citizenship. Our
valiant forefathers have not died in
vain. We hold their flaming torch of
freedom aloft.'

With unity and organization under
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fearless leadership, we will prevent
the repetition of further legal lynch-

ings of the Negro people, such as

Willie McGee and the Martinsville *],

the frameups of Rosa Lee Ingram,
Lieut. Gilbert, DuBois, Patterson and
the Trenton 6. We will demand and
win equality of opportunity to obtain
the better jobs in industry for Negro
men and women. We will demand and
win decent, unsegregated housing;

equal educational opportunities; the

right to police protection and fair

trials and to all the democratic liber-

ties and human dignity.

In this spirit, we the National Con-
tinuations Committee of the Chicago
Conference for Negro Rights, and the

present Negro Labor Councils, call

upon Negro workers, especially those

(

in the trade union movement, and all

other segments of the Negro people
and our white brothers and sisters, to

unite our scattered forces and to join

in the founding of a national organiza-

tion which will dedicate itself to this

consistent and uncompromising strug-

gle.

ON TO CINCINNATI

We have selected Cincinnati as the

site for this historic convention be-

cause of its special significance. It was
in this area during the period of the

Underground Railroad that Negro
men and women bridged their flight

from slavery to “freedom.” Cincinnati
can and must be a successful point of

departure for the fuller freedom which
is ours.
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CONVENTION SCHEDULE

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1951

8:00 P.M.—2:00 A.M. Registration

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 27, 1951

10:00 A.M. — 12:00 Noon Plenary Session
National Anthem
Negro National Anthem
Invocation
Organization of--Convention (Convention Rules)
Introduction of the President—Ernie Thompson
Keynote Address—William R. Hood

12:00 Noon — 1:00 P.M. Lunch
\

1:00 P.M.—3:00 P.M. Panel Discussions
Panel 1—The Fight for Jobs

Effect of War Economy on Jobs for Negroes
Negro Women in Industry
Problems of Negp:o Youth

Panel 2—The Fight for Freedom
Colonialism

' Negro Oppression in the South
The Rising Tide of Fascism

3:00 P.M.—5:30 P.M. Plenary Session
Report of Panels

Discussion
Adjournment

8:30 P.M.—11:00 P.M. . Cultural Mass Meeting

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1951

10:00 A.M.—1:30 P.M. Plenary Session

(10:25) Constitution Committee
(10:45) Building the NNLC

Program of Action (Executive Secretary Report)
(11:05) Discussion of Program of Action
(12:05) Credentials Committee Report
(12:15) Resolution Committee Report

1:30 P.M.—2:30 P.M. Lunch
2:30 P.M.—5:30 P.M. Plenary Session

(2:40) Report of Nominations Committee
Election of Officers

(4:00) Report of Resolutions Committee
(5:15) Closing Remarks

5:30 P.M. Adjournment
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OPENING SESSION

The Convention opened at 12:30

PiM. October 27, 1951 with the sing-

ing of the Star Spangled Banner,
followed by the Negro National An-
them, Lift Every Voice and Sing.

Chairman:

The person who has been at the

very hub of activities and who has

done more, in my opinion, than any
one individual in order to make this

Convention possible, a young Negro
woman. She has distinguished herself

in areas of trade union activity, as In-

ternational Vice-President of DPOW,
and she is a vital cog today in the new
organization we propose to build. I

present to you, Mrs. Vicki Garvin.

(Loud applause..')

Mrs. Vicki Garvin:

On behalf of the National Plan-

ning Committee and the Cincinnati

Arrangements Committee, I welcome
you to our Founding Convention. We
are making history today. The eyes

.

of many people, nationally and in-

ternationally, are upon us to see

whether we will keep faith and de-

liver. There can be no doubt that

these sessions will be recorded as a

major development in the struggle

of the Negro people for freedom and
equality. We have enjoined a basic

fight boldly and without compromise,
and are dedicated to stay to the

finish.

The fact that we, Negro and white
workers, did succeed in assembling in

Cincinnati is no small victory. Rarely
has any organization at its initial

stage been confronted with such fierce

opposition. The mere issuance of our
Convention Call brought upon our
heads the most powerful combination
of forces: big business which recog-

nizes the threat our program presents

to the maintenance of its super pro-

fits; government agencies such as the

F.B.I., the Cincinnati City Council
which passed a resolution condemn-
ing our Convention, and the Fire De-
partment which harassed us; top

trade union officials such as Philip

Murray, Walter Reuther and James
Carey who dared try to intimidate

and to instruct their Negro members
to boycott our Convention; the press

and the radio which persistently at-

tempted to smear our organization

and create a “Peekskill atmosphere”
in the city; several local and national
Negro leaders who lack confidence in

their people and who fear our mili-

tancy. In the midwest and in Cincin-
nati particularly, the attempts of

those who would commit us to still-

birth were especially intense.

But we accepted the challenge, de-

fied their power, won the people and
defeated their efforts. We are here
today, united and determined to set

our Freedom Train in motion.

L,et all take note that our very com-
position here disproves^ the charge
that we are establishing a jim-crow
organization. We are demonstrating
in action that in our fight for equal-
ity .and dignity white workers will

unite with us under our leadership.

Our presence here today records
still another victory—concrete proof
that despite pressure and hysteria the
Negro people will remain firm and
support genuine struggles for pro-
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PEARL LAWS, BERT WASHtNGTON

>, seated, L. to R. VICKI GARVIN,

gress. We are. indebted to the several

Negro ministers, professionals, busi-

ness men and women, including the
management of the Manse Hotel, for

their encouragement and cooperation.
I am especially proud of the hun-
dreds of Negro families in Cincinnati
who rejected the red-baiting and
opened their homes and hearts to all

of us when the white hotels refused
us accommodations. These working
men and women responded immediate-
ly to a mere postcard or telephone call

when we told them of our plight. My
people would not see us on the streets.

Their steadfastness, combined with our
unity and strength had such impact
that it made possible the subsequent
blow to white supremacy—our last

minute breakthrough, interracially, in
the major white hotels. This strength,

founded on the conviction that our
program is sound and correct, helped
to overcome the obsta,cles posed thus

far. The clarity and unity we develop
from here on in will see us over other
hurdles.

Perhaps you may not know that
due to the many problems we faced,

the essence and details of this Con-
vention were completed in but three
weeks', time. Obviously there will be
some weaknesses, rough spots and in-

conveniences our delegates are asked
to bear, but which we hope to correct
as speedily as possible. The "crusad-
ing” spirit generated by our move-
ment will surely surmount these
minor difficulties and set the tone for
serious discussion.

A special ti'ibute is due the small
core, of Cincinnati Negro Labor
Council members who worked so dili-

gently these trying weeks preparing
the groundwork for our reception.
To a cause that is just we are develop-
ing a quality of leadership, under-
standing and devotion that gives us

9



^ every reason to be confident that we
will move forward rapidly, and help
bring about in our lifetime the free-

dom, equality and security that are

our heritage. I salute you.

INVOCATION

Our Father in Heaven, we come
into Thy presence at this hour to give

homage and reverence to Thee. We
thank Thee for all Thy goodness,
loving-kindness and tender mercy, O
Lord God of mercy, most benign, who
granteth grace in a thousand ways and
unto thousands of generations. We
come into Thy presence at this hour
because Thou hast brought us safe

from our birth until this hour. And O
Lord God, as we come, we thank Thee
for bringing us together; we ask that
Thou bless this organization, and that

Thou bless the constituents of this

organization, O Lord God, as we go
further into this program, we ask that
Thou would use us for Thine own
glory, and for the extension of Thy
kingdom of Earth, and that Thou
•hear us and bless us. We pray in

Jesus' name. Amen.

Mrs. Garvin:

From the National Electrical, Radio
and Machine Shop Workers of Ameri-
ca, Brother Ernie Thompson. (Loud
applause.)

Mr. Thompson:

Mr. Chairman, GueSts, Brothers and
Sisters: About this Convention, a lot

of people have said to us, “We shall

see.” We say something new is hap-
pening. It gets in your bones; it’s on
the breezes; it’s everywhere. What is

it? It’s a new wind of freedom blow-
ing from the Seven Seas, and touching

ERNEST THOMPSON — U.E.R.W.M. of A.

the hearts of men and women every-

where. At the same time, the forces

of reaction, war and greed, threaten

the civil rights of all, in their efforts

to dominate not only America, but
the whole world. Through the use of

the Taft-Hartley Act, the McCarran
Act, they threaten us with war,

fascism and destruction. This new
wind brought upon the American
scene a new Negro, the sons and
daughters of labor. (Applause.) They
have come with one song in their

hearts—the Song of Freedom. I am
called upon to introduce one of them,
one of them, who is a symbol of them
all, and I feel that it is so important,

I want to call upon some of our great

Negro poets to bring him on the scene.

Because if we look back to what
happened here in Cincinnati, it was
here that the great freedom fighters

began the great campaign. And after

a while one of them had gone, Fred-

erick Douglass; the Negro people were
in trouble. And Paul Lawrence Dun-
bar, a native of Ohio, had this to say,

in his poem, “Frederick Douglass”:

10



A hush is over all the teeming lists.

And there is pause, a breath-space in the
strife;

A spirit brave has passed beyond the
mists

And vapors that obscure the sun of life.

And Ethiopia, with bosom torn.

Laments the passing of her noblest born.

She weeps for him another's burning
tears

—

She loved him with a mother’s deepest
love.

He Avas her champion through direful
years

And held her weal all other ends above.
When Bondage held her bleeding in the

dust.

He raised her up and Avhispered, "Hope
and Trust.”

For her his voice, a fearless clarion, rung
That broke in warning on the ears of
men;

For her the strong boAV of his poAver he
strung

And sent his arroAvs to the very den
Where grim Oppression held his bloody

place
And gloated o’er the miseries of the race.

We Aveep for him, but Ave have touched
his hand.

And felt the magic of his presence nigh.
The current that he sent throughout the

land.

The kindling spirit of his battle-cry.

O’er all that holds us Ave shall triumph
yet.

And place our banner Avhere his hopes
A'.ere setl

Oh Douglass, thou hast passed beyond the
shore.

But still thy voice is ringing o’er the gale!

Thou’st taught thy race how high her
hopes may soar.

And bade her seek the heights, nor faint,

nor fail.

She Avill not fail, *he heeds the stirring

cry.

She knows thy guardian spirit Avill be
nigh.

And, rising from beneath the chastening
rod.

She stretches out her bleeding hands to
God!

But Douglass had gone. The Avar of
slavery Avas over. And the forces of
reaction, as the Northern Republi-
cans, Avho had destroyed the slave
government, deserted the Negro peo-
ple. And terror marched in the land.
These Avere dark days, indeed, for
Negro America. But as one of our
other poets said, "That out of this
darkness, and out of the night. Black
man craAvls to the daAvn of light; Beat-
en by lashes and bound by chains;
Searching, Seeking for the Freedom
Train.” Then came the period, the
sloAv period, the period of Booker T.
Washington. A hat-in-hand period.
But this did not answer the question.
And then came upon the scene the
Niagara Movement of a new fight back
led by W. E. B. Du Bois, Trotter,
Forbes and the- Negro intellectuals.
A new period was beginning. Then
followed the NAACP, then came
World War I, Depression; then World
W^ar II—the fight against fascism.
And out of this all was being hem-

med and hewed this new Negro; and
I Avould like for Sterling Brown, the
modern Negro poet to describe it. He
says this about him:

They bought off some of your leaders
You stumbled, as blind men will . . .

They coaxed you, unAvontedly
soft-voiced . . .

You followed a Avay.

Then laughed as usual.
They heard the laugh and wondered;
Uncomfortable;
Unadmitting a deeper terror ....

The strong men keep a cornin' on
Gittin’ stronger ....

What, from the slums
Where they have hemmed you.

11



What, J-'roni the tiny huts
They could not keep from you—
What reached them
Making them ill at ease, fearful?

'I’oday they shout prohibition at you:
“Thou shalt not this”

“Thou shalt not that”

“Reserved for whites only.”

You laugh.

One thing they cannot prohibit;

Strong men cornin’ on
Strong men getting stronger

Strong men stronger.

Ladies and gentlemen, it is my
honor to present the symbol of this

new Negro, this symbol of a fighter

for freedom, for unity, a leader of

our Council and a leader of one of

the largest, the largest local unions in

America. Somebody said, “I saw in

the paper the other day that this guy
don’t speak for them, the leaders of

tlxeir particular union.” I’d like to say

like Langston Hughes’ Simple said,

“He sure speaks for us,” and in the

words of Simple, he’s here to speak

his mind. (Loud applause.)

William R. Hood, Secretary, Ford
Local 600; President, National Negro
Labor Council-.

Brothers and Sisters: This is an his-

toric day. On this day, 'we the dele-

gated representatives of thousands of

workers, black and white, dedicate

ourselves to the search for a new
North Star, the same star that So-

journer Truth, Nat Turner and John
Brown saw rise over the city of Cin-

cinnati over a century ago.

We come conscious of the new stage

in the Negro people’s surge toward
freedom. We come to announce to

all America and to the world that

Uncle Tom is dead. (Applause.) “Old
Massa” lies sleeping in the cold, cold

grave. (Applause.) Something new is

WILLIAM HOOD — Local 600, U.A:W.-CI0

cooking on the Freedom Train.

We come here today because we are

conscious at this hour of a confront-

ing world crisis. We are here because

many of our liberties are disappearing

in the face of a powerful war econ-

omy and grave economic problems
face working men and women every-

where. No meeting held anywhere in

America at this mid-century point in

world history caU be more important
nor hold more promise for the bright

future toward which humanity strives

than this convention of our great

National Negro Labor Council. For
here we have gathered this basic force

of human progress: the black sons and
daughters of labor and our democratic

white brothers and sisters whose in-

creasing concern for democracy, equal-

ity and peace is America's bright hope
for tomorrow.
We, the Negro working sons and

daughters, have come to Cincinnati

to keep faith with our forefathers and
mothers who landed right here upon
the banks of the Ohio river in their

dash for freedom frond chattel slavery



through the underground railroad.

We come here to Cincinnati to pledge
ourselves that the fight for economic,
political - and- soc^l freedom which
they began, shall .not have been in
vain.

Yes, 'we are here as proud black
Americans, working men and women;
proud of the right to live, without
humiliation. We are proud, too, be-
cause of our democratic white brothers
'Slidr'sistM^^s' wKoTiav^ come here; proud
because these staunch allies are not
afraid to stand shoulder to shoulder
with us to fight for that which is de-
cent and right.

The Negro Labor Council is our
symbol, the medium of expression of
our aims and aspirations. It is the
expression of our desire and determi-
nation to bring to bear our full weight
to help, win first-class' citizenship for
every black man, woman and child in
America. (Applause.') We say that
these are legitimate aims. We say that
these aspirations burn fiercely in the
breast of the Negro in America. And
we further say that millions of white
workers . echo our demands for free-

dom. These white workers recognize
in the struggle for Negro rights, the
prerequisites of their own,aspirations
for a full life and a guarantee that the
rising tide^ of fascism will not engulf
America. (Applause.)
And we say that those whites who

call the National Negro Labor Coun-
cil “subversive" have an ulterior mo-
tive. We know them for what they
are. They are the common oppressors
of both people, Negro and white. We
charge that their false cry of “sub-
versive” is calculated to maintain and
extend, the condition of common; op-
pression. "We say to those whites: “You
have never seen your mothers, sisters

and daughters turned away from thou-

sands of plant gates, from tlie airlines,

the offices; stores and other places of
desirable employment, insulted . and
driven into the streets many times
when they tried to eat in public places
—simply because of their color'. You
have never been terrorized by the mob',
you have never been shot in cold
blood by the police; you have never
had your home burned when you
moved out of the ghetto into another
neighborhood — simply because you
were black. You are not denied tire

franchise; you are hot denied credit
in bankas, denied insurance, jobs, up-
grading—because of the pigmentation
of your skin. You are not denied union
membership and representation. You
do not die ten years before the rest

of the people because of these many
dehials of basic rights.”

Therefore, you who call this Na-
tional Negro Labor Council “sub-
versive” cannot understand the burn-
ing anger, of the Negro people in
America, our desire to share the good
things our labor ‘ has produced for
America. You do not understand this.

So you sit like Walter Winchell, one
of our attackers, in the Stork Club in
New York and see that great Negro
woman artist, Josephine Baker, hu-
miliated and you. do not taise a
finger. (Applause.)
The Negro Labor Council is dedi-

cated to the proposition that these

evils shall end and end soon. (Ap>-

plause.) The world must understand
that we intend to ' build a stronger-

bond of unity between black and
white workers everywhere to strength-

en American democracy for all. If this

be subversion—then make the most
oi ' it. . (Applause.) '

,•

. A most significant event 'took place
in Chicago in June of 1950. Over 900
delegates, Negro and white; gathered
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there ^to cliart a course in the fight

for Negro rights. They came from the

mines, mills, from factories of Ameri-
ca. Many of them were leaders in the

..organized labor movement: seasoned,

-militant fighters these were. They
voiced the complaints for Negro
America.

BILL OF PARTICULARS

The delegates were told that as you
looked throughout the land you could
see Negro men and women standing
in long lines before the gates of the

industrial plants for jobs, only to be
told no help was wanted—while at the

same time white workers were hired.

Negro women are denied the right to

work in the basic sections of Ameri-
can industry, on the air lines, in the

stores and other places. Those who
were hired into industry in World
War II have for the most part been
systematically driven out — often in

violation of union contracts. Vast un-
employment since this war has struck

the Negro community a severe blow.

UPGRADING

In thousands of factories through-
out the land, Negroes were denied up-
grading and better job opportunities.

Too often the unions did not defend
or fight for the right of Negroes to be
upgraded.

APPRENTICESHIP TRAINING

We heard thdre, in Chicago, that

Negro workers were denied any op-

portunity to participate in- the great

number of apprenticeship training

programs either in industry or in gov-

ernment, in such fields as the build-

ing trades, machine tools, printing and
engraving, and other skills.

LILY-WHITE SHOPS

We found that thousands of lily-

white shops exist throughout the land
where no Negro has ever worked.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

We discovered that Federal, state

and city governments maintain a se-

vere policy of Jim Crow discrimina-
tion, beginning with the White House,
and moving on down to the lowest
level of municipal government.

SOUTHERN ECONOMY

Our black brothers and sisters from
the South told of unemployment, low
wages, wage differentials, Jim Crow
unions, peonage, sharecrop robbery,
and misery and destitution. They de-

scribed the perpetuation of conditions
that are cruelly reminiscent of slavery

in Twentieth Century America.

TRADE UNION JOB DISCRIMINATION

Black firemen and brakemen came
to tell of the collusive agreements be-
tween railroads and the Railroad
Brotherhoods to throw Negroes out
of the railroad industry after a hun-
dred years or more. And of the denial
of union membership in these unions,
with no representation. A number of
AFL unions were singled out for their

policy of exclusion and job “monkey
business” regarding black workers. We
also learned that the CIO had joined
the war crowd of colonial oppression
and exploitation and was running
fast from its early position of the
Thirties when John L. Lewis was at

its head and it fought for Negro rights.

CIVIL RIGHTS

Many of the delegates in Chicago
were stunned to hear of the thousands
of denials of civil rights in public
places in every state in the union. We
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were saddened and angered when w.e

heard about the frame-ups of the
Martinsville Seven, Willie McGee, and
the Trenton Six and of countless other
Negroes because they were black and
for no other reason. We were horri-
fied to hear of the many police kill-

ings of Negroes from New York to

Birmingham, Alabama.
Negro families were still hemmed

into ghettoes, charged higher rents,

chained by restrictive covenants, mob-
terror, and finally even bombed if

they were not lucky enough to get out
of the way. The rats are given ample
opportunity to wreak their damage
upon human beings, their destruction
through disease and death.
Our delegates made it clear, in that

1950 Convention, that inferior Jim
Crow schools are still the policy in the
South, and Jim Crow quotas in the
colleges in the North. The desire of
black children for education and a
full, useful life is yet a dream unreal-
ized.

THE MANDATE

Is there any wonder then that this

great Chicago gathering of the black
working sons and daughters of our
land said that this oppression can no
longer exist in our America? Or is it

any wonder that we received the full

support of those stalwart, democratic
white workers present there who truly

love democracy and recognize our
common basic unity of interests? So
it was that they, in all righteous indig-
nation, gave unto us, the continuators’
organization, a mandate. They said to

us: “Go out and build strong the Ne-
gro Labor Councils throughout the
land. Build them into instruments of
democracy, equality, and unity.”
They gave unto us the main task

of fighting on that front which we

know best—the economic front >for

jobs, upgrading, for an end to the lily-

white shops, for apprenticeship train-

ing, government jobs, local and state

fair employment practices legislation,

the non-discrimination clause in union
contracts, and finally, with emphasis,
the right of Negro women to work
anywhere and everywhere. (Ap-
plause.)

They gave unto us the mandate to

build an organization composed in
the main of Negro workers, united
and determined to wage an uncom-
promising struggle against Jim Crow
—to build an brganization which can
unite with white workers who are
willing to accept and support our
program—to exclude no freedom fight-

er!

And they -commissioned us to co-

operate with those existing organiza-
tions, community and trade uiiion,

which have undertaken genuine cam-
paigns for the full citizenship of the
Negro people. We were directed to
build a new type of organization

—

not an organization to compete with
those existing organizations of the Ne-
gro people already at work on many
civil rights struggles. The delegates
fvho met at Chicago demanded an or-

ganization of Negro workers from a
wide variety of industries, organized
and unorganized, from the great in-

dustrial centers of the North, the ur-

ban communities of the South, and
the farm workers from the great rural
areas. Such an organization will en-
courage Negroes .to join unions and
urge unions to organize Negroes. It

will call upon the entire Negro peo-
ple to support labor’s fight.

TO THE NEGRO PEOPLE

' To the Negro people, they said
unto us, say: In the Civil War thou-
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sands upon thousands o£ Negro work-
ers who took- arms in the,Union cause,

won, not only their own freedom-^

the freedom of the Negro people—
but by abolishing the institution of

slave labor, provided the basis for the

development of free trade unions in

the United States of America. .

And so, even today, as the National

Negro Labor Council charts the course

ahead to help the whole Negro peo-

ple and their sincere allies, we sound
a warning note to American reaction

and bigotry. For if 15 million Negroes,

led by their alert sons and daughters

of labor, and united together and
joined by the 15 million organized

white workers in the great American
Labor movement, say that there shall

be no more Jim Crow in America-
then there shall be no more Jim
Crow! ^JLoud applause.")

If 30 million Americans- 15 million

Negro people united with 15 million

workers—join with the Jewish people

to say there shall be no more anti-

Semitism, and mean it, then there

will be no more anti-Semitism! (Ap-

plause.)

If 15 million Negroes,- inspired by
their true leaders of labor, united with

their natural allies in the trade unions,

demand an end to the persecution of

cne foreign-born, -then the persecu-

tion of the foreign-born will come to

an immediate end! (Applause..).

If these 30 million, black and white

alike, say; “Leave .DuBois, Robeson,
Patterson, Lieutenant Gilbert and Jo-
sephine Baker alone, . for they speak

for our freedom,"—they"will -speak for

freedom! -(Applause.)

If this same combination speaks

with one united voice for peace—there
shall be peace! (Applause.)

We,' your black sons and daughters,

pledge to you that we have a pool of

mighty strength to put at your service,

to the end that y'ou' will have eco-

nomic, political and social equality,

so that you might enjoy the great and

good things of our land.

W^e say to you: “Be confident, for

we have brought to this great, demo-
cratic fight many white workers who
love democracy and who know that we
have worked side by side with them,

fought side by side with them on the

picket lines against the giant corpora-

tions. And they know that we know—
and will not be divided from us, no
matter what.
There are great walls in our U. S.

democracy. There are great . barriers

behind which men’s minds, souls,

bodies and spirits are imprisoned by
poverty, illiteracy, disease, and deceit.

W^ith our new John Browns we will

oreak down these discriminatory bar-

riers; Yes, we will break down these

great walls of hypocrisy, together with

our new John Browns, and march on
for full and complete emancipation
for the Negro people.

And behind the 15 million Negroes

of the United States stand 180 million

of- our African brothers and sisters,

sixty million of our kindred in the

West Indies and South and Central

America—for whom, as for us, war
arid the Point Four program would
mean continued -slavery and exploita-

tion.

As our new and so vitally needed
organization enters into the fight for

the rights of the Negro people, we ex-

tend our hand in unity and coopera-

tion to other great Negro organiza-

tions which have, historically strug-

gled for- those objectives. And we may
repeat here that we -are mandated to

concentrate oUr fire upon that area

we as workers know best—the eco-

nomic front.
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To George Sclmyler of the Pitts-

burgh Courier, to Lester Granger of
the -Urban League, to Councilman
Jesse D. Locker, of .Cincinnati—all of

whom attacked our Council at the

beck and call of the big white folks,

we warn you; “Negro America is mad,
hurt, and humiliated. You have spent
your lives growing fat on Jim Crow
while our brothers and sisters cannot
find jobs, are shot down in cold blood,
have their homes burned and bombed.
You ' may yell when the big white
folks tell you to, in order to keep us
down, but the day of the white-haired
'Uncle Tom,’ and the sleek ‘Uncle
Thomas’ is at end.’’ (Loud applause.)

Since June of last year, Negro La-
bor Councils have sprung up through-
out the country—North, South, East,

and West. The response of the Negro
workers to the opportunity to unite
their strength has been overwhelming.
The only question most of them have
asked is -whether or not the Council
is a hard-hitting organization.

Our Councils have begun tackling

the task given us by the Chicago con-

ference. for Negro rights. A number
of Councils are carrying on campaigns
to end discrimination in apprentice-

ship training set up by the skilled

trades. We have sought to do this in

conjunction with the .unions in the

field, the employer and government
agencies.

Lest we be misunderstood, however,
we intend to take any and all steps to

win. We have begun campaigns to

convince the trade unions to adopt
our model anti-discrimination con-

tract clause. We have been carrying

on campaigns for city and state FEPC
legislation with teeth. The outstand-

ing of, such campaigns was a cam-
paign run in Detroit by the Greater
Detroit Negro Labor Council. Our

Council there secured some' 40,000
signatures to petitions for referendum
by the voters of Detroit. The enemies
of FEPC and the mealy-mouthed
hush-hushers did, and are doing,

everything they can to keep Fair Em-
ployment Practices off the .ballot,

while the City Council still refuses to

pass on FEPC legislation.

During the course of our Council
building there has been opposition
from some of the trade union leaders,

particularly to this convention. They
have accused us of, attempting dual
unionism, and some of them have
gone so far as to advise Negro .work-
ers not to participate in this conven-
tion, To them we say: “Look at the
bill of particulars, then tell us if it is

not true that we are second-class citi-

zens in this land.” Negroes are still

barred from many trade unions in this

country, denied apprenticeship train-

ing, upgrading, and refused jobs in

many, many places.

We are not represented in the
policy making bodies of most interna-

tional unions. We say when the mobs
came to Emerald Street in Chicago,
and to Cicero, Illinois, we did not see

the great trade unions move. Yet, the
basic right to live in Cicero was de-

nied, not only to' the, family of Har-
vey Clark, but to the Negro people
as a whole. We say that we will no
longer permit the denial of these basic

rights in our country and are pooling
our strength for that purpose. We in-

tend to do it on the basis of co-opera-

tion and unity, wherever possible,

with the organized labor movement.
We wish to say further that the day

has ended when white trade union
leaders or white leaders in any organ-
ization may presume to tell Negroes
on what.basis they shall come together
to fight for their rights. (Applause.)
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Three hundred years has .been enough
of that. We black people in America
ask for your cooperation—but we do
not ask for your permission! (Ora-
tion.')

We believe it to be the solemn duty
of trade unions everywhere, as a mat-
ter of vital self-interest, to support
the Negro workers in their efforts to

unite and play a more powerful
role in the fight of the Negro people
for a first-class citizenship based upon
economic, political and social equality.
We believe, further, that it is the trade
unions' duty and right to encourage
the white workers to join with us and
support their Negro brothers and sis-

ters in the achievement of these ob-
jectives.

Since June of last year many things
have happened—the frame-up vic-

tims, Willie McGee, the Martinsville
Seven and many others have died.
Mobs came to Cicero, Illinois, home-
burnings and bpmbings took place,
the Ku Klux KJan rides openly again,
the old Confederate flag is being dis-

played openly throughout America,
and often as a battle-flag of our troops
in Korea—this ancient symbol of slave-

ry and oppression. A war in Korea has
involved our country with the colonial
people of Asia. The Taft-Hartley Act,
Smith Act and the McCarran Act,
under the hysterical lashings of the
McCarthys and other neo-fascists,

threaten to destroy all civil liberties.

The Negro Labor Council therefore
has come into being at a time when
democracy' needs fearless champions.
(Applause.)

We accept this role that history has
thrust upon us; we gladly act as Ameri-
ca’s conscience. We warn America that
the whole world watches. World peace
hdngs in the balance, while the ma-

le

jority of the world's people are ex-

ploited and oppressed.
Dr. Mordecai Johnson, President of

Howard University, in a speech made
at the 1950 CIO Convention, also

warned our country when he said in

his address, “The Pathway to Peace”:

“Now, let us take a look in all humility
at tliese free peoples that we are. Who
are they? Britain, France, Belgium, Hol-
land, Spain, Portugal, Germany and the

United States. We are indeed the free

peoples in the sense that our domestic
institutions are the freest and the most
flexible institutions on earth, but there
isn’t a one of us, especially our European
allies, who hasn't been busy during the
last 200 years securing and sustaining their

freedom by the political domination, eco-

nomic exploitation and social humiliation
of over half the human race.”

I further quote Dr. Mordecai John-
son:

“If we look at ourselves in the way that

history shows it to us, we are probably
the most ruthless dominators and exploit-

ers and humiliators of human life that

ever spanned the pages of history. For
all of a hundred years now, we have had
in our hands scientific and technical in-

telligence, the most creative weapon of
economic and political , constructiveness
that ever came into the hand of man. We
have shown what we could do with that

weapon by building up the great econom-
ic and political structure of the United
States and Britain, France, Germany -and

Japan. But for 200 years, while we have
had it in our power to build up likewise,

the economic and political freedom of

India, Africa, China, Malaya, Indo-China
and the peoples of the Near East, we not
only have not done so, but we have used
that very power to conquer them in war,
to dominate them politically, to exploit
their natural resources and their labor,

and to segregate and humiliate them upon
the land upon which their fathers have
died and in the presence of the graves

which hold the bodies of their mothers.



“For over 100 years, there have been
over a billion human beings vwho have
been seething with indignation against us
to get a taste of freedom before they die.

. . . Now suppose you were Indo-Chinese,
wouldn’t you be amazed at us? For over
100 years the French have been in Indo-
china, dominating them politically,

strangling them economically, and humi-
liating them in the land of their fathers.

“We haven’t ever sat down with the
Frencli and demanded that they change
that system. And in the defect of leader-
ship on our part, they have turned to the
Communists, and the Communists have
given them leaders, they have trained
their troops and given them money, and
now it looks as though they can win. And
as they are about to win their liberty, we
rush up to the scene and say, 'Dear broth-
ers, what on earth ar.e you all getting
ready to do? Are you going to throw your-
selves into the hands of this diabolical

conspiracy under the false notion that
they can bring you freedom? Why, they
aren’t free; we are the free people of the
world, we have democratic institutions,

we are your friends, we will send you
leaders, we will send you ammunition,
ive will send you bread.’

“And they look at us in amazement and
they say, ‘Brother, where have you been?
Why, if we'd ‘a’ known you was a-comih,’

we’d of baked a cake.*
’’

And, believe it or not, Phil Mur-
ray agreed with that speech. He said,

said he, “It was an inspirational ad-

dress which could'only come from the

soul of a man.”

MOVEMENT OF STRUGGLE

Brothers and Sisters! Eloquence is

a mighty weapon in the struggle for

our just demands. But what is more
eloquent than the struggle itself? The
big white bosses, the men in Washing-
ton, will move far more rapidly when
they see millions of us in struggle

than when they hear speeches alone.

The Negro Labor Councils are, above
all, organizations of struggle. We stand
for the -unity of all Negro workers, ir-

respective of union affiliations, organ-

ized and unorganized; for the unity of

Negi'O and white workers together; for

the unity of Negro workers with the
whole Negro people in the common
fight for- Negro liberation; and for the

alliance of the whole Negro people
with the organized labor movement
—the keystone combination for any
kind of progress in our country.

With this in mind, and looking for-

ward to the building of a mighty
movement of Negro Labor Councils
throughout the length and breadth of
the land, it is my opinion that- this

Founding Convention should be re-

membered in the years to come as the
gathering which launched a major,
nation-wide struggle to win a basic

demand of the Negro workers, and the
Negro people as a whole. For " this

reason I propose that this Founding
Convention project a central national
campaign for an Executive Order from
the President of the United States to

establish a Federal Fair Employment
Practices Order and a Federal Em-
ployment Practices Committee to en-
force it.

This campaign should aim at se-

curing the signatures of hundreds of
thousands—yes millions—of Americans,
Negro and white, on a national peti-

tion. It should include mass meetings,
use of radio and television, a drive to

secure union endorsements for the
Executive Order, and support from
the most varied community organiza-
tions. It should sponsor a tour of
prominent speakers. It should look to

Negro History Week in February 1953
as a milestone in that campaign, dur-
ing which period notice should be
served on the President that he is
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expected to aci—and hot just double-
talk—for the Executive Order. Such a
national campaign .will bring the

Negro .Labor Council’s moveihent in-

to hundreds of cities and communities
of our 'Country. Many tens of thou-
sands of new workers will ' thereby
learn of this great movement for the ,

first time. It will provide a splendid
opportunity to establish -new councils
and further build the existing ones.

It will spark our great organizing drive.

It will also provide a new oppor-
tunity for cooperation with the vari-

ous unions and the important civic,

fraternal and church organizations
among the Negro people, thereby fur-

thering our basic principle of unity.

Such a national campaign, far from
hindering the local campaigns for

FEPG, for housing, against discrimina-
tion and Jim-Crow, will serve to stim-

ulate and advance them.
This Convention will also adopt a

Constitution and a Preamble and
other important documents, all of
which are of utmost . importance.
These, too, are instruments in the

fight. For nothing we say or write here

will have aily meaning in the weeks
and rrionths to come, unless we recog-

nize that they are our battle^ags«And
battle-flags are meant to^ be carried

into battle. Our great documents, Qur
great battle-flags, must not be wrapped
up and put away for two years after

we adjourn here tomorrow. We must
carry our fighting standards- out of
this Convention, unfurled and into

battle.

We face a number of great tasks.

We are called upon to chart a course
that 'will win thousands of new job
opportunities for Negro men and wom-
en, that . will convince the organized
labor movement to complete the or-

ganizatioji of -the South on the basis

of equality and non-segregation, that

will help bring the franchise to all the
peoples in the South. (Applause.)
We are on the high road to .a more

democratic America. We are on the
way toward breaking the grip of the
Dixiecrats and the northern reaction-

aries on our national life. I know that
as you hammer out a program in these

two days you will speed, up the Free-

dom Train; you will give greater spirit

and meaning to the Negro Labor
Councils; you will adopt the battle

cry of the great Frederick Douglass:
“Where there is no struggle, there is

no progress!” _ _

We move on, united—and neither
man nor beast will turn us back. We
will achieve in our time, for ourselves
and for our children, a world of no
Jim Crow; of no more “white men’s
jobs” and '"'colored qnly” schools; a
world of freedom, full equality, secur-

ity and peace. Our task is clearly set

forth. Brothers and Sisters, we move
on to struggle and to victory! (Sus-

tained applause and ovation.)

(End of Morning session)



PANEL DISCUSSIONS
Saturday A]Fternoqn/ October 27

Panel i : FIGHT FOR JOBS

Panel Chairman, Sam Parks, Packing-
house Workers

Mr. Thibodeaux:

Just for the record my name is A1

Thibodeaux (from the Marine Cooks
and Stewards, San' Francisco Local).

The topic which I have chosen ' to

attempt to speak to you on with some
amount of clarity is one that I imagine
we find different all over the country.

Unfortunately, the economic structure

of our country today puts us in a po-
sition where it seems that there must
be war to have jobs. We as Negroes
have found that this is not true. We
have found that in different parts of
the country, different means are used
against us to keep .us from these jobs.

For instance, the present war, or the

present march towards war, is one that

is absolutely scientific.

It means that the Negro naturally

in most instances is isolated or the

absolute door is closed against him.
We find that ' in inland places the

Negroes have a thing that they call

the loyalty oath; and since ! am from
the Pacific Coast I would like to tell

you of one that we, the Negro, with
some of our white' allies have been
faced with on the Pacific Coast for

over a year. We call it screening and
it’s not the Hollywood kind. The Ne-
gro people for the first time in the

history of this country, have been de-

clared subversives toward the country
and the whole group of us are out to

overthrow the government and sell it

all away. This act has been used

against us on tfie West Coast, in most
instances, like the' Maritime Industry
where we have, the majority of our
workers 'Negroes who are seamen or
dock wprkers.

in- attempting' to go to work
on the docks 'or sail the ships on the
Pacific Coast now we’re screened by
the Coast Guard.' Naturally there is

a different system used for the sea-

men and a different system used for

the dockers. ' The seamen have to go
through one screening process, but
the docke'rs have to go through two
processes; the Coast Guard and the
Navy. We found by attempting to get
the absolute facts with the help of
the research directors and lawyers that

65% of all persons screened from these
ships and from the docks are -Negroes.
Now the reason for this 'is a point that
I attempted to make in the first open-
ing of this, that with the country be-

ing geared toward a war we’re being
told on the Pacific Coast in so many
ways that if we don’t support this war
or if we don’t say to our fellow work-
er you support along with us, that we
are to be taken off the ships and taken
off the docks. The procedure used
against the Negioes here is a nickel
in the telephone slot to the Coast
Guard and bingo you have no more
job.

We naturally here from the Pacific

Coast have come almost in' a mass
body-, each person with an individual
resolution. We found, after compar-
ing notes, I am very happy to find,

that the entire act of the screening
has been put into a resolution. The
convention as such will be presented
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with this resolution and attempt to

help and see that the war economy as

far as the Negro people are concerned,

not only on the Pacific Coast but all

over dais country, is put into a posi-

tion where we, the Negroes will not
have to support a war in which we
the Negroes get nothing, but also that

we will ,be able to get jobs, the jobs

we are entitled to as American citi-

zens and live, we hope, in a peaceful

world. I don’t think I have much
more to cover on this point, after be-

ing told the amount of time is so short

I am fully convinced that using screen-

ing as an example on the Pacific Coast

those of you who happen to be in

other parts of the country must be
faced with a' situation that happens to

be the same but under a different

name.
With that I would like to thank you

for your attention, and ask you that

when such a resolution ' is presented

before the Convention, you support
it with all of your might and do every-

thing which is humanly possible after

supporting to see that something is

done so that we the Negro people

should be able to get the jobs which
we have earned and do deserve. (Ap-

plause.)

Chairman:

The Brother opened the discussion

of the Job Panel by briefly reporting

on the war economy and its effect on
the Negro in regard to acquiring jobs.

He gave an exact picture as to what’s

happening on the West Coast, to a

screening process put up there I as-

sume by the Federal Government; and
most of the people that are screened

and not given jobs are Negroes. In
essence for you that did not hear this

was the picture projected. Most of you
from every locality here have some
similar situation. I know last week,

being in the Motor City, I heard of

people being laid off there. It’s a

cause for the layoff. In industry

throughout the country, unemploy-
ment is rising. Most of the people un-
employed, as always, have been the

Negro people. On this particular sub-

ject I would like to open the floor

for discussion and ask you as dele-

gates to come forward. As you stand

to speak, state your name, your union
and where, you are from. So the floor

is now open for discussion on this par-

ticular subject.

Oliver H. Gregory:

My name is Oliver H. Gregory, I

am from Charleston, West Virginia.

I am a member of the United Mine
Workers of America, Local 2236, Dis-

trict 617, Southern West Virginia. I

am a bituminous coal miner. I have
been a coal miner for the past 23 years,

am married and have four children;

and I find the same conditions exist-



ing in the coal field as you find in

any other industry in the country.

On the particular job where I work,
being employed by the Winifred Coal
Collieries, at Winifred, West Virginia,

when time comes to eliminate a job
it is always the Negro who loses the
job. Twenty-seven months ago today,
Avhen I went to work for the Winifred
Coal Collieries there was 125 Negroes
on the job and 67 whites; today it is

exactly the reverse. There is 125 whites
on the job and 67 Negroes—and there
is a reason for that. It is the American
capitalistic way of doing things that is

causing our sisters and brothers to

suffer. In West Virginia, as in all other
states of this union, we find that Ne-
gro men and women are suffering from
the loss of employment whilst the un-
educated, the white person' who is

incapable of taking care of the job
that I can take care of is given prefer-
ence of the work. And I believe
through the founding of this National
Negro Council of Labor, that if we
are conscientious in our objectives
that tve can eliminate it. {Applause.)
And until we stand together as

union men and women who believe
in social and' economic equality for
all, we will all sink together. And as a
delegate to this convention, I am
pleading with you on bended knees
to come to our rescue, both black and
^vhite. I know the Brother who pre-
ceded me on the rostrum here was
telling the truth because I have trav-

eled in about twenty states in this

union, and I find this condition exist-

ing in each state among the Negro
workers. The most ignorant white
worker we have is elevated above the
most intelligent Negro worker we have.
And if that is a form of democracy,
then deliver me from democracy. {Ap-
plause.) I do not desire to make a racial

OLIVER GREGORY — U.M.W. of A. Local 2236
^

Dist- 617

issue but the racial issue has made it-

self. And as Brother Hood spoke here

earlier this evening, if we don’t do
something about it, no one else is

going to do it. I thank you. {Ap-
plause.)

Harrison:

From Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

steelworker. Local union 1^5^1308,

C. I. O. from District 19. I am a
laborer with twenty-seven years of

service for one company, a record un-
blemished by reports of the company
for which I work.

Twenty-three years ago, or twenty-

seven years ago to be exact, I came
North seeking a chance to increase my
living standard. I was told by the cor-

poration that ifT came and gave hon-
est Service and showed that I had the

ability, that I could have a chance
for advancement. I was listed as a
laborer. After twenty-seven years of
hard service, I still remain a laborer.

I resented certain actions by the com-
pany and the union officials to take up
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certain tissues regarding the upgrading
.of, Negroes. For this I was penalized,

and finally ousted.

I might recite to you one instance,

not because it is important to me as

an individual, but because as a Ne-
gro, it would affect you too. I was
only about five years away from my
pension, which would amount to

about §100 per month, and an instir-

ance'which amounted to about $3,000.

The Company had an agreement with
the union to pay certain salary in-

creases on certain jobs after they had
been re-evaluated to pay ,a

" wage
known as differential wages which
amounted to about $30,000, for about
20 workers. The company played ball

with this particular issue over a peri-

od of two years. The union officials

of this particular local took' an atti-

tude of complacency, and did. not
force the issue. I as an individual seek-

ing chance of advancement of my peo-
ple and myself and family saw an op-
portunity to fight. I did so, by-passing
the officials of the union for the reason
that they would not fight for ine or
my people. So after -some great bat-

tles, we the workers there, twenty in

number, on this particular job won
for these workers $20,000. In doing
so the Company says to me, “Harrison,
you're sticking your nose into some-
thing that does not concern you and
you'll pay." So on the day we wei'e to

receive our wages one of the company
officials said to me, "You are going to

get $550 back pay." I was happy—that

was big money in 'anybody's bank.
But , I received $1.27. I knew then
what he meant by being penalized.

I had no one to fight my battles for

me because of the enemy that had be-

gun to creep into the union among
the official staff because they thought
I became too nosey. This may be un-

important as an individual; neverthe-

less you my friends, both white and
black, unite to fight against discrimi-

nation, against segregation, against all

forms of oppression. The day is not
far hence when you'll be pushed out
and left with no security. That is the

very basis for exploitation, and Jim
Crowism, -and segregation. When that

is done, when you and I, white work-
ers and black workers unite to elimi-

nate discrimination, outlaw Jim Crow-
ism, every black man in this country
can point to Old Glory with pride

and 'say, ‘'T pledge allegiance to the

flag of the United States of America
and to the Republic for which it

stands, one nation indivisible, “with lib-

erty and justice for all.^' (Applause.'^

Ted Ship, U.P.W., Local 20:

Our first speaker spoke of screen-

ing, on the West Coast. I'd like to

open with a law that came into effect

before screening became . effective.

Loyalty Order, Executive Order 8935,
which was a loyalty order against Fed-

eral workers, causing them- to sign an
affidavit proving their loyalty to the

Federal .Service in order to be an em-
ployee of the Government. This order

became effective in 1947 and since

that time many such orders have
sprung up in our cities, states and
throughout the country.

But our subject is jobs or the effect

of war economy. The effect of war
economy in the. federal service is some-
thing I’d like to speak on. Recently, in

New York City, about 400 general

service employees, the employees that

clean the buildings, operate elevators

and do the handy work around the

buildings were laid off for economy
reasons. Throughout the country,

over 4,000. This is false economy be-

cause there is money to pay these peo-



pie, the buildings need cleaning so
somebody has got to do the work. The
majority of these people are Negro
workers, therefore this lay-off has af-
fected nearly 4,000 Negro workers
throughout the country.
In the professional positions in the

governmentj there are few, and very
few, you’ll find only a handful of top
position Negro workers. It’s not be-
cause they’re ineligible for the jobs,
because they are not hired from the
register; they have a choice of one out
of three and the Negro employees are
overlooked in choosing for these po-
sitions. Recently in the past year there
were two psychiatrists in one branch
in one agency of the Federal Govern-
ment in. New York, two Negro psy-
chiatrists. Six months ago these two
Negroes were fired because they were
the last hired. That is the role of our
government. '

-• Only about two weeks ago an agency

that employed about 1,^00 employ-
ees, about two thirds of them being
Negro workers, was moved out of the
City of New York, consolidating the
agency to another city. These Negro
workers are out of jobs. The reason
for this move was to save about 2
million dollars a year. But let’s take
the cost of the moving the files and
the moving of the families that would
accept the transfer and the training
of new employees that wouldn’t ac-
cept the transfer. lYhen and where is
the government going to save this 2
million dollars^? These are the effects
of the war on the Negro worker. lYe
call upon this Council to go to our
representatives, to our President and
see. that such economy moves—false
economy moves—are stopped. Next
year is election year, let’s see that these
false economists"don’t return to their
positions in Washington. Thank you!
{Applause.) - ;
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Speaker from U. E.

It is absolutely true that a war econ-
omy and peacetime economy is affect-

ing the jobs not only of Negro people
but everybody. According to the sur-

plus on hand, people are being laid

.off and jobs are not available. But the

Negro people are affected primarily,

and mostly so. because of their low
seniority and in most cases they give
the answer “qualification,” they do
not have the right qualifications. But
we in District 4, have decided unique
ways of fighting this discrimination.
One of our methods, where we find
this discrimination, we follow through
by sending people back to that plant
and making test cases of it; and taking
it before the Discrimination Board
which is set up in New Jersey. In
many cases we have won that, but we
have also involved the people in the
shop where it comes to qualifications.

After all, many of our workers are
porters, laborers, sweepers, but we
have white brothers in the shop who
are qualified to do machine work who
take the laborer and porter and dur-
ing lunch period, during break peri-

ods, and show that porter, that labor-
er,, how to do his job. That is what
you call labor unity. Many of our
shops are doing it. And because of
our contract they cannot bring in a
new worker; therefore they have to
take that man, that laborer, -and classi-

fy him higher. This is some of the
program that we started in our shop
and it is spreading with success.

Further than that, this is the actual
fact about how to fight discrimina-
tion, as far as job hiring- is concerned.
We started vocational school systems
where we can send workers to school
to learn these different things. Our
Negro workers are taking advantage
of it. In the radio industry we are

learning them tester, trouble shooter,

instead of being just common laborers.

They are taking advantage of it, and

doing a job. That’s the kind of work

we are doing in our union to break

down discrimination. And I am quite

sure that other unions and other com-

munity groups can start the same kind

of activities as far as vocational sys-

tem is concerned, as far as learning

on the job is concerned, so that we'll

have some means and some methods

of what Bill Hood brought out this

morning that we're gonna fight this

discrimination, we're gonna fight this

segregation and this bias job-hiring

from every angle and with every force

that we can possibly get together. So

that I think with that kind of a per-

spective we've got a start to breaking

down this discrimination in job-hiring.

I thank you. (Applause.)

Rudolph Thomas:

Ladies and Gentlemen—my name is

Rudolph Thomas, Local 407 of tlie

U. E. of New Jersey. On jobs for Ne-
groes, my shop, which is predominant-

ly the Edison
^

Shop, we have done
wonderful things considering the re-

ports I have heard here today. We
have the Company starting the pro-

gram of apprenticeship. And with this

apprenticeship we .have already had
the company institute a Negro to be

a tool and die-maker. He will become
a full fledged tool and die-maker next

month.

We also have, as my Executive Secre-

tary has just told you, an apprentice-

ship system in the County. We went
to the County and we demanded it;

that they start an apprenticeship

throughout the County for our work-
ers. We didn't put it on the basis of

Negro workers but for all our workers.
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white or Neg^o. But because the Negro
has always been in the lowest category'

of work he immediately took advan-
tage of this opportunity. 'This year we
had four people graduate from this

class. This year they have started back
in September an advanced course, and
we in the Negotiating Committee in

our Union went to the Company and
said to them, “Here ‘tis—you want ma-
chinists, we have them. Now you’re
gonna take them out of this shop or
you’re not gonna git them. We de-

mand that you take the workers from
the shop and upgrade them.’’ Of
course, we ran into, many stumbling
blocks. Of course, we became very dis-'

heartened; but don’t become dis-

heartened, because your union is fight-

ing for you, the union is sticking with
you. If they put their shoulders to the

wheel we can accomplish the purpose
you’re setting out to do. And the Qnly
way that this can happen is if you also

keep behind your leadership.

In my local at the present time I am
the only Negro in the leadership; but
it is through my efforts and the ef-

forts of the rank and file Negro work-
ers to go to the leadership and say,

“Listen here, we want upgrading of

Negroes.’’ My president from a small
shop has already had a lily-white shop.
And at our Executive Board meeting
he told us that he was starting to go
into negotiations. And to the Execu-
tive Board no one mentioned F.E.P.C.
So I said, “Listen pa, what’re we do-
ing, you haven’t mentioned F.E.P.C.

going into your contract.’’

He said, “Well, we’ll take it up
when we get there.’’

^

I said, “We’ll take it up here, and
we’ll take it up now.’’ -

.

And he says to me, “Well, what can
we do if the company says ‘no,’ what
can we do?’’

And I says, “If the people ain’t

ready to fight on it you have to be
. ready to fight on it, because you rep-
resent our'^shop, and you represent
our local and this local isn’t just our
shop. Therefore you’re either going
to fight on this question or we’ll take
it before the .general membership.’’

So he agreed that he would take one
of our organizers in with him, and
talk on F.E.P.C. But I wanted to push
him and make him face the problem
as it stood. I said to him, “Why don’t
you take one of the Negro organizers
into your shop with you? So therefore
let the company say no to him. It will

be harder for him to say no to a Negro,
we’re not hiring Negroes, than it

would to you. ’Cause he can say to you
well, Carl, you and I are white; we’ll
fight this thing out amongst ,our-

. selves.’’

He says, “No, no, no, I* won’t take
it that way.’’

I says, “I know you won’t take it

that way, it's easier to smooth you
over; give you a little sugar so that
you’ll be sweet and you’ll forget about
F.E.P.C.’’ So he promised me that he
wouldn’t like to take a 'Negro organ-
izer in with him at the time. He claim-
ed that the local shop would have to
vote on a negotiating committee. So
we did work out the point wherein
the first point on the agenda for his
contract would be F.E.P.C.

Samuel Kennedy;

My name is Kennedy, Samuel Ken-
nedy. I’m vice-president of District 2,

Fur and Leather Workers. The tie-up
that I would like to make of the war
economy and this job is concerning
the manner in which the Loyalty Oath
and the F.B.I. is playing on the Negro
and the white worker alike.



Part of Delegation from International For and Leathers Workers

The war scare — just before the

Korean War broke out we had insti-

tuted a program of up-grading in

leather that caused Negroes to be up-
graded to higher-paying jobs in the

leather industry in Philadelphia as

they had never had before. We got

this program working by convincing
the white workers in those shops that

by discriminating against the Negroes,
they were discriminating against the

vvhite workers too. Wherein all the

white workers that had been there

for 15 or 20 years had been kept on
menial jobs just like the Negroes had
been kept on menial jobs we con-

viilced these older workers that if you
help us to put through this pro^am
whereby all the steady Tyorkers would
be up-graded or are put into seniority

it vvould" help y6u. You niay call it

favoritism but favoritism or 'not^ it is

discrimination just the same.
Our pt'ogrcim was working sw'ell

until the Korean War broke out, and
now the liberal whites^ -that I found
that used to be glad to stop on the

corner, with me after working and
have a beer, now they’re afraid, they

have an excuse: they’re afraid of being
tapped on the back and asked the

question, “Why are you interested in

Negroes?” That is wlxat the Attorney-

General’s office has turned the F.B.I.'

into, a virtual Gestapo spreading fear

among, the people.

A few years ago we had a meeting
of youth at the University of Pennsyl-

vania to discuss the problems of dis-

crimination that' was carried on by
Lincoln University. When this meet-

ing was called it was attended by sev-

eral students of the University of

Pennsylvania. After the meeting was
over the F.B.I. moved in to investi-

gate oh, no, not to investigate Lin-

coln U. itself — to ihvestigafe these

students and ask them that'question:
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"Why are you interested in Negroes?”

I think that it is time we did some-
thing, or made some kind o£ protest

about the F.B.I. spreading fear into

the hearts of white people who are lib-

eral to our movement and a*ying to

make them stop that. I thank you.

(Applause.)

Howard Myers,
District 65, New York'.

I would like to point out some of

the inherent dangers to trade unions
in the port areas under the Defense
Production Act.

Recently President Truman, under
the Defense Production Act, said that

the ports of New York and San Fran-

cisco on the west coast are national

security areas. And as we have seen,

as brother A1 Thibodeaux of San
Francisco pointed out, screening un-
der the Navy and Coast Guard is

knocking out Negro' workers at the

rate of 65% from the industry. In ad-

dition, these Loyalty screenings are

knocking out the most militant trade

unionists in the locals and the unions
in these areas. And if this trend, of

screening is not stopped in the water-

front, it will spread.

Already the Defense Production Act
administration is refusing to give con-

tracts to those industries, those manu-
facturers who in the opinion of the

Defense Production Act administrat-

ors have subversives employed on their

jobs, and they will not give contracts

to these manufacturers until these so-

called subversives are eliminated from
the pay-roll. And in 99%, 100% of

the time, these so-called subversives

and these trade unions in the shops
are the most militant, the most loyal,

the most militant fighters against Jim-
Crow and for the protection of the
working standards of the workers

throughout the industry. We m'e fac-

ing in these orders underneath the

D.P.A. an attempt by the government
to make labor fronts out of trade un-
ions, with tlie Taft-Hartley Act as the

law of the labor fronts throughout the

land. And we can see that if screening

isn’t stopped in the maritime indus-

try and if the Defense Production Act
of proclaiming emergency areas is not
licked in the waterfront, screening is

going to move into private industry

and knock the heart and guts out of

the trade unions and leave the work-
ers defenseless. I urge all of the mem-
bers here, black and white, and all

trade-unionists to unite with the water-

front workers, the dockers, to defeat

screening. (Applause.)

Margaret Gilmore, United Public
Workers, Washington, D. C., Bureau
of Engraving & Printing:

I came here because I was happy to

know that at last we are trying to fight

and are going to form a united public

front to eliminate second-class citizen-

ship and try to put over a decent
F.E.P.C. That is what we need in gov-

ernment. It is true the majority of

members here are predominantly pri-

vate industry whereby they have a

weapon known as the strike weapon.
We have only Congress to depend on
to help us in our defense. Therefore
you know what Congress does with the

F.E.P.C. law, with the Southerners in

the forefront to squelch everyone. I

can only ask that we out of this con-

vention have a united front strong
enough to put pressure on the mem-
bers of Congress to put through a de-

cent F.E.P.C. law with teeth in it.

I am sorry I do not have time to tell

you of the harrowing experiences that

the United Public Workers in the
Bureau of Engraving have been
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through to put over an apprentice
program whereby we were successful
in cracking the biased lily-white crafts
and admitted 35 Negro apprentices in
the Bureau of Engraving and Print-
ing. Sometliing unheard of until
U.P.W. started it. in ’48. (Applause.)
And I must say with no conceit, I, a
weak woman, was the one who urged
my union to fight it because it could
be done. The veterans were afraid.

The Loyalty Oath has really wreaked
havoc with government employees.
I cannot get cooperation, not even of
the veterans, who went in as appren-
tices. They disassociated themselves
with the union because of red-baiting
just before it was time for them to go
to press. And what is the result? They
have been given a four-year appren-
ticeship and on the back of it the Bur-
eau of Engraving has recognized 60
white guys from Chicago and brought
them to Washington, D. C., gave them
lo days' training and now they are
full-fledged journeymen printers. By
the time these boys finish their four
years’ apprenticeship, there will be
NO jobs for them. They will go
through the routine and that is all.

The lily-white crafts are closed to
them in the Security Exchange in Phil-
adelphia and the New York Bank
Note Company. They will have no
jobs.-

Not only did it affect these men
who are hoping to become printers,
but it has affected the rank and file of
the Negroes in the Bureau, in the
government entirely. The war econ-
omy has reduced us in grade level,

and those in the first grade level have
been thrown out into the street to seek
jobs as best they can, veterans and
civilians alike. So you see what we
have got to do. Flowery speeches will
not do it. We have got to work, do

foot-work, get together, form a united,

solid phalanx and crush this ugly dis-

crimination and prejudice. We are

sick and tired of second-class citizen-

ship. That is what I want to see done.
And that is what we have got to do.

(Applause.)

Foundry Worker, Local 599:

I have a problem. I want to point
out the problem that I have in bi'ief.

I have — we have what is called a lily-

white organization with no coopera-
tion with 85% of the foundry work-
ers, Negroes. It just so happened we
passed a motion Friday night in our
local meeting that delegates be sent
to the Negro National Founding Con-
vention. It was passed unanimously
and the president of our local turned
it down and consequently since there
are no colored brothers on the staff

throughout Local 599—all lily-white

because of sabotage, I point out—^we

were given no support, the same iden-
tical thing that happened in the Wil-
lie McGee case. Three of us went to
Washington on our own accord, by
taking up collections and taking mon-
ey out of our own pay-checks, to repre-
sent the Negro brothers in that strug-

gle in Washington in the fighting for

Willie McGee.
The same identical thing has hap-

pened today. It’s from my local

here, in which I represent in
the foundry 85% strong, with not one
dime contributed from the local, and
I just wanted to point out some of the
problems in brief that we were having
there; and maybe this is not tied in
with the war economy because it was
pointed out there wouldn’t be any
defense work in the foundry and they
had a mass lay-off Friday, and another
one the following Monday. So, in
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brief. I’ll cut my statements short and
I’ll just point out the highlights of
%vhat I wanted to say. I thank you.
(Applattse.)

Helen Lunelly, reporter for panel
on Negro women in industry'.

As one of tlie thousands of the Ne-
groes that President Hood spoke of
this morning during his address — as

one of the thousands of Negi'O women
that was forced out of the factories

after the war and was unable to get

jobs any place but as domestic work-
ers, I ivould like to speak to you today
about the domestic workers. I’m
proud to be here as a delegate to this

convention on the subject.

Nearly 2 million Negro women are

classed as gainful workers. How many
now have jobs? How many are unem-
ployed? How do these wages compare
with the white women workers? Xhese
are the questions that must be an-

swered by the convention now. On the
whole most women, white or Negroes,
work for a living, not because they
want to work, but because they have
to work to support their families, or
help support their families, and the
reason that the majority of Negro
women work is because of the low
wages of their fellow man, the Negro
man, in general. The Negro woman
was limited to two fields where work
was largely unskilled and heavy: agri-

culture and domestic worker. More
than six thousand domestic employees
in private homes, and 25 thousand in

laundries — not laundries, I mean do-
ing laundry work in private homes,
about 18 thousand housekeepers, more
than 1 1 thousand charwomen. The
number of Negro women in domestic
and personal service in 1930 is a gain
of nearly 50% from 1920. Negro wom-

en in household employment increas,-

ed by 8i%.
What about these working condi-

tions of today? We have from the

common household and according to

the few recent accounts on the sub-
ject that are available, low wages and
long hours. The wages that the wom-
en are making today run around §5 a

day for day work and from §20 to §25
a week for weekly work. And one of
the neglected things of the trade union
of the Negro women has been not only
to fight against the misuse of the Ne-
gro woman in domestic work but not
to organize the domestic workers. It is

merely lip-service from progress of the
unions. Aye, the Negro womeii, are
sick and tired of working out at other
homes, and not being able to stay in
our own kitchens and do our work.
We expect this great Labor Council
to see that the doors of the offices and
factories be open to us. AYhile this

struggle takes place we feel that the
Council must take all possible steps

to see that domestic workers will be
organized so that our conditions and
wages will be livable. (Applause.)

Ralph Anderson, 2^-year old Veteran,
(reporter for Panel on Youth):

I'd like to say before I begin my
short report tfiat it is indeed an honor
to be here at this historic convention,
and that I am honored that I have
been selected to give the openirlg re-

port on the problems of youth and the
fight for jobs — of Negro youth in the
fight for jobs.

The fight for jobs for Negro youth
is an important, and should be a key
issue in the National Negro Labor
Council’s program for action. Negro
youth are forced to accept menial jobs
in many industries and denied ap-
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prenticeship training for higher class-

ifications. The unions must assume
major responsibilities in the fight for

jobs for Negro youth. This must be
fought on and recognized by the un-
ions as essential for the solidarity and
•well-being of all labor. It is a major
contribution to the fight for first-class

citizenship for Negro youth.
The leading unions of the A.F. of L.

and C.I.O. bear major responsibility

for not having fought for jobs for Ne-
gro youth, and also for representation
in all posts of the union. In a few of
the larger unions of A.F. of F. a"nd

C.I.O. , Negroes are run only for tra-

ditional Negro posts, such as record-
ing secretary and treasurer. The un-
ions must see that the fight for jobs
for Negro youth and for upgrading
and that the fight for integration of
Negro youth in all posts of the union
is their major responsibility. The lack
of fight for integration of Negro youth
in all phases of various industries and
the unions is an acceptance of the
weapons of the bosses of superiority
of the white workers. And dividing
the workers is the means of jeopar-
dizing the working conditions and
standards of all labor, by forcing
Negro youth to accept low stan-

dards. To the degree that labor
fights for full integration of Negro
youth in the various industries and
unions, will the leadership of the Ne-
gro be insured and therefore the
whole fight for first-class citizenship

for the Negro youth. The Negro youth
are the most exploited sections of la-

bor in this regard.

Today in getting jobs, the Negro
youth is not even considered for many
jobs because of their i-A draft classi-

fication. They are blackjacked because
of this i-A classification to accept the
lowest paying and the dirtiest job.

The bosses say that that is their busi-

ness, who they hire, and in many cases

the unions accept this and refuse to

fight for the upgrading and appren-

ticeship training of the young Negro
youth. This applies doubly to the Ne-
gro women who are not considered
for many jobs and then only in a

domestic or janitorial sense.

The Negro youth today faces a fu-

ture of despair and frustration. They
are denied jobs, jim-crowed and lynch-

ed at home and Jim-Crowed and kill-

ed fighting for a non-existent freedom
abroad. (Applause.') The bosses hse
dope and other corrupting things to

prepare the youtjb to accept this future
of despair and frustration. Their
playgrounds and recreation centers are

closed and denied them. The National
Negro Labor Council must take a

special approach to the youth to win
them to a united fight for jobs and
first class citizenship.

One positive example of the correct

way of Negro youth fighting back is

epitomized, is symbolized by a young
Negro, Roosevelt Ward. He is a young
Negro from New Orleans who is how
the organizational secretary of the
Labor Youth League, an organization
of young Negro and white workers
fighting for the best interest and for
the vital interest of the Negro youth.
To fight for the best interest of the
Negro youth today, is the whole fight

for peace. This Negro youth, the lead-

er of the New York Labor Youth
League was indicted by the govern-
ment on the first chai'ge of draft eva-
sion. The real fact in this indictment
though was not draft evasion but the
fact that he spoke out militantly and
fought for the unity of Negro and
white youth in the fight for jobs,

against discrimination and for peace.
And today he is out on $15,000 bail.



waiting a jail sentence of' three years

for this trumped-up charge in Louis-

iana.

The National Negro Labor Coun-

cil has to take a special approach to

the vouth to win them to this united
/

fight lor peace and jobs and I like to

make a proposal along these lines that

there should be Youth Committees es-

tablished in all communities where

there is a National Negro Labor Coun-

cil Chapter.

All labor must unite in the fight loi

jobs for Negro youth regardless of

their military classifications, because

the fight for the rights of Negro youth

to jobs and especially the whole fight

for peace is essential to prevent Tru-

man carrying out, under the guise of

a war emergency, the complete destruc-

tion and annihilation and civil liber-

ties of all the American people, and

the. undermining of the living stan-

dards of the American working class

because of this phony war drive. {A jh

planse.)

Viola Brown, reporter for the panel

on Negro oppression in the South:

Let no one be fooled. The fact that

the thirteen Southern states are under

the political and economic control of

the huge Wall Street monopolies allied

with the Southern landlord reaction

is a serious threat to the entire labor

movement.

No unions anywhere will be safe

until organized workers in the North

join with the Southern workers in a

concerted drive to crack through, in

the South, against the common enemy

-the Northern bosses. There will be

no security for anyone, nor any civil

rights, nor any real right and ability

to organize anywhere in the country

as long aS' millions of Southern work-

ers remain unorganized and especially

while nine million Southern Negroes

suffer under special Jim Crow oppres-

sion.

Who controls the South today? The

Northern bosses, in alliance with the

Southern landlords control the cor-

rupt political machines which terror-

ize the workers with police, courts and

Klan. The same reactionary coalition

poisons the white workers' minds with

racist propaganda through the schools,

press and radio which they dominate.

In this way, they immobilize many of

the white' workers and use them as

instruments to assist in the special

oppression of the Negro workers.

Their monopoly of economic, politi.

cal and social power enables them to

sweat super profits out of the Southern

workers, white as well as Negro. With

these super-profits, they beat down the

workers in Pittsburgh, Cleveland and

Detroit. In many instances where

Northern workers threatened the

bosses' profits, the factories have been

moved to the South. More and more

they are being built in the South to

begin with, to take advantage of the

low wages prevailing there.

On the political side, what pro-

gressive legislation is possible while

the bosses' political monopoly in the

South sends a solid reactionary bloc

of Congressmen to Washington? A
key role in passing the Taft-Hartley

law was played by the Hooeys, Byrds,

Rankins and Bilbos. In the un-

American Committee, in the move-

ment for thought-control legislation,

the political stooges of Southern re-

action have led the pack. At present,

one of the greatest threats to the labor

movement is the proposed alliance

between the Dixiecrats and the most

fascist-minded Republicans.

As long as the' South remains un-

organized, it will be the main base of
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fascism in the country, always reach-

ing out for allies in the North and

West, always threatening to sweep

over and smash everything which the

workers have gained.

And this is the importance the

South has for all of us, for the Negro

people, for the workers of America.

And this is why we believe it is so

important for us here to consider what

has been happening to labor in the

South since the war.

During the war and immediately

thereafter, Southern workers moved

ahead in building unions with con-

siderable speed. In city after city where

there were large numbers of Negro

and white workers—workers who had

left the farms during the depression-

unions were built, AFL, CIO, and

Independent.

In our state, North Carolina, during

1943 and 1944 the workers in the huge

Reynolds Camel cigarette factories in

Winston Salem and in the leaf house

industry in that city were able to force

contracts from the companies for the

first time in history. In furniture,

leather, textile, and wood, workers

built unions.

In Richmond, Virginia in food, to-

bacco, leather, paper; in Suffolk, Vir-

ginia in peanuts and candy; in

Charlestown, S. C. in the huge cigar

plant of the American Tobacco Com-

pany and in the fertilizer plants; in

Georgia in cotton oil, fertilizer, pack-

inghouse, textile, furniture: in Nash-

ville and Memphis, Tennessee; in

Little Rock, Fort Smith, Helena,

Arkansas, in Greenville, Vicksburg,

Corinth, Jackson, Mississippi; in Ala-

bama, in Louisiana and in Texas. Yes,

all over the South during the war,

Southern workers began to join and

build unions.

For two years after the war, from

1945 through 1947, under the impact
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of the huge CIO Southern Organizing

Committee's drive, thousands more

workers formed unions. In the first

years of the drive there was a working

unity between the so-called “left-

wing” and “right-wing” in CIO. And

there was unity on the local level in

many instances between the AFL and

the CIO and the Independents. In

some instances what resulted took on

the aspect of a real mass surge of the

workers’, comparable to the movement

of the workers in the late thirties into

the new CIO industrial unions.

Jh my local in five different towns

in the Eastern part of North Carolina

in the tobacco-sharecropper belt, more

than 10,000 workers voted for our

union in three months in the fall of

1946. Hundreds of others voted for

the AFL. Rank and file workers, like

mvself, from Winston-Salem moved
/

into those towns that summer, along

with the CIO staff. What developed

was a great, broad movement—and this

right in the heart of the black belt

rvhere in county after county our

people, the Negro people, are in the

actual majority. The movement was

so strong that the bo,sses didn’t try to

meet us head-on. Of course, they did

everything they could to threaten us

and harass us.

In the tobacco redrying plants,

tvhere the tobacco is prepared for

storage, almost all of the workers are

Negro workers, 75% of them Negro

tvomen. Hotv do they live the year

around? Two or three months a year

they work in the factories. .Some of

them make less than I200. A very few-

over S400, For many of them this is

the only cash money they get all year,

except for a fe^v dollars a week un-

employment compensation!

Others work in the Fields in the

spring, planting tobacco and in the

summer, cultivating. They go. out

again in the mid-summer for a few

days to harvest strawberry, bean and

potato crops. In the laite summer they

help pick the tobacco and cure it in

the farmers' barns. And then they go

into the plants for a few months work,

at 12 hours a day and t^6 hours a week.

Some of them work this way. For

many, many others there is nothing.

The Chamber of Commerce in Wilson,

N. C., in a folder they send out to the

bosses describes the situation this way:

“Most of the colored population work

in the tobacco industry dr in smice

though they are available for other

types of industry as well, especially

from Thanksgiving through Atigust of

the following years’’ (!) IN OTHER
WORDS, FROM THANKSGIVING
THROUGH AUGUST, MOST OF
THEM ARE UNEMPLOYED!

In 1946, most of the elections were

won in the middle or at the end of

the short season. We had only a few

weeks left. While we were not able to

force contracts that season, work' stop-

pages and workers’ delegations did

force wage increases of up to 10 cents

an hour. And the next fall, just after

the passage of the I'aft-Hartley Act,

we were able to win contracts in 22

different plants. These contracts were

won by Negi'O workers’ committees

meeting in the Companies’ offices

where formerly no Negro worker was

allowed unless he was doing janitor

Avork. They included wage increases,

seniority rights, grievance procedures

Avith shop stCAvard systems and arbitra-

tion, paid vacations, call-in pay, no-

discrimination clauses, improved rest

rooms, drinking facilities and work-

ing conditions.

After we left the plants in 1946 and

before we Avent back in 1947, we

challenged the entire system that had
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been used by the Unemployment Com-

pensation Commission to deny the

Negro women their unemployment

pay and to force them into the kitch-

ens at a few dollars a week.

This is the way it worked: When
one of the Negro women workers came

to apply for compensation, she would

be referred to a domestic job at as

little as $2 a week. If she refused, she

was penalized. This way, hundreds of

Negi'O women for years had been

faced with the choice of either losing

their unemployed pay or working in

the kitchens for next to nothing.

In 1947 the women refused to ac-

cept any job that paid less than I15

a week. Hundreds were denied com-

pensation. The union hired an attor-

ney, organized pressure and appealed

the cases. Almost evei'y single case was

won, along with thousands of dollars

in back compensation due them. The
result was that compensation was no

longer denied thousands of Negro

women—and at the same time the

minimum |xiy for domestic workers

was raised by |8 to -lio a week.

I have given these facts about these

struggles in some detail because, they

are the struggles of one of the very

few large groups of organized Negro

workers in the black belt. And also

because what we did there, the work-

ers all over the South were doing in

the years during the war and for two

years thereafter.

Beginning in 1947, however, and

continuing on to this very day, the

picture is a far different one. Taft-

Hartleyism and its follower “Mc-

Carthyism” set in. The joint AFL-

CIO committee disbanded. The CIO
itself was split from the top in a wild

spree of witch-hunting. Leaders who
had stood ujj to the bosses toe to toe

in 1946 began to get careful, conserva-

tive, .AFRAID. And the bosses, seeing

the great effect of their campaign to

break fighting unionism, began to get

bolder and bolder.

Not that the bosses have had their

way since 194.7 in the South. The
workers have continued to fight and

they have struck some good blows, too.

But, by and large, it has been the

bosses who have been on the offensive.

Wherever a netv group of workers

tried to organize, the bosses fought

back with new viciousness. Unions,

including the great CIO organizing

drive, began to abandon their attempts

—or wasted their money trying to raid

and destroy the so-called “progressive”

unions. Some locals the bosses have

destroyed. Some they have driven

toward "company unionism,” Some,

fortunately, have been able to stand

and fight, and, at least up to today,

to maintain their unions.

We in the East, for example, struck

a hard blow in our campaign to im-

prove the Unemployment Compensa-

tion laws in our state. This fight was

climaxed in 1949 by an open hearing

in the State Senate in Raleigh before

some hundred legislators. More than

20 Negro women tobacco workers took

the floor, and one by one poured out

'their grievances. “Why,” they asked,

over and over again, “in a rich state

like ours must so many who are will-

ing to work and who do work, live

in poverty and misery?” The legisla-

tors who had probably come “to en-

joy a show,” sat in silence and respect

and listened as these women brought a

new kind of atmosphere to that ma-

chine-ridden legislature. The number

of weeks pay was extended and the

weekly payments were increased.

In Winston Salem in 1947 the Ne-

gro people elected a Negro as city

councilman, for the first time since
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the turn of the century . . . and the

workers in Suffolk and Richmond,
Virginia; Fayetteville and Greensboro,
North Carolina- followed suit. In the

South's cities and in the black belt

counties in 1948 and since, Negro
workers have run for county and state

and even federal offices.

Other blows, too, have been struck

by Negro workers all over the South,

but the bosses have taken the initia-

tive in most instances. And they have
fought organized white workers as

well as Negro workers. Consider the

vicious fight against the white textile

workers in our state. In Xarboro, in

the black belt, where the Negro and
white workers fought shoulder to’

shoulder, the bosses used the police,

the courts and everything they could
lay their hands on. After many
months the workers were finally forced

to go back without a contract—while
many of their leaders went to iail.

Many huge locals have been all

but wiped, out—in textile, furniture

mine-mill and tobacco. In Winston-
Salem, for example, the powerful
Local 22 in Reynolds and the leaf-

houses have been almost destroyed in

Reynolds, even though the workers
in two of the leafhouses have been
able to hold on. In Reynolds, some
2,000 Negro women workers with as

much as 20 years seniority have been
thrown on the streets, replaced by
new machinery and the speed-up.

They are denied jobs in the manu-
facturing divisions which are prac-

tically lily-white, while young white
workers are being hired in off the

same streets. Some of these women
were then given jobs in the seasonal

redrying plants—and forced to accept

hourly cuts of 30 cents, plus the loss

of, insurance and pension rights and
the right to draw unemployment in-

surance. Many of them, being Negro
and middle-aged, can find no jobs

of any kind.
This same pattern is being carried

out all over the cigarette industry in

the South, in the plants organized into

the Jim Crow AFL Tobacco Workers
Union as well.

Many years ago when the cigarette

and smoking and plug tobacco indus-

try was a hand industry and heavy,

the large majority of the workers were
Negro. In 1946, of the 10,000 employed
in Reynolds some 6,000 were Negro.
Today only 3,000 are Negro out of
10,000—and most of these are in the
heavy shipping jobs, the first process-

ing jobs and the jobs which haven't as

yet been completely mechanized.
The result is that Winston Salem is.

a center of great unemployment.
There are between 2,000 and 3,000 Ne-
gro women unemployed the year
round. And with these unemployed
workers as a threat, the Company
speeds up arid threatens with immedi-
ate discharge any worker who attempts

to build a union, Negro and white
alike. This is the pattern that the

bosses are developing in the South:
Large numbers of unemployed—with
white unemployed, too — and all of

them standing over workers left in the

factories, to help keep them unorgan-
ized and working at lower and lower
wages!
In Bessemer, Alabama, the power-

ful Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers
local has been taken over by the Com-
pany Union forces in the name of

the Steelworkers-CIO. The strength

of the union has-been gutted, even
though the Negro workers there, as in

Winston Salem, have maintained some
kind of independent organization.

In our local we are holding on.

Where we Lad 22 contracts in 1947'
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we now have only 15. And in other
locals, where the workers have refused
to give in to company-unionism, they
are holding on, maintaining their

conditions, winning some increases

but not being able to strike solid blows
for really significant advances, except
where they work for a large nation-
wide corporation and win gains
through nation-wide bargaining.
Where do the workers in the South

who are organized stand today? Like
all workers we are fighting back
against the general attack the bosses

have launched against all workers:
against Taft-Hartleyism and company
unionism, against the McCarran Act
and Smith Act thought control,

against the high price, high tax, wage
freeze war program.
But in addition, we suffer in many

special ways. Even the 10% wage freeze

hits us the hardest: because we are
the lowest paid and so discriminated
against. And in the first processing in-

dustries where thousands of Negro
workers are employed, we must work
12 hours a day and 56 hours a week
for 14 weeks- each year WITHOUT
OVERTIME! The bosses excuse this

super-exploitation by saying that the
tobacco and cottonseed and peanuts
are perishable products. They need
these long hours to save their perish-

able products. We have been asking
for a long time which is the most
“perishable,” the tobacco and cotton-

seed and peanuts or the Negro work-
ers who slave in- these factories?

Even the money we earn is jim-
crowed. We can’t soend it where we
want to spend it. We are denied jus-

tice by the law and the courts. Worse,
we live constantly under the threat
of violence by the law enforcement
agencies themselves if we raise our
voices in protest.

No new organizing, many locals be-

ing destroyed, some locals holding on
. . . that is the picture in the South to-

day whether we like to admit it or

not. But we might just as well face up
to it—and tlien, knowing the truth,

we can decide what we can do about
it.

And that is the problem which I, as

a Negro delegate from the South and
from the black belt in the South wish
to place before this body for its de-

liberation here today.
What about the South, the home of

nine million Negjro people, the seat of
our peoples oppression? Are we going
to see the unions that do exist today
destroyed? Are we going to sit by and
see the South remain a great cancer
of unorganized workers which will

eat and destroy all of the unions in

the nation? What is the attitude of
your union toward the unorganized
South?
There are many, many different at-

titudes to this serious problem.
There are leaders of some unions

who don’t want to have anything to

do with the South because they don’t
want Negro workers in their unions.
And there are others who are com-
fortable and who just don’t want to

be bothered.
There are a number of union lead-

ers, too, who think like the' bosses.

When a boss builds a plant or opens
a shop, he is building the shop to make
a profit, from his workers' labor.

Where there is no profit,-’he closes up
the shop. Some union leaders think
this way. If they can’t- see an immedi-
ate return on their investment in the
form of dues payments, they are eager
to withdraw from organizing the un-
organized.
' Others say they are willing to heliD
and understand the need to help, but
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they never seem to get around to it.

Other considerations always come first.

Still others say they will help when
the workers in the South show that

they are ready to struggle. As if the

Negro people in the South with their

history and with their courage to fight

had to prove to anyone in this country

that they are willing to fight and that

they are fighting! Consider this propo-

sition in relation to the white work-

ers in the South, many of whom don’t

understand the need for unions and
for unity with the Negro workers and
who must be WON to these ideas?

Doesn’t it mean leaving these white

workers to the organizers for the Ku
Klux Klan and the Dixiecrats and
leaving them without a struggle?

There are other attitudes, too, to-

ward the South and organizing in the

South. But unfortunately, with few

exceptions, they lead to the same con-

clusions and results: The result is that

hardly anything -is being done in a

serious and responsible way toward

aiding Southern workers build their

unions and almost nothing is being

done to win the white workers to the

need for unions and the need for unity

with the Negro workers in their

plants.

We in the South think that organ-

ized workers in this country where
there are strong unions and adequate

finances must join with the worker

in the South and accept their fair

share of the responsibility for beat-

ing back the forces of reaction on the

unorganized Southern front.

These workers must do it in their

own self-interest. For. the fact of the

matter is that the same reactionary

forces that are destroying our unions

in the South today will destroy your

union tomorrow . . . no matter how
big your building or how large your

treasury.

We in the South think that this

National Negro Labor Council should

raise this warning all over the nation.

Yes, first of all we should go forth

determined to break Jim Crow now
and fight every form of discrimination.

And we should ask every trade union
member and leader in this nation

what are you doing to fight Jim Crow
and discrimination and for jobs for

the Negro people?

But in the same breath, we should

also ask them what are you and your

union doing about the unorganized

South, the home of nine million Negro
people, five million of whom live in

counties where’ although they are in

the majority, they have no voice in the

government, no land and no security?

In the same breath we should ask

them: Is there a plant in the Soutli in

your union’s jurisdiction which is un-

organized? What are you doing to

bring unionism to its workers?

This body should ask unions this

question and demand an answer.

We think that we as the National

Negro Labor Council should let it be
known that any union, AFL, CIO,
or Independent which tries to bring

honest, decent, non-discriminatory

unionism to the South will receive

our whole-hearted support.

We need not continue to be driven

backwards in the South. We need not

let the South remain an unorganized

base for us and an organized base for

reaction and fascism. Wg in the South
believe that a turn can be made . . .

if, together, we see that a turn must
be made . . . and if, together. North
and South, we begin to make it.
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CULTURAL PROGRAM
Saturday Evening, October 27

Margaret Goss:

There's only one thing wrong with
this conference today. I haven't heard
the word Culture mentioned enough.
What we’re doing tonight is showing
you how Culture can be used as a
weapon—How Culture can be used to
say the same things that you’ve been
saying all day in speeches. We are
going to try to say it for you in humor-
ous sketches, , in poetry and in the
dance. We hope that you will use the
same initiative that we did. No one
asked us to be on this program. ^Ve
knew that this Convention, was com-
ing off and we decided to prepare for
it and we tame and here we are. (Ap-
plause.)

When Beulah Richardson read her
outstanding poem in Chicago several
months ago it started a lot of us think-
ing about using poetry as a weapon.
And this poem, “Everybody But Me’’
is the result of the inspiration that I

got from her—some of the thoughts
about fighting for freedom:

“You say that you-helieve in Democ-
racy for'everybody, Yes, I know, for
dogs^ and cats and others and every-
body, Everybody but me.
f In high sounding words and musty
oratory, hn Washington and Lincoln’s
birthday, ’ '

'You government officials, major and
ihinor,': effuse bright praise to our
countfcy and all of her glory,

- How it was founded and will al-

ways be a 'haven of the free and I sit-

ting up there listening to you ap-
plauded and cheered with all the rest.

But I was one mighty surprised soul
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to see when it came to tlie test that

you did mean everybody.
Everybody but me.
Sure I read all about it in the his-

tory books about how the founding
fathers got together and wrote the
Declaration of Independence cause
they didn’t want King George step-

ping on them and even though I play
a part in bringing it about—they left

me out.

They declared that Independence
for everybody
Everybody but me.
They also got together and wrote a

Constitution and a Bill of Rights say-
ing that everybody had certain rights
and privileges being citizens and that
everybody ought to have a job and a
place to live and equal opportunity.
But when I tried to get my rights

and privileges and a job and a house,
I was mighty sorry to find that they
really did mean everybody.
Everybody but me.
I went to church every Sunday being

a pious person and I heard the
preacher talking about heaven and
eating milk and honey and wearing
long white robes and I felt the spirit
and shouted out, shouted out that I
wanted to be in the number too.

Suddenly I looked up at the wall
saw that all the folks gathered around
Jesus had straw blonde hair and sky
blue .eyes and there wasn’t a brother
among them, I knew again that they
did mean everybody. Everybody but
me.

Of course as far back as I hear tell

about there have been times when



tliey needed helping out, this- is when
they had a war and then they sent out

a call for everybody, they knew what
to use me for and I found that they

really did mean everybody, including

me.
My father told me tlrat in World

War I they sent out a call for every-

one including me and we had to go
over to fight the Kaiser to keep the

world free and safe for Democracy for

everybody.
When I got home I was hurt to find

that they really did mean everybody.

Everybody but me.
Well putting two and two together

you and I can plainly see that those

folks down in Washington have never

been thinking of you and me, from
here on I’m going to be thinking about
me, I’m going to get together with
you and my sisters and brothers black
and white all over the country and
over the world and we’re going to put
up a terrific fight until we win and we
will and when we say peace and free-

dom for everybody it will mean every-

body, everywhere

It will mean me. (Applause)

Robeson

I just want to say a few words. I’m
very happy to "be here. I was talking

to your President, Bill Hood, a

few minutes ago. , He was saying

how deeply he felt that you the

trade unionists of America—from the

militant side of our nation were say-

ing to those who would stop us artists

from appearing — you were saying

to them tonight, “Well Paul’s

going to sing, he is going to sing right

herel” (Applause) So I want to thank
you to begin with and say that of

course not only am I here as an artist,

always that — but I am here as an

artist like many in the world today
who give constantly of their talents

and energies to the struggles for free-

dom of the working masses of the

world. (Applause) And so I feel that

I have sort of earned my honorary
membership in the Trade Union
Councils.
Through the years I’ve been on

your picket lines up and down -the

nation, I’ve had many moving ex-

periences. As I came in I saw an old
friend from Winston-Salem, Mrs. Vel-

ma Hopkins. I remember going down
there into the deep South, to help in

their struggles. I remember *a very

sad last time going back to say fare-

well to one of the great women of the

Labor Movemenit, Miranda Smith.
(Applause) For a time they said,

“Well maybe Paul had better not
come into the South,” but I went in
and came out all right. (Applause)
And I say tonight as I've said many
other times, I don’t want any , so-

called Americans, or un-Americans- to

tell me that I have not the right to

go back to the North Carolina (Loud
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applause) of my forefathers, that I can say to many Americans, “I’ve been
have not the right to go back and to Cincinnati—to the people of Cin-
stand upon the very soil where my cinnati.”
father was a slave, that I have not the The Inquirer must remember one
right to go about America and about of my last visits here. I was the guest
the earth saying that my people upon of the City of Cincinnati. (Laughter)
whose backs the very wealth of this That’s right, I sang in the ball park
nation was built—that somewhere for the city recreation fund,
they must have their freedom. (Loud Not long ago I stood in Cadillac
applause) Square for auto workers, black and
For that’s all that I’ve been trying white. I stood on the packinghouse

to do and say. And from many parts line in Chicago with the packinghouse
of the world, you would be interested workers and I stand here tonight,
to know, I get letters daily—especially therefore, saying let us find unity at
from England. Just the other day one this time against those who are step-
came saying, “Is it true, Paul that you ping upon your necks, who step upon
can’t sing, tlrat there is danger when the backs of labor and who step espe-
you sing? That you can’t play in the cially upon the backs of the Negro
theater, that you can’^t be on the radio people. (Applause) And let us remem-
and television?’’ You would be inter- ber, we live in a very historic time. We
ested to know that in every section of live in a time when hitherto colonial
English opinion in the theater, in peoples all over the world are winning
music, .in every field they have begun, their freedom. For a long time it was
as in the case of the Scottish miners, a pretty easy task for England, for
to say to this government: “We want Belgium, for France, for our own im-
him over here to play “Othello” again, perialist nation—our own imperialists
We want to hear him sing again, and who started out in earnest about the
we feel that something must be wrong year of my birth. In the year 1898 they
where one who fights as he has over went into Cuba, into Puerto Rico, into
here can not sing in his own land.” the Philippines. They had gotten the
(Applause) idea of world domination. But now
As I said when I was with you in we see the seething of millions and

Chicago a year ago, and as I have hundreds of millions of people in
written in the newspaper Freedom motion all over the world. Still some
many times, somewhere we must see evil people in our own land say there
the necessity of unity between all sec- shall be no freedom. They want to
tions of labor in this land and fasten a new colonialism on the masses
throughout the world. And especially of people.
today we must understand the deep We have a deep responsibility. Are
struggle of the Negro people in this we going to tell the Chinese people
land for these 300 years. Already you to give back their freedom? They
have shown me what I was talking won’t you know—no danger of that,
about in Chicago, because I am stand- (Laughter) (applause) There are five
ing here tonight free with my shoul- hundred million of them, you know
ders back because you have said, what I mean, five hundred million—

a

“Come to Cincinnati, Paul, and sing lot of people. And they are moving
for us!” (Loud applause) And so I along in India, hundreds of millions
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who say to Nehru “Stand your ground
for the Indian people, don’t sell your-

self to the imperialists wherever they

may be, for you may not be there if

you do.” (Laughter) And, then, there’s

the whole continent of Africa (I’m
proud to be the Chairnian of the

Council on African Affairs). " Every
day we receive word by cable. That
continent is just seething all over the

African continent and they look to us
here in Cincinnati, look to their allies

in America, to the struggling workers
wherever they may be, to stop this

government from going over to Africa

and trying to put the people back into

a kind of serfdom and slavery when
they are just about to emerge.
England is calling upon us to save

them in Egypt. I see in the paper that

our government may have to go to

save the British Empire in Egypt, We
Negro people and the workers in

America must understand that tomor-
row the English will be calling upon
this government to come and save

them in the Gold Coast, to come and
save them in Nigeria, to come and
save them in a Federation of the West
Indies crying for their independence.
What will we do then? Will we go? I

say, NO, not move’ a step! (Loud ap-

plause and hu^n-ahs)

- On jthe other hand we have the re-

sponsibiltiy and we have the oppor-
tunity to see that these things cannot
happen, by doing what? By merging
and fighting for our rights. Yes! Our
day to day struggles for higher wages,

for the rights of labor wherever they

may be, for upgrading, for full dig-

- nity. And we also must understand
that it will be very difficult to achieve

these things if we do not enter fully

today into the struggle for peace to

-see that somewhere war does not de-

stroy everybody. Under the guise of

war measures they can take away our
rights with much more than a Xaft-

Hartley, much more than the kind of

Terror that’s going around today.

We’ve got to understand all these

things in the background of the strug-

gle for freedom all over the world.

And that’s why of pourse, they want
to imprison one of the great symbols
of American unity, one of the great

scholars of our time whatever his

color, one who has given his whole
life to the concept and ideas of our
true democratic faith. Today they
would jail this great man with whom
it is my privilege to work day by day.

Why would they take Dr. DuBois? Be-
cause he fights for peace, because he
fights fpr freedom, because he fights

for the full dignity and equality of

his people to walk this earth in free-

dom. (Applaust) And they want to

jail him because they know that if

they can shut him up talking about
peace, then they can shut you up talk-

ing about the freedom of the working
people, then they can shut you up talk-

ing about the freedom of the Negro
people in America.

I just want to leave one more word,
it’s brought to my mind when I see

Mrs. Velma Hopkins and know that

many people are here from the South.
When we talk about colonial strug-

gles we sit here in certain parts in the
North, on the edge of the South here
in Cincinnati. I travelled in ’48 all

over the South. I stood in Memphis
and saw the close struggles in many
unions. I saw white workers in the
South come out on strike to see that

Negro workers would get equal pay.
(Applause) I’ve seen great oppor-
tunities for strengthening unity in
this struggle. Let us not forget, there-

fore, that in talking about the freedom
of our people the core of it is there.
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where lo million of our folk are
ground under day by day. They look
to us, they look to us for full under-
standing and when we talk about
colonial and semi-colonial peoples let

us not forget that we in this land,

are still, without question, a semi-
colonial people. We are fighting

against the idea of colonization too.

Also in relation to this, don’t look at

the oppression, look at that potential,

that great potential power. Our peo-
ple know what it means to fight for

freedom. I walk on the streets every
day and I tell you my people come up
and say, “Paul, stay in there, we know
you’re right, we know you're right.”

Somebody’s got to be there with the
people, someone whom people can
trust has got to be there to lead them.
The people know what’s going on. It

won’t do for the Sampsons, the Gran-
gers, and the Schuylers to be shouting
about how good it is for Negroes in
the United States today; that they’re
doing fine, you know. No, they won't
get away with that. Somewhere they’re

not doing fine, but we got to see to it

that they do do fine. (Applause)
We talk about fighting for FEPC,

fighting against poll tax or stopping
the filibuster. Do you know this

Council can get behind all these
drives. They’re shadow-boxing right
now on the Senate floor, trying to get
rid of filibuster. Well, you can see that
they do get rid of filibuster. Suppose
there was an anti poll-tax, anti lynch
bill, you know what could happen
then, you know what could happen
down in Mississippi and down in
South Carolina, down in Georgia and
Alabama ’ and those places? There
could be other Senators sitting there,
you know. (Audience says "Wight" at
that point, applause and laughter)
There could be other representatives.

you know, from those regions, as like

in the days of Reconstruction. There
were Negro representatives from those

States; you know Mr. Rankin couldn’t

go along with them. It would have to

be some different kind of a fellow to

go along. (Laughter) So that the

whole picture could change, so that

when one talks about struggles of

Negro people, the struggle for lib-

eration, I see it not as isolating one
Negro leader here, one Negro leader

there, one woman there, one man
there. It’s a concept of realizing that

all of us are struggling for our free-

dom; under the same pressures, look-

ing for freedom and some day if we are

looking right, you’ll see the whole
thing move—the whole thing— 4 mil-

lion, 5 million, 6 million, 7 million.

That’s the kind of strength that our
allies must see when something like

the labor Councils are set up.

To somewhere go into the Negro
communities to win great sections,

millions, to the side of the common
working class people for dignity and
for a decent life.

.
I have—I can’t tell

you how proud I am to be with you
tonight and to wish you well. To
forge this unity deep, so deep that

nothing can ever just even touch it

a little bit let alone any chance of

breaking it. I have great confidence in

these councils in the working class

movement of America, white and
black, to see that somewhere, in our
time, this our time, we shall so labor
that our children and THEIR chil-

dren shall work an American earth
that we can know and be proud is a
democratic earth that WE have helped
to build. (Applause, ovation bursts

into ‘"We shall Not Be Moved—Robe-
son is Our Leader, We Shall Not Be
Moved")
End of Oct. 27th Session.
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PLENARY SESSION
Sunday Morning, October 28

The chairman of this meeting was
Brother Sam Parks of the Packing
House Workers, chairman of the Ne-
gro Labor Council, Chicago, III.

Sam Parks:

Brother Howard and Sister and
Brother delegates. On October 27th
and 28 th, the City of Cincinnati, Ohio
will go down in history as one of the
milestones in the .battle for freedom
of the Negro people. Our Convention
has had a very good effect on the City
of Cincinnati itself. Last week, prior
to the Convention, newspapers in Cin-
cinnati, and the newspapers through-
out this region, the Ohio region, were
carrying certain stories about this

coming Convention. Xhe propaganda
was very gruesome, red-baiting, Negro
baiting, etc. I think most of you will
agree with me that's been around
in the City when I say that the hospi-
tality that’s been extended to the
delegates here to our Convention, has
been very, very good and very, very
warm. I think this is because we
held a Convention that’s united, that’s

determined to do a job for the Negro
worker in the main, and the white
worker. I think as you look over the
audience you see so m^ny young faces.

I think these determined youth that
are here have a lot to do with the
hospitality that we are now getting

. here in this particular city that’s on
the bordeline of Dixie.
This morning we want to carry

tlie Convention right through without
and adjournment for dinner, if you get
hungry you can- get up and to the
lunchroom and get a good ham and
potato salad dinner or luncheon and

you can chew out there or come back
in here and chew, don’t chew too loud
when you’re in here, and we want to
carry on out here because we are
working under somewhat of a handi-
cap in regards to schedule. We have
important things to do and with your
cooperation we will accomplish them.
I don’t want you to accuse me of
being a steamroller .chairman, but
nevertheless we have to be very ex-
pedient in the things we undertake
this morning. Our program calls for
the first thing this morning for a re-
port by the Credentials Committee;
and this report will be given by
Brother Dave Moore, from tlie Great-
er Detroit Negro Labor Council. Will
the members of the Credentials Com-
mittee please come to the platform.
Brothers and Sisters, Brother Dave
Moore, Chairman of the Detroit
Negro Labor Council.

REPORT OF CREDENTIALS COMMITTEE
Mr. Chairman:

,

Allow me to present to the Conven-
tion on behalf of the Credentials Com-
mittee our report, and - to inform the
assembled delegates that the committee
carried out its work to the best of its

ability. Since many delegates are still

arriving we must ask the Convention to
accept an approximate report.

In the beginning of this report and
in order to place it in its correct per-
spective, we should like briefly to refer
to the period between the Conference
for Negro Rights held in Chicago in June
of 1950 to the present Founding Conven-
tion of the National Negro Labor Coun-
cil.

After the Chicago Conference, many
chapters of Negro Labor Councils were
organized. This period characterized by
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the active work of many of the Councils

in various cities. A good example of this

is the fight carried on by the Greater De-
troit chapter to make FEPG legislation

a reality in the City of Detroit, It was also

characterized by the unity of the various

chapters throughout the country. This
unity was manifested by the development
of the various chapters throughout the

country. This unity was manifested by
the development of the various chapters

to affiliate themselves with one organiza-

tion; the National Negro Labor Council.

There are many of us in the Council who
are of different political and religious be-

liefs. There are many who have different

approaches to various problems. But
despite our differences in many other

problems we are united on the overriding

issue of the day that is confronting the

Negro people^ and that is the issue of

Freedom and first class citizenship. Our
National Negro Labor Council is a living

demonstration of the power and strength

of the Negro people and their white allies.

The tremendous increase in its member-
ship which has taken place in the last

year is a concrete example of our power. ^

These things can be no better expressed

than by referring to the representation in

our Convention. The Credentials Com-
mittee reports to the Council that there

are approximately 898 delegates and 154
observers, representing many trade un-
ions, community groups, peace groups,

church groups, and youth groups, making
a total of approximately 1,052 partici-

pantk We greet with tJxe deepest and
most sincere feelings the one who has

given us courage, inspiration, and deter-

mination to carry on our fight for free-

dom, our own Paul Robeson.
We greet our National President who

has withstood the onslaught of redbaiting,

slander, and lies, and other vicious at-

tempts of the reactionaries to make him
submit and accept their crumbs to be-

come an Uncle Tom—Bill Hood, Record-
ing Secretary of Local 600.

We greet with deepest feelings the dele-

gates from the South, namely Virginia,

Kentucky, Alabama, Louisiana, Missouri,

North Carolina, Florida, Mississippi,

West Virginia, Maryland, and Washing-
ton, D.C., both Negro and white, who
defied the white supremacy traditions of

the south to attend our convention.

We greet the democratic Fur and
Leather Workers Union who sent a large

delegation to our Convention and con-

tributed so much to help make our Con-
vention a success.

We will long remember the United
Electrical Workers union and their rep-

resentative, Brother Ernie Thompson,
who helped us solve many problems be-

fore it was possible to hold the conven-

tion.

We greet with the deepest enthusiasm
the representatives and the delegates of

the Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers
Union, who have just won a great vic-

tory over the copper bosses by using their

economic strength.

We greet the United Public Workers
who sent a large delegation to our con-

vention and whose secretary treasurer is

a Negro—Brother Ewart Guinier.

We pay special tribute to the power-

ful Ford Local 600 UAW, who has set

an example for democracy by fighting for

the rights of Negroes and electing them
to leadership within their local and vari-

ous units.

Time will not permit the elaboration

on all unions and organizations which
are represented here today, but the con-

tributions which such labor unions as

District 65, DPOW, UAW, ILWU, United
Packinghouse Workers, FE-UE, and
others have made will be long remem-
bered.

We deeply greet the Women delegates,

both Negro and white, of which there

are 201 attending our convention.

This report would not be complete
unless we greet the growing and glorious

youth organizations, the LYL, who have
sent delegates to participate in our Con-
vention,

Roosevelt Ward, a Negro leader in the

LYL, has been jailed by the government
and the LYL is putting up a tremendous
fight to secure his freedom.
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This Convention has representation
from 2'Z states and many organizations
which time will not permit us to name.
Before ending this report, however, the
credentials committee draws to the at-

tention of the convention the fact that
although our convention is widely repre-
sented it could have been more so had
it not been for the attacks and action of
the newspapers, radio, and certain lead-
ers in the labor movement.

But, despite the action of these reac-
tionaries, our convention is a success as
we can very well see. In this convention
hall today is the living proof of the great-
ness, the invincibility, and tire certain vic-

tory of the Negro people to win their
complete liberation and freedom. Our
convention has shown that the democratic
people will play their full part in the
great army of the defenders of the rights
of all people, united under the banner
of National Neg^o Labor Council for
those things expressed so simply and so
clearly^ in the slogan of our convention:

“We move but one way. Forward!
To complete liberation and Freedom!
Equality for all people!”

Dave Moore, Chairman
Marie Bowden
Ethel Goodman
Lyndon Henry
Joe Gabritsky
Ned Wilson

{Credentials Report Adopted)

Sam Parks:

And now Brother Meyers, who will

make the Report for the Panel on the
Fight for Jobs.

Meyers:

The Panel on the Fight for Jobs in
Industry for Negro Workers was
chaired .by Brother Sam Parks. The
first report was given by Brother A1

Thibedeaux of the ILWU, San Fran-
cisco. He reported on the effects of
screening in the Maritime industry
and pointed out that for the first

time in history, Negroes were called
“subversive” and must take loyalty
oaths. That 65 percent of the so-

called “security, risks” are Negroes
that are screened- and that the dock-
workers are checked by both the
Coast Guard and the Navy for their
loyalty to the war program. In dis-

cussion of this report Brother Oliver
Gregory of the United Mine Workers
Local pointed out that previously in
his district 125 Negroes were hired
to 65 white workers and that now in
the present period, the ratio was re-
versed. Brother Martin Harrison of
Steel, Local 1308 reported that today
after 27 years of service in his com-
pany, he is still a laborer and that the
company did not upgrade Negroes,
he was fired from the company be-
cause he led a struggle for fight for
upgrading Negroes. Brother Ted Ship
of Local 20, UPW^ pointed out that
loyalty program has wreaked havoc
in the ranks of federal workers, has
driven many workers out of govern-
ment service, particularly Negro and
Puerto Rican workers. Under the
guise of war economy, cuts are made
in essential social service money and
government administration causing
layoffs of 400 general service workers
and 4,000 workers laid off through-
out the country by closing of VA cen-
ters. Brother Sam Kennedy of Fur in
Phila. pointed out the role of the
FBI and how fast it is becoming
thought police by harrassing white
trade unionists for their support for
the full equality of the Negro work-
ers in their trade unions.

All the remarks of the brothers point
to the same Jim-Crow, intensification
of terror by government agencies to
carry out the policies of the bosses and
Dixiecrats more openly under the war
economy. The present state of the
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nation, of slander and smear, of Mc-
Carthyism and hysteria, Klan, White
Circle League and Dixiecrats agents

of the employers can practice more
openly 2nd class citizenship for Negro
workers, men and women. Brother

Ralph Anderson of the LYL, iri his

report, dealt with the problems of the

Negro youth. In pre-war time Negro
youths' problems were serious being

given the gambit of non-experience,

hired for the lowest wages, fired, no
apprentionship programs for Negro
youth have all been intensified. The
i-A status has become the bosses’ ex-

cuse for not hiring. If hired at all, the

youth are given the dirtiest jobs, under
the worst conditions. The bulk of the

nation’s trade-unions have been dere-

lict in their responsibilities in permit-

ting the undercutting of union stand-

ards by the bosses with these kind of

practices. Brother Anderson’s report

on the vicious frame-up of Brother

Roosevelt M^ard, Negro youth leader,

as the government’s answer to Negro
youth who fight 2nd class citizenship

and inequality in industry. Sister

Helen Lunelly reported that most Ne-
gro women work as domestics. The
war-time gains in integration of basic

industry have been wiped out in most
cases with the acquiesence of the top

leadership of AFL and CIO trade-un-

ions. And they look to the NNLC to

reopen, and widen, the gates to basic

industry.

I' want to* point out here that the

reports on youth and women received

no discussion in the Panel due to the

lack of time, and I want to recom-

mend that some time be given at this

session for discussion. In other discus-

sion from the floor, Negro workers are

fighting back with their white allies.

UE delegates from District 4 are es-

tablishing FEPC programs in their

unions and apprenticeship training

programs for Negro workers and lead-

ing fights for upgrading. In other Un-
ions Negro and white unity on a rank-

and-file level are also fighting back.

The Panel moved, seconded and car-

ried to be carried to the morning ses-

sion, resolutions condemning screen-

ing in the Maritime industry and pro-

posed a 75c per hour minimum wage
law for women workers and I move
that these resolutions be adopted.

(APPLAUSE)

Sam Parks:

Joe Johnson, “Joltin” Joe Johnson
from the West Coast, a young guy who
really jolts and fights for freedom. —
Joe Johnson.

Joseph Johnson, Marine Cooks Be

Stewards.

Brother and sister delegates. I think

you'll agree that the freedom train

really got rolling yesterday morning.

In the Panel on the Fight for Free-

dom, we had 3 main topics. Coloniah

ism, Negro Oppression in the South

aUd the Rising Tide of Fascism. Sister

Viola Brown, Tri-State Administrative

Sec’y made a magnificent report, a

ti'emendous amount of research was
done on this report. It was very well

accepted by the members on the

Panel. James Watts gave his report,

linked up the rising tide of fascism

with the role that our Council must
play at this time. I have the opportu-

nity of reporting on "Colonialism”

bringing to the Convention some of

my experiences -as a merchant seamen
in traveling these earth surfaces for

the last 15 years. It was generally

agreed, brothers and sisters, by the

members of the Panel, people present,

amounting up to close to 400 people.
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might call it but it means absolute

and complete control by an organized

employer group. And in order for

these people to continue to hold on
to what they have, they've got to have

some kind of system where the truth

is denied jDeople. We find all sorts of

things that are wrong. (I say the Ne-
gi'o people have a camera on the griev-

ances against existing practices.) And
we intend to do something about

them. And we’re not going to be told,

by anyone who we can get help from
when it comes time to fighting for

freedom. As Brother William Hood
says, we’re too proud. We’re out fight-

ing for what is right and just and our

program is based on the principles

that our country is based on. We must
refuse to be called names, friends, re-

fuse to be called names, refuse to be

boxed-in. I say it’s a shame, a sin and
a shame, when the minute we start

fighting for freedom, fighting with all

our strength, the reactionary forces

and their Negro “Uncle-Toms” start

waving a red flag around (AP-

PLAUSE) calling us “reds,” calling

us this, that and the other. Yes, I say

that these characters that are shouting

“red” don’t know Communism from
rheumatism and very little bit about

unionism.
There’s been an attempt, since the

time of the ruling forces, I guess, to

hold the lives of men in check, “don’t

think,” don’t ask questions” just ac-

'cept what have been given since the

time of Caesar. I understand that Cae-

sar made some kind of remark to Cas-

sius, “He has a lean and hungry look,

he thinks too much he’s dangerous.”

In the deep South, I understand it was
an accepted theory that the Negroes
couldn’t live in the North because

their brains would freeze (LAUGH-
TER) We’ve been taught all sorts of

foolish things, education has^ been

kept from us and when they can’t keep

it from us any longer, then they try

to distort the facts, omission and dis-

tortion of the truth. For a very good

modern example, I’m quite athletic

so I like to look in the world Almanac
for the athletes or somthing like that,

every now and then. I saw in a recent

publication that 1917 was one of the

first years they ever had a 10 man
football team. Paul Robeson made
the eleventh position, so they left him
out. Do you think they are going to

get away with that? They can’t tell us

that our great leaders aren’t great

fighters, are not going to be known
to the Negro people? And friends let

me tell you something, don’t feel let

down, don’t feel that you’re alone,

because you!re not alone, you’re not

alone because we’re with the stream

and not against it.

I’ve seen in China and old China,

if you please, children dead on the

streets like you might see a cat or a

dog. I’ve seen them hold long bamboo
poles like nets to a ship an American

ship and siphon through to get the

garbage to eat on. Seeing them asleep

on the streets, people that never ac-
^

tually had a home.. And I hear every

day in the paper certain people who
endorse this kind of set-up against

freedom, call Chiang-Kai Shek and

rest of the monsters throughout Euro-

pe, freedom-loving people of the

world and I say friends, remember
you can look in the record and find

out things like in Chiang-Kai

Shek had a massacre, cut the heads

off hundreds of people and hung them
on main street where many people

were wiped out in attempts to destroy

the aspiration of people. I make no
bid for any kind of social system at

this point brothers and sisters, I say
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the peoples of the world will decide
what kind of system they want to live

under. It’s their choice to decide.
In the Suez Canal, since it’s under

discussion at this point, all through
Egypt and places like that. I was there
early in the war during the lush years,
the salaries of agricultural or dock-
workers was five piastres a day or 28
cents, 28 cents a day and they couldn’t
get the bare necessities of life out of
that. In the Philippines today for in-

stance, a ponto or a pound and a half
of rice cost 60 cents. The salary of a
longshoreman is 63 cents a day. I guess
he can keep the 3c for himself after
he buys the pound and a half of rice.

These are some of the things that are
stark realities. And some people make
reference to the freedom-loving coun-
tries of the earth.

In Greece, it calls for the death
penalty for going on strike. Belgium,
built out of the life blood of the
Belgium Congo, black men and wo-
men have died so that can remain
some kind of symbol. These are the
things that are happening and you
can’t separate from what’s happening
in our country today. And I say peo-
ple in those countries are sick, they’re
tired, they’re fed up. In Africa, Cape-
town I almost got thrown in iail for
giving away a Pittsburgh Courier and
a Chicago Defender, depicting a Ne-
gro as something else than a serf.

Listen to this, does it sound kind of
familiar: In Africa, Capetown, many
times they get the roads built and
public services performed by going in-

to the Bush and getting the natives
and accusing them of non-payment of
taxes, making them work for nothing.
So they do in the South, Sister Viola
Brown told yesterday how if you
didn’t want to work in Miss Anne’s
kitchen, that you wouldn’t even get

your unemployment insurance in
many cases. And I say it makes me
mad as all hell that the architects of
our country today to want to give mil-
lions to Europe to maintain in power
a group of officials that have been re-
jected by their peoples, giving away
millions of dollars and don’t even
want to give me my unemployment
insurance. (APPLAUSE)
We’re -not going to take it, we’re

not satisfied, we’re telling these people
we want our freedom and we want
it now. We don’t want it after a while,
we want our freedom now. We’re sick,
we re tired, we’re fed up of getting
college educations, reading the best
books and then getting handed a mop.
It’s not good . We’re not going to take
it, we got friends and I say that in
spite of these white-haired “Uncle
Toms’’ that wear the cast-off clothing
of our masters, like Denmark Vesey,
that great abolitionist, who said: “Be-
ware of he that wears the cast-off
clothing of our masters, beware of he
that wears the old clothes from the
big house.’’ They’re a lot of people
today, Negro people, who are weai'ing
the old clothes from the big house.
They’i'e “Uncle Toms.’’
There are some 1951 “Uncle Toms’’

too. Let me tell you friends, you can
be “Uncle Toms’’ in lot of ways. And
my opinion of a modern trade-union
leader today, in 1951, who will sit

back behind his desk, yes, he’s the only
Negro in a predominantly white
Union, he’s happy, he's carefree, and
he’s so happy at not being tainted by
talking to Paul Robeson, or something
like that. That man’s “Uncle Tom” as
far as I’m concerned. He’s an “Uncle
Tom” no matter how thin you slice
it. And let me say, brothers and sis-

ters, fellow trade-unions, don’t get
apathetic lying-still in your little
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pie-card jobs, your brothers are being

mui'dered in the South. (AUDIENCE
SAYS “RIGHT”) Right-wing, or left-

wing Negro, I want to see you go to

the Stork Club, don’t make any dif-

ference. (LAUGHTER) Negro union-

ists, you can’t afford the luxury of dis-

unity at this point. Get together, get

on that Freedom Train and make it

roll. (APPLAUSE) I had some non-

thinking person ask me yesterday said,

“Say, don’t you think your speech is

a little to the left.” I said, “Look
brother, my speech may be upside

down or sideways I’m going to get me
some freedom.” (LAUGHTER)

Friends, we’ve got to get together.

Did you ever hear of that thing called

Uhity? We’ve got to get together be-

cause we’re going to get together

whether we like it or not. We must
take some lessons from some of the

things that have happened in other

countries in the world. A great writer

once said, that little something that

separates man from beast is intellect,

the right of a great mind to communi-
cate with the great minds of the past,

that’s the thing that separates man
from beast. So we must learn from

things that have happened in other

countries. And in Germany friends,

less than 15 years ago, because the rul-

ing class got desperate they saw them-

selves roped-in and they began to do

some pretty vicious things, they made
mattresses out of peoples’ hair, gloves

out of their skin, they murdered 6

million human beings in the ovens

in Buchenwald and I say friends that

people who are business partners do
not have too many poHtical differ-

ences, and today a big-shot in our

country is John Foster Dulles, a cor-

poration lawyer for the Schroeder

Bank connected with it in some way,

shape, form or fashion. We see some

guys like Hjalmar Schacht, the brains

behind Hitler, is sent over to Iran to

help out. These are things that are

happening. The same people that

told us that we’re on the wrong side

during the last war are now in the

driver’s seat. Friends, we have a Ku
Klux Klan foreign policy and we’ve

got to change it. It’s the truth, it may
be hard words but the program that

our architects today have outlined for

us would deny freedom to the colonial

peoples of the world. We’re giving aid

and comfort to the people who want
to keep them in chains. And if the

colonial people are in chains, then the

people in .the South are in chains and
the Ciceros, the Peekskills and all the

other disturbances of that kind don’t

start there, they start in Georgia, Ala-

bama and Mississippi and they boil

over and they just drip over to those

places. Those are (APPLAUSE) the

things that are happening. We’ve got

to stop it at its source.

And let’s say to those Negro “Uncle

Toms,” let’s say to them, “Look,

there’s a fight going, there’s a battle

coming” as Brother Hood pointed out,

we’re going into this battle with our

colors unfurled and we know that

there’s going to be casualties, there’s

going to be many casualties. A lot of

us are going to be denied jobs, a lot

of us are going to be ostracized from
our friends, we’re going to be called

names. These are some of the casual-

ties we are going to suffer, but we’ve

got to tell the Schuylers and the Samp-
sons and the rest of them, at least get

off of our backs when we’re fighting

for our freedom. Get off. That re-

minds me of a guy like us and many
of us have been in some fights, we’re

trade-unionists, when you’re in a fight

with a vicious and dangerous enemy,
you don’t know he might have a knife
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or gun or sometliing and some o£ your
friends come and hold you. “Let me
go,”—that’s what we should say to

these people. “If you’re not going to

help us fight at least don’t stop us
from fighting.” (APPLAUSE, LOUD)
Yes, that fascist man is here, he’s got
his foot inside the door, a little bit,

just a little bit, but he’s not going to

get his foot all the way in. He’s not
going to get it all the way in because
that fascist man stands for war, for

misery, for poverty, and I say. It makes
no difference whether we have an
atom bomb that can kill 2 p; thousand
and Russia has an atom bomb that

can kill 20 thousand; 20 thousand
human lives is not something to be
gambled with. In LeHavre, France, I

was there in 1945, I saw buildings
gutted out, people without sanitation,

without clothes, a healthy well-edu-
cated cultured people previously, they
don’t look so good when war comes.
These big-shots in our country, as was
pointed out by Brother Hood yester-

day, they sort of come to- a climax
around 1899 or 1900 when they started

grabbing, grabbing, grabbing. Of
course there was that period of pro-

gressiveness you know, going out try-

ing to rnake things, but now we’ve
come to the position where they’ve got
so much grabbed up they’re afraid to

lose it. And if they’re afraid to lose

they’re goihg to keep you and me
down to hang on to it. And we’re not
going to be held down, and when
these guys get desperate, they do some
pretty, pretty bad things, scare you
to death, beat you to death, shove you
around, keep you from getting educa-
tion, because when you get some edu-
cation friends, ’you learn how to read
one book you’re going to read another,
then you read another, then you read
another and then you say for crying

out loud, somebody’s been living me
(LAUGHTER) Yes, sir. Yes sir, and
then you find out that you’ve been
fooled.

Well, the majority of the Negro
people are today united and together.

We speak of democracy and represen-
tative representation. I say the Negro
people in our country need represen-
tation but we must have representa-
tion from the largest body of our peo-
ple and the majority of Negro people
have to work for a living, and I’m
just naive enough to believe that if

a man’s going to make loud and ar-

ticulate the voice of the Negro work-
ing people, he has to have some of

the same problems that they have.
The price of’a pair of shoes, the price

of butter, a wage freeze, a screening
program, these kind of things must
be always on his mind.'
Now with all respect to tlie profes-

sions, with all respect to them, a Ne-
gro landlord he can kind of make
it because the risks in a ghetto are

20 per cent less than they are. in any
other place. Negro doctors they’re

going to make it because we’re sicker

than most people because of condi-
tions we’re forced to live in. Negro
undertakers are going to make it be-
cause we live 10 years shorter than
anyone else. All of these people are
going to make it, they can hold out a
little longer than us. And so I say
when these “Uncle Toms”- and reac-

tionaries come to me and tell me that
I can’t associate with, this -Negro and
that other Negro and discuss our com.
mon problems before I’ve had a
chance to find out for myself and that’s

what happened. M^e said we’re going
to get together a Negro Labor' Coun-
cil and immediately the press began
to go to town, calling every name in
the book before they even came to
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see what we were going to say, call

you names first and that’s the kind
of thing that we can’t tolerate.

Don’t isolate yourself friends, make
this Freedom Train part-and-parcel
of every conversation that you indulge
in—in your Women's Clubs, in your
Social Clubs and in the churches more
than any other place, friends, because
we can’t let our Negro churches be-

come what the reactionary forces

would like it to be, just a tool, just

an instrument, the Negro Church has
a wonderful history in our country,
a wonderful history. In this here town
in Cincinnati, some of our churches
were linked to the underground and
many ancient Negpro spirituals were
signals to the underground like “How
Shall I Send Thee; One By One, or
Two By Two,’’ the song about “Can-
aan Band’’ Canaan was a slang used
by the African natives for expressing
Canada, Canaan Land and freedom.
Our church has always been primarily
an organizing force, a getting-together
force, a.nd to all of these preachers
who would tell us “Don’t ride the
Freedom Train’’ tell him. Look,
Brother, my Bible teaches me Watch,
Fight and Pray—Watch, FIGHT, and
pray. My dad always told me that good
things come to those who wait. But
here’s one that’s slicker; a guy that’ll

go out and get what he wants, will

get it a little bit quicker. (LAUGH-
TER AND APPLAUSE)

Yes, friends, our church is all im-
portant. Participate, read and study.

Read that great Book, because there
are many interesting lessons. And
when they tell us in their long flow-

ing terms, they come to us with a
forked tongue saying that good people
like Robeson, like Hood, honest peo-
ple, are diabolical forces, they are evil

people, we can tell them friends, tell

them from that great story in Genesis

32, “The hand is the hand of Esau,

but the voice is the voice of Jacob.’’

(APPLAUSE) And when the Negro
people, who, in my opinion, assume
the role of Father Isaac, when they

wake up and find out that some of

these mis-leaders of labor, mis-leaders

of the people are telling them mis-

truths, the Negro people are now
saying, as said Isaac, “Go, take thy

sword, and break the yoke that thy

brother has placed around thy head.”
Where you sold out for a bowl of

potage, the Neg^'o people today are

not going to sell out for a bowl of

potage, I mean a little security, a
little better job than the rest of us

got. (APPLAUSE) Yes, friends, never
before in the history of our country
has there been such a need for unity,

right at the point of production, that’s

where we play our role. And the Ne-
gro Trade Union Council can be that

little boy’s thumb that was stuck in

the dike to save a city. Stop the flood.

All of us are looking forward to the

day when we can walk down that

street of dreams where no one is poor,

where everybody has the right to work
and the dignity of a first class human
being. Everybody is looking forward
to that. And you’ve no right to look
forward to that dream unless you’re

doing something to make that dream
possible. Yes friends, the day is coming
when certain people are going to say,

“All those who stand for the American
way of life, stand up and be counted
or sit down, you’re a Negro, or sit

down you’re a Jew, sit down you be-

long to the ILWU, sit down you be-

long to the Negro Labor Council.

Then who’s going to stand up? Only
the Uncle Toms and their life will be
short lived because everybody's got
contempt for a stool pigeon. An Uncle
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Tom, a traitor, I wonder what these

guys see when they look in tlie mirror.

If he was a man how could he keep
from cutting his throat when he shaves

in the morning. (APPLAUSE) Yes,

friends, there's no power on earth or

planet in heaven that can stop tiiis

Freedom Train. Let’s get on board.

(APPLAUSE) '

Chairman:

Sister and fellow delegates, I am in-

deed pleased to have this opportunity

of introducing the next speaker. Can
you hear me out there? The next
speaker is an outstanding trade union-

ist, one who is well-known in the trade

union movement, and not only in the

trade union movement, but in the

struggle for Negro freedom. A man,
in my opinion, is a modern day John
Brown, who has indicated a willing-

ness to give leadership amongst the

white people in the struggle for Negro
freedom. He’s a member of my own
union, executive secretary-treasurer.

His message is one that I think that

everyone will appreciate deeply, and
recognize the importance of. I think
that he is well-qualified to bring this

type of message to you because of his

own record on the particular subject

of which he is about to speak. The
patch that he wears over His eye is a

symbol of that fact. At this time, I

would like to introduce Maurice
Travis, executive secretary of the In-

ternational Union of the Mine, Mill,

and Smelter Workers. (LOUD AP-
PLAUSE)

Brothers and Sisters: I was deeply
moved when I received the invitation

to appear here. This conference was
called by—and is devoted to—Negro
workers, who came here to discuss the

MAURICE TRAVIS — U.M.M.S. of A.

crucial issues which grow out of their

life-and-death struggle against white
man’s justice. Because you have asked
me to speak here as a white trade
unionist, I feel a grave sense of re-

sponsibility.

The first thing I want to say is that

if I 'am able to speak here today as a
leader of a union which has in the
past year had some taste of victory over
formidable enemies, it is in large

measure because of the courage, under-
standing and militance of thousands
of Negro and Mexican-American mem-
bers in my union. However, we still

have a big job to do in my union.
What I have to say here today flows

directly from the deeper understand-
ing of my Tesponsibilities as a white
labor leader as a result of what the
Negro and Mexican-American mem-
bers of my union have taught me.

I didn’t come here to tell the Negro
workers of America, or their leaders,

what to do. (Applause.) I didn’t come
to orate about the problems of the
Negro people and hand out a fancy
custom-built set of answers designed to
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wash away all these problems — like
Tide, the Washday Wonder.
Here on the stage, and out there, is

a great abundance of genuine Negro
leadership. Here are the real leaders
of the Negro workers in America. They
know what must be done, and they
are ready, willing and very, very able
to do it.

TO WHITE UNIONISTS

What I’ve got to say is aimed at the
white trade unionists — rank-and-file
white workers and their leaders—here
and around the country.
How have we always talked about

Negro-white unity in the past? We’ve
talked about it on the basis of white
joining to help the Negroes win their
just rights. The big white brothers,
holding out a generous, fatherly hand,
to lift up the Negroes. And, of course,
as long as that approach was used, the
Negroes somehow never got lifted up.

I think it’s about time that white
workers and their leaders registered
a fact of life. It's time for them to

agree that a, change has taken place
in the world. It’s time for them to

understand that all over the world,
the white man is being tested. Millions
of people in Asia, Africa, South Ameri-
ca, the Pacific, are taking a very close

look to see if the white man means
what he says when he talks about de-
mocracy and equality.

Here in the United States that
world-wide test is being made in a
very pointed way. Millions of people
all over the world and right here in
America—are taking a close look to see

how the Negro worker gets along in
this country where there is so much
talk of democracy.

It’s no secret to anyone in this hall
that the United States is flunking the
test miserably, in spite of the super-

salesmen who clog the airways with
protestations.

And the Negro workers of Georgia
and Detroit and Harlem and Missis-

sippi know that the chains which en-

slave fhe darker people of other lands
are forged on the same anvil of bigotry
and economic exploitation which fash-

ions the chains of American Jim Crow.
The very fact that this conference is

being held demonstrates that the Ne-
gro workers are not waiting. They
have waited too long for their inalien-

able right of life, liberty, and the pur-
suit of happiness. No, they are not
waiting. They are impatiently de-

manding.
Yes, the temper and position of the

Negro people has changed . . . and it

is continuing to change. And I say to

jthe white trade unionists—we had
better change too.

Whenever and wherever there has
been genuine unity of Negro and
white workers, unity of the kind we
are talking about here—unity around
a program of action—whenever there

has been that kind of unity, the whole
country has moved ahead.

There was that kind of unity in the
period just after the Emancipation
Proclamation. And both the white
AND Negro workers of this country
made great strides forward. There was
also that kind of genuine unity be-

tween Negro and white workers under
F.D.R. in the 1930’s—and brother, how
we did move then!

On the other hand, wherever there
has been no unity between Negro and
white workers, there the Negroes have
been kept back and the white workers
have been pulled back, too!

Now this is a big and important
idea, an idea which white workers
must be made to understand clearly

—and quickly. What this means is that
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the fight for Negro rights is not a mat-
ter of big brotherhood, or paternalism,
or generosity on the part of white
workers. It's a matter of life or death
for the white workers themselves. (Ap-
plause.)

The white supremacists and their

political stooges do not intend that

the trigger, the lash and the -noose
shall be reserved for Negroes only.

They intend that ALL. workers shall

feel the lash of reaction—if they do not
comply. They intend to divide us on
any grounds they can.

Now as far as the white leaders of
the trade unions are concerned, there
is a record. And if we look at the rec-

ord of most of the big and important
unions, what do we find?

We find that there is a great deal of
talk about the need to fight for the
rights of Negro workers. We find that
committees are set up, civil rights di-

rectors are appointed, speeches are
made, resolutions are passed.

Oh, there are a goodly number of
labor leaders who capture the head-
liiies with statements that the Negro
must be given more equality as an
answer to “communist propaganda.”
In one breath these labor leaders are
making two damaging admissions.

First, they’re admitting that there
is discrimination against the Negro
people and that they have done
nothing, as labor leaders, to stop it.

And second, they’re admitting they
have no desire to do anything in order
to strengthen the Negro as an ally in
the fight for better living standards
for ALL Americans.

In effect, they’re saying that they
want desperately to hold on to the
handle of red-baiting which becomes
more and more feeble every time they
use it.

But nothing happens.

The white labor leaders—and some
of them head very big unions—some-
how find it possible to make a lot of
noise about how we have got to over-

come discrimination in this country.
But the Jim Crow locals are still there.

The policy of “last hired and first

fired” is still there. The segregated
toilets are still in the back of the shop:
The dual wage scale still prevails. The
lily - white, international executive
boards are still in business. (Ap-
plause.)

But these same white labor leaders
will tell you, and they will be very
loud and surprised when they say it:

“What do you mean, I’m not deliver-

ing on the question of Negro rights?

Why, we hired a Negro stenographer
just the other day. We had a big ar-

ticle about' discrimination and equal-
ity in our union paper. Why, we elimi-

nated discrimination in the bowling
alleys all over the country—not in our
unions — bu,t the bowling alleys.

(Laughter.) Surely, we’re doing every-
thing we can!”
The fact is that these white labor

leaders have done nothing in the real
fight for the rights of Negro workers
—and they don’t intend to do any-
thing. They will .concoct a hundred
window-dressing campaigns to make a
noise intended to fool some people
into believing they are' doing some-
thing.

But they ignore the real job—the
fight for Negro rights in the shop and
in the community around the shop.
When it comes to providing leader-
ship for the in-fighting against em-
ployers, these hypocrites are missing.
Now I want to make it clear that I

think white workers have a great re-

sponsibility in the larger campaigns^

IGNORE REAL JOB
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—the struggles that are conducted on
a national or regional basis. They can

do a great deal in the fight for the

right of Negro families to live in

white communities. They can do a

great deal when it comes to mobilizing

protest delegations in cases like those

of the Martinsville Seven, Willie Mc-
Gee, the Trenton Six, and the fight

against fascist terrorism in Cicero, 111.

These campaigns are important.

They contribute to the overall fight

for full freedom for the Negro peo-

ple. And many thousands of progress-

ive white trade unionists have en-

graved an honorable record of the

part they have played in them.
But these campaigns are no substi-

tute for the day-to-day fight for Ne-
gro workers in our own back yard.

They don’t excuse the white worker
from taking on a fight to see to it that

his Negro brothers and sisters can eat

in the same restaurant he uses right

next to the shop where, they work to-

gether. (Applause.) They don’t take

the place of job action to guarantee
that a Negro is up-graded. They don’t

mean we can duck the fight for FEP
clauses in our contracts.

TRADE UNION UNITY

What I’m saying is that the white

union leaders have a responsibility to

fight as trade unionists for the rights

of Negro workers as trade unionists.

More than that, it’s a matter of cold

self-interest, self-preservation of them-
selves and their unions for them to

press that fight just as hard as they

can.

I have been trying to say that when
white workers join in campaigns for

the liberation of their fellow freedom-
fighters, the white workers are help-

ing themselves. Nowhere is this better

illustrated than in the deep South . . .

and for two very important reasons.

One reason is that when the fight

for the elementary rights of Negro
workers to vote in the South is won

—

and it will be won—there will be an
immediate change in the political bal-

ance of power, not just in the South
but all over the nation. Because when
the poll tax goes, the strangle-hold of

the poll-tax Congressmen on our gov-

ernment will be broken. That will

open the doors for a whole series of

changes in the political complexion of

this land.

The second reason is that the eco-

nomic balance of 'power is changing
in the South. More and more North-
ern corporations are '“decentralizing”

their operations—which means mov-
ing them to the South where they hope
to exploit cheap labor, caused by the

division between Negro and white
workers. That means unemployment
in the North, and vicious exploitation,

of Negro and white worker in the

South. The answer, so far as the white
worker—both North and South—is con-
cerned, is to guarantee that the South-
ern wage differential is wiped out.

That means a joint fight—with Negro
and white worker campaigning to-

gether in the same union—to bust the

Southern differential.

A FOOLISH NOTION
There are not very many white

workers left by now who harbor the

illusion, the foolish notion that thev

have an identity of interest with em-
ployers. Every step that’s been taken
since the war drive began has made it

clearer and clearer that the employ-
ers are out to destroy our living stand-

ards, wipe out even the most element-
ary of our civil rights, put our sons
in uniform and send them to some
foreign soil to kill and be killed. (Ap-
plause
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The employers—and the men who
sjoeak for them in government—have
made it clear that they are determined
to have profits, no matter what it costs

in terms of sacrifice by American work-
ers.

And when the employers — acting
through their agent in Government,
Charles E. Wilson — impose a wage
freeze, the freeze does not distinguish
between white workers and Negroes.
It does not say: we -will hold down the
"ivages of one group and raise the wages
of the other. No, it says this wage
freeze is democratic—everybody is fro-

zen stiff as a mackerel. (Laughter.')
How do you fight that kind of busi-

ness? You fight it by uniting with every
ally you can find to smash the wage
freeze. A white worker would be an
awful dumb-bell if he rejected the
ivillingness of the Negro worker to
join him in a drive to smash the wage
freeze.

And how does one do his part to
help make sure that the Negro is in
a position to fight the wage freeze —
and all the otlier devices that are used
to keep down the worker, Negro and
Avhite alike? How does the white work-
er and labor leader do his part to help
mow down the barriers that stand in
the path of the Negro worker?

SOME NECESSARY TOOLS

First of all, white workers have a
I'esponsibility to join the fight for
placing the same tools in the hands of
his Negro bother that he himself has.
One of those tools is a job. Another of
those tools is membership in a trade
union—full membership. Still another
tool is the right to advance into posi-
tions of leadership in the union.
These are three elementary tools

Tvhich the Negro worker must have if'

he’s going to fight effectively against

those enemies he has in common with
the white worker. So you see what I
mean when I say that it’s a matter of
cold self-interest for the white worker
to jump off his pinnacle of paternalism
and join his Negro brother in a gen-
uine brand of unity. (Applause.)
Now, most of the white labor lead-

ers give at least lip-service to the no-
tion that the Negro worker has a right
to a job. And a few of them are willing
to admit that the Negro ought to have
membership in a local union that is

not Jim Crow. But it is on the issue
of permitting Negroes to advance into
positions of leadership that so many
white leaders begin to burrow under
the rug, and find excuses, and reasons
why not, and let’s not be in too big a
hurry.

THE TtME IS NOW! '

I say the time is now. Not tomorrow,
or next month, or after the next five-

year contract expires. But now. If
anybody wants to argue with me that
Negro workers aren’t ready to assume
positions of union leadership. I'll tell

him he’s a plain damned fool. (Ap-
plause.)

Who is better qualified as a labor
leader than Asbury Howard, our Mine-
Mill regional director in the deep
South. (Applause.) Who is better
qualified than Raymond Dennis, our
International Executive Board Mem-
ber in the middle west? (Applause.)
Who is better qualified than anyone
of dozens of Negro workers in this

hall?

Any white worker or white labor
leader who says he believes in equality
for Negro workers, and then says there
doesn’t happen to be any Negro in
his union “ready for leadership” is

just trying to duck a fight. (Applause.)
In effect, he’s saying, there may be a
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Delegation, Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers

few white members in. the union who
might object—so why make a fuss?

It doesn’t seem to occur to those

white leaders that nothing can mobil-

ize and rally the Negro worker so much
as the sure knowledge that there are

Negroes among the leaders in his

union—from top to bottom.

There are also the white labor lead-

ers who advance the stupid and ma-
licious argument that any attempt to

advance Negroes into union leader-

ship is “Jim Crow in reverse.” You
only have to take a brief glance be-

hind that notion to see just one more
example of white supremacy.

A SIMPLE PROBLEM

There is only one approach to the

question of Negro leadership in trade

unions. It is the approach that insists

on advancement of Negroes into po-

sitions of leadership—at every level-

in the interests of both white and Ne-
gro workers. It’s that simple.

Once the Negro worker begins to

develop stature as a leader in the labor

movement, his union—and that in-

cludes the white leaders in his union-
have a special obligation that goes be-

yond the union. That’s the obligation

to make sure that the Negt'o labor

leader is given time and opportunity
to develop as a leader in the Negro
community—as a leader in the fight

for Negro liberation on ALL fronts.

The hour is late. The corporations

are becoming more and more ai'rogant,

getting tougher and tougher. As they

see it, they’re in the saddle, and they

intend to wring out everything they

can get, even if it means war.

Now, I don’t know whether or not
the big shots in the.corporations wel-

come the idea of another war. But I

do know that they welcome—and insist

on—the idea of an ever-increasing pro-
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gram of armaments and overseas bases.

And it’s very clear why they insist on
such a gigantic and costly arms pro-

gram—paid out of the pockets and
the sweat of American workers. First,

they look upon it as the only alterna-

tive to a depression. And second, they

are convinced that a huge arms pro-

gram is the only effective way to win
control of every market, in the world.

JOBS AT STAKE

What that means—to the white and
Negro worker alike—is easy to see.

Workers in one of the plants covered

by my union are losing their jobs be-

cause the plant cannot compete with
cheaply-made products imported from
occupied Japan. And it goes without
saying that a MacArthur-trained po-

lice force and army of occupation
make sure the workers of Japan have
been stripped of the right to strike for

’ decent wages.
No matter how you look at it,

neither the workers of the American-
controlled colonial areas, nor those

here at home gain anything in this

game. They only lose.

We’ve got to get moving, if we’re

going to bust up this plot. We’ve got

to leave the planning and talking

stage, and get into action—fast. (Ap-

plause.)

Now is the time for the white work-
er to make it clear—once and for all

—that they welcome the idea of unity

with Negro workers. Now is the time

for them to make clear that they look

upon Negro-white unity as a matter of

mutual responsibility. After all, any
alliance, by its very nature, means
responsibility on both sides.

The white workers who are here

at this conference have a special re-

sponsibility. They have the job of go-

ing back to their homes, to their un-

ions, and campaigning for Negro-

white unity—not among the Negro
workers—but among the white work
ers.

NEGRO LEADERSHIP

There has never been any doubt in

my mind that Negro workers wel-

come the idea of unity with white

workers. And if there was any doubt
anywhere, the very fact of this con-

ference should end it, for good and
all. The job that needs to be done is

among the white workers—and that’s

our job. (Applause.)

The National Negro Labor Council

which is being founded here is pri-

marily a movement of Negro workers

—Negro freedom-fighters. is being

led, and will be led, by Negroes. They
will unite the Negro workers around
a program of action, which is the way
it should be done.
But the responsibility of white work-

ers here is to guarantee that white

workers be brought into the united

struggle with Negro workers for Negro
rights. Unless they do that, the white

labor leaders will have forfeited the

right to speak of Negro-white unity.

(Applause.)
There are—fortunately not at this

meeting — some white labor leaders

who have already tried to smear this

movement by calling it dual union-

ism. Now dual unionism is a catch-

word which is usually used by labor

phonies when they see something done
which they should have done them-

selves. (Laughter.) But I don’t see

any new laboi: federation being organ-

ized here. I don’t see any new inter-

national or national union being

founded here.

All I see is the beginning of a move-
ment that should have been sparked

and initiated long ago. The cry of
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dual unionism is no more than a
feeble attempt to find a closet in which
to hide the skeletons of past failures.

HISTORIC CONVENTION

It seems to me there is something
very special about this convention.
This is an historic meeting. We are
here at the birth of a movement that
has no parallel in the whole history
of our country. What is being done
here has never been tried before.

I don’t need to tell you that this
meeting is taking place in an historic
city—the site of an important way-
station in the Underground Railroad
during the long struggle against
slavery. {Applause.)
One of the men who made his very

special contribution to the struggle
against slavery was John Brown. Now
John Brown was not a diplomat. And
he certainly was not a talker or speech-
maker. As a matter of fact we are told
by the history books that John Brown
was not the kind of man who would
use two words where one would do.
But John Brown was a man of cour-

age, of conscience, and above all, a
man of action. He was a man of prin-
ciple. If a thing was right, it was right
—there could be no compromise. He
hated slavery, so he took himself to
the very heart-land of slavery and
made a dramatic attempt to smash
slavery at one blow—by taking away
the weapons that were required to
uphold it,

JOHN BROWN'S HERITAGE

There are some who say that John
Brown failed in his glorious attempt
to smash slavery. But what John
Brown did gave heart and spirit to the
Negroes- all over the South. When they
heard the story of John Brown—they
knew they had white allies, they knew
that slavery could and would be de-

stroyed. And what John Brown said
at the last shines through even today
—in the temper and spirit of this con-
ference. He said:

“If it is deemed necessary that I

should forfeit my life for the further-
ance of the ends of justice, and mingle
my blood with the blood of my chil-

dren and with the blood of millions
in this slave country whose rights are
disregarded by wicked, cruel and un-
just enactments, I say, let it be done.”
{Applause.)
This is a time for new John Browns

to arise, up and down the land. And I

am convinced that out of this con-
ference will come a whole army of

—

John Browns; {Applause.) men who
are dedicated not to talk and double-
talk, but to action. Men of principle
and of conscience who are convinced
that Jim Crow can be licked, and that
the time has come to lick it, so that the
Negro can take his full and rightful
place as a first class citizen of this land
—with full social, economic, political,
and civil rights.

The time is ripe. Let's go! {Ap-
plause.)

Chairman:

A reading of the proposed program
of action will be available to you all

in mimeographed form within the
next fifteen minutes. I’d like to say,

however, that it’s pretty evident from
the partial report of the credentials
committee and from the response of
the delegates here to proposals put
forward up to this point that the Na-
tional Negro Labor Council has taken
a long step today toward becoming
the type of organization envisioned by
the founding Convention in Chicago
in June of 1950. I’m sure that a major
contribution today has been made in
the over all struggle of the Negro



people for full economic, social and
political equality. But it’s pretty evi-

dent that we cannot talk our way into

this equality. It’s pretty evident that

we’re here to struggle. And it’s more
than evident that we have to nail

down, here and now the nature of

that struggle. The program of action

that flows out of this founding con-

vention must reflect in life itself and
in concrete application the specialized

role of the National Negro Labor
Council in the general field of strug-

gle.

Norman Sterneach. Teachers Un-
ion, Local 555, UPW:

There’ve been many things in my
life that have made me happy. I’m
not saying this for effect because you
get up on the floor and you say things.

My marriage, the end of World W’ar

II. But since those days in the past

ten years there have been many things

in the world that have made us un-

happy, Negro and white. Twice as

hard for the Negro people. But today

at this convention, and yesterday at

this convention, I saw and I felt a-

feeling that will overwhelm the dark
clouds and the bitterness and the

hatred and the war in our country.

There was a new life being born. And
when fear grabs us and we sit up at

night and we worry about our wives

and kids and the people around us it

is the Robesons, the Pattersons, the

Hoods, and the people at this con-

vention who say NO, there is hope in

America. But sometimes, and I am un-

happy to say even at this convention I

felt, we forget about some of the peo-

ple-some of the people that are very

important—if not most important in

our country and in our movement,
and that is the role that the Negro

women are playing and the role that

the Negro women have played before.

Before the Civil War broke out there

was a little woman, four feet ten

inches tall, named Harriet Tubman.
We don’t hear about her in the history

books. She weighed 85 pounds, but she

went into the Underground' Railroad.
She organized the Underground Rail-

road, and when, at the end of her life

she wrote a letter to Frederick Doug-
lass, and said, Fred, please write an
introduction to a book -about me, I’d

like you to say something about me be-

cause you’re the greatest Negro in the

U.S. today. He wrote back to her and
said, Harriet, while you went in and
risked your life—while you went in and
freed your brothers and sisters, in the

Sotith, I was up here writing articles

and making speeches. He said—you

—

you are the greatest Negro in America
today, and I feel humble in being ask-

ed by you to write such a speech. And
that’s something, isn’t it? But we for-

get that today in the United States

Rosalie McGee with a crippled leg

just out of the hospital against a doc-

tor’s orders, with her children in the

South, walked throughout the United
States pleading- for the life of her hus-

band.
Those of us who watched her saw a

woman who had the oppression of

hundreds of years oJE slavery and dis-

crimination on her head—a woman
who couldn’t speak when she left the

South,—in a few months become a

giant of a woman and delivered

speeches that made us sit and cry. And
yes, those of us who are teachers and
so-called intellectuals, we wept when
we listened to the words of Rosalie

McGee, because Rosalie McGee, when
she spoke, was speaking literature and
power and history and it’s not only

Rosalie McGee. It’s Mrs. Ingram and
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her kids in a prison in the South,
never crying, never giving up. It’s

those people we have to remember.
The Cladia Joneses, The Vicki Gar-
vins, the trade union leaders who
come up and fight.

Yesterday, on the floor, and I want
to make reference to this because I

think the convention should right it,

because of time and other difficulties

our panel didn’t have the time to dis-
cuss the Neg^o women and iobs. When
a Negro woman came up here, there
was no microphone, so she couldn’t
be he^d. But I think the delegates
will recall, even those that didn’t hear
her, and some of them being very

—

I think—as the chairman said yester-

day—Sam Parks was chairman of that
panel, we were being ill-mannered, to
put it mildly—she was the only per-
son who came up on the platform, ex-
cept for a young man who wrote a re-

port on youth—who wrote out a de-
tailed report with facts and figures.

But because she couldn’t be heard
when we decided on a person to make

the report on that panel it was decided
that this Negro woman wouldn’t make
the report because maybe she wouldn’t
be heard. Harriet Tubman never
learned to read or write. She was 85
pounds. She may not have been heard
—but that is not a reason for saying
she should not make the report and
possibly a younger person who is

louder should make tlie report. (AP-
PLAUSE)
On the program of action, the chair-

man stated earlier today and it was
stated yesterday, that we would try

to include in the discussion of the
resolutions an action on our discus-

sion. That’s why I contributed here
today. The delegates who have spoken
previously have mentioned that we
don’t have enough Negro leadership
in the unions, that we talk a lot and
write articles a lot, but that they’re
not here. That they’re not in our
unions. On this program of action
for jobs for Negro women, let’s make
certain that when we get back to the
unions it’s not a so-called “Addition”
to the program we adopt—but rather
that we really go out and fight on it

because in the Negro women in the
United States, then and now, the same
Harriet Tubmans are living, lies the
future of

.
tomorrow. They’re the ones

who bring up the kids. They’re the
ones who work in the shops. They’re
the ones who fight with us. And let

us remember one thing, part of the
Negpro people were given the right to

vote and part of the white people in

1865 but it took till 1919 till a law
was passed that gave women the right
to vote. And since that time, until to-

day many changes have taken place
and it wasn’t despite the women, but
because of the help and the aid that
they gave us. And let’s not forget it,

and let’s as Sam Parks said yesterday.
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listen a little more instead of talking

so loud when it's hard to hear the

person speaking, a woman or some-
body smaller than us. Thank you very

much. (APPLAUSE)

Ewart Guinier

Brother Chairman, I think that tlie

question that the brother raised how to

mobilize the people of the community
around ' the program of our councils is

a very important one. Maybe by a short

discussion of what we've been able to do
in NYC, through the Greater NY Negro
Labor Council, we may find some answers

to this question.

As most of you know, the Greater NY
Negro Labor Council was the first coun-

cil to be formed, having been formed in

April, 1949, as the Harlem Trade Union
Council. And one of the moments that I

think we should spend here, is in tribute

to the work of the first leader of that

Council—a man who has made his mark
in the American trade union movement,
becoming the National Secretary, of the

CIO National Maritime Union in 1937

when that union was a fighting union.

He led that union in the struggle for up-
grading of Negro, Puerto Rican, and wo-
men workers; a man that helped to mobil-

ize the entire trade union movement to

ensure that in 1942 a Negro became a

sea captain of the SS Booker X. Wash-
ington, Capt. Hugh N. Mulzac. That
man, who is not here with us today, is

still working among working people. He
is now the Assistant to the Secretariat of

the World Federation of Trade Unions,
in charge of Caribbean Affairs. I am, of

course, referring to the former Executive

Secretary of the Greater NY Negro Labor
Council, Brother Ferdinand Smith. (Ap-

plause)

. . . And Brother Smith wants you to

know, as he said when the government
of this country said he couldn’t stay here

any more, and when the reporters said,

“What are you going to do, Mr. Smith?’’,

he said, “Wherever working people are

struggling, that's where you’re going to

find Ferdinand Smith.’’ And there he is.

(Applause)

TRAINING AND PLACEMENT OF -
*

NEGRO WORKERS

In New York we tried to put into effect

from the very beginning the kind of pro-

gram that Brother Coleman Young has

outlined to you as the program of the

National Council movement, 100,000 new
jobs for Negroes, 1 million signatures for

FEPC. We didn’t have in all the details

that Brother Young has been able to

present here. He has been able to confer

with leaders of Councils from all over the

country and to bring forth a program of

action.

Some people may say that we are not

interested in merely going after the^ small

jobs of the utilities, or the breweries, or

the milk companies in the Negro com-

munities, tliat we should get right down

to business and attack the discrimination

in basic industry. Well, I have no quarrel

with getting down to business and attack-

ing the intolerable discrimination that we

find in steel, - that we find, yes, in many

auto plants, that we find in many of the

basic industries of this land.

But while we map out such pro^ams

we must be able to reach the individual

Negro working men and women in our

community. We have found that one^ of

the best ways to do that is to have a kind

of a placement system—a placement and

training service. For several months after

we were founded in NY we had place-

ment night.’’ On hiondays and Thursdays

from 7 to 9 any Negro worker could come

to our office and register for work, reg-

ister for training, register any complaint

he or she may have.

We were able to place directly through

our Council 250 Negro men and women
and youth within the period of 8 months,

in jobs—some of them unskilled, but many
of them highly skilled jobs including

skiiled jobs in the technical field in the

radio industry, -

In addition to this placement service,

and we utilized any contacts we had with

unions, with hiring halls to help with
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these individual jobs, we also, in conjunc-
tion with the Committee for the Negro
in the Arts, set up a motion picture pro-
duction training unit and we have been
training Negro men and women in the
technique of making motion pictures , . •

Not only have we placed some Negro
men and womert in this field, but what^s
more important this^ unit has been able
to photograph and to record for posterity,

some of the activities of our Council

—

the most noteworthy being the cultural
evening that we had on June 1st of this

year. Brother Paul Robeson, with a sup-
porting cast, gave a concert at the Golden
Gate Ballroom, We had almost 4,000 peo-
ple in the hall, and several hundred—
maybe as many as a thousand, turned
away because they couldn't get in.

We also, in NY, held a cultural festival

a year before that where Brother Paul
Robeson, on behalf of Negro working
men and women, gave a tribute from the
trade unions—a tribute to Negro workers.
We have found the cultural end of things
is one of the best mediums to weld our
people together and we feel that every
local council should find a way of bring-
ing forth artists from among the workers
themselves.
Not all of us are fortunate enough to

be able to have Brother Rpb,e§pn appear
at our Council endeavors. You know that

he wants to wherever he goes, and he has.

As a matter of fact, when I travel around
the country for my union I find in many
localities that the Negro workers say—
“The best organizer that we have in the

Negro labor movement is Paul Robeson,
because when he comes to town the Ne-
gro workers turn out to greet him and
we get an opportunity to get together

with them." {Applause), Well, we must,
see that we develop many more Paul
Robesons among our men and women by
giving them the opportunity to come
forth culturally.

One of the most dramatic events that

we have done in our Council in New
York was a mass picket line that we had
a couple of years ago in front of the of-

fices" of President Joe Ryan of the Inter-

national Longshoremen's Association, We
have said, and Brother Hood has said,

that our job is not to interfere in the

internal affairs ' of unions. However we
are not going to be blind when our peo-

ple are being discriminated against with-

in unions or outside of unions. When
they call upon us for help we are going
to be there to give them that help.

In the Longshoremen's union—that is,

the AFL-ILA, there was a situation where
a iocal—Local 968, composed almost ex-

clusively of Negro workers, were denied
the usual customs in the longshore in-

dustry, namely, having some piers that

they would have jurisdiction over. Every
local in Brooklyn has 3 or 4 or 5 piers

on which the work is regularly given to

members of that local—except Local 968
which has Negro officers, and the over-

whelming membership—almost 100%

—

Negro. They have no piers whatsoever.
These piers were taken away from them
by President Joe Ryan.

And so these workers, after going thru
all the petitions within the union and
getting nowhere, established a picket line

before Ryan's headquarters. For two or

SUPPORT TO NEGRO LONGSHOREMEN
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three months, 3 or 4 of these workers

would picket King Joe Ryan.

The Harlem Trade Union Council, at

the request of the rank and file of Local

698 members decided to give support to

this picket line and at the moment that

Joe Ryan was about to lift the charter

of 968 to get rid of what he thought was
this nuisance, the Harlem Trade Union
Council, the predecessor of the Greater

NY Negro Labor Council, established a

24 hour picket line that was participated

in by 14,000 Negro and white workers
around the clock. (Applause)

That was a tremendous demonstration,

and O’Dwyer, now resting in Mexico
City, ordered the cops to break up the

picket line. They ran into it with their

horses. But the 24 hours with that picket

line around Joe Ryan’s headquarters told

the world what was happening in the

ILA. This stayed the hand of Joe Ryan
lifting the charter of Local 968. Local

968 went ahead, had its elections, and
reelected its militant leadership, and to-

day tliey are still part of the fighting rank
and file in ILA, fighting right now in

NYC and along the East Coast to get a

decent wage increase instead of the meas-

ly ten cents an hour that King Ryan
settled for with the shipowners.

And the existence of Local 968 is a

challenge to the entire ILA, because it

says to the ILA, treat these Negro work-

ers right, or the entire labor movement
will be made aware—through instrument-

alities like the Negro Labor Council, of

the kind of discrimination that you prac-

tice. (Applause) ,

The Negro Labor Council in NY has

given much aid to many unions struggling

with problems. I know my own union,

the United Public Workers, has received

tremendous amount of encouragement by
the Negro Labor Council, not only in

NY, but all over.

BUREAU OF ENGRAVING CASE

When we were in a struggle with the

United States Government to get Negro
youth—Negro veterans accepted as ap-

prentices to plate printers in the Bureau
of Engraving, a craft that had never been
opened up to Negro people, it was the

Negro Labor Council movement that

helped to rally, the entire Negro commu-
nity and the trade union movement in

support of this fight and one of the keys

in winning this fight was something that

happened—maybe accidentally.

You know, Mr. Walter White, of the

NAACP, takes a lot of pot shots at a lot

of our leaders and he wrote a special

article for Ebony magazine, in which he
tried to debunk what Paul Robeson had
been doing. He tried to make out that

Paul is just a sorehead, that somehow he
just didn’t like Mr. Truman, and all he
wanted to do in this country was embar-
rass him, and in order to illustrate this

point. Ebony printed a half-page picture.

And what did this picture say? It showed
Paul heading a picket line, carrying a
sign which said, "Mr. Truman, take Jim
Crow off the US Dollar.’’ This picket line

was before the White House. Well, with-

in tw6 weeks after this picture appeared
in Ebony with its over 300,000 circula-

tion, more and more people began to

know, for the first time, about the fight

that the Public Workers had been car-

rying on in the Bureau of Engraving.

And we won that fight because this Janu-
ary, 17 Negro youth started to work as

apprentices to plate printers. (Applause)

And there are many other unions that

have gotten help from the Negro Labor
Councils. I believe that the Chicago Con-
ference—and the NY Negro Labor Coun-
cil takes pride that it was through the

efforts of our Council and the Chicago
South Side Negro Labor Council primari-

ly—that we were able to have that spendid
Chicago conference last June. A confer-

ence that brought to national attention

the existence of young and vigorous and
militant trade unionists. And that has

brought forth this gathering under the

able and dynamic leadership of Bill

Hood. We are proud that we participated

in that conference. That conference has
stimulated unions to discUss this question
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of what they can do™what they should
be doing—on the fight for Negro rights.

UNIONS MUST DO MORE

There are some unions that feel smug.
They feel that they have done a good
job, but 1 want to stand here and say
that whether it's my own union, the Pub-
lic Workers, or any other union, there
isn't a single union in this country that
has done the full job that we expect them
to do and that we are going to demand
that they do in making this fight for full
equal rights for Negro workers a number
1 job. Because we say to the unions—the
Negro worker has shown on the picket
lines that they are there to support the
rights of all workers.

The Negro workers in the South are
showing-, and right now the DPOW in
Memphis, Tenn., largely composed of Ne-
gro workers are under the gun of the Mc-
Carran Committee that has raided their
office, to seize their membership lists.

Those workers are standing firm, and the
white workers are standing with them.
We are saying that kind of demonstra-
tion of guts that they will continue to
give, and it is in the interests of the white
workers and especially the white leaders
of the trade union movement to see this
and to give every opportunity to the
Negro workers to give forth of their
strength and stamina, to give backbone
to the trade union movement, so that we
won't have a sell-out, company-union
movement that the Phil Murrays and the
Walter Reuthers would have us have in
this country. (Applause,)

I want to say to Jack Kroll, of Cincin-
nati, that when he condemns Bill Hood
and this movement, we and the workers
in the Amalgamated—the 15,000 Negro
workers in the Amalgamated, Laundry
Section in New York, and the 100,000
Negro workers in the automobile indus-
try, and the 100,000 Negro workers in the
steel unions, will not forget that Phil
Murray is head of an international union
with an executive board of over 30 mem-
bers, and not a single Negro; that Walter

Reuther is head of an International Board
of 22 members—not a single Negro, that
Phil Murray, as head of the CIO, condon-
ed the CIO's going into the South and or-

ganizing Jim Crow locals. Philip Murray
condoned Negro workers being thrown
out of the CIO hall in Atlanta, Georgia.
They couldn't have a desk in the CIO
hall there. Emil Rieve, the president of
the Textile Workers Union, in South
Carolina, it was the lawyer for that union
that defended the KKK members that
harassed and lynched Negroes.
And in Alabama, Mr. Phil Murray and

liis political action committee—Jack Kroll
says we shouldn't have Negro Labor
Councils, we should just support the Po-
litical Action Committees of the CIO.
But in Alabama, the CIO Political Action
Committee was to support a Senator, run-
ning on the platform of ‘Vote for me
and your wife and daughter won't have
to work beside a Negro." Yes, in Louis-
iana, the CIO's Regional Director, Mr.
Fred Piper, was a delegate to the Dixie-
crat Convention, and for his efforts he
w'as promoted to assistant director of the
CIO's Southern organizing drive.

ABUSES MUST END

We say that so long as these things are
condoned by the Murrays and the Reuth-
ers and the Rieves, we are going to stand
up and we are going to say it's wrong.
We are going to put the finger on the
trade union leaders who carry on in this

disgraceful way. And we challenge them
to say that that is interference in the
trade union movement.
The trade union movement is our

movement—we helped to build it, and we
are going to see that it goes on the right
path, and by God, so long as we have
leaders like Hood, like Sam Parks, like

Vicki Garvin, like Pearl Laws, yes, and
the inspiration of Paul Robeson, we are
going to go forward and we are going
to have this trade union movement be a
rank-and-file one, with democracy the
touchstone, equal rights for all our goal,

and we are not going to let up one mo-
ment, either in the Negro community.
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either in the white community, in the
unions, or anywhere else. (Applause.)

Chairatan:

I take pride in introducing a Negro
woman who will speak to you now in
regards to the coming resolution and
also the way that the Sojourn that
was held by Negro women from all

over the United States to' Washington,
Sister Laws.

Pearl Laws:

I’m reporting on the Sojourn that
took place in Washington, D. C. on
September the 29th and October the
first. Xhis was the first sojourn of Ne-
gro women for truth and justice. The
remarkable thing about this sojourn
of Negro women who were organized
in exactly about two weeks, this whole
organization was conceived and car-
ried out. We got to Washington and
there were 132 Negro women from
13 States. Those women came to
Washington to speak their mind, to
seek redress for our grievances. At the
first session this call was read by So-
journer Beulah Richardson, who
'around the whole . . . the inspiration
for the whole sojourn came from her.
This wonderful call was also written
by tliis Sojourner. I just want to read
very briefly from one section of the
call. “We claim that this government
cannot honestly, convincingly and sin-

cerely spend billions, send troops, and
draft treaties for peace and freedom
for other nations, while it never has
and does not now, protect the lives

and liberties of 15 million of its own
Negro citizens. Only when our gov-
ernment abolishes the lynch-system
justice of Mississippi, when it publicly
declares there shall be no more Cicero
or Peekskill, only when it moves to

PEARL LAWS

enforce, with its might, the 13th, 14th,

and 15 th Amendments of th'e Ujaited
States Constitution, then and only
then can it speak as a free nation in
a free world.

. . . Josephine Grayson, the wife of
one of the Martinsville Seven. So-

journer Westray, who had her son
killed in Brooklyn by police brutality.

A young Negro woman, Dorothy
Faulkner, who spoke of the problems
of the young Negro women. Many
women got up and spoke of their own
experiences of the special oppression
that bears down on the Negro women
in a special way. Many burst into
tears and many were apologetic be-

cause they cried. And the rest of the
women in the audience would say, dry
your tears, and speak your mind. This
became the slogan of the Sojourners,
throughout. . . . We later went to the

home of our great leader, Frederick
Douglass and there the proclamation
was read and adopted. And later the

Committee of Washington Women
had a reception for the Sojourners.

I’m going to try to get through this
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part of it very quickly. I can’t give

you in detail all the activities we had
but I just want,to highlight some of

them. On Sunday we had a camp
meeting in the Salem Baptist Church
and there again this new type of ap-

proach where the women got up and
spoke, very movingly of how they feel

and how oppression affects Negro
women. We had with us. Sojourner
Amy Mallard who got up and very
movingly and stirringly spoke about
her personal grievances in addition to

the projection of the whole idea of

why the Sojourners were here in Wash-
ington. And then she spoke about sit-

ting beside her husband when he was
shot, because he wanted to vote, and
dared to fight for that right to vote.

And then she spoke of, that in this

case, there couldn’t have been any
frame-up about rape or any such thing,

because her husband fought and knew
in his heart and felt with all that was
in him that this woman, his compan-
ion, his partner, this black woman—
was the most beautiful woman in the

world and she spoke very movingly
about this, and she resented very much
this whole frame-up of Negro men
around the question of rape of white
women. She had that entire audience
there in tears. Sojourner Angie Dick-
erson from New York spoke about why
we were here in Washington and some
of the things we were demanding as

Negro women.
And Sojourner Beulah Richardson

who had, in a couple of weeks again,

written a very beautiful poem dedi-

cated to Harriet Tubman, also read
this poem. And Sojourner Robeson
spoke of the Freedom Family. I’m very

sorry, but I know I haven’t got time
to go into details of how it was de-

veloped. I just want to give you a

picture of what took place there. And

Sojourner Halois Moorehead spoke

of the future organization, on a mass

scale, of the Negro Women, Sojourn-

ers.

On Monday there were two delega-

tions that went—one to the war de-

partment, and the other to the Dept,

of Justice. To the War Dept., the

Sojourners were led by Charlotta Bass

and an appointment had been gotten

with a Major General Shaw and she

demanded of General Shaw—she said,

“I want to know. General, what is

your position on discrimination in the

armed forces?” And he hemmed and
hawed and searched for words, and
there was a Negro Lieutenant present,

and he looked to him for an answer

—

you know the type of thing—it’s diffi-

cult. To his credit, he didn’t say a

word. This General finally said, “Well,
I have no position one way or the

other. I just carry out orders . . The
Negro women said, “we are not satis-

fied with this. We demand to know
your position on this question, be-

cause you carry out these orders, and
therefore we want to know whether
you are for or against discrimination

in the Armed Forces.” Of course, he
had no answer for that, he wasn’t abld"

to say anything. On the delegation to

the Justice Department was led by
Sojourner Angie Dickerson. We had
a meeting with a Mr. Hubbel
where a demand was made for in-

demnities for the widows and chil-

dren and victims of lynch terror and
I just want to pause here for one
minute to speak of what it means- to

many Negro wqmen-to thousands of

Negro women—but I want to hold
out two in particular at this point—
A Mrs. Grayson, and a Mrs. McGee.
One with five children, another with
four children, to bring up all alone—
their husbands snatched from them
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and murdered. These Negro women
now have to be mothers and fathers
to these children and to work and
support them and be completely re-

sponsible for the development of these

children. This is what is happening
to the Negro women in our country—
these special burdens that are upon us
that even where we establish good
family relationships, our men are

taken out and slain, and lynched and
killedhjnone-reasonror'the other, and
,we are left with our children to bring
up all alone and have this terrific bur-
den come down with all its weight on
the Negro women. We demand that

the United States government take re-

sponsibility for this, take responsi-

bility for the lives of these children

and to see that these children are sup-

ported by the government that is

responsible for the death of their hus-

bands and responsible for the death

of the fathers of these children. Also

was the question—and one woman I

want to single out who typifies all Ne-
gro women, and that is Mrs. Ingram.
Mrs. Ingram who, with her husband
dead, and 12 children, has to work in

the fields and at the same time take

care of 12 children. This woman not
only did this nobly and with all her

abilities and in addition to that she

was subjected to insults. And because

she dared, as a Negro woman—a proud
Negro Avoman, to defend her honor,

she’s languishing in jail today. We
took our stand very forcibly that we
demanded the release of Mrs. Ingram.
(APPLAUSE). On the question of

Cicero, I won’t go into that. We took

a stand on that and held the U. S.

Government responsible for what hap-

pened in Cicero. The persecution of

our gieat leader. Dr. DuBois, we
took a very firm stand on that. On the

question of our beloved Paul Robeson,

the denial of his passport that he can-
not travel anymore. And incidentally,

this persecution that begins like that

—around an individual—they try to

make it appear like that—it spreads.

Because the delegation from N. Y., of

104 delegates that had chartered

planes to come here on Friday after-

noon at 5:30 they were told that the

planes could not go because the planes

were needed by the Army. This was
challenged and fought out, and later

on I guess they thought it over and
realized what 'a terrible mistake this

was, and how we would have blasted

them to glory on this question, so they

decided to let the planes go, and they

did come in. And only because this

question is such a challenge to them,

they have -no answers for it—for the

oppression of the Negro people in this

country. And we were able to get the

delegates here. But the point I’m
going to make in relation to Paul is

that it begins by denying an individ-

ual to go abroad and now they’re be-

ginning to attempt to deny individuals

to travel freely even in the United
States. But we’re not going to take

that. We’re going to fight, and we’re

going to fight for our rights not only to

travel in the United States but all over

the world, whenever and wherever we
want (APPLAUSE) On the trials and
the persecution of William Patterson,

the Sojourners took the position that

whether you agree with Mr. Patter-

son’s views or not, we are Negro wom-
en, and when this black man is called

names in the halls of Congress that is

an insult to every Negro woman—be-
cause we’re being called dogs—that we
object to—this man don’t represent

nobody but a handful of white racists

in the South. He does not even rep-

resent his own state and he dares to get

up in th hall of Congress and call and
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insult a black man, and in doing so
he's calling every Negro woman a dog,
and we will not stand for that and
again we hold the United States Gov-
ernment responsible for that sort of
thing, because instead of this congress-
man being tried, no, he’s not on trial,

but Patterson is on trial. We’ll take no
more of that, either. (APPLAUSE)
And another thing we’re not going to
take no more of, when it comes to.

some of our so-called leaders who are
respectable and accepted.—Is a Mr.
Dawson, who—by this contemptible
man, that the only thing he has
to -make him feel like he’s some-
thing in his white skin. You know,
and he holds it up in front of him
and he’s God because his skin is white.
That's all this other man—this other
congressman I’m talking about now—
has and he dares to use a Negro repre-
sentative to say “well, you think I’m
not a friend of the Negro,’’ because,
he says, this remark to Patterson was
only something to Patterson himseif.
So he says, go down there and ask
Dawson, he knows I’m a friend of the
Negro. So he’s using a Negro man to
cover up, and using him in the role
of a Tom to cover up his insults to
all Negro people. Who is insulting
Dawson, himself because his mother
is black (LAUGHTER). The point
I want to make is this—that we have
these kind of Negroes that are playing
this role. And in addition to what we
are not going to stand for in relation
to white racists, we are not standing
any more for this type of Negro to be
held up as leader of the people. As
President Hood said in his speech.
Uncle Tom is dead—but many of them
that are around that don’t realize

they’re dead, they’re going to find out
right quick—that they are dead (AP-
PLAUSE) . Very breifly, on the ques-

tion of the appointment that we made.
We took the position that next time,

when we come to Washington we’re
not seeing the secretary of the secre-

tary of the secretary any more. We’re
gonna give them a lot of notice and
we’re gonna see Mr. McGrath himself
and we’re not going to be palmed off

to go and see Mr. Hubbard who gets
very uncomfortable when a delegation
of Negroes come in. Again using the
Negro, you know, one against the
other. Again putting him in this po-
sition, so we say, in the future, when-
ever we go down to Washington again
we’re going to send in advance two
months, if necessary, and we’re going
to see Mr. Big Man himself, and tell

him what we’re thinking about.
Very briefly, about the mood of

the Negro women at that Sojourn.
While it was very small and it was
just a beginning, it showed, very clear-
ly, through this experience of this

movement the level of development of
the Negro women, the level of the de-
sire to struggle that throughout the
ages has always ' been typical. Negro
women have always struggled against
this oppression and against this en-
slavement. The history of the Negro
women in the United States has been
a glorious one in this type of struggle
and we were determined there—and
we dedicated ourselves there to organ-
ize Negro women all over this country
—North and South to fight for our
rights and to put an end to this de-
struction of our family life, to this de-
struction of our homes, to the oppres-
sion of the Negro people generally,
because this is felt more keenly by the
Negro women because she’s way down
there taking all—and she has always
fought back and we are determined, in
the spirit of this Convention, that we
are going to organize and we’re going
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to fight for our rights as Negro wom-
en. In closing I just want to say—the
Freedom Train is rolling and Negro
women are not in the second car or
in the third car, but they’re right up
there in the first car. (APPLAUSE)
And more than that—the drivers seat
on the Freedom Train of the Negro
people is a double seat—it’s got room
for the male — and the female
(LAUGHTER AND APPLAUSE).
And this is the kind of movement this

is, and this is the kind of role we’re
gonna fight for and we’re gonna get,

because this is the role that we have
played through the whole history of
our country, and we’re going to get
our freedom, and we’re going to roll

over anybody and everybody who’s in
the way (APPLAUSE)

Unidentified Speaker:

. . . throughout industry and gov-
ernment employment in America, and
towards that end, to launch an imme-
diate fight to end discrimination in
hiring in shops and factories in all

communities, with special attention
directed to the lily white shops in in-

dustry. Number s, an intensive cam-
paign for upgrading of Negroes
throughout industry. (3) In order to

secure the maximum support for jobs
and upgrading that all unions, whether
AFL, CIO, Independent, or RR
Brotherhood, as a matter of policy, <

adopt no-discrimination model con-
tract clause as adopted by us at the

1950 Chicago Conference. (4) We
place major emphasis on breaking
through in apprenticeship training
programs to guarantee job opportuni-
ties for Negroes on skilled jobs and in
the crafts. Be it further resolved, that
this founding convention of the Na-
tional Negro Labor Council call for

I

an immediate end to the flagrant and
glaring job discrimination existing in
industries serving Negro communities,
such as utilities, bakeries, department
stores, communications, and so forth.

The Convention further calls upon all

affiliated Councils to at once initiate

campaigns to mobilize full support of
their respective communities for this

fight. Be it further resolved that this

convention calls for a nationwide fight

for a minimum of 100,000 new jobs
in industries, shops, department stores,

crafts, skilled trades and government
employment, which now denies equal
opportunities for Negro workers. This
campaign for jobs must center around
three main objectives: (1) Jobs for
Negro Women: (2) Crack the lily-

white.shops; (3) and general fight for
upgrading throughout the country.
We call upon all affiliated Councils,
white allies, trade unions, and all fight-

ers for freedom to support this cam-
paign for 100,000 new jobs, and guar-
antee a successful conclusion by May
15th, 1952. (APPLAUSE) I move the
adoption of the resolution. Brother
chairman.

Chairman:

It’^ moved and seconded. Before
adopting this resolution, we’ve had
some panels, and there was the ques-
tion of Negro Women in industry, and
there was the question of the Negro
youth. So at this particular time on
this particular resolution, I’d like to

throw the floor open to some discus-

sion in regards to the job situation in
regards to these two particular seg-

ments of the. question we are discus-

sing. The floor is now open for dis-

cussion. Anyone desire the floor?

You’ve heard the motion. Any ques-
tions? Will the young lady come up
here? .

-
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Unidentified Speaker:

First of all, on the question of young
women and women in general—we've
thrown around a lot, but I'd just like

to say that of course the slogan should
be, “out of the kitchens, into the fac-

tories.” But I'd like to say that at the

same time we raise this very excellent
program^ of action, of jobs for Negro
women in industry,—we also set about
to organize, and—it becomes a ques-
tion in this council—the organization,
and the property of the unions—of the
domestic workers. Because this is

where Negro women are, and we’ve
got to address ourselves to that ques-
tion at the same time as we guaran-
tee jobs in industry for Negro women.

Secondly, on the question of youth.
I'm not going to speak as outlined by
the chairman, but I think that the

question of Ai status of Negro young
men who go to get a job. On the ap-

plication now it says, what is your
draft status? And if you are lA you
do not get a job, plus the fact that

those industries don’t hire Negroes
anyway and there’s two counts against

the Negro young man. And I think
at the same time as we raise the slogan
for Peace we fight to abolish this spe-

cial — this extra-special qualification

for our youth, for our Negro young
men.

Thirdly, I represent here, not a
trade union but the Labor Youth
League, and one of our leaders, Roose-
velt Ward, Jr., is in iail on a phoney
draft evasion charge. The government
said that he wilfully evaded the draft,

but when the trial came-up it was so

phoney that even they had to drop it

and all that he is in for now is for

failure, they say, to report a perma-
nent address. He has three years, and

a $30,000 fine on his head at this mo-
ment. Also, James Lawson, a Negro
leader of s million youth, Methodist
youth, who spoke out on peace and
is a conscientious objector, is in jail

for three years. What are they saying

to the Negro youth, and what are they

saying to the outstanding Negro youth
leaders—who lead both Negro and
white yputh? That they have such
contempt for us and want us not to

have a future that they say don’t you
even dare to be a conscientious objec-

tor and speak out for peace. And of

course, don’t you dare speak out for

peace the way Roosevelt Ward has, for

jobs for Negro youth and for the right-

ful place for Negro women, and so on.

I would like to place for the considera-

tion of the Resolution Committee and
the body, to go on record as fighting

for the freedom of Roosevelt Ward
Jr. and James Lawson and that we
bring this up in our unions, and peti-

tion McGrath to fight for the release

of these two Negro youth who stand
for peace and freedom, and lead young
Negro and white workers for peace
and freedom. Thank you very much.
(APPLAUSE AND CHEERS)

Florence Peterson:

My name is Florence Peterson, and
I’m from New York, representing a

group of Negro women who have
broken down discrimination in our
neighborhood. To this date, we’re
three months old, and we have ac-

quired jobs for ten Negro people in

ten white stores in our community.
We have a poster that when we estab-

lish these jobs in these stores where
the neighborhood is predominantly
Negro and we have 85% white own-
ers and no Negro workers. We have
made posters that we place in the
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store, saying that this is an FEPC
store. We have a key, in asking the
people in our community to look for

the key when you shop and buy. We
also have membership cards that are
twenty five cents, with a pledge on the
back which says that we will look for

the key before buying and we will

fight all forms of discrimination and
Jim Crow and we will make our com-
munity a better place to live. We also

have a bulletin that we. have called
the Key, that we go around from door
to door, asking people to read and find

out what we are doing in our com-
munity to get Negfroes jobs.

We are working in an area from
150 Street to 145th Street and the
community has awakened to the fact

that the Negroes need jobs, and that
they’re getting jobs, and that we wom-
en are not going to stand for any more
discrimination in our neighborhood.
We’re cleaning it up. (APPLAUSE)
We have also been so important that

just last week we* met with the Board
of Mediation, and they wanted to ar-

bitrate with us but they had nothing
to say except that we were right in
demanding these jobs and we’re get-

ting them. We have one problem,
though, in our neighborhood. Local

400, of the Butcher’s union have no
more Negroes to place in these jobs

where we have acquired them. And
I’m asking now, if anybody knows of

any Negro men who are butchers, who
are interested in the trade, to give

me their names and we will assure

them of jobs. And anyone who is in-

terested in getting our Key also, let

me have your name, and we will dis-

tribute and let you have the Key and
let you know what we’re doing in our
community. Thank you very much.
(APPLAUSE).

Chairman:

It seems as though now we ’ve got
a Key on the Freedom Train . . . We
got a Key, hah?

Ernest Dixon:

This is Ernest Dixon from Chicago,
Illinois affiliated with the DPO Local
194. I wanna speak about this here
discrimination on women and also

youth. First thing I want to say is I

have a son—my home is in Missouri
but I’ve been in Chicago working for

quite a while—I have a son he gradu-
ated from High School in Missouri,
so he went to Ashtabula, Ohio and he
worked a while and he decided' he’d
want to go to college. So he came to

Chicago and he’s up there working a
while now. We went down to the em-
ployment office trying to help get him
a job. Went down there one evening
on State and Van Buren to the em-
ployment office and we walked in and
the employment office asked us “What
you want.” I replied to them, I said,

“I don’t want anything, my son wants
a job.” He looked right at him and
he says “What kind of a job you want?”
And the boy told him, says I want an
office job pr something like that. He
said, well—he said, “ain’t no need me
talking with you, I’m here to tell you
that we don’t have but few jobs for

colored peoples here in Chicago—of-

fice jobs.” So we didn’t say anything
about that no more.

Now you talk about discrimination,

and you talk about segregation of

women, colored women and I am
agains't it. And I fight against it. I’m
sort of like reading a piece by Bilbo
one time, when this first FEPC Call
came out, I remember reading a piece
of his statement, he says, as long as

God give him breathe to speak that
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he was going to fight for white supre-
macy. Well, I made up my mind too.

As long as God give me breath I'm
going to fight against discrimination,
against segregation against our peo-
ple. (APPLAUSE)

I want to say about this, we're talk-

in union and I been in union and I

belong to a union. But I hear the story

once that give me very much logic,

that I got out of it. At first I didn't
but afterward I did. I want to think
about this story I want everyone here
to think about it. I hear the story
about, it was a white man he had a
store in town and the rats were eating
up his cheese and he wanted to know
how to get rid of the rats. He put out
poison and everything but the rats
were still ignoring the poison and
eating up his cheese. So he finally de-
cided he said, “I’ll get me a cat.’’ So
he went out in the country and got
him a cat. Brought the cat to town
and the cat went to get learning to

keep the rats from eating up his
cheese. The rats they got together and
they held a meeting and said, “we got
to get together and see what we can
do about this here cat in town.”

So. they got together and they de-
cided, they said. I’ll- tell you^what we’ll
do, we’ll organize a Union. So they
got together and they organized a
union, they got their chairman and
president and secretary and everything
and then they say, they say well we
getting on pretty good progress in
getting this cat out of town. So after
they organized the union one smart
rat said, “Here’s what we ought to do.
We’ve got to take notice on this cat
and see what it takes 'to get him out.”
So they went on with that procedure.
One rat watched the cat all the time.
He had a peep-hole you know, and
he’d stand around and watch the cat.

Well, he found out from watching the
cat that being he was from the coun-
try, he was afraid of noise. When the
street cars or busses would come by he
would jump and run. So this rat

pointed that to the union, they had
a meeting and he pointed that out to

the union. So they got together and
they said, “what we going to do to

get a noise to get the cat out of town.”
One smart rat said, “let’s buy a bell,”

and bell the cat.” So they said, that
all right. So they went together and
they paid in money and they paid up
dues and they bought a bell and they
called a meeting and they said “We
bought the bell, now we’ll get rid

of the cat.”

They discussed the problem about
how they had the bell and the strap
and everything. So after you accom-
plish anything you already getting
ready for a dance. Like we do today or
any time, when we have a big meet-
ing and we think that we’ll accomplish
anything we get ready for a dance. So
they decided to close out the meeting
and get ready for a dance. Just before
they was getting ready to dismiss the
meeting the one rat who was setting

in the back he said, “Brother Mar-
guery, a dissertation , a minute please.

We’ve got the bell, we’ve got our un-
nion, we’ve got our president and
everything but one thing—one thing
is still oppressing me. WHO IN THE
HELL IS GOING TO PUT THE
BELL ON THE CAT?” So I’m saying
here today I want every labor council

to think about that. (APPLAUSE
AND LAUGHTER).

Unidentified Speaker:

When I sit down and think back
and think of those two great Negro
women whose names have been men-
tioned so often here today, Harriet
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Tubman and. Sojourner Truth, and
that they traveled thru the chains of
slavery, when blood flowed like water,
and thought that we might be able to

settle here today and speak and fight

for the freedom that they fought for
then. I say that’s enough for me. That
I can carry on from there and I can
help to be a Harriet Tubman and a
Sojourner Truth. To go down the line
for that freedom. For Negro women,
black and white, native born and for-

eign born. (APPLAUsSE) And our
brothers and sisters ioin hands to-

gether all over and fight for that thing
that we haven’t get yet but by golly

we’re going to have it. Freedom. And
I say today that when we leave here
and go back to our respective locals

and our plants, where men by reac-

tionary forces are set to fight the wom-
en, and the women made to fight the

men, that we say to them. “Lookit
here, we’re going down this road to-

gether, because when you fight me,
you fight yourself, and when I fight

you I fight myself and I’m fighting

against all principles and ideals that

we stand for here fighting for free-

dom.” •

\ You know when they get ready to

discriminate against you, you hear
people talking about, I’m left, I’m
right, and I’m everything, well when
they get ready to discriminate against

you they don’t say are you left or are

you right,—-they discriminate against

you—period. You’re a Negro and they
discriminate against you and any other
minority group. And I say that we’ve
got to tell these people, these “Uncle
Toms,” pull up and get together be-

cause we’re going to ride this train

together. Black and white alike. You
know women have made their place

in the world, they have fought through
the ages. There’s no field today that a

woman hasn’t stepped out in. She’s
fought on the battle field, she’s fought
in the fields, she’s helped raise the
crops, and raised children. For what?
To send them to a battle field to fight

for freedom and democracy that we
haven’t got, and shed their blood.
Now. it’s time that we would wake

up. And it’s time that we would wake
up all those people. They’re still

Uncle Tomming around, they've still-

got th^ bandana on their heads and
they’re still down on their knees lick-

ing the boots. Yeh, they’re dead and
we’re going to kill them off gradually.
They tell me that there’s all kind of
isms and they tell me about all kinds
of isms. Socialism, Communism and
everything else. You. never hear them
say anything about good old time
Americanism. And that’s what we
want and that’s what we’re going to

have, and I say here today we’re go-
ing to take it or we’re going to go get
it. Or we’ll have to forget it. And by
golly here today we’re not going to

forget it. We’re going out today and
get the freedom and roll this train

down the line, and heaven help any-
body that gets in our way. And we are
here to stay, black and white, native
and foreign born, brothers and sis-

ters alike. Thank you,. (APPLAUSE)

Unidentified Speaker:

Brother Chairman, Brother Hood,
Brother Robeson and members of the
Negro Labor founding Council, I’d

like to tell you in the first place that

if you don’t know who’s going to put
the bell on that cat, the Negro Wo-
men will do it. (CHEERS) And I
want to tell you why, because the Ne-
gro women are on the offensive. And
that means we’re plowing through. It

means if we’re on that other seat on
the Freedom Train, driving when that
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other man goes to sleep we’ll be awake
still going through. (Cheers) I want
you to know that when those women
went down to Washington 'and de-

manded the freedom of Rosa Lee In-

gram, they added this to it. That if

you don’t free Rosa Lee Ingram, we
will march one thousand black wo-

men down to Georgia and free her.

(APPLAUSE) And I want you to

know that if Paul Robeson doesn’t get

his passoport to go across the. waters

and sing and car^y the message of free-

dom in his songs for all the peoples

on the world the Negro women can

form a line across the ocean and he can
go across on our backs. (CHEERS)

I think that we understand it so

well, this role of action for Negro
women, because the Negro women
are so much oppressed more than all

the other peoples in the whole coun-

try, And so I take great pleasure* in

reading this resolution. It’s called the

Economic Equality of Negro Women,
but I wish, and I might add this state-

ment — I was not included on a com-
mittee here but as a Negro woman
I knew that I had to get on a Com-
mittee (APPLAUSE) so I walked in

and I said I’m going to sit in on this

committee — and I’ll tell you another

thing, when the Youth got up and said

that they wanted representation and
a resolution to go through and they

couldn’t get it passed through, I said,

give it to me and I want you to know
that at the next session that resolution

will be read. I’d like now to read the

resolution.

ECONOMIC EQUALITY FOR THE

NEGRO WOMEN

In these united states, we, the Negro
people, are subjected to all manner of in-

dignities, injustices and inhumanities.

We are denied equality in every phase of

living. Negro women bear the greatest

impact of this oppression. We die of

poverty, loneliness, drudgery and disease.

We have watched our husbands and
fathers burned, quartered, hanged and
electrocuted by hooded and unhooded
mobs. We have seen our brothers beaten,

shot and stamped to death by police. We
have seen our sons rotting in prison, we’ve
seen them poured into foreign wars in

defense of this government which denies

them equality on the battlefield and at

home. We have seen our daughters raped
and degraded, and when one dares rise

in defense of her honor, she is jailed for

life.

After three hundred odd years, we are

still excluded from industry, offices and
professions. Today, six out of eve^y ten

Negro women eke out an existence in do-

mestic service. For all practical purposes,

Negro women are still “slaves” in the

master’s household, maid to the mistress,

mother to others’ children. Hundreds of

thousands of young and old women are

still at work at back-breaking jobs, pick-

ing cotton.

The average income of the Negro fam-
ily is half that of the white family. Only
20 per cent of all semi-skilled jobs and
ten per cent of all the skilled jobs are

held by Negro men. Negro women are

employed in the lowest-paying jobs, are

unable to support themselves adequately
and certainly are unable to support a

family. A large number of Negro' women
are themselves heads of families, support-

ing their children and other dependents.

Is there any wonder that the life span
of a Negro woman is nine years less than
that of her white sister, that her maternity
death rate is three times greater?

One out of every two Negro women
must work and is working for a livio^.

We are among the first to feel the effects

of unemployment, since we are forced

to work at jobs considered “dispensable.”

Negro women have sought to escape low-

paying domestic jobs by preparing them-
selves through existing educational fa-

cilities, but are systematically denied op-

portunities to acquire jobs at higher skills.
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We are the victims of white supremacy
and economic oppression in its crassest

form. We have fought our ^vay through
all levels of struggle under these handi-

caps.

Negro women are proud that there de-

veloped from our ranks such freedom-
fighters as Harriet Tubman, Sojourner
Truth, Miranda Smith, and .our present-

day symbol of struggle, Rosa Lee Ingram,
The progress of the American workers

and the Negro people can best be meas-
ured by the status of Negro women. To
win freedom and equality for all work-
ers, we call upon the trade union move-
ment in particular to accept the chal-

lenge;

1.

To win job opportunities for Negro
women throughout industry, in

offices, department stores, public util-

ities, air lines, etc.

2. We further call upon the support of

organized labor and all Negro Labor
Councils to support the organization

, of domestic workers, both in the North
and South, and for improvement of

their working conditions.

3. In the program of job training and
upgrading, special attention be giv-

en to Negro women, especially the

youth.

4- We have demonstrated our ability

and willingness to give leadership to

our families and other struggles. We
demand the right to play a compar-
able role in government, industry,

and the unions,
5

Mr. Chairman I move that this re-

solution be adopted.

Sam Parks:

It’s motioned and seconded that

this resolution on Economic Equality

for Negro women be adopted. Are you
ready for the question? All those in

favor signify by saying aye. (ENXIRE
AUDIENCE SAYS AYE.) The ayes

have it. Brothers and sisters in conjunc-
tion with this motion and I think that

some of you may have heard about it.

It’s in regards to a Negro woman. In
the city of New York recently in a club

by the name of Stork, an interna-

tionally famous Negro woman was
humiliated and subjected' to discrimi-

nation. A white newspaper columnist
was present, his name is Walter Win-
chell. Josephine Baker who came
originally from St. Louis and who
made her home in Paris and has been
a star all over the world and acclaimed
by people all over the world, was
humiliated by the poison of American
jimrow and American segregation.

You know that when she was in

Florida at the Copacabana Club she

fought it there, when she was in Chica-

go at the Chicago theatre she fought
it there, and I think that we here in

this room, all us, should go on record,

requesting of our officers, of our or-

ganization to write to Miss Baker, let

her know that we stand firmly behind
her. And also write to the Stork Club,
Walter Winchell and everybody else.

Let them know that we are against the

things that happend to her and all

such things that happen not only to

the Negx'o woman but to the Negro
man as well. I’d like to throw the

floor open for a motion to this effect.

I get such a motion? It’s motioned
and seconded that such a letter be
sent.
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APPENDIX
DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES BY

WHITE DELEGATES

FOREWORD
The National Negro Labor Council re-

produces this statement of principles
which was signed by most of the white
delegates in attendance at our Founding
Convention because we consider it an
historic milestone in the relationship be-

tween Negro and white workers in Amer-
ica, and a long step forward in the com-
mon effort to weld the firmest bonds of
Negro-xohite unity.

In an approach that is entirely new
to the American Labor movement, the

white delegates at the National Negro
Labor Council Convention not only refect

any concept that they are called upon to

lead Negi'o workers in a fight for Negro
rights, but in a self critical mood, spell

out the responsibility of white workers
in fighting to bring other white workers
to the support of the Negro people.

We feel that this document deserves

the serious appraisal of every trade un-
ion leader, Negro and white, in the Amer-
ican Labor Movement,

Wr, the white delegates to this Found-
ing Convention of the National Negro
Labor Council, have been profoundly
irnpressed by what we have seen and ex-

perienced her-e.

We see here a mighty demonstration of

the new temper and spirit which stirs and
moves the Negro people of America.
- 'In vast areas of the world, the white
man is on trial. The colored peoples of

the world are demanding freedom and
they are making those demands for an
end to every manifestation of oppression

and discrimination, whether it be in gov-

ernments, in nations, in communities, in

trade unions, in any kind of organization.

We hail the founding of this new move-
ment which means the Negro unionists

are now taking their rightful place of

leadership iii the developing fight of Ne-
gro workers for their economic rights. We
see the special significance of this move-
ment of Negro workers taking its place
side by side with other Negro organiza-

tions in the struggle for full freedom .of

^
the Negro* people.
We are deeply conscious that the move-

ment here being launched is not in the
interest and for the benefit of Negro
workers only. White workers and Negro
workers have the same enemies, the ,same
ultimate goals.

We know that every step forward for

the Negro worker makes possible a step
forward for the white worker. We know
too that every new attack on the lives and
rights of Negro workers and their families

holds within it the seed of a fresh assault

on the lives and rights of white workers.
One cannot be defended without a vigor-

ous, militant defense of the other.

The Ciceros of 1951 do not take place
in a vacuum. They are cut out of the
same cloth as the wage freeze, mounting
taxes, sky-rocketing prices, the Taft-Hart-
ley and McCarran Acts, and all the other
attacks on all workers.

Especially, in the deep South do we
see the close tie between the interests of

white and Negro workers. There the ex-

ploitation of both Negro and white work-
ers is even more intense than in the in-

dustrial centers of the No^th.

What white workers do to smash Jim
Crow can no longer be done in the spirit

of the Boy Scout performing his good
deed for the day. It can be done only in

the frank and honest recognition of the

fact that we white workers can achieve
gains only to the extent that we do our
part to forge genuine Negro-white unity.

Unity on that basis—on the basis of an
alliance in which the white worker does
his part as a responsibility in his own
self-interest rather than as a favor—can
mean that we all move ahead together.
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It means that the balance o£ political
power in the deep South can be taken
from the hands of the southern landlords
and Dixiecrat congressmen and placed in
the hands of the people—where it belongs.
It means that the balance of economic
power which now spells out the super-
exploitation of divided Negro and white
workers alike can be taken from the
hands of northern corporations,

On every hand, vast numbers of Negro
workers—both North and South—are dem-
onstrating in a thousand ways their
boundless determination that this time
the Freedom Train will roar through to

its destination, no matter how big the
road blocks thrown in its path.

In effect our Negro brothers are say-

ing to us: “Take heed, brother, there is

something new here! We are asking for
your cooperation, but not your permis-
sion!''

We, the white delegates at this Conven-
tion, accept the challenge! We embrace
the new and clearer concept of Negro-
white unity which is required here and
now—today.

Under that concept, we have a special
responsibility, the responsibhity to bring
more and more white workers into the
fight for full freedom for all.

We are not misled by the white labor
leaders who spread the malicious slander
-that this is “dual unionism" in a despe-
rate attempt to cover up their own failure

to fight for Negro rights.

We, too, are determined that the Free-
dom Train shall roll once more!
To these ends, we white trade unionists

will accept the responsibility of seeking
the support of all white workers for the
program of action of this Convention.
‘We pledge to start in our own shops,

locals and unions:
To help and encourage the formation

and development of Negro Labor Coun-
cils all over America.
To press the proposed campaign for

establishing a Fair Employment Practices
Commission by Executive Order of the
president. -

'

To step up the fight for -jobs for Ne-

groes, to assure up-grading of Negro
workers, to break through the lily-white
departments and shops, and to guarantee
that Negro workers are given full op-
portunity^to achieve positions of union
leadership.

GREETINGS TO THE FOUNDING CON-
VENTION OF THE NATIONAL NEGRO
LABOR COUNCIL FROM THE DINING
CAR AND RAILROAD FOOD WORKERS

UNION DELEGATION

Brothers and Sisters:

The railroad industry is a classical illus-
tration of the dangers of discrimination,
white chauvinism and Jim Crow in the
labor movement and its destructive effects
on the wage and working standards of
the worker*. Due to this discrimination
and the craft union principles of the
railroad unions, railroad workers can
never present a solid front in any given
movement, whether it is wage demands,
better conditions, pensions or any other
issue.

Discrimination against the Negro in
labor must be recognized by all workers
as the weapon of the bosses who use it

to negate the workers' fight for better
conditions.

Discrimination against Negroes is one
of the cancers that will slowly destroy the
labor movement in the United States,
unless this cancer is removed.
On the other hand, wherever there is

Negro and white unity in a union there
you will find better conditions and higher
wages.
This is not an accident. This is the re-

sult of the ability of the workers to under-
stand the benefits accruing because of
their unity. Too many workers, even to-
day accept the theory that Negro workers
are not entitled to the same pay of white
workers when doing the same job. This
weakness is due, in part, to the failure of
responsible trade union leaders to bring
home to the workers the fact that such a
theory is not to his best interests, but is

a weapon used by the bosses to> divide
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the workers. These workers must be made
to understand that when they permit a
lowering of the wage scale to accommo-
date ^themselves to the white supremacist

concept, they immediately -^tablish^ a

precedent that they cannot upset later on
when it affects them.
The railroad labor lily-white Jim Crow

movement is one of — if not — the weak-

est labor organizations in the country to-

day. While this is not entirely due to its

Jim Crow policies alone, there is no doubt
that Jim Crow is a strong factor. In this

industry the operating departments ex-

clude the Negro worker from the unions.

As a result of this, the Negroes in the

operating department were forced to es-

tablish separate unions to protect them-

selves against both the railroad com-
panies and the lily-white unions.

A brief history of their struggles will

serve to highlight the meaning of this

discrimination

:

In the early days of the railroads many
jobs were held by Negroes, such as lire-

men, brakemen, and occasionally engi-

neers. Due to the arduous and dirty na-

ture of these jobs at that time, the white

workers were not concerned that Negroes
held them. However, with the modern
improvements in the railroad industrv,

the white workers soon began to displace

the Negroes from these jobs. This was
accomplished through the cooperation of

the lily-white unions and the railroa*!

•companies between which certain secret

agreements were made that prohibited

the hiring and promotion of Negroes,

and at the same time replacing them with

white workers. As a result of this condi-

tion Negroes were forced to organizi

themselves into all-Negro unions to stop

their elimination from the industry.

The obvious price of this unholy al-

liance between the lily-white unions and
the railroad companies is a lowering of

the wage and working standards of the

workers and a deterioration of tliese

unions.
There is a further weakness in the rail-

road unions that bears more directly on
the work of this conference. This has to

do with the non-operating unions, many
of them have Negro members, most of

whom are relegated to Jim-Crow auxil-

iaries.

These unions, about seventeen, are all

separate entities and work together only

in national movements and are commit-

ted to the principle of craft unionism.

There are Negro units in the railroad

industry: the Pullman Porters, the D’*n-

ing Car Workers, and the Red Caps.

Due to the craft unionism and the anti-

Negro jjosition of most of these non-

operating unions, the Pullman Porters

were forced to develop their own union

under the “leadership” of A. Philip Ran-
dolph, while the Dining Car Workers
were set up in Jim-Crow units of the

Hotel and Bartenders International, and
the Negro Red Caps under Willard

Townsend.
Already the obstructive tactics of Ran-

dolph 'have been discovered and to a

- certain extent have been rectified by the

rank and file porters. The misleadership

of Townsend of the Red Caps has been

exposed and cut short.

In 1947 dining car workers started a

movement to pull out of the racketeer

controlled Bartenders International in

order to protect their seniority rights, job

rights and the right to be upgraded, and
are now building a union that will de-

fend their interests as Negro railroad-,

workers in the future. Dining car work-

ers have set up a rank and file union

known as the Dining Car and Railroad

Food Workers Union and have been suc-

cessful in winning bargaining rights on
the Pennsylvania, the largest railroad in

the country. Collective bargaining elec-

tions are expected to be held soon on the

Southern Pacific. Similar elections are

being prepared on the New York central

and other big roads.

This new union within itself will guar-

antee that 22,000 dining car workers in

the railroad industry will make policy and
give leadership to the best interests of

dining car workers and to the Negro peo-

ple. This new union will do for dining

car workers in the railroad industry what
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the Marine Cooks and Stewards Union
did for the same class of workers in the

marine industry.

The new Dining Car and Railroad
Food Workers Union is appealing to this

Founding Convention of the National
Negro Labor Council for coperation and
support. With this support this new
union can achieve the liberation and
bring first-class citizenship of Negro din-

ing car workers in the railroad industry.

This can only be brought about on the

basis of Negro and white unity on the

railroads.

Fraternally,

Daniel Benjamin^ Vice President,

Eastern District, New York.

Ralph Turner^ National Organization
Director, Chicago.

William H. Lockhart^ Eastern District,

New York.

LeRoy Wilson^ Vice President,

Southwestern District, St. Louis.

Kenneth Garner^ Midwestern
District, Chicago.

Haward Fowler^ Midwestern
District, Chicago.

RESOLUTIONS ON JOBS

It is a fundamental human right of all

the American people to enjoy life, liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness. The key to

this search for life, liberty and happiness
is the right to a job and the opportunity
to earn a decent living. Yet over 16,000,-

000 Negro Americans are denied an equal
opportunity for a job.
^ The forces of Reaction and Big Busi-

ness maintain a stranglehold on the po-

litical and economic life of America by
constantly pitting white against black.

This divide-and-conquer tactic has driven

down the living standards of all the

workers. While the living standards of

all the workers suffer, the Negro worker
is denied even an opportunity for a job
in most industries.

The average annual income of the

Negro family is 55 per cent below the

general average for the country as a

whole, and only 40 per cent of the in-

come estimated as necessary to sustain

the minimum standards of health and
decency. In New York City tuberculosis

in the Harlem community has increased

by 44 per cent. The jlenial of the right

of Negroes to a job in industry is not just

a matter of health. It means no money
for doctors and hospital bills. It means no
money for clothes and fuel. It means no
money for food for the wife and children.

It means ten years less, of life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness.
With an annual income already far be-

low the minimum requirements of health
and decency, the future looms even dark-
er for the Negro worker. As prices climb
and taxes skyrocket, the pressure on the
Negro family almost reaches the break-

ing point. Life becomes just an unrelent-
ing daily struggle to survive.

" While Big Business and its stooges in

government on one hand proclaim to all

the world that it stands for freedom and
democracy, and on the other hand a new
tide of attacks are launched against Ne-
groes.

Negi'o workers continue to find it in-

creasingly difficult to find jobs in industry
after industry. Promotions and upgrad-
ings to the more skilled and better pay-
ing jobs are denied the Negro. He is al-

most completely excluded from the crafts.

Even industries which garner millions of
dollars in profits from the meager and
hard-earned dollars of the Negro wage
earner close the door to him for a job,

even in his own community.
The Negro woman, who is forced to

work to help her husband sustain the
breath of life for them and their family,

finds evei^y door for a job closed. In order
to work, she is confined to domestic service

or the most miserable and menial jobs in
industry. The average yearly earnings of
the Negro woman in 1948 was §492.00,
as compared with §1142.00 for white wom-
en, which is way below the national aver-

age for men.
^

The struggle on economic issues and
for a job is basic to the struggle for Ne-
gro rights. It will become more important
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as the attacks on the living standards of

the people increase.

It is this struggle for jobs and economic
equality that is the weakest in the fight

for Negro liberation.

Therefore be ij^ resolved that this

Founding Convention of the National
Negro Labor Council calls for an im-

mediate end to the discriminatory hiring

practices existing throughout industry
and government employment in America,
and toward that end to launch;

1. An immediate fight to end discrimi-

nation in hiring in shoj's and fac-

tories in all communities, with special

attention directed to all the lily-

white shops and industries.

2. An intensive campaign for upgrading
of Negroes throughout industry,

3. In order to secure maximum support
for jobs and upgrading, that all -

unions, whether AFL, CIO, Inde-

pendent, or Railroad, as a matter
of policy be urged to adopt the model
no-discrimination clause adopted at

the 1950 Chicago Conference.

4. We place major emphasis on break-

ing through on apprenticeship train-

ing programs to guarantee job oppor-
tunities for Negro workers on skilled

jobs and in the crafts.

Be it further resolved that‘ this Found-
ing Convention of the National Negro
Labor Council call for an immediate end
to the flagrant and glaring job discrimina-

tions that exists in the industries servic-

ing Negro communities, such as utilities,

bakeries, department stores, communica-
tions, etc. The Convention further calls

upon all its affiliated Councils to at once
initiate campaigns to mobilize the full

support of theii: respective corrimunities

for this fight.

Be it finally resolved that this Conven-
tion calls for a nation-wide fight for a

minimum of 100,000 new jobs in the in-

dustries, shops, departments, offices, crafts,

skilled trades and government employ-
ment which now deny equal job oppor-
tunities for Negro workers. This cam-
paign for jobs must center around three

main objectives: Jobs for Negro women,
cracking lily-white shops, and a general ^ .

fight for up-grading throughout industry.

We call upon our affiliated Councils,

white allies, trade unions, and all fighters

for freedom to support this campaign
for 100,000 new jobs and guarantee its

successful conclusion by May 15, 1952.

RESOLUTION ON FEPC

While , the Federal Government col-

lects millions of dollars in taxes from the
American Negro, it denies him an equal
opportunity for a job. Federal taxes fi-

nance billions of dollars in government
contracts which are let to companies
which are guilty of the most flagrant dis-

crimination in employment practices. New
Taft-Hartley Laws are enacted under the

guise of phony “bright to work" laws in

state and local communities, which en-

danger the rights of all workers.

Both major, political parties in the

national elections in 1948 campaigned
on a platform of civil rights and FEPC
legislation. Republicans and Democrats
outdid one another in their promises to

put an end to discrimination in employ-
ment. Yet the present Congress, com-
posed of these same Democrats and Re-
publicans, have buried every proposed
piece of legislation with FEPC. Even
President Truman ran and was elected

on a platform of FEPC and civil rights

promises. Three years have passed since

his election and he has consistently re-

fused to assume leadership in the fight

for a national FEPC law. He has even
failed to follow in the steps of the late

President Roosevelt by issuing an FEPC
Executive Order which would guarantee
no discrimination in government employ-
ment and in firms accepting government
contracts.

Therefore be it resolved that this

Founding Convention of the National
Negro Labor Council calls upon Congress
and the administration for the immediate
enactment of a national FEPC law. We
further call upon the affiliated Councils
to launch immediate campaigns for state

and local FEPC laws.
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Be it finally resolved that we demand
that the President of the United States
issue a National FEPC Executive Order
.and a Federal Fair Practices Committee
to enforce it. To this end we call upon
every affiliated Council, our white allies,

every trade union, and all fighters for
freedom to join us in a national petition
campaign for a million signatures in sup-
port of our demand for this national exec-
utive order. To guarantee that no stone
shall be left unturned in this fight for a
right for equal job opportunity that we
shall be prepared to deliver these million
signatures around May 1, 1952, as a part
of a national March on Washington.

RESOLUTION ON AGRICULTURAL
WORKERS

In America today 85 per cent of the
Negro people are tied to some form of
agriculture. Any discussion* of the main
problems of the Negro people cannot ig-

nore the agricultural question any longer.
For far too many years agricultural .

workers have had no audience for their
problems. They have had no consistent
organization to fight in their behalf. The
trade union movement has been guilty
of .considering agriculture as a separate
and distinct problem not affecting the
trade unions directly.

Such an outlook has for years doomed
hundreds of thousands of Negro, Puerto
Rican, Mexican and white workers to the
most horrible conditions to be found in
America. President Truman’s Committee,
appointed to find and report living con-
ditions of agricultural workers, " found
that agricultural workers were living
worse than hogs in some .States. Once Mr.
Truman’s report was made, the problem
of the agricultural workers was duly
bound in booklet form and placed upon
the shelves to gather dust.

1950 saw the birth of the A^icultural
Workers Union. This Union’s field

stretches from New York to Florida,
amongst field workers, both migrant and
permanent farm workers. Members of
this Union are faced with Jim Crow at
its worst. Police terror is the daily threat.

FRANCES WILLIAMS

Annual - wages often are lower than
5800.00.

Since Agricultural workers can’t show
residence in each state in which they
travel, they are denied even emergency
hospitalization, social scurity, the right
to vote and the other normal rights of
our citizens.

Jim Crow will rule as long as 11 million
Negro people are shackled to the slavery
of present day farm conditions.
Be it resolved, that the National Negro

Labor Council endorse the efforts of the
Agricultural Workers Union and any
other organization that may strive to or-
ganize the agricultural workers of Ameri-
ca.

Be it further resolved that the N.N.L.C.
take steps to bring before the entire trade
union movement the plight of America’s
agricultural workers. That organizational
contact be established between the
N.N.L.C. and organizations working
amongst farm laborers. That financial aid
and leadership be offered farm workers
in tlieir organizing efforts.

RESOLUTION ON COLONIALISM
All Over Asia and Africa ^nd ‘in the
islands of the sea manjr hundreds of mil-
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lions of dark skinned peoples are surg-

ing forward into determined struggle for

freedoms that include the right of self

government and full control of the nat-

ural resources that abound throughout

the vast areas. The Asian and African

peoples are serving notice upon the ex-

ploiters and oppressors of mankind that

a dark era in world history is rapidly

drawing to a close.

For hundreds of years a continuous

flow of the natural and created wealth

has been gouged out of the lands soaked

by the blood and sweat of the inhabitants

while whole nations of people have been

enslaved and robbed of all human dig-

nity. Except for the fact that the Negro
people are not physically separated from

the nation of people that oppresses them,

there is a difference only in degree be-

tween tlie lot of colonial peoples of the

world and the lot of the Negro people of

America. All such people are denied eco-

nomic, political and social freedom. They
have been ruthlessly beaten, imprisoned

and murdered—men, women, and chil-

dren—tire better to preserve the super

profits that industrialists and bankers

reap from semi-slave labor.

The Negro people understand perhaps

better than any other national group of

American people that there can be no
peace and no security and no genuine

progress in the world as long as the as-

pirations of the colonial people for full

freedm is met with the force and violence

of armed might. Certainly, we know that

The National Negro Labor Council,

therefor extends a fraternal handclasp of

brotherhood to all oppressed peoples

everywhere and particularly to those who
have joined together to engage in positive

struggle for their freedom.

CONSTiTUTION PREAMBLE

We, the members of the Negro Labor
Councils, believe that the struggle of the

Negro people for first-class citizenship

based on economic, political and social

equality is in vain unless we as Negro
workers, along with our white allies, are

united to protect our people (Negro)

against those forces who continue to deny

us full citizenship.

Realizing that the old forms of organi-

zations whicli were dedicated to the fight,

for first-class citizenship for Negro people

have been unable to bring full economic

opportunity for the Negro worker in the

factory, the mine, the mill, the office, in

government; to stop wanton police kill-

ings of Negroes throughout the land; to

stop mob violence against us; to bring

the franchise to our brothers and sisters

in the South, and gain our full say in the

political life of otur country with proper

representation in government on all lev-

els: to buy and rent homes everywhere

unrestricted; to use the public facilities,

restaurants, hotels and recreational fa-

cilities in town and country, we form

the National Negro Labor Council

(N.N.L.C.) , an organization which unites

all Negro workers with other suffering

minorities and our allies among the white

workers, and base ourselves on rank and
file control regardless of age, sex, creed,

political beliefs, or union affiliation, and
pursue at all times a policy of militant

struggle to improve our conditions.

We pledge ourselves to labor unitedly

for the principles herein set forth, to per-

petuate our councils and work concertedly

with other organizations that seek im-

provement for Negro and other oppressed

minorities.

We further pledge ourselves to work
unitedly with the trade unions to bring

about greater cooperation between all

sections of the Negro people and the

trade union movement; to bring the prin-

ciples of trade unionism to the Negro

workers everywhere; to aid the trade

unions in the great unfinished task of or-

ganizing the South on the basis of fra-

ternity, equality and unity; to further

unity between black and white workers

everywhere.

DRAFT PROGRAM OF ACTION

The program, of action that flows out

of this Founding Convention must reflect

in life itself and in its concrete applica-

tion the specialized role of the National
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Negro Labor Council in the general field

of struggle for Negro rights. Since ive have
said that our primary and immediate
mission is tlie achievement of economic
equality for the Negro people, it follows
naturally that the overriding theme of our
program of action should be a concrete,

measurable and down-to-earth fight for

jobs for Negro Americans, new jobs and
better jobs, with higher pay and better
working conditions and without discrimi-

nation. The demand for national, state

and local FEPG, while giving voice to

our bread and butter needs, is not a new
demand, nor is it in itself a departure
from forms of struggle for Negro rights

that have been conducted over the past
several years throughout America.

But when the demand for an FEPC is

joined with a day-to-day, city-to-city, fight

for jobs, with a measurable national quota
of jobs to be won, and with each local

NNLC Council accepting quotas of actual
jobs to be won, by campaigns in the com-
munity and at the shop gates, then we
add a new ingredient, namely, the real

life fight for FEPC that is not waiting on
any law to be passed. We then place our
demands for FEPC in the hands of the
workers, Negro and white, who in joining
with us in raising demands for specific

jobs at a 1,000 specific places around the
country, form the type of mass political

pressure best calculated to make the pow-
ers that be in Washington and in the
States and Communities give serious con-
sideration to FEPC by government action.

It is this type of campaign for jobs and
FEPC that is offered in the following
program of action to this Convention:

I. THE FIGHT FOR 100,000 JOBS

This Conventiorv goes on record as im-
mediately launching a national fight for

100,000 new jobs by May 15th for Negro
workers in areas of employment now
barred to Negroes. The newly elected Ex-
ecutive Board in consultation with the
various NNLC local councils shall be
empowered to break down the overall

national quota of 100,000 into local

NNLC quotas. This campaign for 100,000

jobs to be conducted generally in two
stages:

A) The fight for jobs in the Negro
community. The most striking evidence of

economic Jim-Crow exists glaringly in

every Negro ghetto in America. Utilities,

bakeries, department stores, etc., located

in and servicing the Negro community,
and drawing out of that community thou-

sands of dollars profit daily, arrogantly
refuse to hire Negroes in any above menial
capacities. The full organized weight of

the Negro community, through boycotts,

picket lines, etc., led by local NNLC
councils, can produce in this campaign a
substantial number of jobs toward the

local quotas with a relatively small active

organization.

In this campaign the following steps

should be taken:

(1) Local trade union leaders and lead-

ers in the Negro community should be
invited to become a part of the NNLC
jobs campaign committee.

(2) This committee should meet with
the companies located in or servicing the

Negro community and demand an end to

discriminatory hiring in terms of specific

jobs. In many cases this step alone will

produce some jobs.

(3) Failing to get satisfaction from the

company, the campaign must then be car-

ried to the community with organized ap-

plications for jobs, affidavits recording the

company's refusal to hire, picket lines,

and boycotts where practicable, with let-

ters of protest, resolutions from local

unions, to the company and city authori-

ties and where any government connec-
tion or control exists, to the Department
of Labor in Washington, D, C.

(B) The fight for jobs should be en-

tered into upon the momentum of having
won jobs in the community campaign.
The campaign for jobs in industry must
center around three main objectives

—

jobs for Negro women, cracking of lily-

white shops, and a general fight for up-
grading throughout the industry. Here
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in industry we come to grips with the
basic official Jim Crow policy of the U.S,
Government. The same general steps

should be followed as listed above, with
a shifting emphasis of the point of
pressure to the seat of government itself

—Washington, D, C.

II. THE FIGHT FOR JOBS
FOR NEGRO WOMEN
The special needs of Negro women

must be the constant, and conscious, con-
centration within the overall job cam-
paign, which must include:

(1) Special campaign for hiring Negro
women as the single demand.

(2) In every job campaign, special de-
mands for the hiring of Negro women.

(3) Moving the trade unions into fight-

ing specifically for jobs for Negro women.

(4) A special committee on jobs for
Negro women in industry, to be establish-

ed in the National Office of NNLC to
guarantee this emphasis.

(5) 1,000,000 signatures for F.E.P.G.

III. THE FIGHT FOR 1,000,000

. SIGNATURES FOR NATIONAL FEPG
The fight for model contract clauses

adopted at the Chicago Conference for
Negro Rights in June of 1950 was suc-
cessful where a campaign was conducted.
The results in UE, where the whole offi-

cial job program of the Chicago Confer-
ence was adopted as official union policy
by the United Electrical Workers inter-

national union is an outstanding example
of how heightened unity of Negro and
white workers around a program for Ne-
gro rights can be achieved if it is fought
for in our trade union bodies. The model
contract clause is reproduced below:

Model Contract Clause

^‘Regardless of any other contractual
provision of this agreement, manage-
ment agrees that:

A. No discrimination in interviewing
or hiring applicants for employment as

well as no discrimination against em-
ployees during and after their trial

period of employment because of color,

race, sex, age, religious or political be-

liefs.

B. Guarantee against discrimination

shall in addition apply to promotion,
|

upgrading, apprenticeship, job train-
|

ing, and discharges.

C. In the event oL layoffs, every ef-

fort shall be made to maintain gains

achieved in applying this policy and
in the event of disagreement in rela-

tion to any issue arising out of the

application of this clause, shall be sub-

- ject to the grievance machinery of this

contract.

D. It is the purpose of this contract

clause to guarantee in collective bar-

gaining and by contractual rights the

application of the union's policy for

the protection and improvement of job
opportunities for Negro workers and
other minorities.

How this Model Contract Clause Cam-
paign will be carried out:

(A) Copies of this Model Clause to be
circulated for adoption to all union locals,

international bodies, etc.

(1) All unions, whether AFL, CIO,
Ind., RR, will be urged to adopt this

Model Clause as a matter of union policy

with the replies of all unions being made
public. t

(2) Copies of Model Clause to be sent f

to the entire trade union press.

(3) Every effort to be made to get the

above Model Clause endorsed by trade

union conventions: AFL, CIO, Ind., RR.

(4) We call on all unions who succeed

in getting such a Model Clause incorpo-

rated in their contracts to immediately
organize actions in the shops to guaran-

tee that the bosses live up to its provisions.

(5) Every effort must be made to win
the support for such a Model Clause from
the Urban League, NAACP, American
Jewish Labor Council, American Jewish
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Congress, B'nai B'ritli, Negro churches.
Catholic, Protestant and other religious
groupings and all of the fraternal, civic
and social organizations of the Negro com-
munity.

IV, THE FIGHT FOR
FULL FREEDOM
While training our main guns on the

economic front, this Convention is aware
of the necessity of joining in the general
struggle for full freedom of the Negro
people in many fields of action. We speci-
fically dedicate ourselves to join in this
general struggle by:

(A) Making every effort to move the
trade union movement into active strug-
gle for the full freedom of the Negro peo-
ple. We must guarantee that the trade

ii^ovement recognizes its responsi-
bility to take leadership in the struggle
for Negro rights as a primary action
against the rising tide of fascism in Ameri-
ca and as a first line of defense of the
labor movement itself. This must be
spelled out and translated in union after

union into action around, specific issues
such as:

(1) The fight against the poll tax and
foi* the full participation of Negroes in
the political life of the nation. North and
South.

(2) Anti-Lynch legislation.

(3) Abolition of Jim Crow in public
places (especially in the vicinity of union
halls.)

(4) Official union action in cases of
police brutality against Negro union mem-
bers.

(5) The right to integrated housing.
(The trade union movement should have
led the defense of the Clark family in
Cicero.)

(^) Joining with and supporting other
organizations (such as the NAACP de-
mand to free Rosa Ingram) in their strug-
gle for the advancement of Negro rights.

(C) In addition to, and not as a substi-
tnte for, the two above-outlined steps,
initiating in our own right such struggle
toward full fireedom as may be dictated
in a given situation and at a given time.
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All the material in this book was transcribed from

tape recordings made at the convention in Cincinnati.

Any errors or omissions are due in the main to the

necessity of changing the reels and other mechanical

difficulties. Wherever possible all speakers have been

identified with their union affiliations.
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Progressive Party.

11.

A receipt for $10.00 from the So;journers Nor Truth and
Justice dated Ifey 23, 1952.

B00:rlk
b7D

cc: 1 - 100-19935 (NHLC)
1 - 100-20073 (Sojourners for Truth and Justice)
1 - 100-18760 (PP)

1 - 100-17087 (ORC)
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MEMO SAC

12. A letter with, the letterhead of Sbjotirners I*or Truth And
Justice signed hy LOUISE PATTERSON, National Executive
Secretary.

13. A hlank registration sheet for the Sojourners Eor Truth
And Justice,

1^. A mimeographed throw-away entitled "Victory At Sears Will
Break The Joh-Ereeze"

, issued "by the Cleveland Negro Labor
Council

.

15. A conference schedule advertising a two day conference of
the Cleveland Negro Labor Council to be held June 28,29,
1952, at 7610 Cedar Avenue,

This literature is being placed in File No,

2
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Sill to i ^oajeience on ^(Ai tni ths oj Mujio li^omen

ONOHIt POSITION OF NEGRO WORKERS WHO PROFITS FROM DISCRIMINATION?ECONOMIC POSITION OF NEGRO WORKERS

CilS OF JOB DISCRIMINATION. 150,000 live he^re in Cleveland. Led

by tte example of the buAe corporations,^ employers as a class’ deny

eraploymeilt to Negro workers simply because they are Negroes. It is

a rare exception, .indeed, when a Negro worker is employed in a class-

ification where he can use his highest skill. Training and appren- ^

ticeship programs in industry are barred to the Negro worker. .The

only possible result of this state of affairs is a condition of

continuous poverty in the workin^class Negro communities, with dis-

ease, malnutrition and congested living Quarters all carving preci-

' ous years off, of the span of life for every Negro man and. woman.,

The 1950 Census and other statistigal reports .showithat^ the status ,

of the Negro. is growingflOESE
,
not better. Negro men held 9.8 per-

cent of all male 'jobs in r94'4‘, |but only 8.3 percent' in 1950. Negro

men held 3.3 percent of all professional and semi-professional jobs

.1^^1944', but only 2.6 percent in 1950.

SPECIAL PROBLEMS OF NEGRO WOMEN

The economic treatment of Negro women is one of the nation's major

scandals. ilegro women have to work at the most menial jobs and at

the lowest rotes of pay in order to add to the pitifully small family

, incomes. The\ average Negro family with THEEl OR MORE workers had an

annual income' in 1950 ’of only t2,556, or |659 less than the average

white family #jth only ONE worker.

'
The 1950 Census shows 451 female classifications of work. Almost

four-fifths of ‘Negro, women workers were employed in the five low-

est paid classifications. Three out of every five Negro women

workers are forced to earn a livlihood as domestic workers or as

menial service workers outside the home. The bulk of Negro women

are excluded from basic industry and almost entirely from the bet-

ter-paid white collar field. , k,..---,,.

FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES

FEPC legislation has become a politicalifootball with Democrats,

Republicans, and Dixiecrats all. equally responsible at one time or

another for betrayal after betrayal of pre-election promises. The

employer dominated Conmss has served the industrial bosses well.

Negro workers made gains from 1,940 to 1944' with the aid of FDR’s

wartime FEPC. It is important to note that losses followed AFTER

Congress killed off this wartime measure by choking off its funds,

liithout FEPC, although employment increased after Korea, there was

ho decrease in discrimination by the employers in war industry.

Discrimination of every kind brings enormous pr'ofits to the em-

ployers. A steel magnate estimates that it will post the em-

ployers 5 billion dollars to bring sput heri wage rates up to

those of northern industry. A leading New York merchant counts

up another five billion if Ne'groes were employed at their present

'

highest skill. The living standards of white workers are pulled

down to the degree that jimcrow is practiced. Southern white

workers earn 20 percent less than northern workers on the same

Jobs because of the myth of ’’white supremacy”. Every good union

member is beginning to learn that the^ wage structure of any shop is

tied’t'o 'the* lowest wage rate in that.hhop. Ihen this lesson is well

learned, it will mean 10 billion dollars more in the pockets of the

workers if only these two instances of. job discrimination are wiped

out. The fight for no discrimination protects everybody,
.

THE BIHER FRUIT OF DIGCRIMINATION

Job discriminition against the Negro people does not stop only with

loss of income to Negro families. It saps the very life-blood out
'

of a democratic society and breeds' many forms of inhuman brutality

suffered by the, Negro people at the hands of the defenders of ’’white

supremacy”. Surely there must follow discrimination in housing,

health, education, and political affairs, And finally a ruthless

.suppression of all who dare to propose and fight far a change in this

way of life. le'are now where Malcolm, Ross, former chairman of ffl’s

m Committee in 1945 said we would be if fair^emplopent practices

were not continued; ’’The future of race plat ions in America de- .

pends on a number of great decisions made! piecemeal addingpp

to a major choice. Either we must grant equal work opportunities^

to Negroes and Mexican Americans or we must supppss by force their

inevitably increasing, demands for equal opportunity.”'

WE won't wait GO YEARS LONGER

One of the first steps to first-class citizenship is the right to

work. But we have learned that the rights of mankind must be won

through struggle. Many, many years ago Frederick Douglas wrote:

"Nithout struggle, there is no progress."' Therefore, we, the Cleve-

land Negro Labor Council, call upon all Negro working people and our

democratic minded white brothers and sisters in the labor unions, as

well as all other freedom loving people to come together in a con-

ference to plan a program,of struggle to win equal iob opportunities

for Negro working men and women.

"tm Vttj ^onjetenee -(Imeticen H/oodmn'i 7610 Stitt

SQi{jrcjQy-Juns,28il) QnclSuficlQy-JufiSf29th



The Cleveland Megro Labor Coxincil has opened up a drive for 5,000 new Jobs for
IS’egro men and women in Cleveland's industries and husiness places* Hlhis means
opening up doors no\f closed to‘ Fegro workers->

Ihe first campaign is against the Sears Roehuck store on Carnegie where no lilegro
women are employed as saleswomen or office v;orkers* Sears has training classes
for new eu^loyees, hut the manager claims no Negro v/omen have applied for these
johs. But Sears does hire Negro women as maids > cleaning women and cafeteria
^‘/o^kers<r I'/l BEMMU) 5HAai SMRS PUT ON NESRO UOMIN AS SALESWOMEN AND IN TBEIH
OPFICE*

This is the fi^t that mud> he won if Negro women and men are ever to work at
their hipest skills or to he trained for skilled jobs* Cleveland's FEPC ordi-
nance doesn^t have enou^ teeth to do this joho The daily papers are full of
ads for male and female help wanted* But Negro men and women are turned away
from these johs en^l^—handed every day.

We say it^s time to get our* heads together and lick this joh-freezeo The heat
is on at ^ears, ri^t now. You can help ^lan this first victory at Sears* Tour
cnurch can help. Your lodge can help* So can your local union and your cluh
and your friends and neithers,

Negro and white workers have handed out thousands of leaflets to Sears customers
and have received hearty support for out demands from hoth v;hite and Negro shop-
pers at the j^ears store* But Sears management has said nothing hut **N0^ to the
demand for Negro saleswomen and office \\rorkers.

The Mayor^s FEP Committee, labor unions, NAACP, Urban League, ministers and
community leaders have been called upon to support this demand* Not^r YOU are
a3Js:ed to come to a conference to plan the kind of action needed to win this
fi^t so tha,t together we can tackle some of the shops and plants and factories
that are freezing YOU out*

JOES COMERMGB

Special attention to (s3d.lled. joEs
(joljs for ITegro v/omen

MlRICUr WOODMM HAIL
7610 Cedar Avernie

Saturday,, June 28 - 10:00 AM to 12:30 PM
2:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Sunday, June 29 - 10:30 AM to 2t00 Pli

Come as a delegate from your union, church, cluh, or lodge. Or come ;

dividual* Just so you* re willing to fi^t together for the kind of f:

that means decent jobs for everybody* The registration fee of $1*00 *

buck well invested*

Issued by: Cleveland Negro Labor Council
53IL Woodland Avenue, Suite ^
Express 1-55^9 Express 1-5^93

as an in-
’reedom

rail be a

dpowa#87
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National Conference to Win Amnesty for Smith Act Victims
Golden Ballroom, New York City
June 14th, 1952

SUGGESTICNS FOR ACTION

You can help launch this nationwide campaign to win amnesty for S^th Act
Victims* Some cf the ways in which you can participate in thin campaign inme-
diately include:

1» Report to your organization on the deliberations and decisions of
this National Conference* (A summary of the proceedings will be mailed to you
within one week’s time*)

2* Get your organization to go on record endorsing aid supporting this
amnesty campaign. (Your organization can wire cr write to the President urging
that annesty be granted Smith Act victims* Your organization could also vote a
substantial contribution to help carry out the decisions of this National
Conference.)

3* Get your friends , nei^^bors, and the members of your organization to
send telegrams and letters to the President in support of amnesty* (A form
telegram and a form letter is included with your Conference material*)

4* Organize a meeting or affair in your home or neighborhood to popularize
the issue of amnesty and raise funds for this 7/ork« (For assistance, and for
a speaker, get in touch ^'3ith National Conference office, Room 643, 799 Broadway,
New York Cityj telephone: GRameroy 3-6472.)

5* Send a, birthday card to John lilliamson, PIB 19353, Lewisburg, Pennsyl-
vania, today, or before June 23rd, which is his 49th birthday* (Printed birthday
cards are available*) Order a quantity cf the printed birthday cards — 100 fcr
|2oOO .. and get your friends and neighbors and the members of your organization
to send them,

6* Send a letter to one of the metropolitan newspapers urging the editor to
devote editorial space in support c£ the nationwide -canpaign to win amnesty for
Smith Act victims,

7* Contribute and get others to contribute to help provide the
finances needed for an effective campaign for annesty.



f
National Conference to ffi.n Amnesty for Smith Act Victims
Golden Ballroom, New York City
June 14, 1952

SCME PACTS ABOUT SMITH ACT VIGTIIB

On June 4th, 1951 the United States Supreme Court upheld the conviction under

the Smith Act of the eleven members of the National Committee of the Communist

Party of the United States, and they were ordered to begin serving their five year
terms on July 2, 1951* Eight of them are now imprisoned, while three are political

refugees*

The eight imprisoned men are s

Eugene Dennis, General Secretary of the Communist Party

Benjamin J* Davis, former New York City Councilman

John Williamson, Labor Secretary, Communist Party

Irving Potash, Manager cf the Joint Board of the Furrier *s Union

Jack Stachel, Educational Director, Conpunist Party

John Gates, Editor c£ the Daily Worker, New York newspaper

Carl Winter, Chairman of the Communist Party of Michigan

Gus Hall, Chairman cf the Communist Party of Ohio

The three political refugees are ;

Henry Winston, Organizational Secretary, Communist Party

Robert Thompson, Chairman of the New York State Communist Party

Gilbert Green, Chairman of the Illinois Communist Party

Dennis and Gates are in the Federal Penitentiary, Atlanta, Georgia.

Williamson and liiinter are in the Federal Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Pennsylvania.
Stachel is at the Federal Correctional Institution, Dai bury, Connecticut.
Davis is at the Federal Penitentiary, Terre Ifeute, Indiana.
Potash is at the Federal Penitentiary, Leavenworth^ Kansas*

Hd.1 is at the Federal Detention House, New York.

The eight men in prison are granted no special rights as to reading matter,

as the Government refuses to recognize their status as political prisoners*

All are mrried, except Mr* Davis* Dennis, 'Williamson, Potash, Stachel, Winter,
Ifell, Unston, Thompson and Green have children, ranging in age from infants to
early twenties.

Gates and Thompson served with the Abraham Lincoln Brigade defending the
Spanish Republic during the Spanish Civil War*

Winston, Hall, Gates aid Thompson served in the aruEd fcxrces of the United
States during World War II^ Thompson was awarded the Distinguished Service Cross,
the second highest award given by the United States, for gallantry in action*

iff j
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NATIONAL CONFEffENCE TO WIN AMNESTY FOR SMITH ACT VICTIMS

Conference Headquarters: Room 643, 799 Broadway, New York 3, New York

SATURDAY, JUNE 14, 1952, 1:00 P.M.

5, 1952

,
Lwond^r whether it would be possible to arrange

for one of the member s**of the Oleve~l"aTTd~’'de le^gaiTirah- -to - •-«-

the National Conference to stay in New York until J^ne •

16 or 17 and go to Washington on a delegation frcm the
Conference to call on the Justice Department, the
White House, and others, to bring to them the deci-
sions of the Conference.

I don’t need the name of the person m who can
go to Wahington until June 14th, when you get to
the Conference.

With best regards.-. •
•

. , ,

Yo^»

Abner Green

SPONSORS

Or. Jacob Austander
Dr. Edward K. Barsky
Hon. Elmer Benson
John T. Bernard
Herbert Biberman
Prof. G. Murray Branch
Prof. Dorothy Brewster
Dr. Anton J. Carlson
Sarah Cleghorn
Muriel Draper
Dr. W. E. B. DuBois
Howard Fast

Clemens J. France
Prof. Royal W. France
Hugo Gellert

John T. Gojack
Abner Green
Dr. Ralph Gundlach
Robert Gwathmey
Rev. A. J. Halllngton
Dashiell Hammett
Dr. Alphaeus W. Hunton
Grace Hutchins
Rev. Dr. John Paul Jones

Albert Maltz
Hon. Vito Marcantonlo
Prof. John Marsalka
Carl Marzan!
John T. McManus
Haiois Moorhead
Scott Nearing
Father Clarence Parker
William L. Patterson
Anton Refregler
Bertha C. Reynolds
Paul Robeson

Waldo Salt
Alexander Saxton
Arthur Schutzer
C. LeBron Simmons
Thomas L. Slater
Jessica Smith
Prof. Louise P. Smith
Gale Sondergard
Maurice Sugar
Dr. Harry F. Ward
Prof. Gene Weltfish
Susan Woodruff
Rev. Eliot White

7
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE TO WIN AMNESTY FOR SMITH ACT VICTIMS

Conference Headquarters: Roo uf^6"4 3, 799 Broadway, New York 3, New York

SATURDAY. JUNE 14, 1952, 1:00 P.M.

St. Nicholas Arena, 69 West 66th' Street, New York, N. Y.

Dear Friend;

Ue enclose Surmary Proceedings of tlie National Conference to :/in
'

itainesty for Smith, ilct Tictijiis.

i7e hope that you can arrange to report to. your organization as
soon as possible concerning the deliberations and decisions of this Na-
tional Conference and secure the sooperation and support of your organs
ization for this amnesty campaign.

’

'

;

lie suggest that you seek jio achieve the follovdng objectives at
this time

:

1} Have your organization go on record in support of amnesty for
the victims of the Smith Act,

2) Have yoiir organization communicate it.§ position to President
Harry S. Truman, Uashington, D.O., by mxe, re^alution or letter,

3) Have members of your organization send messa^ to the Presi-
dent in support of amnesty,

4) Have your organization vote a substantial contribution tp^hclp
launch this amnesty carapaign.

5) Notify us when you have reported to your organization and let us
know what their response is.

Ue want to thank you for your participation in the National Confer-
ence and look forv/ard to your continued cooperation and support as vie
'^put into "effect the Program of Action adopted by the Conference in the
fight to win amnesty for Smith Act victims.

-

Sincerely yours,

Peggy Dennis
for the Continuations

\

Committee

SPONSORS

Dr. Jacob Auslander
Dr. Edward K. Barsky
Hon. Elmer Benson
John T. Bernard
Herbert Blberman
Prof. G. Murray Branch
Prof. Dorothy Brewster
Dr. Anton J. Carlson
Sarah Cleghorn
Muriel Draper
Dr. W. E. B. DuBois
Howard Fast

Clemens J. France
Prof. Royal W. France
Hugo Gellert

John T. Gojack
Abner Green
Dr. Ralph Gundlach
Robert Gwathmey
Rev. A. J. Halllngton
Dashlell Hammett
Dr. Alphaeus W. Hunton
Grace Hutchins
Rev. Dr. John Paul Jones

Albert Maltz
Hon. Vito Marcantonio
Prof. John Marsalka
Carl MarzanI
John T. McManus x

Halols Moorhead
Scott Nearing
Father Clarence Parker
William L. Patterson
Anton Refregier
Bertha C. Reynolds
Paul Robeson

Waldo Salt
Alexander Saxton
Arthur Schutzer
C. LeBron Simmons
Thomas L. Slater
Jessica Smith
Prof, Louise P. Smith
Gate Sondergard
Maurice Sugar
Dr. Harry F. Ward
Prof. Gene Weltfish
Susan Woodruff
Rev. Eliot White



' National Gonferenol(||[o V/in Amnesty

Golden Ballroom - New York City
June l4, 1952

for Smith Act Vi s

SUMMARY ER00EEDIN3S

Mrs, Peggy Dennis opened "bhe Conference and greeted the delegates. Mrs.

Dennis introduced as chairman of the Conference session Miss Jean Taylor ^ ad-

ministrative secretary of the Civil Rights Congress of Nev; York.

The invocation was delivered by Rev. Clarence E* Boyer, of the Emmanuel

Presbyterian Church of New York.

Participants who addressed the Conference were:

Mercedes Arroyo, of the Puerto Rican community in New York> who discussed

the treatment of more than 5^0 political prisoners in Puerto Rico.

Dr. Herbert Aptheker, who spoke of the history of amnesty movements in the

United States.

John Abt, attorney for the Communist Party in the McCarran Act proceedings-

who reported on the treatment of John Gates and his testimony before the McCai'**'

ran Board in Washington, D. 0.

MO0 Fishman, secretary of the Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade, who

reported on the work his organization has done in fighting for John Gates and

Robert Thompson, members of his organization.

Dr, Doxey Wilkerson, of the Jefferson School, who discussed the importance

of the fight to win amnesty for Ben Davis.

Mrs. Esther Jackson, of the Families Committee of Smith Act Victims, spoke

the manner in which the FBI has harassed the families of Smith Act refugees.
I

Pettis Perry, Communist Party leader now on trial at Foley Square.

Wives of the Smith Act Victims v;ho addressed the Conference were Bertha

Stachel, of New York; Mae V/illiamson, of New York; Lillian Green, of Chicago.

Credentials Committee

The Credentials Committee reported that there were 199 delegates partici-

pating in the Conference from the states of Minnesota, Illinois, Ohio, Michigan,

Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Maryland, New Jersey, New York, and

from the District of Columbia.

Resolutions Committee

A special message was sent to Nate Albert, in Pittsburgh, released from jail

on June l4th after serving 25-month sentence for fighting., against Jim Crow.

The resolutions adopted by the Conference are printed as an appendix.

Nominating Committee

The Nominating Committee proposed the election of a Continuations Committee

of 50 5 which was approved. The committee placed in nomination the names of 5^

individuals and recommended that the Continuations Committee be authorized to e-

lect 16 more persons from various parts of the country. Approved by conference.



Suiiimary Proceedingtjj^ Page 2

Messages Received

Messages wore received by the Conference from: Albert Pezzati, board member,
International Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers j William Glazier, of the
International Longshoremen’s and V/arehousemen's Union, Washingtonj Maurice Becker;
Hon. Vito Marcantonio; Rev. Eliot White; William Albertson, of Detroit; Otis Hood
and Anne Burlak, of Boston; Labor Youth League of Michigan; Mary Van Kleeck; John
T. McManus; Democratic Rights Council of Sydney, Australia; Central Committee,
General Confederation of Labor, Rumania; National Solidarity Association of Japan;
Harry Pollitt, chairman, Oonmunist Party of Great Britain; Telephone, Telegraph
and Radio Workers Union, Bulgaria; Trade Union International of Land, Air and
Transport VI orkers, Bucharest; Trade Union International of Food and Tobacco VI ork-

ers, Bulgaria.

PUBLIC RALLY

The Public Rally on Saturday evening, .June l4th, was attended by 5OO people.
Prof. Royal Vlilbur France, formerly of Rollins College, Florida, served as Chair-
man. Speakers at the Rjblic Rally included:

'William Jackson, international representative of the International Union of
Mine, Mill and Smelter Vlork^rs, of Chicago..

Bessie Mitchell, sister of Oollis English, one of the Trenton Six, whose con-
tinued imprisonment on frame-up indictment is jeopardizing his life.

Howard Fast, author and lecturer.

Rev. Richard Morford, secretary of the National Council for Soviet-Amer loan
Friendhsip.

ManueL Magana, of the Spanish-Amerioan community in New York.

James Lustig, of the United Electrical, Radio and Machine 'Workers’ of America.

Dr. Edv/ard Barsky.

Carl Marzani.

Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Communist Party leader nw in trial at Foley Square.

V/ives of Smith Act victims who addressed the Public Rally were: Helen Winter,
of Detroit; Edm Winston, of Nevf York; Elizabeth Hall, of Cleveland.

A recording of the voices of Eugene Dennis and Henry Vlinston was. played.

An appeal for funds by Carl Marzani resulted in a collection of $4l5.^1.

National 'Committee to Uin Amnesty for Smith Act Victims
Room 643, 799 Broadway

'

New York 5, N. Y.

Enclosed find as a contribution to help carry on a nation\?ride

campaign to wih' amnesty for Smith Act victims.

Name Address

Id



National Conference to Win tonesty for Smith Act Victms
Golden Ballroom - Nev/ York City
June 14, 1952 ^

RESOLUTIOi® ADOPTED

V/HEREAS : It is now one year since the United States Supreme Court upheld the

conviction of the eleven leaders of the Communist Party indicted under

the thought control provisions of the Smith Act; and

V/ ithin this year many Americans have come to believe that the punish-

ment meted out to these 11 men is um/arranted; many others believe

that these political leaders did not have a fair tx'ialj and still oth-

ers now believe that the Smith Act they vrere accused of violating is

3.tself anti-democratic and un-American; and

There has developed in this past year a growing demand for the repeal

of the law under which these leaders of a minority political party

v/ere sentenced; and such organizations as the Congress of Industrial

Organizations, the National AS^*<^ciation for Advancement of Colored

People, the American Civil Liberties Union, civic and church organiza-

tions, and national conventions of labor groups like the steel, tex-

tile, clothing unions have all spoken out to condemn, the Smith Act

and the prosecutions taking place under it; and

We are convinced that the democratic rights of all Americans are in

jeopardy as long as the injustice done to the convicted leaders of th^

Communist Party remains unchallenged; and we believe the declaration

of an smnesty for those politically persecuted under the Smith Act is

the practical way to redress this serious wrong; and

Presidential amnesty is a course halloa-zed by the rich traditions of

the American people*s victor ious ^ demands for justic,e and freedom for

the victims of the Alien and Sedition Laws of 1798> and for the free-

dom- of Eugene V# Debs and other victims of political persecution mcr

the years; and such amnesty was granted in America’s history by such

Presidents as Thomas Jefferson, Warren Harding, and CalvinCoolidge;

therefore, be it

RESOLVED: That this Conference proclaim the launching of a national campaign to

win amnesty for the eleven leaders of the Communist Party novz con-

victed and for all others who may be politically persecuted and con-

victed under the thought-control provisions of the Smith Act; and be

be it further

RESOLVED: That to organize and conduct such a mov-ement, this National Confer enc''

elect a Continuations Committee of ^0, v/hich shall be empox-zered to

so organize itself and to take such steps as may be necessary for

carrying on a sustained campaign for the realization of amnesty, for

vzhich purpose this Conference had been convened.

On Puerto Rico

RESOLVED: That this National conference support and participate in all

efforts to win amnesty for political prisoners in Puerto Rico, there being moi^

than ^00 political prisoners, including more than 5® women, in Puerto Rican

jails*

ii



Resolution - Page 2

Message .to President Truman

%

One year has passed since the United States Supreme Court upheld the con-
viction of the eleven leaders of the Communist Party who were indicted under the
thought-control provisions of ths Smith Act. It has been a year of cruel punish-

ment for these men and the \iiives and children from whom they were torn. It has

also been a year in which the rights of the American people have been further

jeopardized by intensified assaults on the Bill of Rights and the liberties of

all sections of the American people. Ue feel that the continued imprisonment of

of the leaders of the Communist Party creates a public atmosphere that is a source

of constant danger to the preservation of democratic rights in this country. We
call on you» therefore, to exercise your power to grant amnesty to these victims

of the Smith Act, just as Presidents Thomas Jefferson, VIarren Harding, and Calvin

Coolidge exercised their amnesty pojifer to free victims of political repression in

their day.

Delegation to Washington
I

RESOLVED: That this Conference send a delegation to Washington, D* 0., to

inform government officials and national leaders of the decisions of this Confer-

ence, to raise there the demand for amnesty now for victims of the Smith Act^ and

especially toj (1) Place before the President of the United States the Statement

on Amnesty adopted by this National Conference; (2) Discuss v;ith the Director of

the Bureau of S. Prisons, of the Department of Justice, a number of specific

issues and needs of Smith Act victims nov/ imprisoned; (5) See officials of the De-

partment of Justice to demand that a stop be put to the current harassment, sur-

veillance, and interference with the families of those political refugees convict-

ed under the thought-control provisions of the Smith Act; and (4) Visit members

of the United States Congress to discuss v?ith them their possible participation

in, and support Tor, the campaign for amnesty launched by this Conference.

Program of Action

RESOLVED: That the Continuations Committee set up by this Conference, for

the purpose of planning and carrying sustained activity and campaigns to realize

amnesty for Smith Act Victims, is authorized to develop all activities it feels

will help achieve this goal, including the following:

I. Campaign for a |25,000 Amnesty Fund.
2* Issue a special Post-Card for Amnesty to be sent to the President.

5* Carry through a campaign for telegrams to the President*

4* Circularise trade unions, churches, Negro, civic, community, and other

organizations for resolutions and telegrams to the President* A special public

appeal to the CIO, ADA, ACLU, NAAOP, and all other organizations which have taken

a public position in opposition to the Smith Act to join in a common movement

calling for amnesty for those convicted under the Smith Act.

5* Develop a mass signature campaign for amnesty.

6. Organize nationwide tours by the wives of Smith Act victims and others.

7* Organize local committees in all major cities and encourage the organi-

zation of special committees for individual victims of the Smith Act*

8. Organize a Speakers Bureau to service organizations and meetings.

9* Place ads in the major newspapers and periodicals in the country.

10* Publish pamphlets, folders, leaflets, posters, stickers and all other

forms of publicity deemed appropriate and effective in bringing theissue of amnes-

ty to the attention of the people of the United States.
II. Work for favorable action by all national Nominating Conventions for

President of all political parties*
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I nday, June .iv-?./

STATE t6u(T-|)P£HS.',0H10 'PP- CAMPAIGN
‘ —

Call for. Vefo -of i

hkCQrroh-VJalfer- Bill
,

f,

The Prof^essiv^s Party calls ^,^on all state

and war*i leaders to wire or write - inpedi’

ately ’ffo President Truman, The TWhite

House Washington, D. C., urging him to

veto the MoCarran-V/alter- Immigration Hi'

This? till is the most vicious piece =of

d? • 9rimiriatory and anti-foreign tori^

T jgislation yet to appear.

The Cleveland Jewish Community

fVderation is urging immediate acticp.i'or

veto. The CIO, ADA, NAACP^ B’nai B*rith,

AFL, National Council of Cat|iolio Women y

.are among over ICO crgc.xu.sat.,oiis opppsed^,

to this bill, YOUR IBliilDIAIE . AC31I0N
,

IS

IMPERATHD.

Club N.pWS-i CIXp? •;

‘

'i

The Glenville' PP Club has begun a neigh-

borhood campaign to, make available housin,

fpr additional' Hegro families,' many of

whom are now forced .to double .and triple

upland with instanoeq of entire- .-families

f forced to live *in one” room®; •

,

A housiag-domniittee headed by James

McMillan is now doing pre 1iminarycj>tf>rk:^.on

f; a survey of .housing openings in white
*

' areaa -and apartments to find homes for

Uegro families based on furthering Negro-

white unity Lots of luck to Glenvi 1

’CANTON MEETING FIRST STOP FOR

MS* PAIILINEMLAI^^
I

Mrs* Pauline Taylor, 'State^^ainAan,^ and

Don ’Rothaxib^rr^^ Secretary, be-

gan a tour of the state Tuesday with a

suocesaful' meeting in Catrbon**.'..10 ^le-
gates from’ Canton are -going to the canr

,

vention, 5 of whom.^have- raised $40*00 ‘foi

expenses by' using the delegate foitns

(which were sent to all Independent

"readers last week*) Canton PP„ members

have, started a housing" oampaig;ti and a

campaign to repeal the payroll

sides oir<nzlating Peace Pedrxti^ns<!.

'isfirs*^- Taylor^ well-known to thousands of

Ohioans and-pre-greasives throughout the

country for her outstanding work for

peace and civil rights, is making her

first public„>pp£.ara.nces outside of

Cleveland as the unroainio.uslJs^-eLleoted^

Chairman of the Progressive Party of

Other cities and meetings being covered

this week are in Bellaire, Columbus^

^Dayton and .Cinoinrati* BOME TO Tffi
^ ,

EXECUTIVE BOARD KDSTING Wednesday^'

for a

Oso-ar Smilaok, Colufnbus bu^nessman
and PP metaber cited fOTv0.ontempt by
the Un-American Activities Commission

and railroaded into Lima State Hos*'

pital for the Insane, was freed yes-

l^-tjarday on a writ of habeas corpus* ',^

Yfeilcome back to this cour^eoufi',

,

Qh^k



II E. W S
DID YOU KWYr THAT ......

ViHiile Cleveland's MINIIOTI public housing
needs according to Metropolitan Housing
Authority are 6,000 units, present Federal
ap^rpriations provide for only 5,000 units

^ for the entire countryoo *oo oo

/ That according to KAACP Executive Secretary
Charles Pe Lucas, approximately 32^300
Cleveland Negro families live in 145,960
housing units—two families for every home
and apartment ooo . 90

o

That in the Cedar-^Central area the average
dv;alling place is 60 years oldoo*othat in
this area rent receipts and rent controls
are unheard-of items todayo o o o othat one
landlord has so many people packed into a
ramshackle old building that cost him
$10,000 that he collects $5,000 a year rent
from all the tenants in this one buildingo

That Negro families in the Grlenville area
are compelled to pay as high as $125 a
month rent" for apartment So.oooooo

/hat in the Lee -Seville area may be found a
slum that is as bad as any in the v;hole
countryoo9oo

That seven years after the end of the v/ar

the country* s housing shortage is just as
acute as it was theUo ® ® ©industry has been
able to build more automobiles than people
can buy~vfny not houses?

i^hat taking the 65 billion dollars being
spent for war by the government and putting
it to v/ork for social v,relfare could, among
other things, set up a Federal Housing Pro-
gram to provide two million decent, low-cost
homes a year for American families mthout-
discriminationo © ® o © © o ©

That Progressive Party Clubs in every part
of Cleveland and Ohio can help fight for
housing by campaigning to put peace on the
ballot and by organising action on their
block, neighborhood or community for
housingo

If you need housing or know of
an available apartment, please
call or v^rite the PP office©

"PEACE IS POSSIBLE" by Mrs® Pauline Taylor,
has been re-issued and is available at the
PP office, for 5jzf per oopyo

CONVENTION
Our first goal has been reached—over 50
delegates from Cleveland are planning to
attend the Convention in Chicago July 4th,
5th and 6thS To meet this week*s goal, 25
more are needed© • ©all delegates* names and
|2o00 registration fee should be in the
office by June 16, to guarantee good housing
arrangements©

A copy of the proposed platform for the
convention is enclosed© © ©individuals and
groups are asked to send vie^vs, statements,
experiences and specific proposals to the
office, to be forv/arded to the Platform
Committee© This is your opportunity to
hdlp draft the Progressive Party Platform
ooosend us your suggested resolutions by-
June 20©

Hov/ are you going to the Convention—train,
bus or car? Gall or write the PP office©

PEACE PETITIONS

The drive to PLACE PEACE ON THE BALLOT- is
under way, chairman to be announced next
week together with the program for the
coming months, which vdll emphasize ward
club organization. You can begin now—
each reader of The Independent received a
Peace Petition last week© ©©the deadline
for returning these filled petitions. is
June 25 ©

The state meeting, originally scheduled
for June 15 in Mansfield has been post-
poned in order to devote all of our time,
energy and finances to the petition drive
to PUCE PEACE ON THE BALLOT and to build
the Ohio delegation to the national con-
vention©

Saturday, June 14 - Food Festival and
Smorgasbord given by The Freedom of
the Press Association, 6:00 p©m© at '

the Croatian Home, 6314 St© Clair©
Admission $l©00o

Yfednesday, June 18 - Executive Board
Meeting at PP office, 5103 Euclid.
Thelma Dale, Assistant Campaign Mana-
geis, will continue the discussion oh
Negro participation in the PP.

Saturd?:=v, June 21 - send-off party for

^
del agates to the convention, given

rS Glenville Ward Club. Place to be
g-nnounced..--



PROGRESSIVE PARTY
PLATPOR15

Here is a suggested outline for the platform to be discussed and adopted at the Progressive
Party Convention in Chicago^ July 4th;, 5th and 6th<, Our party is vitally interested in
the opinions and experiences of its members and friends on all the questions listed below
and on any other questions v/hich properly belong in the platform.

We urge all Progressive Party groups to sponsor a public hearing before July 4th in order
’

to make this platform truly representative of the desires and needs of the people of Ohio©
Please send your suggested resolutions to. the state office by June 20th, if possible©

Don Rothenberg, Executive Secretary
Progressive Party of Ohio'

Ic PEACE
1. PP program to ensure peace in Korea and Far East

a* Immediate truce in Korea
b* Recognition and admission of China to U;N,
c* Stop re -arming of Japan

2* PP program to ensure peace in Germany and Europe
a© Program for Germany
b. Eliminate MTO and strings of Mutual Security Assistance Program

5© Reopen trade vath Socialist countries
4o Negotiate 5 power peace pact
5© Outlai^dng atom bomb, germ v/arfare—no foreign bases, disarmament program,

NO Xm - DRAFT, etco
So Return of UoN* to peace agency©

II o SECURITY
PP program for lower prices—lovier taxes

a. For labor program
b# Repeal of . Taft -Hart ley *

c • Minimum pay wage
d. For small business
e© For housing
fo Education
g. Health
h. Social Security and Old Age Security
io Youth
jo Farmers, sharecroppers, etc©

IIIo FREEDOM
lo Civil rights legislative program: Federal F.E.P.Co, Anti-Poll Tax, Anti-Lynch

legislation
2* Federal enforcement of existing civil rights statutes
3* Negro representation at all levels of public office
4. Repeal of Smith and McCarran Acts and loyalty oaths
5o Stop House and Senate Committees* inquisitions
6© Honesty in public office and responsibility to citizens
7o Vpte for DoC©, and Statehood for Hawaii and Alaska
8o Separation of Church and State

[iff
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FIRST BREAK IN CLEVELAND’S HOUSING
CRISIS IN I'MKING

In tho faoo of strong oppos^-tion from tho
Homo Buildors Association axld somo anti-
Nogro* rosidonts of tho area, tho CIgtto-
land Metropolitan Housing Authority has
announood plans to go ahoad with tho
construction of a 850 to 900 family low-
cost public housing project at Loo and
McCrackon Roads in southeast Cleveland
and including a section of tho present
Lce-Sovillo Temporary Dwellings*

Und.>r Ohio Law and on tho basis of City
Cou'icil action together with a contract
v/ith tho Bodoral Govornment, tho Housing
Authority is prepared to go ahead with
buying tho land involved and going ahoad
with tho project. Tho Housing Authority
pledges that this will bc^ a thoroughly
int or -rac ial pr oj o 01 .

—

Thoro is a possibility that wootions of
tho land may have to bo ro-zonod in order
to go ahoad with actual construction af-
ter tho land has boon purohasod. At that
timo it will in all probability bo neces-
sary to make a campaign for support of
Cleveland oounoilmon in order to make tho
actual building of the project possible *

Tho proposed project marks a first stop
toward making a brook in Clovoland’s des-
perate housing crisis. It will make pos-
siblo housing for many Codar-Contral
families so that slum cloaranco and urbsan
ro-dovo lopmont programs for now housing
may go ahoad in this area. Thoro is cur-
fontly sufficient legislation to enable
an extension of this program providing
tho people can forco Congress to appropri-
ato moro funds for housing* In 1940 in
tho Contra! Area thoro wore 97^494 pooplo;
in 1950 with fewer houses thoro wore
110,045 pooplo • Only on the basis of
dovol oping low cost housing in other
ar^as will it bo possible to re—locate
those families in order to provide dooont
homos and make slum cloaz’anoo possibloo

Dear Friends:

In a sovon-day 1000 mile tour of tho
state, Mrs. Paulino Taylor, State Chair-
man of tho PP of Ohio and Don Rothenberg,
Executive Secretary, mot with Progressive
Party members in canton, Stoubonvillo

,

Bo 11airo, Dayton, Cincinnati, Youngstown
and Akron .

Each city planned a mooting to ro-
organizo thoir local group and to spur
tho drive for convontion dole gates. As a
result of thoso mootings, tho goal of 50
delegates from cities outside of Clove land
will bo mot

.

In Canton, a housing campaign was
inaugurated. In Stoubonvillo and Bollairc
discrimination in tho swimming pools and
tho stool striko will koop our mombors
busy. In Dayton, support for tho UE strik

*

at tho H.H. & R. Foundry was voted and
food will bo collected for tho strikers.
Tho Dayton PP also sot a goal of lOOO pe-
titions signatures to "Place Peace on tho
Ballot "--the signatures to bo collected
by Juno 25, second anniversary of tho Ko-
roan War #

In Cincinnati, eight do lo gat os wore
obtained in one day and plans made to
double tho number. In Youngstown, sovoral
steelworkers plan to go to Chicago if tho
striko situation allows. In Akron a small
but enthusiastic mooting promised at loast
10 and possibly 15 dologatos.

Tho most striking foaturo of tho trip was
the ‘widespread disgust with the two old
parties oxprossod by citizens in all Ohio
oitios. Although many pooplo had not kno
about tho Progrossivo Party’s candidates-'
HALLINAN and BASS— -thoro was immodiato
rosponso and agroomont to work on tho
campaign. Our big job is to roach thous-^
ands of Ohioans to make clear that tho/'*
Progrossivo Party presents tho only pl-
tornativo to^ tho war program, tho only
uncompromising fight for civil rights~7
and tho only consistent dofon so of tho
rights of working pooplo and tlrnXr tr-.d"
unions. (continued next page)



^DID YOU KNir^ THAT
•^vdlTED xSim ^0RKT^1S JOUHI'jAL (official
organ of John ! lov/is^ union)^ discus-
sing the candidates of tho tnvo old par-
ties, said (Wot one candidate has an-
swered the question, *\/hy Aoroa and hoxv
to bring the xvar to an ond**o«tho man
on tho street is completely bewildered
and disgusted with the line-up of candi-
dates^”

Progressive Po.rty supporters in i-as sachu-
sotts have already gathered 40,000 poti^*
tion signatures in thhir campaign to
roaoh a .^oal of 100,000 by July 22 for
the Peace Ticket*

The Korean war, txTO years old this week,
has cost the American people over ton
billion dollars arid 110,000 casualties.
Ton billion dollars v/ould build tall the
homos* schools and hospitals noodod by
our country*

:f: ^ * *

/loro Southern do legates are oxpootod at

the convention this year than at the

1948 convention** *if financial help oomos

XmOENT WEED FOR FUIJDS FOR
“^WTHERN DELEGATES

,Tho following 'Mottor was ‘ received by
Mrs. Julia Brown, repire-senting Ohio on-a-
national cx>nmiittoo to raise funds for
southern delegates:

"Many 'southern .do legates are packing their
bags and their hearts to moot in Chicago
for -peace* -security and freedom that
includes the SLouth and have* already,
part of their faros* ^^at have you done
t o finiah . out 'their- faro ? Wc must know
right now! Our delegates have much to
'bring and ^give to you in the way of put-
ting peace on the ballot in 1952* They
-know that 'OUT-Chicago cenvontion moans
everything to our 195J3"campaign and they
are raring to-jaako it a real 4th of July
Indopendenoe^ - peace' "and '"froedom. o onventione-'

Don’t "let ' us*~down--hold -cur 'hands——sond
us- some- ass-istan.co--s.pGak to us now*

from progressives all over the country*
>i£*

60^ corporations in the U*S.A* made over
one billion dollars profit each during
the last year

4

^ ^ ^ ^

The managemont of i^soars Roebuck in
Cleveland was jolted by the vigorous
campaign led by the Cleveland Wogro
Labor Oounoil to demand hiring of Wogro

^

v/omon as sales and office v/orkors*

The Ohio Conforonco of the —othodist
Church called for a positive program -for

xvaging peace, in its recent general
session*

Democrats and Republicans have joined 'in.

another unholy alliance against former
Congressman Vito :.Iaroantonio in his fight
for election to Congress next Kovombor*
Rop* Donovan, running for ro -election
against ...aroant onio has voted x*nrong on
I- foreign policy, the Tidolands oil

and was convoniontly absent whon ^

the Uouso of Roprosontativos out public
housing units to 5000 for the entiro
country

•

Yours- for-poaoo

,

H. G. Moss
Southern Director

DOLLAR BOOKS

-Many"'members-havo had dollar .books for
several wooks. Monoy is urgently noodod
by tho National and Stato offioos for
Convert Ion^exponsos. "WILL YOU EITHER
SELL YOUR BOOK II'jIMEDIATELY OR BUY IT
YOURSELF AND RE-SELL THE COUPONS TO *

FRIENDS XATER? Send lO dollars for each
book to tho Stato - Office * -50^ goes to
tho National Offioo * Tho romaihing funds
will bo available to help noody do legates
for convention oxponsos.

''Tho- PP plans -a - sand -off party for dolo-
g^atos to tho convention in tho Kinsman
a2To a . noxt 'Saturday . night * Juno 28 at t ho
homo of Mrs. Anna Groon* 3848 E. 144th St

California un-Amo ricon Senator Jack B*

Tonnoy was xvhippod in his bid for a scat
in Congress in his own party’s primary*^
Several years “ago, members of tho v<ash—

ington btato Un—Amorican Coiiimittoo xvoro

all dofoatod after tho smoar campaign,
against progressives* Ohio Progross-ives--

havo a job themsoIves in dofoating
Remnor t Bartunok* Corrigan and -Company-' -

>fj He H< * * * *

Hero’s tho value of /tho 1939 jdoUmr
today: 41 cents wor,th of food* 50 oont.s^

^

worth of clothing; ;43 cents worth of
a now houso. Tho ^6,000 homo of 1940'
costs $14,000 today*

Lfouai t/i^'
"

c©wvcENTro©w
J U LY 4

A/;

=

fho Young -Pr-o gro-ssivo s aro sprisoring a
"Boat tho Heat" Party at tho Eoklos rosi-
donco, 935 Parkwood, Apartment 9* noxt
•Saturday night, Juno 28th.

THE PP OFFICE WILL BE OPEN

THURSDAY' -AND FRIDAY.. EVENINGS *

.JUNE^-28 and '27 FOR DELEGATES

TO BRINO.JLN'TRAIN 'FARE or to

wowlc out-ajiy 'pcrsonol..firoblmm£r‘

boforo tho convention



REPORT TO PROGRBSSITES (^nt * from Pg*l)

Mrs'. Taylor did a magnifSffnt job of
convinoing progrossivos that wo oannot
allow oursolvGs to bo ixit imidatod by
the hysteria incited by the TJn-Amerioans

.

Mrs* Taylor recited the attempts to
intimidate her- -the Un-American Committoo
the police, her experiences on the
picket lines to organize the stoolworkors
union in 1937* Her ‘courage inspired
everyone to renewed- effort in support
of our Peace 'candidates.

Ohio»s oonvontWK delegation is slowly
mounting toward the goal of 150 from the
entire state. Hqw delegates from-Ganton,
Akron, Youngstown^ S-teubonville , Bollairo,
Dayton and Ginoinnati-brings- the toiial

over the halfway .mark with, two weeks to
go.

Fact ory* workers 'are using the ”ton-for-

.

one " do le gate s. form with .much suoee ss •

Dole gate a have raised .up to 20 dollars
from these forms.

¥/o visited community loaders in several
cit ie s- -people who have never before
hoon connected with the Progressive
Party * In thro e o it io s , sueh o ommunity
loaders are coming as delegates or ob-
serve.* I’s to our convention.

U-ibh thousands of stool and electrical
workers on strike, with the Negro people
still denied the basic rights of citiz-
enship and prices and taxes soaring,
tho votors of Ohio are ready and iSrill-

ing to listen to a positive program for
peace, security and abundance. It is
our hope that this brief tour helped to
rebuild tho Ohio PP, so that after tho
National Convoction, wo can go into a
fighting catpaign to do Ohio*s share in
tho national voto for peace in 1962.

Fraternally,
Don Rothonborg

PP SUPPORTS HOUSING PROJECT (Cont. Pg.-l)

The main public opposition to tho pro-
ject has oomo. from Councilman Earnest
Atkinson of Ward 30 who said he didn’t
want whole sections of the population
moved from one section of the city to
another obviously implying that he wants
no moro Negro families in his ward. Al-
so in opposition is tho Homo Builders
As n oc. iati on • In Ma pie He i ght s , in a
moviLlng filled with an atmosphere of tho
most vicious kind of anti-Negro expres-
sion, tho Maple Heights City Council
voted 4 to 3 to begin action to stop tho
project • The main character of tho op-
posit ion has boon based on the kind of
arguments that tho Ku Kluxers would bo
oxpoctod to advanoo.

The jr oposod project deserves tho full
active support of every progressive and •

and entire C3.ovdland community. Tho “

Mayor of Maplo Heights and his City Coun-
cil should bo informed that their stand
is tho worst kind of subversion. Thoy
have oxposocL themselves as being anti-
Negro and dnti-dooont living standards,
anti-dooont housing and as a obnsoquonco,
genuinely ant i-Amor lean..

Call your ow^i city councilman and toll him
that you support this project and want him
to take whatever action is neoossary 'to

make it go full speed ahead.

Write or tolophono Councilman Atkinson,
EYpross 19525 and Mayor "Waltor K. Maser
of Maplo Heights, MOntroso 24169, proi?os-
ting their un-Amo rloan stand*

Workers on strike i.n tho steel and elec-
trical industries are planning to mako
tho trip to Chicago with tho financial
aid of their local Progressive Party clubs

^

Several community loaders throughout tho
state, Trtho have had no 'previous connec-
tion wit.h. .the Progressive -Party , will
attend tho convention as -observers •

ALL DELEGATES. ARE 'URGED TO ARRIVE- IN' CHI-
CAGO BY 2 p.m. Friday in order to take
part in tho panel .discussions -on tho
fallowing

,
-subject si

Open mooting of tho Committee to Elect
No-groess to Public Office
Academic and Cultural Freedom^
Nationalities 5 Labor, Veterans,
Women, Farmers, Church, Youth
and Businessmen.

A special, feature of the Saturday after-
noon session will bo the presentation
of Earl Robinson’s magnificent ’’Children’s
Cantata”, a 15-minuto dramatizat ion of
tho hopes and desires of children, ex-
pressed in the words of children. '

Sat urday evening, - the - acceptance speeches
of our candidatoss Mrs. Vivian Hal linon
and her two o-ldest- sons, who will accept
on behalf of Vincent Hallinan; and Mrs.
Charlo -fata Bass..

Sunday noon, -a chal lengo to the two old
parties will come in tho presentation of
tho Civil Rights Plank by Earl B. Diokor-
son of Chicago, President of the National
Lawyers Guild.

Public meo*tingt ”END THE KOREAN WAR NOW’’

on Juno 25th at the Morning Star Baptist
Church^ 652 Parkwood Drive near St. Clair
Speakers! Mr. Douglas Glasgow, National
Chairman, American Youth Poach Crusade,
recently returned from travels in Italy,
tho Soviet Union andother European coun-
tries; qnd MRS. RUTH FREEZE, Chairman of
tho Dayton Women for Peace o

JOBS^ CONFERENCE! Saturday and Sunday,
Juno 28 and 29 at the American Woodmen
Hall, 7610 Cedar Avenue, beginning at
lO a.m. Organizations and individuals
invited to bo roprosented, to plan a
drive for 5,000 now jobs for Negro men
and women, with emphasis on breaking, dis-
crimination against Negro womon at Sofu*s
Roebuck. by Cleveland Negro
Laboz^ CoimciJL.



GLENVILLE HOUSING

«FACT SHEETS

€
SURVEY

l/^ ^

DID YOU KNOW That out of 15^000 new dwellings built in Cleveland in
the past few years, only 200 h^Ye been available to
Uegro families?

DID YOU ENOW That in the Olenville Area 8,000 Negro families live
in 5,000 homes and apartments*

DID YOU KNOW That in Gienville, Negro families are being oompelled
to pay up to $125*00 a month rent because of the acute
shortage and the refusal of many landlords to rent to
Negro families*

DID YOU KNOW That the city has the authority under the Ohio Housing
Authority Law to bUild, with public assistance, low-cost
housing projects*

UID YOU KNOYf That the Federal, government" has allocated to the City
Planning Commission 5 million dollars to be used towards
writing off the difference between the price paid for
blighted areas and their clearance, and lesser amounts
for which these sites may be resold to private enterprise ^

for redevelopment in conformity with the city’s General Plan*

Hi^ Rents for Negroes Meanq High Rents for Everyone.

Overcrowding of Negro families means Overcrowding for Everyone*

Inflated Real Estate Prices for Negro Families Means
Inflated Real Estate Prices for Everyone*

" GLENVILLE CLUB, PROGRESSIVE PARTY
James McMillan, Chairman
Blanche Livingstone, Secretary

3-0
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1* Do you have adequate housing now?

2. If noti what are your housing needs?

If you own your property, would you be willing to sell to Negroes and

’ whites?

4* If you own your property, would you be willing to rent to Negroes and

whites?

Do you have any objections to living on the same street with Negroes

and whites?

6. Do you have any objections to living in the same apartment or double

house with Negroes and whites?

7^ Do you feel your rent is excessive?

8# Do you belong to any community improvement organization like the

Gienville Community Council? If so, which one?

9. Are you in favor of petitioning the mayor and City Council to immediately

institute a low-cost non-segre gated housing project in addition to and

in connection with the present urban redevelopment project?

10* Taking into account that we ’re spending 65 billion dollars per year for

war and defense purposes, will you be in favor of the Federal Government

spending 1 billion dollars per year for the next 10 years to build
^

20 million new low-cost non-segre gated housing units?

This housing survey is being conducted as a public service by the

GLENVILLE PROGRESSIVE PARTY in a program to relieve the present

over-crowded and sub-sbandard housing conditions in Glenv-i^lle#

dpowa 87



®SB SOJOTONEES EOE IRUIHAHD JUSTICE

^9 Eigeconib At6o
Hew Xork City, Hew York

June 12, 1952

peair Sojourners:

Greetings to you in the chapters from the national Organ-

izing CoiBmit.tee, which, with this comuanioation launches

a campaign for the consolifiationp growth and activity of

our present chapters, as well as drive for nev; ones.

We sincerely ask your cooperation in this campaign hy
complying v/ith the follov;ing!

1) Study the enclosed Draft Constitution in the chapter and send us your sug-
• - geetions. Aftfer hearing from each chapter, the national Committee will

coE5>lete this draft and issue it as a Provisional Constitution to govern
• our actions until a national Convention.

2) Pill out the enclosed 0 hapter Eegistration form end return to us as soon
.

as possible with 50^ of total membership fees collected by the Chapter.

We will then issue membership cai’ds for ench member and the chapter charter.

3) The first issue of a monthly Organizational Bulletin is in preparation. We
want news of es.ch. chapter in tMs first issue. We -will welcome your sugges-
tions for a HAtSB of the Buliebin., We must ask for a quick response so that

the first issue can be completed before the end of June. Also elect a Bul-
letin Reporter in the chapter responsible for sending in your news monthly.

The Action Program to guide the work of our chapters for the months till

the fall elections is also being finalized. It will include raobilization

for the Chicago conventions- in July. We will present our demands for freedom
of Rosa Lee Ingram and other issues affecting ITegro women and their families
to the platform couuaitteeso We will also complete plans to unite Hegro
women for support of -our ov;a Hationaj. President, Mrs. Ohariotta Bass, on a
nonpartisan basis in recognition of the historic role she is playing as

the candidate for Tice-President on the Progressive Party ticket.

To be ready for quick and effective action, we urge all chapters to begin MOW
an intensive drive for new members, so that we may have the participation in
these actions of hundreds more Megro women ready and eager' to participate in
an uncon^romicing and fearless program for justice, peace and full citizenship.

- The national Committee feels very confident that we cap. coimt on your chapter
to help malce.possible we Sojourners active participation in the liberation
strug^e of our people and the fight for peace and freedom in the nation and
in the world.

^erhood,

Louise Patterson, Mat’l Bxec. SeeV

p’s; Please address all mal.l to Mrs» Louise Patterson, il09 Edgecomb Ave*
Mew York City, M.Y.

tu;555
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Hfimo of Chapter^

[Dime end Place ox MeeiJin

Pate Estal>lislied_

State

OfficerSt (List *belov7)

Address Office

Ho* of Members (List eacli member belovr, using additional blsnlc sheets if

Address sbip.„fee_^

GPotal of Fees remitted

We, the below signed officers of _ .Obo-pter of the Sojourners for

[Diuth and Justice hereby state that the above report was prepared under our direc-

tion and is an accurate statement of the information requested by tlie Hatxonal

Organizing Committee* n
‘

President

tut 555

Secretary
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't

MEMO, SAC Cleveland, Ohio
October 3 j 1952

CC:

65-721
100-20438 -

100-7371 -

100-231

EUCH'IAHEE, ANTHONY
I^IAHINO, LUCE
SHEPAHD, PAUL
laTZ,' ERIEDA

100-15908
100-15197
100-17087

IfJELLSi JMES
VJHERRY, MAHGAHET
C B C

•

The following is the verbatim report of
dated September 20, 1952, received by SA
Oc-ijiober 1. 10*^2.

_

The original memo will
of

De rouna as seriaj.

b6
b7C
b7D

"Cleveland, Ohio
September 20th 1952

"On Saturday September, 23th 1952 at 10:30 P.M. a dele-
gation of seven people met WILLIAt'iyPATTERSON at the air-port coming
from New York. In the delegation were FREDA KATZ, JAI'IES MELLS,
PAUL SHEPPARD, LUCE MARINO, JULIA & CURLEE BROiJN, and MARGARET
WHERRY. Every one led by PAUL went to breakfast at the Howard &
Johnson restaurant on West Lake Avenue, after leaving the restaur-
ant PAUL and LUCE went home and the rest went to the Stadium to
buy tickets for the base ball game between Boston & Clevelands.

"After buying the ticketts the delegation, went to the
Barkley building on Euclid Avenue to see the manager of radio
station W.S.R.E. which PATTERSON was to speak over after the ball
game, this transaction was made by FREDA before PATTERSON arrived
here, seventy dollars was paid in advance, and the speech was
written by FREDA for PATTERSON. The man (name forgotten) at the
radio station told the delegation that PATTERSON could not speak
on the radio because the script had been read and found unwise for
PATTERSON to speak. This man said The Chamber of Commerce and the
Police Department had been attacked in such an order that the station
could not peimit PATTERSON to speak. PATTERSON ask to see the
manager, that was refused, then he asked if he altered the speech
could he speak, that was also refused, every one left for the ball
game

.

"After the game, FREDA, MARGARET, PATTERSON, JULIA &
CURLEE started for FREDA* s home, in the car FREDA told MARGARET
that KIREMERIK was back in Cleveland, MARGARjBT asked FREDA how he
got back here in phe States, FREDA said she di;tich©t...kna¥5rv,,b.'a.t..iLe

was badk and a party would be given for him kQme.12tiraejj2laasijO.sto

1

Ui-rs 1952
^

PMB* rnmbtg^^'*
f-jT,), -

b7D

TJrn—Mew lovk



MEMO,. SAC

Care should be used in disseminating the above
information to paraphrase it so as not to reveal the identity
of the informant.
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HEEEIN IS UlCLASSIFIED

DATE 02-04-2011 BY 60324UCBA1/3B/C1W

^le’veland, Ohio

.

September 20th iyb2.

On Saturday September 13th 1952 at 10?30 S.M. a delegation of

seven people met William Patterson at the air-port coming from New

York. In the delegation were Freda Katz, James Wells, Paul Sheppard,

Luce Marino, Julia & Gurlee Brown, and Kfergaret Wherry. Every one led

by Paul went to breakfast at the Howard & Johnson restaurant on Mest

Lake Avenue,after leaving the restaurant Paul and Luce went home and

the rest went to the Stadium to buy tickets for the base ball game be-

tween Boston & Olevelands.

After buying che ticket us x.he delegation went to the Burkley

building on Euclid Avenue to see the manager of radio station W.E.R.E.

which Patterson was to speak over after the ball game, this transaction

was made by Freda before Patterson arrived here, seventy dollars was

paid In advance, and the speech was written by Freda for Patterson.

The man (name forgotten) at the radio station told one aelegaoion tnat

Paiterson couio. not speakoon the radio because the script had been

read and found unwise for Patterson to speak. This man said Bhe Chamber

of Commerce and the Police Departmeni had been attackedin suhh an onder

that theshtation cuilifLd ntt permit PAtterson to speak. oPattersou ask

to see the manager, that was refused, then he asked if he altered tne

speech could he speak, that w»s also refused, every on left for the ball

^SLIHG •

After the game, Freda, Margaret ,Patterson, Julia & Curlee started

for Freda's home. In the car kreda ioia margaret that Kirkmerik was

back in Cleveland, Margaret asked Freda how he got back here in the

States, Freda said she did not know, but he was oack and a party would

be given for him some time in October.
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HEPlIl IS IBICL133IFIED
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Cleveland, Ohio

October 6, 1952

MMO, SAC

100-18776 DENHES, MYRTLE 100-237 KATZ, FRXEDA

100-19277 GARDNEl, FRED 100-15908 WELLS, JAMES

100-9265

1

HABER, TtillllM 100-17259 EDUCATION
b7D

100-17087 CRC ^

100-11932 DAY, JACK 100-17261 NEGRO
100-19935 NAT’L NECmO LABOR COUNCIL

The Pollowine is the verbatim report of
|

[dated 9-23-52 b6
b7C
b7Dreceived by SA 1 1 on 10-1-52 . The original memo "will be

found as serial Z2I_of

” Cleveland, Ohio

September 23rd, 1952

" On Monday September 15^ 1952 at 8s30 A.M. Freda Katz and Jiilia

BroTsn had breakfast TO.th/sklllM PATIHISON of New York, National head of the

Civil Rights Congress at Bill Haber’s home 13811 Byron Avenue. The private

conference was called to talk over the failure of the C.R.C* in Cleveland,

and what could be done to improve it.

Freda told Patterson that every thing was put on her shoulders, and

she did not have enough people to help, Pat said if she didn’t act as if she

knew every thing she could get plenty of help. It seemed as if Freda had

talked to Pat about Julia, but it also seemed that Pat had waited to give^

Freda most of the answers in Julia’s present. Pat wanted to know ishy Julia

was not back in the communist party, and Freda said it was because Julia wanted

to get in when every body was trying to get out, at the time when it was the

•hottest time, then Pat told Freda if she did not trust Julia, to put Julia out

in front, and have her to go to Church clubs and other out-side clubs to speak

in favor of the- C.R.C., and other places where Freda could not go. Pat also

advised Freda not to treat Julia the way she would treat James Wells, for there

were’tuTO different classes.

CCS New York

aN\n3A3io • laj

Z%i 9 .100

b7D

b7D



ME30 SAC

Pat told Freda he did not want James as Chairman of the C.R.C., be-
cause he did not have the personality that an executive should have, but James

was a good man to have around, for he had experience, and knew the struggles

of the negro, and that he wanted Freda to teach James, llarx and Lenin, because

James will come in handy some day. This was said at the breakfast table, after

breakfast was over, Freda called Fred Gardiner over to talk. Patterson vranted

to know about the Negro labor Council from Fred , how and what they were doing

to retain their membership, Pat said he heard on the night that Paul Roberson
sang here that the crowd was bored by the Dennis woman reading the poem by
Beulah Richardson, and that the Council made a mistake by' not having Julia read

the poem. Fredaand Fred said the Negro Labor Coxmcil drove l^tle away from

them because they gave her too much to do. Thi^l^rrtle Dennis is the wife of

the man who was shot by a policeman. Pat told Freda to rally around police
brutality to show the public iuftiat the CRC could and would do, and she will have

new members and be able to get the old ones back. After a few minutes Freda

called Atty. "Jack <Ihy and made an appointment for ls30, she asked Julia if she

knew where the Standard Building was and Julia told her no, Freda then said

she would show ,Julia, so Julia, Freda, and Patterson went to Jack Days office.

Patterson thanked him for his kindness, they talked over the Davis brothers

case, this pase is vjhere the men were suppose to have been beaten up by the

police, talked about the ITooden case, altho* Day hadn’t heard much about that

case. Day said the C.R.C. had a cut and dried case against the city on the

Davis case, but that he would look into the Wooden case and advise Freda about it.

From what was gathered Jack Day is the official adviser.

After the three left Jack D^s office, they went to the Cleveland

Plane Dealer newspaper office having a 3.s O'clock appointment with a Mr. name

forgotten he is the Managing Editor, a man about sixty ^Ft 2ln. lli^ lbs cripple

and walks with a cane. Patterson thanked him, for giving the Davis case publicity

and asked him to do like wise with the Wooden case, and the Un-American

Activities Committee. This man asked Patterson his full name and address, the

city he was from and the organization he heads, he received the information

T/iiiich he wrote down. The manager had to take a plane at 3s30 so he had only

fifteen minutes to talk to Patterson, as Pat was late for the appointment.

Leaving the Plane Dealer, the three decided to stop at Myrtle Dennis home at

8711 Quincy Avenue, which they did and had dinner about itsO' clock, l^rtle apd

Pat talked, and Myrtle told Pat that James Wells was not a fit person to be

Chairman of the C.R.C. because he beat his wife all the time, Pat wanted to

know whose choice was James for chairman, l^rtle told Pat it was Freda's, FredA

tried to deny it and almost cried.

- 2 -



Pat asked Freda to call the Air-Port to see about the 6s30 plane

she did and Pat mas iTaiting at the gate, Freda shom^ed Julia a man Freda said

•was an F.B.I. folio-wing Pat bhck to New York, ^e said she knew the dogs ai:^

place she saw them. After the plane left Freda said she was going home to have

a big ciy.“

Care should be used in disseminating the above information to para-

phrase it so as hot to reveal the identi-ty of the informant.
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Cleveland, Ohio.

' • Deptemlner 23rd, 1952.

On Mcanday Septendaer 15»1952 at 800 A.M. Freda Katz and Julia Brown

had breakfast with William Patterson of NevL York, National head of the

Cl'vil Rights Congress at Bill Haber's home 13811 Byron Avenue.

The private conference was sailed to talk over the failure of the CxRvS.

in Cleveland, and vfhat could be done to Improve it.

Freda told Patterson that every thing was put on her shoulders, and

she did not have enough people to helpi Pat said if sne didn't act as if

she knew every thing she could get plenty of help. It seemed as if Freda

had talked to Pat about Julia,but it also seemed that- Pat had waited to

give Freda most of the answers in Julia's present. Pat wanted to know why

Julia was not back in the communist party , and Freda said it was because

Julia wanted to get in when ever^ body was trying to get out, at the time

when it w'as the hottest time, then Pat told Freda if she did not trust

Julia, to put" Julia out in fronkt ana have her to -go to Church clubs and

other out-side clubs to speak in favor of the C.R.0.,and other places

where Freda could not go . Pat also advised Freda not to treat Juxia, the

way she would treat James Wells, for there were two different classes.

Pat told Freda he did not want, James as. Chairman of the G.R.C., be-

cause he did not have the personality that anhexecutlve should have,

but James was a good man to have around, for he had experience, and knew

the struggles of the negro, ana that he v/anted Freda to teach James,Marx

and Lenin, because James will come in handy some day. This was said at the

breakfast table, after breakfast was over, Freda, called Fred Gardiner

ove/^to talk ffjJl Patterson wanted to know about the -Negro Labor

Council from Fred,how and what they were doing to retain their member-^

ship, Pat said he heara on the night that Paul Roberson sang here that the

crowd was boceddby the Dennis woman reading Lhe poem by Beulah Richardson,



and that the Council made a mistake by not having Julia read the poem.

Freda and Fred saia the negro Labor Oounuii .drove Myrtle away from them

because they gave her too much to do. This Myrtle Dennis is the wii« of

the man who vjas sho,t by a policeman. Pat told Freda to rally arouua police

brutality to show ‘the public vfhat the C.R.G. could and would do, and she

will have new members and be able to- get the old ones back. After a few

minutes Freda called Atty. Jack Day and made an appointment for 1:5© ,she

asked Julia if she knew where the Standard, building was and Julia told her
i

no, Freda then said she would show Julia, so Julia, Freda, and Patteruon

went to Jack Days office. Patterson thanked him for his kindess , they talk-

ed over the Davis brothers case, this case is where the men were suppose

to have been beaten up oy the police, talked about the Wooden case, altho'

Day hadn’t neard much abouu that case. Day said the C.R.G. had a cut and

dried case against the city on the Davis case, but that ne v/ould look into

the Wooden case aud advise Freda about it

.

From what was gathered Jack Day is the official adviser.

A'§ter the three left Jack nays office, they went to the Gleveland

Plane Dealer newspaper office having a 5*©' clock appointment with a Mr.

name forgottyn he is the Managing Editor, a man, about sixty 5ft 2in.l45

lbs cripple and walks .With a cane. Patterson thanked him for giving the

Davis case publicity and asked him to. do like wise with the Wooden cawe,

and the Un-Americaii Activities Gommittee. This man asked Pattetson his full

name and address, the city he was from and the organization hw heads, he

received the information which he wrotie aown. The manager had to’ take a

plane at 300 so he had only fifteen minutes to talk to Pat’berson. ,as Pa;fe

was late for the appointment. Leaving the Plane Dealer, the three decided
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to stop at Myrtle Dennis home at 8711 Quincy avenue, Wniohthey did and

had dinner, about 4i0’cloch .Myrtle and Pat talked, and Myrtle told Pat

that James Wells was not a fit person to be 0hairman of the 0 .R.O . be-

cauae he beats his wife all the time, Pat wanted to know whose choice

was James for chairman. Myrtle told Pat it was arena’s ?, Freda tried to

deny it and almost cried.

Pat asK.ea Freda to call the Air-Port to see about the 6s'30 plane

she did and Freda and Julia had to rush Pat to tne Air-port, when tney

arrived and Pax, was waiting at the gat$,Freda showed Julia a man Freda-

said was an F.B.I. following Pat back uo New York,, she said suts knew the

dogs any place she saw tnem. After the plane left Freda said she was go-

ing home to have a big cry. ,
. ,
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Cleveland, Ohio
October 7, 1952

MEMO SAC

100-14038 COOiPEH, WILIIAM'
100-20087 JEElflirGS, LTJCELIUS
pO-14573 WASHIIGTOU, BEHD
100-17261 lEGEO
100-19935 HMIOBAD HEGRO LABOR OOUROIL

1

The following is the verbatim report of
-qTi

—Se'ntiatTi'hffij- 14 ^ 1952
, received by

. . 1 I
on September 19, 1952 ,The original menio will be found as serial /

"Cleveland, Ohio.

September, 14 , 1952,

September 3rd 1952 a Einance Com-mittee was held at Julia Brown’s home, presentwere Bert Washington, c. L, Jennings, leeMorgan and Julia Brown, It was to discussiinance from various places and persons andthe picketting of various places to obtain
emplo^ent- for negroes. Two places mentioned

Sears & Robuck, and the Airport, Thepicket line at Sears were to ask for sales

ioh= Airport, Stewardess
D0bs_ would be asked for negro women, and thewearing of uniforms in the picket line inorder to show the public how the negro womencan or will look in uniforms.

Morgan and Bert decided on whom^d how to approach the public for funds, Leedecided on going to a few Racketeers and got
_co^-ribution Lee also said there were some who

SEARCHED INDEXED J.
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'^prefered to remain anor^ous. Each vgere given
people to ask for contributions. Jennings was
to ask all he knew in (Jlenville area, Julia was to ask
the William Coopers and other progressives and non-
progressives in Kinsman area, Eee and Bert were to
go to-gether to seek out the money people.

”3)he three men voted on Julia becoming the
Treasurer of .the ITegro labor Council. All of the
above statement being the work of the legro labor
Council.

”

Care should be used in disseminating the above infor-
m.ation to paraphrase it so as not to reveal the identity
of the informant.

b6

2
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HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 02-08-2011 BY 60324UCBAN/3B/CHliJ

Cleveland, Ohio.

September, 14, 1952.

On September 3rd 1952 a Finance Committee was held at JulSa

BrownAs home, present were Bert Washinston, C .L.Jennings , Lee Morgan

and Julia Brown. It was to discuss finance from various places and

persons and the picketting of various places to obtain employment for

negroes. Two places mentioned were Sears & Robuck, and the Airport.

The picket line at Sears were tu asK for sales work and ofilce work

at the Airrort, siewardess Jobs wouia be asjied for negro women, and. -one

wearing of unifox-ms in the picket line in order to snow tne puoxxc how

trie negro women can or will look in uniforms

.

Lee Morgan and Bert decided on whom^ and how to approach the public

for funds, Lee decided on going to a few Racketeers to get contribution

Lee also said there were some who prefe^ed to remain anonymous . Each

were given people to ask for contributions . Jennings was to ask all he

knew in G-lenvllle area, Julia was to ask the william Coopers and other

progressives and non-progressives in Kinsman area, Lee and Bert were to

go to-gether to seek out tne money people.

The three men voted on Julia becoming the Treasurer of the

Regro Labor Council. All of tne aoove -statement being the work of the

Negro Labor Council.
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ALL IHFOmiATIOW COMTAIHED

mKEIH IS UIICLASSIFIED

DATE 02-00-2011 BY 60324UCBAliJ/3B/CIW

MEMO^ SAC Cleveland, Ohio
^ October 7, 1952

CC:

100-11i^28 - WHEREY, ROBERT 100-20633 - KATZ^ LENORE
100-1l829 - HALL, ELIZABETH 100-2008? - JENNINGS, LUCELIUS
100-2d53lj. - BLUMENEELD, ANITA 100-231 - KATZ, FRIEDA
100-9^75. - TOMSIK, GEO, 100-237 “ KATZ, DAVE
IOO-IOI1.27 - CONNERS, MAE IOO-I7 O33 - KREITNER, FRIEDA SMITH b6

100-18667 - McCURDY, POSTER 100-15575 -
1

I

100-2 762 - ZAZRIVY, PAUL 100-1755U- - McCASTLE, WlLLIAiyi

100-20116 - BILES, SUE 100-18598 - MoGUEDY, MAYME
IOO-159'H ~ CLARK, SALLIE 100-20092 MIKOS, MARY,

100-'li4.89.9 - GOODiyiAN, ETHEL 100-20093 “ NIKOS, ARCHIE
(JENNINGS) 100-1^602 - SMID, JIM

100-1166 GREENFIELD, E, C, 100-l5908 - WELLS, JAMES
loo- 19721 - GRUBBS, VIVIAN 100-15197 - WHERRY, MARGARET
100-2262 - HABER, JOSEPH

,

100-460? - ZAZRIVY, ELSIE

.

100- 9265;
- HABER, WILLIAM ;

100-751 - ACPPB
100-18333 - Nationality IOO-I7087 - C R C’

100-20420 - TURNER, IKE 100-17261 - Negro
100-9759 - MAGEDOVITZ, ANN 100-18259. - Nat’l Negro Labor
100-11826 . - KREITNER, MORRIS ’ Council
100-15056 - MOLNAR, ELIZ, ; 100-17262 - CALLOW, LEON
100-56 . - KILPATRICK ADMIRAL IOO-II46O - OVCHAR, CAROLINE

The following is thp. ‘'verbatim report of I [dated
September 22, 1952, received by SA I |

on
netnher 1. IQ 9?. The Original' memo will be found as serial
oil i

’’Cleveland, Ohio, .

September 22, 1952

”On Sunday September 14» 1952, a picnic was given at

2137 Ridgewood Road by the Nationality Press Committee, that name
was given to hide the idenity of the Civil Rights Congress, the
Negro Labor Council, The Protection for the Foreign Born, and
the Communist Party. WILLIAM PATTERSON from New York being ^est
speaker. There were about sixty five people present, those
recognized were,. FREDA & DAVE KATZ & daughter, A. KILPATRICK,
JAMES WELLS, IKE TURNER, ETHEL GOODMAN & husband, LEON CALLO,
ELIZABETH MOLNOR, MARY NICKOR & husband, BILL HABER,- JOE HABER, b

ELSIE ZAZRIVY S: husband, FREDA & MORRIS KRIETNER. JULlAv^ CURLEE b

BROWN, MARGARET WHERRY & husband, L

FBI - CLEV^ 'D

ew lOV:



MEMO, SAC

b6
ELIZABETH HALL|

|
CAROLINE OVCHAE, AHITZ BLOOMINFELB,

SALLIE CLAHC, MIKE GEUB8S, JA14ES SMID, a white man name TOMSIK,
E, G. GEEEUPIELD, MAE GOMEES, McCUEDE, ex-husband of MAMIE ,

McCUEDY, SUE BILES, AM MCGETOVITZ.

”FREDA introduced LEON GALLO as a member of . the Pro-
tection of the foreign born, LEON said he had been in this
country many years and had reared nine children, but he would
never deny that he was a communist, and if he is deported to

Greece he will tell his friends that the communist in America
was fighting for peace. E, C. GEEENPIELD spoke and was intro-
duced by PEEDA as a member of the communist party who is running
for the Governor of Ohio on the communist ticket. GEEENPIELD

advised the people to write in their vote for him. These people
know they cannot win an election, but running Progressive and
Communist Party candidates keeps' the members interested in some-
thing to do rather than have them vote for Eepublicans or Demo-
crats.

"PATTERSON was introducted by PEEDA as the National
head of the C.E»C. PATTERSON spoke of the eleven communist in
prison, leaders of the party in prison, leader® of the party,
who he says are serving time for speaking out for peace. He
spoke of how he went to the United Nations and presented the
book called Genocide he said some one got his pass port for him,
but he did not mention the name of the person, he spoke of PAUL
ROBESON’S failure to get his passport, he spoke of his trial and
mention the Senator who called him a black S. 0, B. He said
the communist party was the only party that will bring delibera-
tion to the people. He praised CHARLOTTA BASS and said she had
worked with and for the party for thirty years, and had been in
all kinds of picket line's.

"Before PATTERSON coUld finish talking some of the
foreign born members and strangers started making noise by talking
out loud, JULIA tried to stop the noise, but every now and- then
the noise would break out again, PAT became very angry and told
the crowd he being a negro was why they did not respect him.
Later ETHEL GOODMAN and ANN MAGETOVITZ told JULIA that the
strangers were from another picnic', and was trying to cause trouble
Later ELSIE called JULIA on the phone and told her four hundred
dollars were made at the picnic."





AU IHFOBMATIOI COHTAIHED

^jC HEREIH IS UIiIClASSIFIED

DATE 02-08-2011 BY 60324UCBA¥/SB./aW

Gievexand, Otiio.

September, 22, iy32.

On Sunday September 14, 1952 a picnic was given at 2157 Ridgewood

Road by tbe Nationality Press Committee, that name was given td hide the

Iddnlty of the Civil Rights Congress, the Negro Labor Council, The Pro-

tection for the Forddgn Born, and the Communist Party. Wdlliam Patterson

from New York being guest speaker. There were about sixty five people

present, tnose recognized were, Freda & Dave Katz & daughter, A. Kilpat-

rick, James Wells, Ike Turner, Ethel Goodman & husband, Leon Callo,

Elizabeth Molnor, Mary Nickor & husband. Bill Haber, Joe Haber, Elsie

. Zazrivy & husband, Freda & Morris Kfletner, Julia & Curlee Brown, Margarei*

~ Wherry & husband, Elizabeth Hall,^ small son,

b6
Caroline Ovchar, Anita Bloominfeld, Sallle Clark, Mike Grubbs, James b 7 c

Smid, a white man name Tomslk, E. C. Greenfield, Mae Conners, McCurde

ex-husband of Mamie McCurdy, Sue Biles,Aim Mcgetovltz,

Fredaintroduced Leon Callo as a. member of the Ppotec^tion fcfJ-' uho

foreign born ,Lean said he had been in this country many years and hd^

rearea nine children, but he would n«ver deny that he was a communist,

and if he is deported to Greece he willtell hlsfriends that the com-

munist in iiAmerica was fighting ror peace. E. C. Greenfield spoke and

was Introduced by Freda as a member of hhe communist party who is run-

ning for the Goveimor ofOGhiothe communist ticket. Greenfield advised

the people to write in their vote for him^ These people know they can-

not win an election , but running Progressive and Communist Party

candidates keeps the members interested in something to do rather than

have them vote for Republicans or Democrats.

Patterson was introducted by Freda as the National head of the C.R.C

Patterson spoke of the eleven communist in prison, leaders of the party.



who he aciys are serving time for speaking out for peace, htt spoke of

how he went to the United Nations and presented the oook callea d-enocide

hessaid some one got his pass port for him, but he dia not m:entiQn...ths=i

nameof the person, he spoke of Paul Robeson's failure to get his pass-

port, he spoke of his trial and mention the Senator vrho called him a

black S.O.b.Ha said the communist partywas the only party that v^ill bring

deliberation to the people. He praised Charlotta Bass auu said she had

worked with and for the party for thirty years, and had been in all kinds

of picket lines.

Before Patterson could finish talking some of the foreign bom

members and strangei-s started' making noise by talking out loud, Julia

tried to stop the noise, but every now ana then the nois^ would break out

again, Pat became very angry and told the crowd he being a negro was why

they did not respect him. Later Ethel Goodman and Ann Magetovitz told Julia

that the strangers were f(Pom another picnic , and was trying to cause

trouble. Later Elsie caxred Julia on the phone and told her four hundred

dollars were made at the picnic . .

'
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Cleveland, Ohio
October 8, 1952

MEMO SAG

100-15911 OMSK:, SAEDIE
100-18776 EEMIS, MTEEM
100-20534 BL-aMEMEEIE, AKETA
100-20565 GEEBN, AMA -

100-20073 SOJOTXENERS EOR
TRTIDE & JUSTICE

100-19971
100-19797
100-8850
100-15197
100-17261

MoMlIMJr, JAMES
ROBBHDS, SAEAH
TURRER, MART
WHE5RRY, MARGARET
39EG-RO

The following is the verbatim renort of
dated September lA, 1952 received bv saF
on serial y of

|

^
b6
b7C
b7D

’’Cleveland, Ohio.
September 14, 1952.

”On September 7th 1952 a lawn party was given
by the Sojourners for Truth & Justice at the home
of Laura Eells, 948 East Boulevard, to explain the
purpose of the Sojourners and to recruit new mem-
bers. About twenty persons were present, those
recognized were, Salli^ Clark, Margaret Wherry,
Sarah RoberdJs, Myrtle Dennis, Julia Brown, Mary
Turner, Anna G-reen, James McMillaii, Anita Bulmenfald,
a Mr. & Mrs Eddie Webb, Winefred Shellah, Sarah
was chairman, she introduced each Sojourner,
Myrtle was asked to give the people a reason why
the Sojourners had that name, she Explain that
the name comes from Sojourner Truth, a negro woman
who fought, and sheltered the slaves who had es-
caped, and that every negro woman should be a
member of the Sojourners for Truth & Justice.

’’Sarah spoke and told the guest that the So-
journers were for all negro women who wanted to
fight for the freedom of all negro w men. There
.were two or three new members, which Margaret has
their names but will be turned Wer to the Treasure

I
SEARCHED .JNDEXED 1„

.riS^-FILED b7D

OCT 8 1952
l-BI . CLEVELaHO



later, Treasurer being Julia Brown, A collection
was taken up of thirteen dollars, with expense
taken out of five dollars and fifty cents, a pri-
vate meeting was called by the Chairman Sarah
Roberts, four the four leading Sojourners. Sarah
Roberts, Myrtle Dennis Margaret vyherry, and Julia
Brown, to meet at Myrtles home 8711 Quincy Avenue
on Wednesday Sept. 10th 1952.”

Care should be used in disseminating the above infor-
mation to paraphrase it so as not to reveal the identity of
the informant.

SA



ALL IHFOKKATIOM COHTAIIED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 02-08-2011 BY 60324UCEA¥/SB/CmiJ

Cleveland, Ohio,

aeptember 14, 1952.

un oeptember 7th. 1952 a lawn party was given by the Bojoumers

for Truth & Justiee^t the home of Laura Fells, 948 East Boulevard,

to explain the purpose of the Sojourners and to recruit new members.

About twenty persons viere present, those recognized were, Sallshe

Clark, Margaret Wherry, Sarah Roberts, Myrtle Dennis, Julia Brown,

Mary Turner, Anna Green, James McMillan, Anita Bulmenfald, a Mr. & Mrs

Eddie Webb, Winefred Shellah, Sarah was chairman, she introduced each

Sojourner, Myrtle was asked to give the people a reason why the So-

journers had that name, she explain that the name comes from Sojourner

Truth, a negro woman who fought , and sheltered the slaves who had

escaped , and that every negro woman should be a member of the So-

,

joumers for Truth & Justice

.

Sarah spoke and told the guest that the Sojourners were for all

negro women who wanted to fight for the freedom of all negro women.

There were two or three new mwmbers
, which Margaret has their names

but will be turned over to the Treasure later. Treasurer being Julia

Brown. A collection was taken up' of thirteen dollars, wit h expense

taken out of five dollars and fifty cents. A private meeting was

called by the Chairman Sarah Roberts,. for the four leading SoJourners

.

Sarah Roberts, Myrtle Dennis Margaret Wherry, and Julia Brown., to

meet at Myrtles home 8711 Quincy Avenue on Wednesday Sept. 10th 1952.

Ljl





ILL IlFOm-IiTIOl COMTMIED
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Ole -veland, Ohio
October 7, 1952

MMO SAG

100-16282 Hm,’ LOUIS
100-18776 T)UW¥T.q. wnn?qiT.T»

1UU-.1844B WmiJfiCK:, PAUIIUE
100-231 KATZ, PEIBDA
100-237 KATZ, DAVE'
100-17261 EEGHO

100-19971
100-19797
100-15908
100-15197
100-17087
100-20073
100-19935

MoMILlAU, UAKCBS
EOBEETS, SAEAJE
WEEDS, JAMES
WHEBEY, MAEGAEET
CEO
SOJOUEHEES POE TEUTH
13AT«I^ lEGEO EA.BOE
COUFOIE

The following is the -veiiiatim ra-nnyt o-pf
T#^r*r\ 1 1 I

**-*--w — '-z

V

CJLJLJIC*. UXIJJ

dated September 19, 1952 received by SA
on September^ 24, 1952.* The ori.ginal memo will be found as"
serial of T

bb
b7C
b7D

"Cleveland, Ohio.
September 19th, 1952,

"On September 10th 1952 at 10: A.M. a business
meeting was held at Myrtle Dennis home 8711 Quinoy
Street, for the four leading Sojourners of Truth
& Justice of Cleveland, being Myrtle Dennis Sarah
Eoberts, Margaret Wherzy, and Julia Brown, Sarah
proposed that she & Julia go among the negro women
in the Central area and ask negro women to join
the Sojourners, also a cultured program and the in-
vitation to prominent people to speak at eafh of
the meetings, which will take place twice a month.

"There were all kinds .discussion, such as
Jaraes^ Wells chairmen of the Civil Eights Congress
going to Preda Katz and telling her negro women were
no good and that they were jelous of the white
women who met with the Kegro Labor Council, Myrtle
said James was Preda's stooge, and that Preda uses
James for the dirty work, and that James tells Preda
every thing he hears or sees. Myrtle told Julia
that Preda and Margaret had talked about her (julia)
and that Julia should not have anything; tn rir> w{T-hVi

Preda have so rnucja to do with her if ^@vR^^..iiQ:hNDEXED ^

PMB:mkf
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lieir
^ 3,iid My^rfcXe ssiid i"t was "bo "use lie3r. and

.make her do the things Ireda was too lazy to do.

"Myrtle said that was why Pauline Withe ok was
not as active as she use to be because Preda was
Jealous of Pauline and Pave, Preda's husband, Sarah
Roberts talked about the depression in 1928-29-&30,
Sarah asked Myrtle if she knew how Louie TTaVin was,
he is siok with heart trouble,

,Sarah said she and
.McMillian wanted to go see him because he was her
..boss when she worked in a factory during the depres-
sion this factoiy handled bolts of cloth of all
kinds, and Sarah said Louie was the one who issued
passes to all the employees when they had a package
to take out* Sarah said Louie would go around to
all the progressives and ask whether any one needed
a pass, Sarah said she took a pass every day,
when she quit her job she had ninety-six sheets, and
bolts of cloth to- make dresses, she also sold some
to friends, and still has some.

"Margaret said she was going to invite Lee
Morgan’s wife to the next meeting to liie Sog.oumers,
and to be careful what was said to the new members
as the Sojourners were not branded as Reds, and that
the Sojourners should not in any way connect them-
selves with any other movement for fear the Sojourners
would be branded before they could get the Chart,"

Care should be used in disseminating the above infor-mation to paraphrase it so as not to reveal the identity ofthe infomant.

SA

b6
b7C

2



AU IHFORHATIOK COMTAIHED

HEREIH 13 D1JCL133IFIED

DATE 02-08-2011 BY 60324UCBA1/SB/CHW

Cleveland, Ohio.

September 19th, 1952-

On September 10th 1952 at 10:A.M. a business meeting was held

at Myrtle Dennis home 8711 Quincy Street, for the four leading So-

journers of Truth & Justice of Cleveland, being Myrtle Dennis Sarah

Roberts, Margaret Wherry, and Julia Brown. Sarah proposed that she &

Julia go among the negro women in the Central area and ask negro women

to join the Sojourners, also a cultured program and the invitation to

prominent people to speak at each of the meetings, which will take place

twice a month.

There were all kinds discussion, such as James Wells chairmen

or "cne Civil Rights Congress going to Freua Katz and. telling her

negro women were no good and that they were jelous of the white women

who met with x,tie Negro Labor Council, Myrtle said James was Freda's

stooge, and that Freda uses James for the dirty work, and that James

tells Freda every thing he hears or sees . Myrtle told Julia that Freda

and Margaret had talked about her(Julia) and that Julia should not

have any-thing to do with Freda for Freda did not trust Julia, Julia

asked Myrtle why did Freda have so much to do with her if she did not

trust her, and Myrtle said it was to use her, and make her do the §

things Freda was too lazy to do.

Myrtle said that was why Pauline Wit bee .K was not as active as she

use to be because Freda was jealous of Pauline and Dave, Freda's hus-

band. Sarah Roberts talked about the depression "in 1928-29-&30.

Sarah asked Myrtle if she knew how Louie Hahn was, he ia sick with

heart trahble, Sarah said she and McMillian wanted to go see him be-
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cause he was her boss when she worked In a factory during the depression

this factory handled bolts of cloth of all kinds, and Sarah said Louie

was the one who issued passes to all the employees when they had a

package to take out .Sarah said Louie would go around to all the pro--’' ''

gresslves and ask whether dny one needed a pass, Sarah said she took a

pass every day, and when she quit her Job she had ninety-six sheets,

and bolts of cloth to make dresses, she also sold’ some to friends, and

still has some.

Margaret said she was going to invite Lee Morgan's wife to the

next meeting to Join the SoJourners, and to be careful what was said to

the new members as the SoJourners were not branded as fieds, and that the

•SoJourners should not in any way connect themselves with any other mov-

ement for fear the Sojourners would be brandedbefore they could get

the Chart

.
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Cleveland, Ohio

OCT ^ 5 1952

100-20116 BILES, SUE 100-7686 UE
100=18776 DEMIS, MIRILE I9O-2OO87 JENNINGS, LUCELIUS
100-ll[.899- GOODMAN, ETHEL 100-231 KATZ, ERIEDA

(JENNINGS) 100-8850 TURNER, MARY
100-13371 HAUG, MARIE . 100-15197 WHERRY, MARGARET
l00-20i}.20 TURNER, IKE 100-17261 NEGRO
100-20521 YOUNG, EDDIE . 100-19935 NAT>L NEGRO LABOR COUNCIL
100-9759 MAGBDOVITZ, ANN 100-19726 AMERICAN COMMITTEE TO

100-20393 BRENT, AL SURVEY LABOR CONDITIONS
IN EUROPE

The following is the verb at

j

dated 10-1-52, received by SA
|

The original mejao will be found as ser3

* ” Cleveland, Ohio
October 1, 1952

o

”0n Wednesday at 8: P«Mo September 17 j 1952 the United Electric
Union delegates attended a base bhll game between the Cleveland
Indians and Washingron Senators,

j

At Myrtle Dennis home at J: T,Mo
for dinnerw at 87II Quincy Avenue 1 were Julia Brown, a negro man
named BillfW.all.ac^.^ from New Jersey and a negro woman, first n^e
Georgi’^Sa also from New Jersey, she was 5lt« 7in> brown skin,
about 30 years old, li|^5lb black hair and eyes, considered tall
and skinny. Both U.E. members.

,”At the dinner table Myrtle & Bill started talking about their .

trip to Europe, as Bill and Myrtle went over at the same time. Bill
told of how he hated to come back, for this reason a operation was
performed on him, but despite this he had to come back. Myrtle
said the poorest negro in Prance was better off than the richest
negro in" America. Julia asked Myrtle about staying over when they
went to visit, but Myrtle said the object was to go over and come
back to tell the people the wonderful things in Europe, and try

b7D
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MEMO, SAG

*’A yellow cab was called by Bill to tbe Stadium tbe four went
to the ball game, before the game was over Bill left for the Holl-
ander Hotel after the game. Myrtle, Julia Georgianna and another
negro woman from out of town 3in.<> brovna skin, 1^0 lbs about

lj.8 years old mixed grey hair, and dark eyes, took a cab to the

Hollander Hotel where a Banquet was being given for the HoE«
there were about thirty five people there, Marie Reed was the
only one recignized. Myrtle’s party was only there for about
twenty minutes, from the Hotel Myrtle, Georgianna, Julia, the

,

woman identified and two white men went to Mary Turner’s home to

a party being given by the Negro Labor Council to celebrate
the victory at Sears Robuck Company, the victory was the hiring
of negro women as sales clerk and office work« It' seemed these
people except Myrtle and Julia were all from New Jersey# One.

,

of the white men who drove Bill Wallace’s car to Mary’s was
called 'iie was [(.in thin mustache, Jewish decent, black
hair brown eyes, li(.^ lbs# the other man ^tt [(.in#, 1^5 lbs, brown
hair an eyes# After the party left the Hotel they drove to
Myrtle’s house to pick up Julia’s car, with Myrtle Julia lead the
party to M^y|s home# . ..

“On^arrivihg at Mdry’s the police ha'd’“b'e‘en called by neighbors,' so
the 'party Waited until the police le,ft before going in# This was
about 12:30 AM about thirty- five people were there, among those
recognized were Steda Katz, Margaret .Wherry, Ethel hodman, Mbert
Brent, Mary Turner, Eddie Young, C# L# Jennings,
Sue Biles,’ ike Turner, most of the people were strangers, who
seemed to have gotten frighten after the police left, and they
also left soon' after the arrival of Myrtle’s party, soon after
that Myrtle left in Julia’s car, and the Bill Wallace’s car
left for the Hotel#”

Jt. .'i .>4.*5^ *55? •5c* w trr JSf %c w

Care should be used in disseminating the above
information to paraphrase it so as not to reveal the Identity
of the informant#.

SA
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Oleveland, Ohio,

October 1, 1952. ^

On Wednesday at 8: P.M. September 17, 1952 the United Electric

Union delegates attended a base ball game between the Cleveland

Indians and Itfashington Senators. At Myrtle Dennis home at 7tP.M. for

dinner, at 8711 Quincy Avenue were Julia Brown, a negro mfl-n named Bill

Vfellace from New Jersey and a negro woman, first name Georgianna also

from New Jersey, she was 5ft. 7iu, brom akin, about 30 years oldS., 1451b

black hair and eyes, considered tall and skinny .Both U,E, members.

At the dinner table Myrtle & Bill started talking about their trip

to Europe, as Bill and Myrtle went over at the same time. Bill told of '

how he hated to come back, for this reason a operation was performed on

him, but despite this he had to come back. Myrtle said the poorest negro

in France was better off than the richest negro ip America. Julia asked

Myrtle about staying over vihen they went to visit, but Myrtle said the

object was to go over and come back to tell the people the wonderful'A
things in Europe, and try to make this Country, like Europe.

A yellow cab was called ''by Bill to the Stadium the four went to

the ball game, Mferettheggame Ba&lover Bill left for the Hollander Hotel

after the game , Myrtle, Julia Georgianna and another negro wpman from

out of town 5ft 31n. brown skin, I50 lbs about 48 years old mixed grey

hair, and dark eyes, took a cab. to the Hollander Hotelwfehere a Banquet

vras -being given for the U.E. there were about thirty five people there,

Marie Reed was the only one recogilzed. Myrtle's party was only there

for about twenty minutes, from the Hotel Myrtle, Georgianna, Julia, the

woman idenfifded and two white men went to Mary Turner's home to a party



being given by the Nsgro Labor Council to celebrate the victory at Sears

Robuck Company, the victory was the hiring of negro women as sales clerk

and office work. It seemed these people except Myrtle and Julia were all

from New Jersey. One of the white men who. drove Bill V/allace^s car to

Mary’s was called Max, he was 5ft 4in thin mustache, Jewish decent,black

hair hrovm. eyes, 145 lbs. the other man 5ft 4in., 155 lbs, brown hain an

eyes . After the party left the Hotel they drove to Myrtle's house to

pick up Julia’s car, v;lth Myrtle Julia lead the party to Mary's home.

On arriving at Mary's the police had been called by neighbors, so the

pirty waited until the police left before going in.This v;aS about 12:30

A.M. about thirty- five people were there, among those recognized were

Freda Katz, Margaret Wherry, Ethel Goodman, Albert Brent, Alin Magetovitz

Mary Turner, Eddie Young, C .L. Jennings, Sub Biles, Ike Turner, a^#.. tines

t

of the people were strangers, who seemed to have gotten frighten after

the police left, and they also left soon after the arrival of Myrtle's

party, soon after that Myrtle left in Julia's car, and the Bill Wallace's

car left for the Hotels •
.

LH. LSl-
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Cleveland, Ohio
October 17, 1952

IffiMO, SAG

CCj 100-9265
100-

100-6336
100-225
100-231

(7/ILLIAM HABm)
(ANTHOMT KOVACEVICH)
(JOE KRATJSE>

(SILl/IA BRMDT)
(ERIEDA KATZ)

100-20092 (MARY ECKOS)

100-15908 (VaMES 1ELL3)
100-17087 (CRC)
100-17261 (NEGRO)

The followine is the verbatim report of dated b6

October 10, 1952 received by SA on October b7C

13, 1952. The oriei.nal memo vri.ll be found as serial // b7D

of

“Cleveland, Ohio
October 10, 1952

“On October 2nd, 1952 at 8: P. M. a Civil Ri^ta meeting

TTaa held at 5103 Euclid Avenue, for the purpose of reporting on

the Wooden case and making plans for the Rally for R^eedom iidaich

mil be held at 14101 Kinsman Road for SIMON GERSON^d ISIDOR

BRGUN^two communist leaders i«ho were acquited.

•Among those recognized were BILL HABER, MARY NICKOR,

FREDA KATZ, JULIA BROPJN, JAMES ^ffiLLS, SLY7IA BRANDT, JOE KRAUSE,

JOE PETRAUS, ANTHONY KAVACEGICH, and a white man tiho is up for

deportation, he is about 60 years old, 5 ft. 11 ins., mixed grey

hair, 175 lbs, dark complection, this man brought one hundred

dollars and gave to FEIEDA to be sent to the National office in New
York, but v/hat National office was not made known. The others

present made a collection of nineteen dollars.

'•On the 7/OODEN case FREDA said the Reactionaries put

a negro Judge on the bench to try the case in the name of Judge

PERRY B. JACKSON and he dismissed the case on the lack of evidence.

"FREDA called the Baptist Ministers Alliance, -who were

PMB
b7D
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MEMO, SAG

meeting here in Cleveland and made an appointment to meet Ti?ith them
on Monday Oct. 6, at 11: A.M. At the Freedom Rally where JULIA
will be stationed at the door -will be a fee of fity cents. The
t'wo conmuinist are to come in at 'the Air-Port on Sattirday Oct. 11,
and stop at the Hollander Hotel, "where a party -will be held.”

Care should be used in disseminating the above infor-
mation to paraphrase it so as not to reveal the identity of the

informant.
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Cleveland, Ohio.

October 10, 1952.

On October 2nd, 1952 at 8:p. M. a Givi; Rights meeting was held

at 5103 Eiclid Avenue, for the purpose of reporting on the Wooden case

and making plans for the Rally for Freedom which will be held at 14101

Kinsman Road for Simon Gerson and Isidor Brgun, two communist leaders

who were who were acquited. ,

'
,

Amang those recognized were Bill Haber, Mary Kickor, Freda Katz,

Julia Brown, James Wells, Slyvia Brandt, Joe Krause, Joe Petraus,Anthony

ifevacecich, and a white man whu is up for deportation, he is about 60

years old, 5ft .11 ins., mixed grey hair, 175 ll>s» dark complection,

this man brought one hundred dollars and gave to Freda to be sent to

the National office in Nev; York, but v;hat National office was not made

known. The others present made a collection of nineteen dollars.

On the Wooden case Freda said the Reactionaries put put a negro

Judge on the bench to try the case in the name of Judge Perry B. Jackson

and he dismissed the case on the lack of evidence.

Freda called the Baptist Ministers Alliance, who were meeting here in

Cleveland and made aa appointment to meet with them on Monday Oct. 6,

at 11: A.M. At the Freedom Rally where Julia will be stationed at'%he

door will be a fee of fifty cents. The two communist are to come in at

the Air-Port on Saturday Oct. 11, and stop at the Hollander Hotel, where

a party will be held.



ALL IHFOEHATIOH COMTAIHED
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DATE 02-00-2011 BY 60324UCBAW/SB/CMJ

November 1952

MEMO, SAC:

100-17289 (PUBLICATIONS)
100-3513 (HUNGARIAN ACTIVITIES)

furnished the writer on October 3# 1952,
the following "cwo items of literature which informant re-
ceived on August 15 > 1952, at the Hungarian Hall, 11123
Buckeye Road, Cleveland, Ohio:

(1) A 12 page printed pamphlet captioned
’’New Hungary," Volume II, No. 8, dated
July 25, 1952. This pamphlet is pub-
lished by the Legation of the Hungarian
People’s Republic, Washington, D. C.

(2) A page lithographed press release of
the Legation of the Hungarian People’s
Republic, Washington, D. C. , dated June,
1952, containing a speech by one II4RE

DE(®N at the meeting of the panel on the
development of international trade at
the Moscow International Economic Con-
ference.

e items will be placed in the informant’s file.

SEARCHED inr E;'2D...„
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Our Future Is The Youth
In April 1952, at the Vienna Interna-

tional Conference for the Protection of

Children, the representatives \of 61

countries appealed to the peoples of the

world to consider the protection of chil-

dren a primary obligation. Five hun-

dred delegates called on the govern-

ments to re-investigate methods for the

care of children physically and mentally,

to build up a network of maternity and

infant welfare institutions, children's

hospitals and murseries and to increase

the number of schools. Then, on June

1st, International Children's Day, all

the working people of the world were

asked to devote greater attention to

children: to consider all the means by

which the protection of children might

be insured.

International Children's Day is con-

sidered a significant holiday in the

Hungarian People's Democracy, where

there are impressive statistics to show

how Hungarian children live.

A Sound, Happy life

The anti-democratic policy of the past -

regime oppressed not merely the adult

population, the working class and peas-

ant parents, but the children too. Par-

ents did not possess the means to rear

their children in healthful circumstances.

Because of the lack of lying-in homes,

the unavailability of modern medical

and pharmaceutical care and the un-

satisfactory nutrition, more than 13 out

of every 100 infants died. Pneumonia,

dysentery, tuberculosis and other diseases

every year took the lives of 65,000 chil-

dren under the age of 15 in a country

of 9 million people. Traffic accidents

also decimated the children ‘Of the

poor. Working parents could not afford

private supervision for their children,

and there were no kindergartens and

day nurseries available.' Every year

over a thousand little children roaming

the streets were run over and killed.

Margit Sebjan, daughter of a peasant^ reading the Pioneer newspaper ^^Pajtas”

Since the Liberation the life of the

children has changed. Under the Five-

Year Plan (1950-54), the people's State
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IS spending 1,500 million forints ($140,-

000,000) on the new generation. 43 new
lying-in homes, nux’series, playgrounds

and all the other ostablishments for im-

proved child welfaiqe are being built,

in addition to new hospitals and clinics.

While the working-class and peasant

parents work in the factories or in the

fields, trained nurses -and kindergarten

personnel care for their children in day

nurseries. The great advancement is

indicated quite well by the fact that in

Hungary today there is room for ten

times as many children in day nurseries

as there was before the Liberation,

and in 1954 there will be room for

thirty times as many. The capacity of

the day nurseries' will be increased

from 400 in 1938 to 130,000.

t̂ain resorts or on the shores of Lake

Balaton. This year 68,000 children are

enjoying their holidays at such places.

Sixty-five Percent of Students from

the Working Class and Peasantry

Before the Liberation the education

of the working-class and peasant chil-,

dren was very much neglected. Al-

though the completion of elementary

school studies was supposed to be com-

pulsory, 63 per cent of all children

dropped out of school before the age

of twelve because they were needed at

home to help earn money. Besides,

they could not afford books and other

supplies. In effect the “cultural policy”

of the ruling classes closed the gates

of the schools to them.

A national network of medical and

pharmaceutical services and the in-

stitution of visiting nurses protect the

health of the children. There are medi-

cal and dental offices providing free

examinations and treatments in the

school districts. Children in need of

treatment are cared for at special

children’s clinics and hospitals. Today
the working-class and peasant children

may also find a place in school sana-

toria, where less seriously ill children

can regain th^ir health without in-

terrupting their studies.

New playgrounds and sports fields

are being opened in cities and villages

alike. The children of the working

class can spend their holidays at moun-

Under the laws of the People’s De-

mocracy all children are assured of the

opportunity to complete the eight grades

of elementary school, and school-age

children may not be employed.

This year 65
.
per cent of secondary

school students are working class and

peasant children. More and more stu- '

dents are receiving scholarships, and

an ever-increasing number are graduat-

ing. The professions of which these <

children could only dream in the past
.

have been opened to them; they m^y
now become doctors, engineers, teachers, ,

scientists or artists.

The Pioneer Movement

Very much has been done for the new

happy life of Hungarian children by
the Pioneer Movement, which is the larg-
est children’s organization. Four years
ago it had only 1,600 members. Today
700,000 Pioneers, wearing the -blue and
red Pioneer ties, are active in 6,500

troops.

Pioneer Homes, whose number is

increasing every year, provide settings

for many joyful events in a child’s life.

In these homes children study and play
together. A library and film projecting
facilities are available for amusement
and study, and there are chess and
table tennis sets as well as gymnastic
apparatus. Many festivities and team
competitions are held here regularly.

- The Hungarian Pioneers put out a
r number of periodicals. The largest is

,“A Pajtas” (The Chum), a weekly
'printed in 200,000 copies. It depicts
the life of children faithfully and ex-
presses their wishes. “Kisdobos” (The
Little Drummer) is an excellent literary

publication for children; it is edited by
^ the Kossuth-prize-winning writer and

poet Zoltan Zelk.

The Hungarian People’s Democracy
built the Pioneer Stadium on one of
the lovliest spots of Budapest: beautiful

Margaret Island.

The State Pioneer Department Store
is another favorite place for children.

Its brightly lit rooms contain every-

a child may need: toys, sports

e|^%iment, books, furniture, shoes ,and
clotll^g.

International Children's Day for

Hungc^gn Chfldren
* '

For International Children’s Day the

Hungarian children arranged displays

in their schools. Their drawings, water
colors, and other exhibitions reflected

not merely the happy life of the Hun-
garian^ children themselves but also

their syni^^ihy for the children of

Korea suftl^ng the horrors of war and
for the young people toiling under
colonial oppression. The children took

part enthusiastically in collections to

aid the Korean children. Not only did

they collect money, clothing and medi-

cines, but many sent their favorite toys

to show their affection for the children

in far-away Korea,

The Hungarian People’s Democracy
is rallying to the appeal of the In-

ternational Conference for the Protec-

tion of Children, It made June 1st

indeed “a great demonstration for peace

and friendship am'bng the people in

every city, factory and village.”
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Program Of Electrification

In the capitalist era, electricity, effi-

cient source of energy as well as a

provider of comfort and culture, was

available only to a fraction of the Him-
garian working people. Only 875 of

the 3,400 Villages of the country were

linked up to the electric power network,

and many of the working people in the

villages supplied with electricity had to

do without it in their homes because

the owners of the electrical works

set the price for electric current far

beyond the reach of ordinary people.

After the liberation of Hungary,

imder the Three-Year Plan for recon-

struction (1947-1949), the working

people rebuilt and enlarged the power

stations damaged by the war. A net-

work of new transmission lines was

constructed, making the distribution of

electrical energy easier. The electrifi-

cation of' villages began: During the

Plan electricity was introduced into 455

villages, and innumerable State farms,

machine stations, and producer coopera-

tives ^vere linked up with the electric

power network.

^ Under the Five-Year Plan (1950-1954),

which is to develop Hungary into an

industrial country, electrification is pro-

ceeding rapidly. The Three-Year Plan

increased electric power output to about

150 per cent of the pre-war level; the

Five-Year Plan wiU further increase the

capacity of -the Hungarian power stations

to about five times the 1938 level. A
whole string of new, high-capacity power

plants are being built under the Plan,

including the “November 7 Power Sta-

tion” of Inota. This power station,

supplied with coal from a modern,

mechanized lignite mine, began generat-

ing power on November 7, 1951. ^

In addition to thermo-electric power

stations, a hydro-electric power plant is

also being constructed under the Plan:

This is the Tiszalok Power Plant, the

power production of which will exceed

55 miUion kilowatt hours annually.

In the first year of the Five-Year

Plan, in 1950, Hungary’s output of elec-

tric power increased by 18.4 per cent

and, in the second year, "in 1951, by

18.9 per cent. Increasing production

has made it possible to supply hundreds

of additional villages with electricity.

During the first two years of the Plan,

a total of 284 villages, 145 State farms,

121 producer cooperatives, and 63 ma-

chine stations were electrified. By 1954,

the end of the Five-Year Plan, every

Hungarian village will have electricity;

there will be no place in Hungary where,

with the help of electricity, the light o'f

culture will not shine.

Mechanization of

Agriculture
The State farms in Pest County have

mechanized 80 per cent of the agricul-

tural work. They use. tractor-driven

cultivators and machines which make
the thinning of plants easier. Much of

the hoeing is also being done by ma-

chines. ‘
'

The Budapest Conveying Machinery

Fa'ctory has begun the manufacture of

excavators. These machines will play

an important part in the ever-growing

Hungarian construction industry.
Part of the ‘‘November 7” power station, in Inota,
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The Miners See The Light
Coal mining in Hungary in the past

was one of the most backward indus-

tries in Europe. The semi-colonial

country, with its primitive agriculture

and poorly developed industry, had nd
need for modernizing the mining of

coal. Chief .working tools were the

miner^s pick and shovel.

Mechanization of coal hewing, loading,

and sorting, and modern safety installa-

tions were known at best by hearsay,

from the stories of miners who had
emigrated abroad to escape the misery

of the miners^ life in Hungary. Pro-

duction was consequently low. In 1938,

the last year before the war, the

entire coal production of Hungary
hardly exceeded nine million tons, or

barely one ton of coal per inhabitant

annually. And a great part of this

coal was—lignite!

The miners' lives, as well- as the

methods of coal mining, reminded one

of the middle ages in the strictest

sense of the word. The miners' villages,

which consisted of rows of straw-

covered huts, lining dusty streets, were
neglected and shut off from all cul-

*

tural contact. The men who pro-

duced the combustible fuel of the power
stations could not afford electricity in.

their homes; smokey petroleum lamps

were their source of light. And when
the miners attempted to fight for higher

wages or for the most primitive social

gains, they were answered with volleys

of bullets from the rifles of the police.

Since the Liberation the Hungarian
cbal-mining industry .has undergone

tremendous development. An industrial

and cultural revolution has come to the

mining districts. It was an utmost

necessity that this happen because the

backward country of the past has been

transformed into a manufacturing coun-

try whose industrialization is rapidly

advancing. The great factories, the

giant power stations being erected one

after the other need more coal than

ever.

"The truly revolutionary pace of de-

velopment can be clearly illustrated by
the following data: During the Three-

Year Plan, ended in 1949, coal pto-

'duction, which before the war was nine

million tons, increased in spite of the

devastations of war to almost twelve

million tons. The Five-Year Plan calls

for production three times that of 1938,

that is 27.5 million tons of coal by the

end of 1954. This means that coal

production annually will be three tons

per inhabitant of the country.

Such results naturally cannot in any

way be attained with the ancient pick

and shovel methods. The Government,

therefore, has advanced the mechaniza-

tion of mines through large invest-

ments. The aim is to make them
veritable underground factories, where

heavy labor is performed by machines

instead of men.

The Soviet people sent Donbas com-

bines, hundreds of rubber conveyors,

coal-drawing machines, electrical drill-

ing machines. Using these most modern
machines as models, it. was possible to

. begin the manufacture of up-to-date

mining machinery in Hungary. The
result was that in 1951 more than two-

thirds of the conveying work was per-

formed mechanically and by the end

of the Five-Year Plan 80 per cent of

this work will have been mechanized.

Production has increased proportion-

ately, for the workers have learned to

love the machines. As a consequence,

the miners fulfilled their plan by 10L3
per cent in the first quarter' of 1952,

" Great care is taken for the protection

e of the miners.

producing 15 per cent more coal than

in the same period the year before.

Anyone who visits the Hungarian
mining districts can fully understand

the enthusiasm of the miners for their

work because not only the Inner face

'of the mines has been transformed in

these districts; not only has the work
become easier,, more healthful, and
safer; the empire of the one-time gen-

darme-bayonet rule, of the era of dirty

and dark huts has ’ disappeared. The
Hungarian People's Republic shows af-

fectionate concern for the heroes of the

underground coal battles.

Their wages have been raised, miners

with good production records receiving

high premium pay. All miners may
spend their paid holidays in the most
beautiful summer resorts of the country.

In place of the neglected miners' vil-

lages of pre-Liberation days, appear

modern, sunny, healthful miners' towns.

Such a town is Komlo—one of the

sorriest of miners' villages before the

'Liberation, with only three thousand in-

habitants. During the Three-Year Plan

this number increased to seven thousand;

at present seventeen thousand people

live there. By 1954, the end of the

Five-Year Plan, a population of sixty

thousand is anticipated. A whole new
town has been born; the healthful new
dwellings with their wide windows are

surrounded by a park; the town has a ,

house of culture, a cinema, and many
other cultural institutions.

And' the same changed picture greets

visitors in all, Hungarian miners' vil-

..lages. The collieries are easily reached

from the villages by regular bus lines,

and .everywhere there are new clinics,

day nurseries, kindergartens, and schools

to take care of the health and de-

velopment of the miners and their

families.

A miner in Hungary today leads a

quiet, cultured, and highly respected

life. They have changed from human
moles leading the life of animals in the

depths of the earth into respected work-

ers, the best of w;hom are decorated by
the Government with the highest awards

and distinctions. The Hungarian work-

ing people are proud of their miners,

who are producing in ever increasing

quantities an indespensable material for

the rapid development of industry.
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Growth Of Peace Movement
On June 1st, Peace Meetings were

held in Budapest and the 19 county

seats of Hungary. They were attended

by the best workers of the factories, the

best working peasants and representa-

tives of the intelligentsia. Bepresenting

the millions rallied behind the Hunga-
rian peace movement, they pledged their

determined support of the cause of

peace, and reported on their work
for the well-being of the country.

In the capital 500, and in the county

seats a total of 6,400 deputies partici-

pated in the Peace Meetings. During
their preparations for the meetings, the

working people of the country once

again demonstrated that they had come
to understand that good work is at one
with the defense of the country and
the safeguarding of peace. In 'the

factories and villages preparations for

the Peace Meetings included efforts to

overfulfill goals of the Plan, “peace

shifts,” and drives to help those back-

ward in production.

The delegates of the working people

of the capital assembled in the main
hall of the Budapest Academy of Music.

Kalman Pongracz, chairman of the

Executive Committee of the Budapest

Municipal Council delivered the keynote

speech to the i^Uy. He said in part:

“Attention to international affairs is

the basis for the everyday work of our

peace committees. If our working

people see clearly that they share in

the world-wide struggle against war,

they will draw conclusions from this

fact and measure up even better in

their daily work. We are proud to

report that in this respect our ^peace

movement has made particularly signi-

ficant progress. International questions

are more and more regularly discussed

at the peace meetings.”

Mr. Pongracz reported on the results

achieved during the preparation for the

Peace Meetings held in towns and vil-

lages. In the first half of May, 15,000

local peace meetings were held in Buda-
pest. At these meetings the working

people discussed how to help the pres-

ervation of peace. Many of them ma'de

pledges to do their work better because

in that way they can take active part

in the struggle for building the country

and make it strong for the protection

of peace.

The peace meetings had many foreign

guests, some of them spoke about the

struggle of peace of their own country.

At the Budapest meeting, certificates"

of honor were awarded by the National

Peace Council to 50 partisans of peace

from Budapest who had done outstand-

ing work. Before the awards were pre-

sented, Academician Erzsebet Andies,

chairman of the National Peace Council,

spoke:

“The Hungarian people—she said

—

know very well that the strengthening

of the power of our country is their

most valuable contribution to the cause

of peace. It was not a matter of pure

chance that the Hungarian people dele-

gated to the peace meetings those who
are outstanding in work. This is how
the peace meetings have become confer-

ences of the best sons and daughters of

the Hungarian people. This is' why at

these conferences so much is said of

ever more effective work. This is why
these conferences will bring great

results and why they will be followed

by an unprecedented rise of activity in

the peace movement in Hungary.”

The day of the meetings coincided

with the International Children’s Day.

During the morning, children’s pro-

grams were arranged at various points

of the capital to amuse the little

ones. In the afternoon and evening

orchestras, cultural ensembles of fac-

.tories, professional artists and Pioneer

groups offered rich entertainment.

There was great enthusiasm at the

county peace meetings also. Foreign

guests participated and spoke at a
number^ of them. Everywhere in

the country the audiences demonstrated

unanimously for the immediate release

of Jacques Duclos and Anldre Stil.

These meetings made the working

people more deeply aware of their

solidarity with the other freefdom-loving

peoples of the world. They gave a
new impetus to the Hungarian people

to do their best for the preservation of

peace.

Romanian Hungarian

Agreement
^The delegation of the Romanian

People’s Republic and the Hungarian

People’s Republic have signed an agree-

ment of trade and payment for 1952.

The agreement, signed in Bucharest, ^

calls for an increase in the volume of

trade over the previous year. The Hun-
garian People’s Republic will ship ma-
chines, machine tools, communication

equipment, rolled goods and medicines.

The Romanian People’s Republic will,

in turn, send timber, oil and and

chemical products, minerals and heavy

industrial equipment.Jn on~the~Job-meeting called to plan a peace rally.

\
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They
Under the Five-Year Plan big proj-

ects are being built, the like of which

have never before been constructed in

Hungary. Furthermore, there now
exists a program for a sharp rise in

productivity and in the living standard

of the people that would have been

impossible to reach with the old tech-

niques and the old equipment. The

working people, the factory managers
and the industrial leaders, who at the

time of‘the launching of the Plan did

not have as yet sufficient practice in

planning, thought that the objectives of

the Plan could be attained) only if each

in his own field would enlarge the

capacity of his plant with high invest-

ments.

The Experience of Plccnning

'The actual realization of the Plan,

however, has brought a number of

surprises. It has been found that the

ingenuity of the workers, the effective

application of advanced Soviet work
methods and the changed attitude of

the working people towards their work
—^which they no longer consider as

drudgery but as a matter of honor for

themselves and for society—are ex-

posing huge, up-to-now hidden reserves

within the plants. It has become clear

that, although large investments are

needed to reach the targets of the

Five-Year Plan, the reserves tapped in

the course of production may cancel the

nefe^ for part of the investment alloca-

tions.

The successful carrying out of the

Five-Year Plan so far has given the

Hungarian working people another im-

portant experience: they have learned

that the sums they save from invest-

ments may be effectively spent by the

State elsewhere to accelerate projects

of national importance.

The Thrift Movement is Launched

On the basis of this experience, dur-

ing the last few weeks a new, highly

significant movement has been launched

by the Hungarian working people.

Early in April the workers at the

Gyor Wagon Factory announced in

a letter that, considering the output

of their factory, the capacity still un-

used and the reserves opened up, they

found that they could fulfill and even

overfulfill their goals "without using all

of their investment allocations. There-

fore, they were willing to free 2,725,000

forints* of their investment appropria-

-•—
^ —

Save For Themselves
tions and to make this sum available

for the people's economy to spend on

other important projects of the Plan.

The workers of the Gyor Wagon Fac-

tory were able to accomplish these

tremendous savings by the use of tech-

nical improvements, the rearrangement

of machines and the simplification of

the material conveying system within

the plant. Thus, the purchase of a

whole array of machines became need-

less. Of, course, the sums appropriated

for the greater welfare of the working

people, for health protection and other

social benefits, were not cut a single

penny.

National Responses

The challenge of the Gyor workers

found a ready, response all over the

country and gave rise to a powerful

movement. The leaders of the plants

carefully re-examined their investment

plans, took stock of their resources and

discussed how they, too, could return

part of *their investment funds to the

people's
,
economy. It turned out that

there was hardly a plant which, if it

scrutinized existing opportunities and

utilized them, could not affect signifi-

cant savings in the field of investments.

What are the ways and means by

which the working people in Hungarian

factories effect savings?

The MAVAG Factory, whose savings

exceed 3,500,000 forints, finds better or-

anization the best source of savings.

The directors of the Csepel Automobile

Factory found that through the better

utilization of Soviet experience, with

the acceleration of manufacturing tech-

nology and with simplification in new
constructions, they could save over

3,000,000 forints. In the Ganz Ship-

yards, with just a more efficient utiliza-

tion of available space, the building of

a 600,000 forint store-room and an

820.000 forint laboratory was made
unnecessary. The working people of

the Kobanya Textile Mills are saving

800.000 forints as they begin not to

store the goods before they go to the

finishing shop but to send them directly

to be processed. In this way there is

no need for the building of a new
store-room. The Construction Elements

Factory, on the other hand, eliminated

the need for a more than one-million

forint travelling crane this year by

reorganizing production processes. A
long list of examples could be given to

show what a treasury of up-to-now

hidden reserves has been opened up by
the enthusiasm of the working people in

various plants.

How the Savings Are Spent

What do these savings mean for

Hungarian national economy? How do

they accelerate the construction of the

big Hungarian peace projects? What
new projects do they make possible?

Let us take a single example. The
Ozd Metallurgical Plants in Northern

Hungary this year received an appro-

priation of 40 million forints tb set up
a new agglomerating shop. When,
however, the working people reorgan-

ized the work of the already existing

agglomerating installation, coordinated

the work of the charging and the con-

veying systems and changed to the

Soviet system of production according

to graphs, it turned out that the ca-

pacity of the existing agglomerator

could be increased about 40 per cent;

this, the installation of a new one

became unnecessary. From this saving

of 40 million forints three modern
Martin-Siemens furnaces can be built.

The rapid spread of the “Thrift in

Investments” movement, its great re-

sults and the careful attention with

which the working people are re-examin-

ing their plans are further proof of

the enthusiasm with which the Hun-
garian working people are fulfilling

their Five-Year Plan and building

socialism.

* 100 forints is equal to $8.42.

Radio Log
Radio Budapest broadcasts to North

America every evening at 7.30 P. IVI. and

at 11:00 P.M., Eastern Standard Time.

There is a variety of programs that are

of particular attention value as follo'ws:

Sunday evenings: Radio Mailbag (an-

swering mail from listeners).

Tuesday evenings: Life in Hungary.

Thursday evenings: Peace Round-up*

Saturday evenings: Musjlc from Hun-
gary and other lands.

These programs are broadcast on the

following wave 'lengths:

meters megacycles

19.35 15.49

25.00 11.99

30.5 9.83 .
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Stadium Nears Completion
be completed in 20- days. Thus the

machine stations have to be prepared

for the harvest to be able to put the

largest possible number of machines

into operation. They must utilize them
to capacity and thus reduce the hand
reaping of grains to a minimum.

In 1951 over 3,000 tractors, 1,250

binders, 850 harvesters and 850 stack-

ers were made available to the Hun-
garian village. The series production

of harvester combines, has been begun.

There has been a 50 per cent increase

in the number of machine station em-
ployees. The proportion of women
workers at the machine stations is 40

per cent. The pace of mechanization is

accelerating and by the end of the Five-

Year Plan 50 per cent of the harvest

work will be done by machine power.

The Coniribution of the

.Xocal Council

The Local Councils are responsible

"for the direction of the harvest prepara-

tions and the preliminary organization

of deliveries. The Councils hold con-

ferences, with the State farms, producer

cooperatives and machine stations and
coordinate the plans of these various

units.

The Local Councils assess the avail-

-able manpower, traction power, vehicles,

implements and -fueb^ well before the

beginning of the harvest. They de-

termine ‘what is still needed and make
provisions for reserves. They organize

signalling services, call the best workers

of the socialist sector and the in-

dividually farming peasants together^to

exchange experiences, they hold dis-

cussions on new work methods and
new processes, and supervise the

schedules. ^ Thus they render direct aid

to the working peasantry not only in

the socialist sector, but in the ranks

of individually farming peasants also.

The Local Councils provide for the

planned effective cooperation of State

farms, producer cooperatives and ma-
chine stations and the precise execution

of the resolution of the Council of

Ministers. The Councils organize and
supervise the work competitions which

have grown popular in agriculture also.

They will submit recommendations for

the decoration and rewarding of the

agricultural workers, work teams and
brigades, the producer cooperatives and
groups doing the best work and attain-

ing the top results, which is customary

•every year.

Going from the Eastern Railway

Station towards Hungarian Boulevard

in Budapest, one can see two huge con-

struction projects now under way. One
under ground and the other above

ground, they serve widely different pur-

poses, but they have one great thing in

common: they are both creations of the

Five-Year Plan. The first is the ter-

minus of the Underground Railway;

the second is the largest stadium in

Central Europe, the Budapest People^s

Stadium.

The erection of the large stadium

was made necessary by the steady and
tremendous development of Hungarian
sports life after 1945: the transforma-

tion of many branches of sports into

mass sports and the public's increasing

interest in them. The new. Underground

Railway will help to solve the problem

of simple, speedy transportation for the

masses going to the stadium.

The stands of the People's Stadium

now under construction will hold 100,000

people. The People's Democracy has

called into existance what was always

promised but never put into effect by
Horthy-fascism: the building of a huge,

up-to-date stadium large enough to hold

even an Olympiad.

The 360x260 Meter Stadium

The huge ellipse makes an impressive

sight: the border of the opposite west-

ern stand is 260 meters from the en-

trance, and the long diameter measures

360 meters.

The stands are completely open

but there is a covered promenade

extending around the ground floor

under the ferfo-concrete building, which,

in case of rain, can shelter 80,000

people.

The Sportsgrounds

The sports grounds have also been

planned effectively. The soccen field

in the middle is surrounded by a 400-

meter red cinder running track and a

3,000 meter obstacle course with water

ditches on the eastern side.

Behind the two goals there . will be

grounds for field events. Plans for

these were made only after meteoro-

logical conditions had been studied. No
matter the direction of the wind, the

competitors can choose a favorable con-

test ground. Thus the possibility for

controversies is eliminated.

The beautiful People's Stadium will

be opened for 80,000 people next' year,

on April 4, 1953, at the annual’ cele-

bration of Liberation Day. !Within the

next two years construction will be

extended for 20,000 more spectators,

About 80 percent of the entire con-

struction of the stadium consists of as-

sembling pre-fabricated elements. In

beauty and architectural mastery the

Budapest People's Stadium, will rank

among the world's outstanding stadia.
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Transformation Of A Village
Near the western border of Hungary,

in County Vas, on the river Raba, lies

the village of Rabahidveg. Its past is

similar to that of many other Hungarian

villages. Of its 4,700 acre^ 1,200 be-

longed to Baron Swebach and 2,800 to

the Kulaks and the Catholic Church.

135 families in the village did not

own any land at all ; of these 32

families served the Baron, and the rest

moved about from place to place as

migratory farm laborers.

The annual wage of those who worked

for the Baron was 20 pengoes (in pre-

war currency 11 pengoes were worth

5 dollars), and 50 bushels of wheat.

The* villagers knew very little of the

world outside. Only a few of them

got farther than the third grade of

elementary school. They never read a

newspaper, and they hardly ever saw

a book.

The exterior of the village has not

changed much- in the last seven years.

Only two new concrete bridges and. 29

new dwellings have been built. These

new houses, however, were built for a

new type of villager. For those who

are interested in the world beyond their

garden fence, who visit the new culture

house, study at special agricultural and

general educational courses and are

getting used to caring about the affairs

of the whole country. They read news-

papers and attend meetings, and more

and more of them are taldng part in

the work of the local council.

The greatest change in the life of the

villagers was due to the fact that the

land now belongs to the working

peasants and that -the symbol of the

peasantry of the future—the cooperative

—has appeared. Three years ago ten

brave new landholders formed a co-

operative. Today it has 156 members,"

80 of whom joined this year and brought

with them 560 acres of land. Jn 1949,

when the cooperative started, its live-

stock consisted of two horses and two

oxen. Today there are 68 head of

cattle, 385 pigs and 11 pairs of horses.

New stables, fattening sheds, breeding

stables 'and two fodder silos have been

built.

The villagers are proud of their co-

operative^ It extends over a total of

1,680 acres of land and is led by a

former landless peasant. In the last

harvest the yield of the cooperative was

about four bushels higher than the

average yield of the village peasants not

in the cooperative. The income of the

members was 19 forints in cash, 6.2

pounds of wheat, two pounds of rye,

two pounds of corn, two pounds of

barley, two poimds of oats and two and

BEFORE

a half pounds of sugar for each work

unit. Each cooperative member gives

a minimum of 120 work units, or work-

ing days, per year.

The women of the village have also

experienced a great change in the past

seven years. Some of them hold lead-

ing positions in the cooperative and on

the local council. The village has its

own cultural group, a library with a

permanent membership of 250, Satur-

day and Sunday cinema performapees

and a number of the villagers now sub-

scribe regularly to newspapers.

The children of the village, after

cpmpleting eight years of elementary

school are sent to the secondary school

of a nearby town. Some of them are

planning on "a university education.

AFTER

Natural Science

Reservations

In Hungary today reservation areas

are important media for natural science

training. The number of such areas,

which are under the control of the

National Council for the Protection of

Nature, is constantly increasing. Most

recently “Duzzogo Lake” near Szekes-

fehervar in Transdanubia, was turned

into a reservation area. The lake is

surrounded by forests containing the

most varied types of trees. Two granite-

stone areas in the Velence mountain

region and the rocky hills hear the

villages of Pakozd and Sukoro', which

have assumed unusual shapes because

of the successive effects of rain and.

wind, have also been turned into a

reservation area. Alcsut park, which

had in the past been restricted to use

by the ruling classes, will also be

turned into such an area. The park

is particularly interesting because of

its botanical treasures. ISight of the netc dwellings built in Rabahidveg*
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The Role of the National Philharmonia
Every year in Hungary today there

are presented more than a thousand
symphony concerts, chamber music pro-

grams and solo performances. For al-

most every one of these the “Sold Out”
sign must be hung on the box office of

the Academy of Music, of Bartok Hall,

of the Municipal Theatre, which is the

second opera house in Budapest, or of

the auditoriums in the smaller cities.

These thousand concerts are many
times more tha;n the number that used
to be arranged for an exclusive stratum
of the population in pre-Liberation Hun-
gary. Today ninety per cent of all

concert tickets are bought by the work-
ing masses at their places of employ-
ment through the agency of their cul-

tural representatives. Because of the

great popular interest^ concert halls

have proved too small, and almost every
series of programs must be repeated.

Tasks of Gulturdl Policy

The task of National Philharmonia,
a recently formed concert organizing

establishment, differs essentially from
that of the old concert bureaus that

were conducted solely on a business

basis. Its purpose is to give education

in the arts and to satisfy the musical

needs of the new Hungarian concert

audiences. In addition to arranging
concerts. National Philharmonia turns

the aims of the national cultural policy

into^ reality; it establishes a new link

between audiences and performers.

It is the task of National Philhar-

monia to turn the interest of the

-audience into knowledge and to bring
out the meaning of music in a form
that will educate the musically less ad-

vanced public. For this reason next
yearns concerts will be introduced by
brief explanatory lectures, and popular
literature will be published about com-
posers and their works.

In the interest of creating a close

tie with the public. National Philhar-

monia is organizing a correspondence
group, with whose help of criticism and
inquiries into public opinion it will

improve upon its work.

Program Policy

The experience of the 1951-52 season
showed that the new concert audiences
are impressionable and free from prej-

udices. The programs, therefore, are
drawn up to suit them, though they
also aim to serve the development

^
of

Hungarian artists.

In drawing up the programs the di-

rectors take care to avoid crowding
together many unknown or new works.

The most popular composers in Hun-
gary today are Bach, Beethoven, Haydn,
Mozart and Tchaikovsky; but Debussy,

Ravel, Respighi, De Falla, Richard

Strauss, Shostakovich, Khachaturian,

Kabalevsky, Allan Bush and Ireland,

besides Bartok, Kodaly, Weiner and the

,new Hungarian composers, Szabo, Far-

kas and Servansky, are receiving more
and more appreciation.

Three Kinds of Programs

As a rule National Philharmonia ar-

ranges three kinds of concerts: One
kind, which is organized from the view-

point of music history, has an educa-

tional aim. (It contains works by Bach,
Handel, Mozart, and the like, who are

masters of a certain period, classics of

musical literature.) The second kind

aims at stimulating the interest of the

new public and developing further the

taste of the old concert-goers by giving

them popular works. (The works range
from Bach to Prokofiev, Liszt, Tchaikov-

sky
^ and other modern composers and

orchestral masters of the 19th and 20th

centuries.) The third kind of program
is devoted to the works of one composer.

(There are Beethoven evenings or Cho-
pin evenings or Bartok evenings.)

In deciding on a certain series of con-

certs National Philharmonia takes into

consideration not only its educational

aims but also the abilities, inclinations

and requests of Hungarian performing
artists.

Perfonnittg Artists and Youth.

National Philharmonia insures the

Hungarian artists of regular work;, it

draws up their concert programs and ,

then, with their cooperation, makes the

final arrangements. In this way it is ,

able to serve their best interests.

National Philharmonia does not for-

get to provide for the education of
young artists and to make it possible

for them to appear on the concert

stage. Young graduates likely to be-
come performing artists are being given
more and more opportunities to perform
in Budapest and in the provinces. The
development of young talent is very
important, for^it is the youth who will

become the creators of Hungarian con-

cert life tomorrow. Therefore, great
care is taken to let young artists appear
at just the right moment, not too early

•but just as soon as they have acquired

the knowledge enabling them to be good

musicians in both theory and practice.

This is a procedure in which accom-

plished affists are glad to lend their

instruction and their judgement.

Stale Symphony Orchestra

The Hungarian Symphony Orchestra

works within the framework of Na-
tional Philharmonia, This orchestra

annually gives 110-120 concerts of a

very high standard. In winter they

are held in the Municipal Theatre, and
in summer in the open air. With its

program policy, the development of its

inner life and the rising level of its

performances, the Hungarian State

Symphony Orchestra is well on the way
to becoming a first-rate orchestra com-
pletely able to fulfill its aims.

In addition to performances by the

State Symphony Orchestra, there are

many concerts in Hungary today by
the symphony orchestras of the Iron

Workers Trade Union, the State Rail-

way, the Hungarian Railway, the Civil

Services Trade Union and the Philhar-

monic Society.

Musical Life in the Provinces

National Philharmonia is faced with

the most important task of organizing

concert life in the provinces, a life

which was entirely neglected in the

past. It has to create musical centers,

where musical life will thrive.

This year branches of National Phil-

harmonia are being formed in Miskolc

and in Szeged, which in time will de-

velop into independent philharmonic

groups. Their activities will extend to

more than one town: the Miskolc group,

for instance, will work in Northern

Hungary and the Szeged group in

Southern Hungary. Helped by coopera-

tion between National Philharmonia

and local conservatories, these groups

will later on become independent pro-

fessional orchestras.

Gyor, Sopron, Szombathely and Pecs

already have their own permanent or-

chestras. As a result of the patronage

extended by the State Symphony Or-

chestra, these orchestz*as are rapidly

improving the quality of their perform-

ances. It is a question of only a short

time before they, too, will attain the

high artistic level of the symphony
orchestra in Budapest.
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Translation of Jorge Amado's Works
I

Spring Art Exhibition

j

The Annual Spring Art Exhibition

\

had its gala opening in the Gallery of

Pine Arts in Budapest. The opening
i speech was made by the painter Istyan

Csok, who has won the Kossuth Prize

twice and is chairman of the Associa;

tion of Hungarian Artists. Mr. Csok
stressed that Hungarian artists have
every opportunity to develop their

talent, and that their task now is to

create works which would be under-

stood and liked by the 'people. The
slogan of Hungarian artists should be
“For the people, in the defense of

peace.”

State Rural Theater

The State Rural Theater has just

returned from its third highly success-

ful tour of Pejer County. In the past

five months the Rural Theater has

spent a total of 37 days in the villages.

In some of them the demand for tickets

was so great that two performances

had to be held daily.

Miholy Munkacsy Exhibition

In June and July the "Ministry of

People^s Culture and the National Cen-

ter of Museums and Memorials sponsor-

ed a Mihaly Munkacsy Memorial"' ex-

hibition in the Budapest' > Gallery of

Pine Arts. 'i

New Historical Play"'

!

^
< In the coming season the Budapest

,
National Theater - will present thje

i historical play “Example at Ozora,”

which is set in the, period of the Hun-
garian revolution of 1848. The play

f was written by Gyula
,
Illyes, a winner

^
of the. Kossuth Prize.

Educators Meet "

T

The Union of Hungarian Educators
'

, held a two-day conference in Budapest.

The delegates attended the opening of

the Exhibition of Pedagogic Innovations.

The materials displayed—^mainly pro-

jects for object lesson methods—were

sent in by more than 1,000 educators

from various parts of the country.

New Soviet Ballet in Budapest

A new Soviet^ Ballet, “The Fountain

of Bakhchiserai,” with music by Assa-

fyev, and based on the poem by Pushkin,

, was presented in the Hungarian capital.

R. Zakharov, Ballet master of the Mos-

cow Bolshoi Theater, who has won the

Stalin prize several times, directed the

ballet.

The Literary Publishers have recently

'released a Hungarian translation of

Brazilian writer Jorge Amado’s novel

“Jubaiba.” The book depicts the life

and struggle of Brazilian Negroes.

World Literary Review

The Association of Hungarian Writers

is* planning to publish a World Literary

Review. The Review, which is to ap-

pear monthly, will carry articles deal-

ing with foreign literary events,

theoretical discussions and literature in

^ general.

Garden Literary Review

j

The Budapest District Council has

set up a garden library. In this library,

^hich contains 16,000 volumes, books

can be read in comfort at tables placed

in a beautiful garden. The library has

many visitors.

Book Shows

The Hungarian National Peace Coun-

cil, working with the State Publishing

House, arranged a series of book shows

and literary evenings from May 26th

to June first as part of the June 1st

,
peace rally. *

Alon^ Bush in Budapest .

Alan Bush, the British composer and

conductor, was recently a guest of the

Budapest Academy of Music. Mr.

B??§h( conducted the Hungarian State

Symphony - Orchestra in a performance

of Mozart’s Magic Flute Overture, his

Cello Concerto, with Vera Denes as

splpjst, the London Overture by Ire-

land apd^.Beethoven’s Third Symphony.

Film" D^egation in Germany

A four-member
^ ;
delegation of film

technicians recently left for the German
Democratic Republic to study film pro-

ducing techpique there.

Foreign Language Academy

Next September, an evening session

will be added to the new type of foreign

language academy opened in September,

1951 in Budapest. At present 250,

* students are studying Russian, English,

French or German in the school. In

three years they will be trained as

interpreters and specialized translato*rs.

Next year the school will admit 500

students.

Foreign Trade
French Trade Agreement

Representatives of the French and

Hungarian governments have agreed

to extend the French-Hungarian Trade

Agreement for one more year. It calls

for the shipment of agricultural pro-

duce, and light and heavy industrial

products from Hungary, while France

is to send various raw materials and

semi-finished articles to Hungary. At

the same time, Jacques Delalatude,

French Minister to Budapest, and Istvan

Antos, First Deputy of the Hungarian

Minister of Finance, exchanged docu-

ments ratifying last year’s agreement

and signed some papers regulating pay-

ments.

Trade with Finland

A trade agreement between Hungary

and Finland was signed in Helsinki on

November 5, 1951. Valid for 1952, the

agreement is estimated to reach 3.5

million dollars in each direction. Fin-

nish exports to Hungary will include

pulpwood and wood pulp, telegraph

poles, sawn goods, cellulose, paper,

synthetic textile materials and ma-

chinery.

Hungarian exports tp Finland will

include sugar, agricultural products,

floor and wall tiles, porcelain, motor-

cycles, bicycle parts, machinery, chemi-

cals and textiles.

Norwegian Trade with Himgary

The
,
trade agreement between Hun-

gary and' Norway was renewed in 'Jan-

uary 1952, for a further year. Hun-

gary will export sugar, radio parts, cut

hardwood, hemp, thread, glass for’*^

vacuum flasks, fabrics, incandescent

lamps and other commodities, including

sewing machines. The Norwegian ex-

ports will include oils, fats, fish, chemi-

cals, wood pulp, staple rayon fibre and

machines.

Agreement with Bulgaria

'A one-year trade and payment agree-

ment between Hungary and Bulgaria

was signed in Budapest on February 28.

The agreement provided for a substan-

tial increase in the volume of goods to

be exchanged between the two countries.

Products to be delivered to Hungary

include pyrites, iron ore, coal, tobacco,

hides and sulphuric acid. In return

Bulgaria will receive mining and re-

frigeration equipment, machinery, petro-

leum products, chemicals an!d; drugs.
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New Railway Station

'The increase of rail traffic in Trans-

Danubia has necessitated the remodel-

ing and enlarging of the railway station

at Szekesfehervar. The new station

will have a special waiting room for

mothers and children, with bathrooms,

rest rooms and a kitchen in which to

prepare the children's food.

Siibway Station Nearing Completion

The 130-yard long platforms and
station tunnel of the People's Stadium
Station of the Budapest subway were
completed some days ahead of schedule.

Work -is still being done on the ticket

halk and escalators. The interior of

the station will be of marble, decorated

with sculptures.

Himgarion-Soviet Transport

Agreement

A long-term mutual goods transport

agreement was signed in Moscow by
the Soviet "Union and the Hungarian
People's Republic. An agreement con-

cerning the transpoi*t of complete fac-

tory installations and Soviet technical

aid for Hungary between 1952 and 1955,

was signed at the same time.

New Department of Sanatorium

A new pulmonary surgery department

of the Tuberculosis Sanatorium in

Debrecen was opened recently. Speak-

ing at the dedication ceremonies, Minis-

ter of Health Anna Ratko pointed out

that Hungary has achieved excellent

results in its efforts to combat tubercu-

losis. Deaths due to this disease have

been decreased by 6,000 annually, as

compared to the period before the

liberation.

Model Stores in Budapest

In the middle of May all the retail

enterprises opened model stores in

Budapest. 75 per cent of the employees

in these stores were women. They serve

and counsel customers, recommend
articles, select goods for sale and
arrange the window displays.

New Sanatorium in Buda Hills

A new four-story, 250-bed tubercu-

losis hospital is being built on the site

of a pulmonary surgery hospital left

uncompleted in 1941. It is situated at

Budakeszi, in the Buda hills. The first

part will be finished by spring of 1953,

and the whole sanatorium will be com-

pleted by autumn of the same year.

9 —
News In Brief

Protestants Greet Peace Conference

The Hungarian Protestant Church

sent a telegram of greeting to the

Peace Conference of all the religious

denominations in the Soviet Union. The

message was addressed to Patriarch

Alexei, who had originally proposed

that such a conference be held.

Terminal of Budapest. Subway

The Buda terminal of the Budapest

subway is being built under the Ver-

mezo. The row of columns is already

taking shape. Trains will enter the

terminal on both sides of the 150 yard

long platform. '

Eighty-Two New Stores

Before the liberation the 15th District

of Budapest was one of the most

neglected, backward peripheries of the

capital. Now, through the local Council,

the government makes special efforts

to improve the consumer Applies of

the part of the city and to- raise
^
the

living standard of the . residents. 82

new stores have been opened in this

section and before the year is out there

will be ten more.

More Mining Machinery

The production of machines used in

mining will be doubled during 1952,

it was announced in Budapest. The
manufacture of new types of machines

and the modernization of old types

will begin.

Council Reports

The members of the Budapest Muni-

cipal Council and the various District

Councils reported to their voters in

May and the first part of June on their

activities until then. These reports

strengthen the close relationship be-

tween the Councils and the people.

Published by the Legation of
the Hungarian People's Repub-
lic, 2437 15th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D. C. Reproduction
of any material in this publi-

cation is permitted. c^^^75

Ultraviolet-Ray Treatment

Increased health provisions are ex-

tended to Hungarian villages. To give

just one characteristic example: in the

county of Hajdu-Bihar 10,000 rural

children were given ultraviolet-ray

treatment and the school 'dentistry ser-

vice of the county examined the teeth

of over 3,500 children within a single

month.

Secondary School Graduates

Continue Studies

A large percentage of the students

now graduating from the primary and

secondary schools have already register-

ed for further study. In Budapest over

80 per cent, and nationally : 60 per cent

of the graduating students wish to

continue their education.

Ferenc Klics Sets New Record

Ferenc Klics, an outstanding young

athlete, set a new Hungarian discus

throwing record with a throw of 53.44

meters at the international contest held

under the auspices of the Fourth Con-

gress of Free German Youth.

Progress at Sztolinvoros

The construction of several new

shops has been started at the Stalin

-Iron Works. The first furnaces of the

power plant will be put into operation

before the end of the year. The

oxygen plant is now being completed

and a Martin unit is being installed.

Additional construction is under way
at the smelting and cooking plants.

During 1952 an additional 900 dwelling

units will be built in the new city itself.

The building of the new port on the

Danube, where the project is situated,

is also progressing x'apidly.
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SPEECH BY IMRE DEGEN AT THE MEETING OE THE PANEL ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL

TRADE AT THE MOSCOW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC CONFERENCE

On the morning of April seventh, Imre Degen, the head of the Hungarian delegation
to the Moscow International Economic Conference, addressed the panel dealing with
the development of international trade,

"In the years that have elapsed since the end of the Second World War, Hungarian
economic circles have been increasingly striving to restore and further develop the

international relations which had been disrupted by the war," he said.

"Evidence of these efforts is the fact that our country now has commercial agree-
ments with 29 countries, and the number of countries from which Hungary imports
goods and to which she exports .products is far greater. The increased export oppor-
tunities which our People's Democracy affords us are indicated by the fact that

Hungary's foreign trade volume reached the pre-Second World War level in 1949. The

volume has been increasing ever since and in 1951 exceeded the 1938 standard by
approximately 35 per cent.

:

"Since the end of the Second World War, Hungary has developed a close economic
relationship with the Soviet Union and the People's Democracies. The results of

this constantly strengthening planned cooperation, supported by long-term agree-
ments, has been a new form of economic relationship between the peoples, a relation-
ship based on full equality, mutual aid and advantages. Since our country has been
guided by the desire for peaceful work and the preservation of peace in the field of

international trade also, we have made possible our goods licensed for exports to

every country without restrictions, on the basis of equality and mutual economic
advantages.

"The monetary value of our trade with the Western countries — which in 1946

barely exceeded 300 mill^n forints — amounted to 3 billion forints in 1949, rising
each succeeding year. TI^s, in spite of the fact that the circles participating in

the rearmament race have prevented a sound post-war development of international
economic life.

"The Hungarian Government did not resort to a discriminatory economic policy
against the countries, some of which have even gone so far as to include medicines
and scientific books on the prohibitive list of 'strategic materials.' Our country
was of the opinion that a policy which leads to unhealthy international economic

relations and is chiefly disadvantageous to the economic life of the Western countries

would not be lasting, for actual economic interests are stronger than artificial



barriers to trade. Nevertheless, these prohibitive measures have caused a regression

in our trade with the Western countries. The volume of this trade was much smaller

in 1950 and 1951 than it had been in 1949. Western trade circles were surely affected

by the fact that they had to restrict their commercial relations with Hungary, an
advantageous source of imports and market for exports.

”The flourishing development of the people's economy of Hungary proves that the

economic restrictions employed against her were unable to obstruct her economic

progress. Thus 1951, the year in which the most extensive measures directed against

us were in force, was also the year in which the possibilities of raising the original

aims of our economy increased and we were able to overfulfill even our augmented

production plan. This meant, among other things, an increase of 30.1 per cent in the

output of industry and of 37.7 per cent in heavy industry over the previous year.

"Our delegation wishes to express to this historically important international

conference Hungary's sincere intentions to continue the policy she has followed until

now in her foreign economic relations. This policy aims at developing foreign

trade and maintaining and strengthening economic relations with the largest possible

number of countries.

"If economic relations based on mutual interests and conditions of equality were

established, Hungary could, in view of her resources and requirements, purchase goods

from the Western countries valued at two and a half billion Swiss francs at present

rates, and could export to them goods in equal amounts in the next three years.

(1953-1955).

"In broadening our international goods exchange, we are particularly interested

in strengthening trade relations with the countries with which we have traditional

economic relations, such as Austria, Italy, Switzerland, Finland and Germany."

Imre Degen then stressed the fact that "The Hungarian delegation is glad of this

opportunity to restore and extend commercial and economic relations with the coun-

tries of the Near, Far and Middle East participating in the Conference. By shipping

to them machines and industrial equipment, we could contribute to the advancement of

industry in economically "backward countries and strengthen our peaceful economic

relations with them."

The head of the Hungarian delegation continued: "The rapid development of the

Hungarian people's economy and the rise in the production standards of our agriculture
enable us to make available for export to the West not only industrial goods but also
agricultural products in growing quantities.

"Today we are* manufacturing over four times as many machines as we did in 1938, and
are therefore able to export scores of high-grade heavy industrial products, machines
and equipment, including installations for food factories, hydraulic power machines,
machine tools, and others. We could also export considerable quantities of vehicles
and means of transportation of a quality respected even in the most distant overseas
markets. Various products of the electrical industry are also an important part of

our export items.

"It is not our wish', however, merely to sell more than ever before on foreign
markets. We can be important buyers in the Western countries too. In the event of

economic relations respecting mutual economic interests, we could purchase various
machine tools, machines for the building industry and precision instruments on the
Western markets. We could also increase our cotton yarn, wool, synthetic fibres,
leather and wood imports from these countries. Our country's living standard is



constantly increasing, and with it the demand for goods such as coffee, cocoa and
spices, all import items.

”We estimate that about half of the goods to be imported by us from overseas and the
Western European countries in the course of the next three years would be raw materials,
about one quarter machines and tools and one quarter other industrial products.

"Because of our consistent effort to normalize international commercial relations
we propose a considerable increase in the volume of our trade with the Western
countries before the end of this year and offer immediate delivery of industrial and
transportation equipment.

"Our delegation is of the opinion that if our coiontry received adequate guarantees
of good faith, we could conclude long-term agreements with the Western countries."

Mr. Degen then pointed out that representatives from several countries had
brought up the question of financial settlement at the first meeting of the committee.
He stated: "Hungary is prepared to accept payment for export goods in the currency
of the country she is dealing with, provided that she can use this currency for
buying in the importing country."

\

In concluding, Mr. Degen said: "The International Economic Conference is
facing great tasks. We must take advantage of this unequalled opportunity for
personal discussion of views by representatives from a number of countries in
all parts of the world who are of the most diversified occupations and of widely
differing political convictions. With a basis of mutual understanding and confidence,
they can create fruitful relations of economic cooperation based on equality and
mutual advantages among the peoples of the world."

THE MOSCOW CONFERENCE HAS SHOWN EXTENSIVE OPPORTUNITIES FOR BROADENING

OUR FOREIGN TRADE RELATIONS

The Moscow Radio broadcast the following statement by Mr. Imre Degen, head of the
Hungarian delegation to the Moscow International Economic Conference:

"The International Economic Conference has fully lived up to expectations. The
trade agreements concluded have made it clear to practically all the participants of

the Conference that if artificial barriers are eliminated, international trade can
be increased to a multiple of its present volume.

"In the event of a return to normalcy in international trade relations, the Soviet
Union, China, the European people's democracies and the German Democratic Republic
could increase the volume of their trade withe the Western European, overseas, Middle-
Eastern and^ South-Eastern Asiatic countries to nearly three times the present volume
in two or three years. This would mean an Increase in value of approximately 100
billion rubles. The participants were able to gain a picture of the harmful effects
of the existing restrictions in international trade on the economic life of the
countries from the reports of the businessmen and economists of the capitalist
countries.

"The direct negotiations arranged between the Hungarian delegation and the repre-
sentative of the economic circles of the number of other countries — including
Austria, Western German, Switzerland, Italy, Iran, Indonesia, Burma, Mexico and



Brazil — have shown how extensive the opportunities for broadening our foreign trade
relations are*

”The Conference afforded us more than the opportunity to extend trade with the
capitalist countries. It also resulted in the broadening of our economic relations
with the friendly countries, above all the Soviet Union, which are the mainstay of
the development of our people's economy.

"The Moscow Economic Conference has done good and fruitful work. It is not the
conclusion, but an important phase in the endeavor towards peaceful constructive
cooperation between the peoples, a movement which is developing and growing all over
the world and encompassing ever broader masses of people. The results achieved by
the conference deal a heavy blow to those who wish t6 prevent a healthy growth of
world trade. The participants took a united stand, regardless of political convic-
tions, against different economic restrictions. The Hungarian delegation took
an active part in the work of the Conference."

Published by the Legation of
the Hungarian People's Repub-
lic, 2437 15th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D. C. Reproduction
or any material in this publi-,
cation is permitted.

Sec. 34.66, P.L.&R.
U. S. POSTAGE
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Permit No. 9457

Washington, D. C.
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November 19^2

MEMO, SAC:

cc: 100-17289 (PAMPHLET & PERIODICAL) IOO-I639O (CP HHIEP)
100-1166 (E. C. GREEMEIELD) 100-19935 (WHLC)
100-421 (GIJS HALL) 100-16463 (POLITICAL)
100-17947 (STRATEGY IN INDUSTRY) 100-15976 (FUNDS)

I I
furnished the writer 6n August 2$, 1952,

with the June-July, 1952, issue of the ’’Ohio People’s Tribune,”
Volume I, No. 8, issued by the Ohio Communist Party, 2226
East 55th Street, Cleveland, Ohio, and received by the infor-
mant on July 15> 1952. This issue carries articles concerning
the Negro Labor Council job fights in Cleveland, an editorial
on the steel strike, a photograph of GUS HALL with an article
concerning his candidacy for United States Senator from Ohio,
and a pen drawing of E; C. GREENFIELD along with an article
concerning his candidacy for Governor of the State of Ohio,

This .issue also carries several columns concerning
the United Auto Workers, the rubber workers, the steel workers,
and a comment on the CP Fund Drive.

This mssue of the ’’Ohio People’s Tribixhe” will be
placed in the informant’s file, I I

SEARCHED— INDEXED-

SERIALIZED...,;^FILED.^

FBI - CLEVELAND^
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FOR PEACE AND DEMKCRACT-
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.
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Issued by Ohio Communist Party, 2226 E. 55th St, Cleveland, Ohio V If . June-July, 1952

INedro Labor Council

By JIM GKAT

Almost daily we hear over the

radio and read in the newspapers

that "defense of America is every-

body’s job,’’ This imperialist slo-

gan tries to use the democratic,

peaceful desires of the people for

war,

But the real defense of our

country must have as a central

feature; Defend and demand the

right of Negro women to get de-

cent jobs - this is a slogan of

all decent Americans,

JOBS FOB NEGRO WOMEN

laarii

The Cleveland Negro Labor

Council has launched a fight for

jobs for Negro women at Sears,

Roebuck, and Co. In an interview

with management, this is what

a CNLC committee was told: "We

employ no Negro sales people. We

employ no Negro office workers,"

The Sears’ official attempted to

point to three or four decent jobs

held by Negroes to explain the

"incident” that his sales and of-

fice force is lily-white. “No quali-

fied Negro applicants have ap-

plied for these jobs when they

are open,’’ so said the Sears'

manager. "We employ about 350

people and between 40 to 50 of

these are Negroes,” he said, but

he didn’t explain where he hides

these Negro employees.

in the

Steel

Strike

As we go to press, the steel companies have launched

a new offensive against the workers they forced out on

strike. They not only refuse to grant, retroactive to

January 1st, adequate overtime for Saturdays and Sun-

BMPAULL ^

' In March, 1950, manuiffiturers’ inventories (goods piled

up unsold or unused in, wai^uses) were valued at 28 biion,

400 milBon dollars. This wa®n,^e;cue of the Korean War.

In March ,1952, after ra^dbiie half years of war against

the Korean people, manuflturere’ inventories amofmted to

42 billion, 300 miUionioHor|^'d?i iilmost 50% increoseJ

While the inventbries-iJI.iipi consM goods industries

are producing much below K'ydstf’s level. •are producing much belowfet y®^^ .

And all is fax from well 4m '

^

the industries producing'for;.mf

According to the aevelaniftlk flfil after the war. TknJ
of May 28th, Tell Berha, geM':???P .attempt to put off the

manager of the National
<=ateh up

Tool Builders Assn., has beg»;|I^^' ^ abated by the

complain about unstable aiii%
i j •

npuor nrAVPnhpfl rmis oa
predictable conditions in hisM-

never prevented cjis, as

'
.

.'IJ we '.know from all past history.

m March alone reported-Bral^! Z
cancellation of orders were

afterwards.M
alent to 34% of new orders,' al

as capitalism grew older it be-

cancellations were continuing.4:
^an *<>• depend more and more

substantial volume, -He said^M

Britain recently cancelled an of 1
der for 100 machines, airtei ^ar, and the abihty to make

ordered 75 others. Many cancl-
’’f

ame more and more de-

lations were occuring when’^or-.
«aive for^

ders were almost completed.,J P^PLES
^

nn4 *l,ft n«iA« clin« tbow Jilcn Awlrflet

What accounts for this condl

tion which, according to, Bemi

is harassing the industry?
j

CAPITAUSM BRINGS CRISIS!!

PEAGE.AND PEOPLE’S

WELFARE •

Today, matters are different.

,
Today, capitalism’s ability to

start was has been greatly re-

Hiip/sfl Tnm wnrlfl wnrc bflVA
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November 5# 1952

MEMO, SAC:

cc: 100-11060 (POLISH ACTIVITIES) 100-19222 (WORLD PEA.CE CONGRESS)
100-17267 (INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS)

^furnished the writer on October 1952 > bVD
with a two -page mimeographed leaflet captioned ”A Prograca of
New Polish Films,” including:

( 1 ) “Today » s Poland”

(2) ”New Art”

(3) “Peace Will Win”

This list was furnished the informant by the Polish
Embassy, Washington, ©. C., and contains a review of the above-
cap ti oned films.

is leaflet will be placed in the informant's file.

PMBiCGP

1
SEARCHED irSDEtEI^y—

SERIALIZED— LED——

FBI < CLEVELAnO:—5
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A PROGRAM
of

NEW P 0 LIS H FILMS

I, Polska Dzisiejsza
(Today's Poland)

II. Nova Szbuka
(New Art)

III, Peace Will Win

Polish Embassy Friday, December 7, 1951



I, POLSKA DZISIEJSZA (Today* s Poland)

Poland’s national holiday commemorates the issuance on July

22, ,1944 of the Manifesto of the Polish Committee of National

Liberation.

Events on National Day this year included the start of produc-

tion at the Odra Cement Works, largest in Europe j
completion

of new sections of the Marszalkowska housing project in Warsaw

and the opening of the capital’s largest department store.

Other events shown in the film include the unveiling on July

21 of a monument to Feliks Dzierzynski, Polish working class

leader who was also one of the leaders in the October Revolu-

tion in the 0oviet Union, on the occasion of the 25th anni-

versary of his death} the arrival in Warsaw of Vice Premier

V. M. Molotov and Marshal G. K» Zhukov of the USSR} the for-

mal meeting held in Warsaw’s Teatr Polski to mark National

Day} and the parade and review in Dzierzynski Square,

II, NOWA SZTUKfi (New Art)

In the spring of 1950 the first annual all-Polish exhibition

of plastic arts was held in Warsaw. First prize went to

"Peace Frontier”, by the, sculptor Alfred Wisniewski, Theme

of the shows Art teaches and educates} it is an instrment

for peace and a ,better tomorrow} it is based on faith in

mankind. On the other hand, some examples of western art

demonstrate a loss not only of human form but also of all

human content.

First prize in the painting section of the Warsaw exhibition

was won by Wojoiech Weiss for his ''Manifesto”

,

The new art in Poland has as its subjects man at work and

rest, man as part of the family, man on the road to know-

ledge and science, man in the struggle for peace and against

death and annihilation.

Ill, PEACE WILL WIN

The World Peace Congress was held in Warsaw from November

16 to November 22, 1950.,, Co-directors of ihe film of that

historic event were»J6'ri's Ivens and Jerzy Szelubski.

i* i

<
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November 5» 1952

MEMO , SAC

:

cc: 100-18760 (PROGRESSIVE PABT?) 100-11731 (PAULINE TAYLOR)
100-l8ij.06 (DON ROTHENBERG) 100-l6ij.63 (POLITICAL)
100-19935 (NNLC) 100-18972 (MEL MITCHELL)

famished the writer on October 3> 1952

j

with the following items of literature concerning the
Progressive Party:

1» A Ii- page lithographed leaflet captioned
”Your Vote Can Stop the ¥ar in Korea
Nowl'* which concerns the Progressive
Party campaign in behalf of VINCENT
HALLINAN and Mrs. CHABLOTTA BASS, which
was received by informant September 19,
1952.

2. A 2 page mimeographed throw-away issued
weekly by the Progressive Party of Ohio,
instant issue being No. 32 dated Septem-
ber 8, 1952, and received by informant
on September 12, 1952. This issue of the
’•independent" deals primarily with the
Progressive Party national campaign and
mentions, in addition, the Cleveland
Labor Council’s job campaign against
Sears Roebuck and Company.

%

3. A 1 page mimeographed leaflet on the
stationery of the Progressive Party of
Ohio announcing the presence of Dr. ¥. E.
B.)(duB0IS in Cleveland on Tuesday, October
7, '1952. This item was received by infor-
mant on September l5^ 1952.

k-

PS^tCGPg^'
L ^

A one page mimeographed throw-away issued
by the Progressive Party concerning the
advocacy of the extension of rent control
in Cleveland. This item x>ras also received
by informant on September 15, 1992.-

SEARCHEEi —
iS2

5EARCHEU s.

32R1ALC1D--
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MEMO, SAC:

5» A 3x6 inch card lithographed, issued
by the Progressive Party, 5103 Euclid
Avenue, announcing the appearance of
Dr. ¥. E. B. DTJBOIS at the St. Paul
AME Church, Tuesday, October 7» 1952,
which was received by informant on
October 2, 1952.

6. A 1 page lithographed throw-away announc-
ing DUBOIS’ appearance at the St. Paul
AME Church on October 7, 1952. This
was also received by informant on October
2, 1952.

7. A l.page mimeographed letter Issued by
MEL MITCHELL, Chaiman, and DON HOTHEN-
BERG, Executive Secretary, of the Pro-
gressive Party of Ohio mentioning prepar-
ations for the ¥. E. B. DUBOIS meeting
to be held October 7, 1952, in Cleveland.
This was received by informant on October
2, 1952.

8. A 1 page mimeographed agenda received by
informant on September 29, 1952, con-
cerning the agenda of the Executive Board
meeting of the Progressive Party of Ohio
to be held October 1, 1952, at 5103
Euclid Avenue.

9. A 2 page mimeographed letter by the Pro-
gressive Party of Ohio dated September
18, 1952, issued by MEL MITCHELL and DON
ROTHENBERG regarding the public hearing
to be held on rent control in the City of
Cleveland by the City Council on September
17* Attached to this letter is a mimeo-

’ graphed list of the members of the Cleve-
land City Council with their home addresses
and home telephone numbers for use by the
Progressive Party workers favoring rent
control. This letter was received by the
informant on September 19, 1952.

- 2 -
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That's what's stopping a trace in Korea right nov/.

More than 116,000 American casualties-more prison-

ers—more deaths and destruction in Korea every day.

And no end in sight.

Why?

The Gallup Poll says 70 per cent of the American peo-

ple want to end the war in Korea.

But do the Republicans and Democrats-who talk

"peace"-propose to end that war NOW?

"I do not hove any prescription for bringing

the Korean war to a decisive end. .

.

"There is, of course, no tidy solution to the

Korean problem. ..."

No wonder the United Mine Workers Journal

says that neither party has answered the top

question in the minds of the people—how to

bring the war to on end.

"Stop the fighting now-talk afterwards . .

.

Cease fire in Korea today, without any ifs, onds,

or buts ... an immediate armistice at the agreed

upon demarcation line; all disputed questions,

including the exchange of war prisoners, to be

settled by civilian representatives of all nations

involved in the war after the fighting is

over. . .

."

The war in Korea makes profits for the big shots who

finance both old parties. Profits jumped from $27 billion

in 1949 to $39 billion in 1950, when the war broke out-

and to $43 billion in 1951. The big corporations got new

plants and tools from government tax money-YOUR

MONEY. But here's what the people got since the war

started:

0 Highest prices in all history-food up 30%.

0 Highest taxes in history-taxes up 74%.

0 Wages frozen and a 10% cut in living standards.

0 Cuts in low cost housing, in hospitals, in schools,

and flood control.

0 A new attack on civil liberties and the rights of

Negro Americans and other minority groups.

0 Increased draft of sons and young fathers.

If you want peace—make your vote count—

don't waste it on parties that profit from war!

Make your vote count—Vote against candidates

who agree to keep war going! Let them know

they can't just talk "peace"-they HAVE TO

MAKE PEACE in Korea.

Vote for HALLINAN and BASS-the candidates

who stand for peace in Korea NOW.

V0T[ roil lif PUCr CiOIOAirS: Fd: President, HIIJALLIIAN-Fer Vice-President, 111$. CHAIIIOIIA BASS
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PUBLISHED WEEHLVB^E PROGRESSIVE

EUCLIDAVE; amELAll/DXOHIO-HEitd^ion I-

IKORCAN PEACE PEAW
In tholr first nation-wido rtxdio broadcast, Progrossivo Party onndidatos Vincent Hal-

Charlotta Bass outlined n specific proposal for ooaso-firo in Korea andcallod upon the American people to flood the VJhito House with wires and letters to

RR
. LE/-\DS, CAMPAIGN

TO SAVE RENT ^ program for ending the vrar
\yhioh is diroot, practical and honorabloj
First, doolaro an immodiato ooaso-firo at

^forking against a doadlino only throo
wooks away, Progrossivo Party mombors in
several Ohio oitios arc petitioning and
urging their oity o^ouncils to extend
rent control boyond Soptombor 30. In
Olovoland, potitionnrs report good rcs-
ponso on stroot corners and house -to-
houso. ALL CLEVELAND RENT CONTROL PETI-
TIONS SHOUID BE JiAILED IN TO THE OFFICE
BY MONDAY SEPTEMBER lSth»

r

On '0[EDNESDAY Soptombor 17 c,t S p.m. an
open hearing "on Rent Control will bo hold
in the Council chambors. You arc
Urged to oomo to this mooting to support "

our County Chairman Mol Mitchell in his
testimony in favor of extension*

Ward loaders are urged to phono mombors
to turn out. Invito your neighbors and.
friends to como with you to tho hearing.

CLEVELAND ATTORNEY Fil£S
SUIT TO END KOREAN WAR
William VT. Cavanaugh, Clovoland- attorney,
has filed an injunction suit against
President Truman, asking the court to
order all XJ.S* troops ^vithdrawn from
Korea. Mr. Cavanaugh charges that tho
President violated the Constitution by
declaring war v/ithout the consent of
Congress.

Over 300 Clevelanders have phoned Mr. -

Cavanaugh--all but two called to congratu-
late him for his action. Since 85^ of
the American po oplo consider Peace tho
major issue of the election oan5)aign,
tho response to Mr. Cavanaugh's suit is
understandable •

Cavanaugh, -vdioso office is in the Leader
Building, is a former Army Air Force
bombadier-navigator who flov/ 36 combat
missions over Germany. He declared, *'X
am motivated not only as a citijion, but
as a father with throo children whoso
lives arc being mortgaged by our national
debt .

”

tho line of domaredtion agreed upon.
Second, appoint civilian arbitrators to
settle the exchange of prisoners of xvar.
The war can be ended today. A phono call
from the ‘Ji/hito House to Korea could '^nd it.

Describing Democratic candidate Stevenson's
double-talk on FEPG, Mrs. Bass likened
him to a California flea— "you fool for
him one place and find him someplace olsoo"
Charging that the Democratic Party has
dos'^rted tho Negro people to clasp the
Dixiocrats to its bosom, Mrs. Bass spoke
of tho Progressive Party as a "homo big
enough for my poople

This historic broadcast on most NBC radio
and TV* stations and CBS television sta-
tions will bo carried during tho next
two weeks on several Ohio stations' which

TV schedu/e for
V\afHnan'%ass broadcast
Saturday, Soptombor 13j ¥fSPD-T*V in

Toledo at 1:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Soptomber 17s vgCBL-TV in
Clovoland at 8s 30 p.m.

Saturdejy, Soptombor 20t VJNBK-TV in
Cleveland at 12 noon*

NOTES Dayton's TV station TfVHIO has pro-
mised to carry tho broadcast within the
next two weeks. Dayton Progressives
should chock the station for exact time.
Cincinnati's radio and TV station ?iLW has
thus far refused to carry tho broadcast,
but wo are , confident they will change
their mind*

ftvore unable to arrange time last week.
Consult, tho schedule above for oomploto
dotails^^

I



EXPLASTATION OTJR READERS*BOYCOTT SEAR3^0EBUCI<
Tho Clovoland Labox* Council has called
for a boycott of Scars Roebuck and Com-
pany due to their refusal to hire Kogref'

women sales dorks and offico workers, *

The Council has negotiated for four and
one half months with tho company for a
change in their discriminatory policy^
and has rocoivod tho support of trade
unions, the Baptist i>/Iinistcrial Confcr-
one o, ’tho ITcgro press and maixy indivi-
duals*

Progressives are urged to cooperate in
tho follovd.hg actions:

1, Don*t buy at Sears*

2* Volunteer to distribute leaflets at
Soars* Call EX 1-5529.

3o doin the picket lino, which begins
i’^onday, September 15 at 6 p.m*

VINCENT HALLINAN will

come to Ohio in Oct
Ohioans will welcome our Presidential
candidate to Cleveland cither I'yednc sday

,

October 22 or Sunday, October 26. A
public meeting and other events will
feature a crowded one -day stop in tho
Buckeye state * Watch THE Il^EPENDElH?
for details.

For two weeks, financial and technical
difficulties have prevented tho printing
aixd mailing of THE IHDEPBNDEIH? * Those
problems have boon temporarily solved
and, with your financial assistance,
the IHDEPEHDEHT wi3.1 be mailed regularly
to our 2000 readers evei*y week.

BRING CLEVELAND TENANTS
TO PUBLIC HEARING ON

RENT CONTROL

CITY HALL
E;6 6 LAKESIDE
City Council Chambers

Second floor

WEDNESDAY SEPh17

2i00 BAA.

15 DATS TO REGISTER

To vote Hovombor 4th you must be rogisterod by September 24. You must register if
you have never registered before in Ohio or if you did not vote in 1950 or 1951 * You
must transfer your registration if you have moved since tho last time you voted* Tho
Board of Elections at lOOO Superior (E* 9th and Superior) is open from 8:30 a.m* to
4:30 p*m* Monday through Friday and 8:30 a*m. to noon on Saturday.

SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 13: Rooeption for WILLIAl'I L* PATTERSOH, Civil Rights Congress
National Secretary, at the homo of Mrs* J/Iary Turner, 1444
East 111th.

SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 14:

i'\fEDNESDAY SEFTEtABER 17:

X^/BDI^IESDAY SEPTEMBER 17:
T^VEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 17:

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 19:

SATURDAY SEPTEIl![BER 20:
SATURDAY SEPTEivIBER 20:
SUNDAY SEPTEMBER 28:

Nationality Press Picnic at Veterans Grove, 2137 Ridgov\rood
in Parma* Prom noon until dark. Hear IVHLLIAM L* PATTERSON.
Barbecued ribs, music, nationality foods.
Rent Control hearing at Cleveland City Council Chambers,
Lakeside at E* 6th (2nd floor. City.Hall) at 2:00 p.m.
See HALLINAN and BASS on mEL-TV at 8:30 p.m.
Executive Board Mooting at Progressive Party offico, 5103
Euclid, 8:30 p*m.
John Brown Singers, 924 East 123rd at 8:30 p*m. All those
interested in joining tho singing group are welcome.
See HALLINAN and BASS on TOTBK-TV at 12 noon.
PP Party, place to be annoixncod.
PP State Committoo mooting in Canton, Ohio.

STORK SALE: Playpen, Thayer baby carriage, Toidoe Seat, swing, wicker stroller,
Taylor Tot. Very reasonable. Proceeds go to Progressive Party. Call
HA 1-5029.

CALL THE OFFICE, HE 1-3327, FOR -NAMES OP PROGRESSIVES TO GO OUT YCETH YOU FOR PETITION
SIGNAT'JR.SS c Tho best time to talk to people is early evening, during the week, and
at stores and mai'kcts all day Saturday*
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1.

AITEND CITY COUNCIL BEARING ON
RENT CONTROL-BRING YOUR FRIENDS
AND NEIGHBORS

e

CITY HALL, 2ND FLOOR
LAKESIDE AT E 6

WEDNESDAY SEPT. 17, 2;00 P.M.
'

'

2. CALL OR WRITE YOUR COUNCILMAN DEMANDING
THAT HE VOTE FOR EXTENSION OF RENT CONTROL

PROGRESSIVE PARTY OF OHIO 5103 EUCLID AVE-
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Dr. W. E. B. DuBois, 83 year old scholar, was a founder of the NAACP and for 22 years

edited their magazine "The Crisis."

Dr. DuBols speaks out everywhere for an immediate cease-fire in the senseless

Korean war. His years of leadership in the determined campaign for full equality
^

make him well qualified to speak on the subject "The Negro Voter and the 1952j Elections

.

You are cordially invited to meet this great world citizen. •
^

The Ne(

• » »

St Paul Churtb

£a5t 55 fh and Qumci|
^

TUESDAY- OCTOBER

. .. .proqre$stve Party of Ohio j

. S103 Euclid Xvenue, Clevelanc|

^^/^,^*“'HEnder6on. I- 3327'
|

i

'

V 1 Mrs. poultne Tailor, Chairman
^

; Ro'thenber<3 ,
Sfote pirector
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DID YOU KNOW THAT DEMOCRATIC AND
REPUBLICAN POLITICIANS AND THEIR
SUPPORTERS HAVE MADE SURE THAT NO
NEW PARTY OR INDEPENDENT CANDIDATES

I WOULD APPEAR ON THE OHIO BALLOT ?

Vincent Hallinan of California and
Mrs . Chai*lotta Bass of New York are
the Progressive Party candidates
for President and Vice-President.

Their program is simple and specific:
End the war in Korea now. A full
civil rights program. Repeal the
Taft-Hartley Act. Use oin? tax money
for new homes, hospitals and roads
instead of planes

,
tanks and guns

.

The Repuhlicans and Democrats fear
this program. They have changed
the Ohio election law to keep these
candidates off the ballot and to
force Judges oo run in the partisan
primaries.

The Progressive Party of Ohio pled-
ges a relentless fight to change
this law. You can help by' writing
to Governor Lausche to return, free
elections to Ohio.

If our court: action to place Hallinan
and Bass on the Ohio ballot is unsuc-
cessful, WE URGE YOU TO WRITE-IN THE
NAMES OP VINCENT HALLINAN and CHARLOTTA
BASS on NOVEMBER hth.

m omo/
Pauline Taylor, Chairman
Don Rothenberg, Executive Sec'y

dpowa #87

PROCSESSIVE PARTY OF OHIO
5103 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland 3
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October 1, 1952

Dear Friend:

Your help is urgently needed in the last week of preparation

for the public meeting featuring Dr'o W:»EoBo DuBois and his wife>
Shirley Graham DuBois, next Tuesday, October 7th,

The Cleveland Call & Post carries a front page story this week
announcing the DuBois meeting and expect publicity in the other

local papers^ We are arranging for a radio interview and possibly a

television interview ^vith Dr. DuBois BUT the only guarantee of atten-

dance next Tuesday is the work that you and I do in the next few days.

Enclosed are 10 invitations to the DuBois meeting. Will you
personally give these invitations to 10 friends and neighbors and
whexever possible, get a contribution of SOjs? or more to help pay for

the cost of the meeting?

Secondly, will you start a chain phone call among your friends

asking each of them to call 5 friends?

'Third, will you call our office to volunteer for a leaflet

distribution at one of the major plant gates during the next few days

and at churches on Sunday? ^
^

YJith your cooperation we are confident that next Tuesday’s

meeting will be a fitting tribute ijo t^vo great citizens, ^

Fraternally,

ip/DR/ab
dpov/a 87

Enel#

Chai rman

Don Rothenberg, Executive Secret^'

dpowaS?
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September 27^ 1952

RSfMBER, VfflDIJESDAY, OCTOBER 1 at 8s50 p.mo.

EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING

5iC3 Euolidi Room 3

AGENDA

1» DuBoia Meeting, October 7 at St* Paul A*M*S. Churoh, Quincy & 55th

2o liallinan Meeting, Friday October 17 at Studio One, *WHK, 5000 Euclid

3,0 Proposal for a "Peace Vigil" at Democratic h Repvzblioan

Headquarters

4o Payne for Congress campaign

5» Report on State Committee Meeting

dpowaS?
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Dear Friend:

You and I as tenants face the grave threat a large rent increase unless
we act together immediately*

On Yfednesday, September 17, the City Council held a public hoarding on rent
o'ontirol. The Trail 'wa's ’packed ^ith landlords ,"-who h^d bean^organized by the real
estate interests in Cleveland* They booed, hissed, and shouted at speakers who
spoke the truth about our critical housing shortage here^ Although some excellent
testimony was given in favor of rent control, there were very few tenants in the
room to show our support*

We have another chance to save rent control: this MOITDAY , September 22 at

10 a.m« the Council will hold another public hearing on rent control* I urge you
to be at the hearing, at City Council Chambers in the City Hall on East 6th and
Lakeside

•

If you cannot be there in the morning, come to the full meeting of City
Council on Monday evening at 7 O'clock, when the final vote will be taken on gent
control *

The Progressive Party is working hard to save rent control because we know
as you do that v/-orking people oust oan^t afford an increase in rents* There IS a

housing shortage, there are very few new rental units available and those which have
been built in the last ten years are way beyond the income of most of us* Hundreds
of Clevelanders have joined you in signing our petitions to extend rent control*
BUT N0Y\T WE PACE THE DOUBLE DANGER OF EITHER AN END TO RENT CONTROL CR A COMPROMISE
PROPOSAL TO EXTEND RENT CONTROL BUT INCREASE RENTS 20^* We want no compromised

As you can see from the enclosed leaflet, the Progressive Party has a

specific, positive program for the election campaign and for the future* We believe
that our problems of high prices, high taxes, and frozen wages are the direct result
of the senseless war in Korea which has already cost us 116,000 casualties and over
10 billion dollars.

Vfe ask you to read this literature, but we emphasize that on a vital matter
like rent control, all citizens, regardless of their political beliefs y should work
together for the common good*

I look forward to seeing you at City Council this Monday, either at

10 ^*m. or 7 p*m. If you cannot be there, be sure to call' your councilman* His
name and phone number is enclosed for your convenience,*

Frat ernal ly

,

aS-
Mel Mitchell
County Chairip:50fr^^

Don Rothenberg
State Dii*0Otor f^MM/a

DR/a
dpowa 87
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Richard M, Mastrerson

Stephen Suhajoik

lOlOl RanCord Rd.

3204 W. 90th

Joseph Eo Flannery

William Jo Hart

7017 Colgate

17138 Lorain

Sam Brooks 3911 Carlyle

Walter E, Berkebile

John To Bilinski

Thomas F* McCafTarty

Frank Witthuhn

Joseph Horwitz

Jean Murrell Capers

Herman Finkle.

Stanley Szymanski

Bronis Klementowioz

William J» Rogers

Jack P* Russell

Charle s V* Carr

Harold To Gassaway

George A* Costello

Richard W# Zingler

David Co Murphy

Margaret MoCaffery

3275 Wo 17th

1420 Castle

4611 Franklin Blvd*

3704 Biddulph
Business phone:

3578 East 154th

2380 Bo 40th
Busine s s phone

:

336 B. of LeEo

6325 Fleet

6823 Tndiana
Bu sine s s phone

:

12916- Hoy

8916 Buckeye

2270 B. 55th

2317 Eo 85th
Business phones

504 H.BoCo Bldg*

1628 Cra-wrford

1432 Ansel

1607 Bo 78th

Edward J* Kovaoio 7308 Hecker

Harry T # Marshall

Harry JaTi'e

Lawrence Wo Duggan

Xrwyn P# Metzenbaum

Joseph Wo Kovaoh

Mary K* Sotak

Earnest A* Atkinson

AXTred G* Grisantl

John Ao Fakult

11804 Shadeland
Business phones

1301 East Blvd*
Business phones

1721 WiokTord
.

X1310 Hopkins

3553 Eo 82nd

11120 Lardet

4132 B* 147th

1205 Sto Clair
Business phones

18611 Kildeer

MBlrose 1-2678

WInton “1^2636***

ATlantic 1-6996

ORohard 1-8181

woodbine 1-1763

FLorida 1-5314

PRospeot 1-4643

woodbine 1-1726

Ontario 1-6435
SHadyside 1-1978
LOngac 1-8715

ENdicott 1-3479
Express l-9g^
MAin 1-6616-r

VUloan 3-0039

Vtrican 3-1665
JVlAin 1-6094
Michigan 1-2569

TYler 1-3636

Express 1-3712

GArTield 1-2687
MAin 1-8024
MAin 1-0783

CEdar 1-6724

CBdar 1-8738

HEnderson 1-4412

HEnderson 1-3011

GLenvilXe *1-6808
MAin 1-4357
SWeetbriar 1-3690
CHerry 1-4,®7
IVanhoe 1-1892

GLonville 1-9450

BRoadway 1-0038

GArTield 1-6762

WAshing;bon 1-0867

TOwer' 1-2298
superior 1-3995
IVanhoe 1-5298

33 Jame s Donnelly 18301 Ponoiana CLearwater 1-3943
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November S> 1952

MEMO, SAC:

100-19520 (AMERICAN PEACE CRUSADE)
100-19i^.2l|. (NETTA BERMAN)
100-12775 (NORMAN BERMAN)
100-19855 (COMTTEE FOR A DEMOCRATIC PAR EASTERN POLICY)

I
furnished the writer on October 3> 1952 >

a one page mimeographed announcement concerning a "Party
for Peace" by MAUD^USSEL, who was to lecture on her twenty
years in China as a'YNCA secretary on October ij., 1952, at
the home of NETTA and NORMAN BERMAN, IO818 Orville Avenue.

This lecture was sponsored by the Cleveland Chapter
of the American Peace Crusade. This announcement was received
by the informant on October 2, 1952.

2ihi_s leaflet will be placed in informant’s file.

SEARCHED IfJDE::ED

SERIALIZE’' FILED-CC^

F31 ‘ CLEVELAni>1
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celebrated lecfu/er

'-/OCTOBER A '
'y

NETTA. ^NOR/y\ BERMAN X
10818 Orville Avenue

DiU'^CIHG -‘DHIMS -

DOMTioF T

y

ponsored; Cleveland chapter
^ AIl'ErUCAW Pi:-ACE ORUoADS Labor Donated


